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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Objectives 

This thesis describes research towards the development of a specification and design 
method for complex reactive distributed systems that must be realised in hardware 
and/ or software. Examples of such systems are tele/ data communication networks and 
switches, industrial control systems, as well as many modern consumer products. These 
systems are often implemented as a collection of communicating processors combined 
with ASICs and complex software. 

The objective of this thesis is to develop a method as well as the base for future de
velopment of methods in general. The method is a contribution to solve contemporary 
specification problems in the practice of business. We selected the research areas of struc
tured analysis, object-oriented analysis, formal behaviour description and behaviour
preserving structure transformation as main topics. 

An adequate specification process transforms a vague product idea into an 'imple
mentable' description. This process has necessarily an informal input side and an output 
that should be as formal as possible. This leads to conflicting objectives for a specifica
tion method. On the one hand a method must preferably use informal languages for 
communication with users and various experts from marketing to service. On the other 
hand a method must produce a description that can be processed by computer tools, 
such as simulators, and (silicon) compilers. 

A specification and design method should have a formal base and deliver executable 
models of the system to be designed. Executable models can be used for verification 
and validation of system properties. Execution requires that the behaviour description 
can be interpreted unambiguously. A formal behaviour specification language based 
on a formal operational semantic model is therefore a premise. The development of a 
semantic model is far from trivial. The research area of formal semantics is relatively 
new, which made this part of our research challenging. 

Object-orientation typically has been a research topic in the software community. Object
oriented analysis with a focus on hardware as well as on software is hardly explored. 

1 
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A method for the specification of hardware/software systems requires integration of 
communicative additional concepts, notations, guidelines and heuristics. 

The necessary preparatory research must join results from many areas such as method- · 
ology, methods, languages, formalisms, problem domain description, design, system 
architecture, implementation languages, etcetera. 

1.1.1 Industrial Aspects 

Complexity 
Industry struggles with mastering the development process of new products. This is a 
problem in the whole industry. In many product development areas we recognise the 
need for a fast introduction of information technology. The design case we selected in this 
thesis is a typical example. It is an example of the introduction of information technology 
in a traditional mechanical engineering environment. In general there is an ongoing 
trend to a broad integration of automation activities in industry. Besides production 
and design automation there are many other fields of automation such as management 
decision support and test automation. The integration of automation activities leads to 
the development of computer and control systems of ever increasing complexity. They 
are functionally interwoven and connected by a communication network. Many of these 
systems can be characterised as reactive, embedded and distributed. 

Existing design approaches are no longer keeping pace with the growth of complexity 
of systems. Especially this complexity led to the need of working in teams, and to 
farm out work. This must be done with proper agreements about functionality and 
interfaces. Clearly defined interfaces become a key issue. This requires specifications to 
be complete, unambiguous and precise. In practice complex systems give uncertainty 
about the correct behaviour of the system once integrated. An extensive simulation 
based on system models can minimise the amount of design iterations. A proper 
delegation of design tasks requires a thorough examination of the system. 

Specification Styles 
Traditionally systems have been specified as lists of requirements in a narrative way. 
Usually specification documents contain a mix of functional requirements and imple
mentation details. Complex systems, cannot be specified without modelling. This 
observation caused a growing interest in specification methods for complex systems. 
We have experience with methods that have been developed ten years ago. So-called 
Structured Analysis and Structured Design (SASD) methods integrate a control view 
with a data transformation view, and claim to be useful for the design of real-time 
systems. These methods are still being introduced in industry. They do not have the 
expressive power that is required for the specification of systems that make full use of 
available information technology. Object-oriented methods are even less accepted in 
industry. The power of object-oriented methods, however, seems to be able to solve 
some actual industrial design problems. For industry, object-orientation is besides a 
new technology also a new philosophy. It takes a considerable investment to introduce 
this technology and to get acquainted with the new philosophy. Objects are not yet well 
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understood and still a subject for research. For this reason we did spend a lot of research 
in defining a practically useful object approach. 

For a complex product the knowledge of technology is, although necessary, not the key 
to a complete product idea. A bottleneck today is the definition of what is to be designed. 
The required functionality of a system cannot be known before one has worked on a 
model of the system for a substantial amount of time. A specification in the form of 
a traditional requirements list is absolutely inappropriate for complex systems. This 
approach assumes that one is able to determine in advance the requirements of the 
system to be developed. The traditional bottom up approach of designers does not lead 
to efficient product development anymore. The same holds for the traditional top down 
approach. 

Emphasising technology leads to the well known pitfall of 'technology push'. An 
alternative is a market-driven approach. The premise is of course that a specification 
document can be understood and influenced by marketing experts. In general these 
people are not technology experts. The same holds for team members from various 
other expertise domains. They should be involved in the whole design path, starting 
from an adequate specification. In the existing specification tradition we observed a 
huge communication problem. 

Concurrent Approach 
There are few specification methods, for direct industrial application, that bridge the gap 
between hardware/software design. A lot of research has been performed in the area 
of software engineering and formal specification. A problem that we have with most 
of these approaches is that they propose to finish a specification phase before starting 
design. They assume that specification can be completed without performing design 
activities. The idea is that an optimal implementation technology will be chosen after the 
evaluation of alternatives. 'Implementation independence' is elevated to an objective in 
itself. Apart from the fact that no one knows how orthogonal criteria must be weighed 
to create an economical optimum, this approach does not match with industrial practice 
in general. The very necessary practice is that some implementation decisions are taken 
partially beforehand or at least in an early phase. This is absolutely necessary to be 
able to reuse existing knowledge and technology, and because of the enormous time 
pressure that is imposed on product development nowadays. Concurrent engineering 
is necessary. There is no time for a sequential approach. Therefore we set ourselves the 
goal to integrate design partially with traditional implementation independent system 
modelling. 

System behaviour modelling is far from easy and time consuming. It is however neces
sary and pays off at the end. Besides a lot of other reasons, modelling is simply necessary 
to find the required behaviour of a complex system to be designed. We experienced that 
a large part of the functionality of complex systems is only found when the behaviour 
is actually being modelled. It is just impossible to capture the complete functionality 
during a requirements phase, which is often recognised as preceding a modelling phase. 
For this reason promotion of the early use of specification models is necessary. 
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Models, that are adequate for the area sketched, show various internal structures. Most 
important are hierarchical structures of interconnected subsystems, functions, transfor
mations and objects. Hierarchy is a powerful concept for handling complexity. It enables 
abstraction and hiding of details. Inevitably the structures created during modelling 
influence the implementation structure of the system. This biases the implementation 
without taking possible implementation problems into account. We observed that in 
practice the implementation structure deviates from the specification model structure. 
Especially when developing an implementation independent specification, it is neces
sary to maintain the specification model, because a one to one mapping is necessary to 
create a consistent whole of various forms of documentation. Maintenance of a specifi
cation model leads to expensive and time consuming iterations. These iterations must 
be prevented as much as possible. They disturb the design process. Limiting iterations 
in product development processes is therefore an important research goal. 

1.1.2 Scientific aspects 

Object-Orientation 
Reuse and the power to encapsulate behaviour into autonomous entities was the most 
striking reason to develop a new method based on the object-oriented paradigm. There 
is growing interest in the object-oriented paradigm. Object-orientation is recommended 
for reusability and seems to be promising. Earlier research programs in our research 
group led to the development of object-oriented design tools targeting at ASIC develop
ment [Ver92]. This was also a reason to focus on object-orientation. A new specification 
method could take advantage of a smooth path to hardware design if we are able to 
interface with these tools. Concerning specification techniques, we started from our 
experience with SASD techniques. 

Both structured analysis and object-oriented analysis have their merits. There is no 
agreement on the possibilities of integrating class based object-oriented analysis with 
the event-oriented approach of structured analysis. This problem is discussed in the 
panel discussion 'From Events to Objects: The heresy of Event-Orientation in a World of 
Objects' [C+92]. In fact this is a problem we must solve. Where object-oriented analysis 
traditionally focuses on static abstractions in the form of 'real world ' objects, event
orientation emphasises behaviour as the 'principal guide to successful object-oriented 
analysis and design.' 

Another challenge is that there is far less consensus in the world of object-orientation 
than one might expect. There is no straightforward way to integrate the strengths of 
various paradigms and methods. Therefore we looked for a more fundamental approach 
than creating a new version of existing approaches. We decided to carry out research at 
a conceptual level. Breaking down methods to the finest grains (the concepts), yields an 
in depth knowledge. This enables the sound synthesis of a new method by selecting and 
combining appropriate concepts. However, the requirements for the new method should 
not be determined by a scientific viewpoint only. Industrial needs and the purpose of 
the method in its application environment, should also play a very important role. 
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Informal and Formal Approaches 
Specification methods that are introduced and accepted by industry are all, at least 
partially, informal. This has the advantage of making descriptions readable for a broad 
audience. A disadvantage is that informality makes specifications imprecise. Methods 
that are industrially accepted may seem to be mature in some way. From our point of 
view, however, industrially accepted methods are not yet mature at all. They will never 
be able to close the gap to lower level automated design tools, because their informality 
severely complicates automation. Future tools must offer: 

• functional simulation; 

• formal verification; 

• behaviour-preserving structure transformation. 

Specifications must be readable, precise, unambiguous and robust system descriptions. 
A method should therefore be built upon a language with formal mathematical se
mantics. As many requirements as possible must be unified into in a formal system 
description. A formal representation of the system to be developed should be verified 
against various properties. Design tools should offer procedures for restructuring a 
model according to architectural and implementation constraints. Formal semantics 
offer a solid base for further development of various tools such as compilers, design 
entry tools, structure transformations tools, and compilation tools. 

Besides the world of informal methods there is a world of formal specification tech
niques. Research that has the objective to develop a new specification language, must 
take into account results achieved in this area. The state of the art in formal specification 
is not yet mature in the sense of being widely accepted. Current formal specification 
languages are in general difficult to understand. They tempt to avoid overspecification 
and imperative descriptions. Formal approaches do in general not fit the designer's 
experience and intuition. Designers are in general familiar with one or more imperative 
programming languages. The imperative way of thinking also matches the controller 
approach that is often used by hardware designers. Local behaviour is described as 
sequences of commands. An imperative specification language will therefore have a 
greater chance of acceptance. 

Method Design 
The design of a specification language for complex reactive information processing 
systems that is able to describe (physical or logical) structure is not trivial. History has 
shown that even the design of a simple language is a difficult task. Coalescing concepts 
into a language often leads to unexpected counterintuitive effects. The development of 
a formal semantics can prevent a lot of problems. 

The design of a complex reactive system is as complex as the real world is. There are 
a lot of aspects that play a role, but that cannot be formally specified. Furthermore, 
a formal description is not suitable as a communication medium for everybody in the 
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design team. Therefore, a method must support the creation of appropriate informal 
descriptions. Developing a method must be based on a variety of special kinds of 
knowledge. The study of concepts must be based on generalisation and classification 
of phenomena, that play a role in specification and design. Further the nature and 
organisation of modelling activities must be understood. This includes the way of 
communicating and evaluating conceptual solutions and design ideas. We would like 
to support various paradigms and approaches towards system modelling within the 
same framework. The informal part must fit the formal part of the method seamlessly. 

1.1.3 Final remarks 

The objective to carry out research that leads to an industrially acceptable specification 
method, forced us to struggle with an immense and in principle too broad area of 
knowledge. There are many techniques available for design-independent software 
development. Fewer are available for design-dependent system development. Complex 
reactive systems have complex topologies, making their specification more difficult. By 
choosing for a joint Ph.D. project we were able to work in a broader research area. The 
goal is to join formal approaches with informal approaches, and to join new scientific 
knowledge with design experience. 

Our joined research aims at the development of: 

• A specification method integrating design aspects at the appropriate levels of 
abstraction. The specification method is called SHE1 [ vdPVS95]. 

• A formal specification language and an adequate sefofbehaviour-preserving struc
ture transformations. The specification language is called POOSL 2 . 

1.2 Thesis Organisation 

This thesis is organised into 13 chapters. A graphical chapter overview is shown in 
Figure 1.1. 

• Introduction. In Chapter 1 the objectives of this thesis are described. This chapter 
further gives an overview of the research areas involved. 

• On specification of reactive hardware/software systems. In Chapter 2 spedfication of 
reactive hardware/software systems is analysed. Requirements are derived for 
our new specification method SHE. Requirements are evaluated against a number 
of relevant existing specification methods. 

• Concepts for analysis, specification and design. Chapter 3 explains the fundamental 
approach we adopted for the design of our specification method. This fundamental 
approach consists of analysing, selecting and combining of compatible concepts. 

1SHE is an acronym for Software/Hardware Engineering. 
2POOSL is an acronym for Parallel Object-Oriented Specification Language. 
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To check the consistency of concepts, formal techniques are applied either directly 
or indirectly. 

• Abstraction of a problem domain. Chapter 4 describes the concepts required for 
modelling a problem domain. The central concept in this chapter is the object. The 
object is the building block for our specification models. 

• Concepts for the integration of specification and design . Chapter 5 describes and selects 
concepts for architecture design, multidisciplinary views, transformations and 
refinement. 

• Modelling of concurrent reactive behaviour. Chapter 6 describes and selects the con
cepts for the modelling of concurrent reactive behaviour. These concepts involve 
concurrency, synchronisation, communication, scenarios and distribution. 

• Introduction to the Semantics of POOSL. Chapter 7 gives a brief introduction of the 
POOSL language, which is the formal backbone of the SHE method. POOSL is a 
language with a formal mathematical semantics. Chapter 7 explains the reasons 
why we developed aformal language. It further introduces some basic mathematics 
that is assumed to be known in chapters 8,9 and 10. 

• Data part of POOSL. POOSL consists of a data part and a process pc1-rt. In Chapter 
8, the data part is explained in detail and a formal mathematical semantics is 
developed. 

• Process part of POOSL. In Chapter 9 the process part of POOSL, together with a 
rigorous mathematical semantics, is developed. Chapter 9 gives a review of the 
development process of POOSL. 

• Behaviour-preserving transformations. An important part of the SHE method is 
formed by behaviour-preserving transformations. They are used to modify the 
structure of transformations without changing their behaviour. In Chapter 10 
a system of 15 basic behaviour-preserving transformations is developed. The 
correctness of each of the transformations is proven. 

• SHE framework. In Chapter 11, the chosen concepts and the formal language are 
actually combined into the specification method SHE. An activity framework that 
guides the modelling and specification activities is introduced. Chapter 11 further 
describes modelling guidelines and heuristics. 

• Case Study. In Chapter 12 the SHE method is applied to a real-life industrial 
problem. A (part of a) specification of a personalised mailing-machine is given. 

• Conclusions and Future Work. In Chapter 13 we derive our conclusions and we give 
recommendations for future work. 
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Recommendations for Reading this Thesis 
For a complete reading we recommend reading in the natural sequential order. For 
application of the method we recommend to read successively Chapters 1,4,5 and 6, 
Sections 7.2,8.2, 8.3,9.2 and 9.3, and Chapters 11 and 12. 

For specific scientific interest there are in principle separate topics in this thesis: 

• Background of the design of the method, Chapters 1,2,3,4,5,6 and 7. 

• Research overview of related work, Chapter 2. 

• Object-oriented concepts, Chapters 4 and 6. 

• Architecture and structure design, Chapter 5. 

• Communication, concurrency and distribution, Chapter 6. 

• Design of a formal language and semantics: Chapter 7,8 and 9. 

• Behaviour-preserving transformations: Chapter 10. 

Justification 
The responsibilities for the material in this thesis are as follows: 

• P.H.A. van der Putten is responsible for Chapters 3,4,5,6 and lL 

• J.P.M. Voeten is responsible for Chapters 7,8,9 and 10 and Appendices A, Band C. 

• The other material has been created in a joint effort. 
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12 On Specification of Reactive Hardware/Software Systems 

2.1 Introduction 

In the previous chapter we introduced the objectives of our research in the form of 
a global narrative overview of industrial and scientific aspects. We mentioned the 
broad scope of research topics that had to be covered, and announced a more concrete 
description of the requirements for a new method. This chapter gives requirements in 
coherence with an overview of the research topics we studied. Throughout the text, the 
different requirements will be summarised in rectangular frames. 

We discuss various aspects of related scientific work and a variety of specification and 
analysis methods. Besides the weaknesses in various approaches we discuss also the 
strengths we discovered. 

2.2 Method Design 

Related Research 
There are quite a number of different relevant specification methods in the various research 
areas. Some methods have been studied in depth, while others were evaluated on 
specific aspects. The specification methods we studied can be divided into three groups: 

• Object-oriented and object-based analysis and design methods. Of these we selected 
OMT (Object-oriented Modelling and Design) [R+91], Fusion [C+94], OOA & 
OOO (Object-Oriented Analysis and Object-Oriented Design) [CY9la, CY91b], 
OOSE (Object-Oriented Software Engineering, also called Objectory) U+92], 
OOSA (Object-Oriented Systems Analysis) [SM88], OOO (Object-Oriented De
sign) [Boo91], ROOA (Rigorous Object-Oriented Analysis) [Mor94], HOOD (Hier
archical Object-Oriented Design) [Rob92], HRT-HOOD (Hard Real-Time HOOD) 
[BW95] and ROOM (Real-Time Object-Oriented Modelling) [SGW94]. 

• Structured analysis and design methods. In particular, we studied the methods of 
Ward and Mellor [WM85] and of Hatley and Pirbhai [HP88] . 

• Formal description methods. We evaluated LOTOS based methods [Pir92, Tur93], 
SOL based methods [BH93, Tur93], Estelle based methods [0+89, Tur93] and State
mate [H+9o] . 

In this thesis we will not give a precise description or systematic comparison of methods. 
The reason is that it is impossible to do a systematic comparison that is thorough enough 
for our objectives. There is an overwhelming amount of aspects that should be compared. 
A thorough study of various aspects and details is described in the remainder of this 
thesis. More detailed subjects that are covered in various scientific papers will be referred 
to in the appropriate places. 

Designing a Method 
Very typical is the gap between two types of material to be studied. On the one side 
there is an overwhelming amount of new scientific papers. They usually cover one 
topic in depth. Often, results can not be applied straightforwardly. The simplicity of 
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given examples is often far from the real world. On the other hand there are a lot of 
available books about methods. These methods are in some way mature and therefore 
more or less old. The process from new method to published book is time consuming. 
Especially because good books contain cases and experience, that took time to be gath
ered. Methods have the problem of being very complex entanglements of entities. One 
cannot simply implant a 'good part' of a method into a new method. Together, frame
works, notations, concepts, heuristics, languages and tools form a strongly connected 
very complex artefact. Getting to know a method is extremely complicated and takes 
a considerable amount of time. This makes it very hard to assess the weaknesses and 
strengths of various methods. Therefore, designing a new method is not just a matter of 
reading a few books and joining the nice parts. The gap has to be bridged between two 
sorts of material. This leads to the objective of establishing a solid base by analysing 
methods at the level of concepts. The proper and useful concepts have to be combined 
into a new method. In order to get a consistent unity we will use formal approaches in 
an either direct or indirect way. 

Method design requires a fundamental and conceptual approach. 

In this chapter we highlight the critical aspects we discovered to be relevant for the 
definition of requirements for a new method. 

2.3 Specifications, Models and Views 

Models of Systems 
A specification is a document that prescribes, in a complete, precise, verifiable manner, the 
requirements, design, behaviour and other characteristics of a hardware/software sys
tem or a hardware/ software system component [IEE84]. This definition is rather broad. 
We 'specify' that a specification must contain a model of the physical system to be de
veloped. A model of a system is an abstract representation of this system. It provides a 
means to reason about a system, i.e. to provide answers to certain questions about this 
system. From each model a collection of properties concerning the system involved can 
be deduced. A model of a system is then called adequate if this system satisfies (within 
a certain degree of acceptability) each of these properties. Vice versa, this system is said 
to satisfy the model. In general there exists more than one system satisfying the model. 
So in fact, each model implicitly defines a collection of systems. This collection will 
be called the realisation space of the model and each element of this space will be called 
a realisation. Notice that the more properties the model allows to be determined, the 
smaller the realisation space will be. 

Development of complex systems requires the creation of models. 

Expressing Properties 
Development of a specification should end up with a model that is implementable by 
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a designer. The designer should be able to bridge the gap between final specification 
and realisation. Stated otherwise, the designer should be able to construct a realisation 
that is an element of the realisation space of the model. In general, a designer will not 
think in this rather artificial way. He is not aware of a space. He will consider only a 
limited set of alternative implementations. For complex systems he will in general lose 
overview on relevant aspects. Therefore a specification should allow the deduction of as 
many relevant properties as possible. Each of these properties must be expressed in this 
model in an either implicit or explicit way. For reactive hardware I software systems the 
properties that concern behaviour and architecture are the most relevant (and difficult) 
ones. 

Views 
When systems are very complex, it is impossible to simultaneously take all relevant sys
tem aspects and properties into consideration. Therefore we need abstraction facilities 
that highlight particular related aspects. We call such an abstract model a view. Proper 
use of views enables 'reviewing' a model with different experts. Experts should be able 
to reason about the different relevant system aspects, and should not be bothered by 
details that are beyond their expertise. Complexity is usually handled by a divide and 
conquer strategy. Hierarchical forms of hiding and abstraction also lead to several kinds 
of views. The availability of different views avoids confusion between different, yet 
related, system aspects. For instance, both behavioural views and architectural views 
have a structure. These structures are quite different and serve different purposes. The 
structure of behavioural views is often a logical one and is used to partition the system 
behaviour into clear and understandable pieces. Architectural views, on the other hand, 
are physical structures and represent the structure of (future) implementations. 

The modelling of complex reactive hardware/software systems 
requires several modelling views. 

Explicit Unified Models 
Each view determines a collection of (deducible) system properties and implicitly defines 
a dedicated realisation space. When a specification is created as a collection of separated 
views it can be imagined that the view's realisation spaces do not intersect. Therefore 
views should be created such that they all grasp a good part of the essence of the model. 
An adequate strategy must lead to a consistent explicitly defined unified model. This 
unified model integrates abstractions of various views in a consistent way. In general, a 
view will contain information that is not in the unified model. 

Consistency of Views 
Not all methods follow the approach of using a unified model. In particular, many 
well-known object-oriented methods [SM88, CY91a, CY91b, R+91] typically create three 
loosely coupled views (object views, functional views and dynamic views}, with a 
poorly-defined interrelation. Consequently, it is possible.that a specification may define 
an inconsistent set of models [HC91, Bri94]. Inconsistencies are not easily discovered, 
because the unified model is not shown or described explicitly. It is implicitly defined 
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by the fact that the views should have an intersection since they model the same sys
tem. Creating the intersection, however, only happens in the human brain. Therefore, 
separated views do not give a full and in-depth understanding of the actual nature of 
the system. In case the unified model is only defined implicitly it is possible that incon
sistencies are only found when the system is actually implemented. This may result in 
expensive iterations and redesigns. When using a unified model, many inconsistencies 
will already be detected at the moment the different views are actually being unified. An 
object-oriented method that follows the approach of creating a unified model is ROOA 
[Mor94]. ROOA combines object views, functional views and dynamic views into a 
single unified model described in the formal description language LOTOS [IS088]. 

Abstractions of the different modelling views must be combined 
into an explicit unified system model. 

Coherent Views 
Another way to detect and solve inconsistencies is by establishing a well-defined in
terrelation between the various views. In this case the views are called coherent. For 
instance, [HC91] proposes to solve the inconsistency problems in object-oriented analy
sis and design by offering a (formal) coherent collection of views. Another method that 
produces a coherent collection of views is the Statemate method [H+9o]. A disadvantage 
of these approaches is that they require the different views to be formally described right 
from the start. In our opinion the different modelling views may have a more informal 
charader (see also Section 2.4). 

Unification of Views 
The unification of different views into a single one is not straightforward, and sometimes 
even impossible. First of all there are always properties that are expressible within one 
view, but that cannot be captured in a unified model. Second, the way a property is 
expressed in one view may be completely different from the way it is expressed in the 
unified model. For instance, a timing property (or constraint) can be expressed explicitly 
and naturally within a timing view. It is however conceivable that the same property 
can only be captured in an implicit (hidden) way within the unified model. Although 
the timing view may not contain more information than the unified model, it presents 
the information in an easier manageable manner. 

Views for Reactive Hardware/Software Systems 
We conclude that both the views as well as the unified model are relevant for the 
description of a complex system. For reactive hardware/software systems the views 
that we consider most important are presented in Figure 2.1. Five different views are 
distinguished. It will appear that each view is in fact again a collection of views. 

• The Requirement views start as a copy of the initial requirements of a project. While 
the initial requirement views are stored, the copy evolves and is kept consistent. 
These views are in fact a set of documents such as a purpose description of the 
system, a concise behaviour description, environmental requirements for operation 
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Requirement 
Views 

Figure 2.1: Views of a Unified System Model 

and disposal, prescribed technologies, prescribed implementation details, safety 
requirements, quality requirements, etcetera. , 

• Behavioural views model the behaviour of the system. They focus on the com
munications between the system and its environment and the temporal or
der in which communication take place. They further describe the data 
that is exchanged and the transformations that are carried out on this data. 
All current object-oriented methods offer behavioural views. Most of them 
[R+91, CY91a, CY91b,J+92, Boo91, SM88] typically support dynamic models (state
transition models) and/or functional models (data-flow models). This also holds 
for the Statemate method [H+90] and for structured analysis and design methods 
[WM85, HP88]. Formal description techniques based on LOTOS, SOL and Estelle 
[Tur93, BH93] as well as the ROOM method [SGW94] do not really offer separate 
explicit behavioural views. These methods rather focus on the creation of a uni
fied system model. The LotoSphere method [Pir92] however, offers an additional 
behaviour view described in the action-based temporal logic CTL [CES86]. In LO
TOS, SOL and Estelle behaviour is described in terms of communicating processes 
(Estelle calls them modules). Very complex behaviour is the major characteristic 
of reactive hardware/software systems. To express complex behaviour adequate 
modelling concepts are required. These concepts are studied in Section 2.5 and in 
chapter 6. 
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• The duration of communications, the duration between communications and the 
duration of data transformations are captured in timing views. Current methods 
that offer timing views, be it in a very restricted way, are HOOD [Rob92), HRT
HOOD [BW95], OOSE U+92], OOD [Boo91] and the method of Hatley and Pirbhai 
[HP88]. The Statemate method does not support timing views directly. However, 
time is expressible in an adequate way within the state-transition view of Statemate. 
Theseme holds for the SDL-based methods [Tur93, BH93] and for ROOM [SGW94]. 

• A conceptual view focuses on classes of system components (called objects) together 
with the conceptual relations that exist between those classes. These static views 
are typically supported by most object-oriented methods nowadays [R+91, c+94, 
CY91a, CY9lb, J+92, Boo91, Mor94, SM88]. 

• In architectural views the physical system structure is described. Examples of phys
ical structures are software layering, physical topologies, distributed architectures 
and hardware/software partitionings. Most current specification methods aim 
at the development of software and do not offer architectural views that are ade
quate for hardware too. Methods that do offer architectural views are the Statemate 
method [H+90] and the method of Hatley and Pirbhai [HP88]. The formal descrip
tion techniques based on LOTOS, SDL and Estelle [Tur93, BH93, Pir92, D+89] as 
well as the ROOM method [SGW94] do not offer separate architectural views, 
but can adequately describe architecture within their unified model. Architec
ture plays a crucial role within reactive hardware/software systems and requires 
adequate modelling concepts. These are studied in Section 2.5 and in Chapter 5. 

The unified model combines the five views, by describing as many system aspects as 
possible simultaneously in an integrated way. Only few specification methods aim at 
the development of such an explicit unified model. These are the formal description 
techniques based on LOTOS, SDL and Estelle [Tur93, BH93, Pir92, D+89], the ROOM 
method [SGW94] and the ROOA method [Mor94]. The formal description techniques 
and ROOM, however, do not create separate views. The ROOA method, on the other 
hand, produces a unified model as well as separate views. 

This thesis focuses on the higher levels of specification and design (see Section 2.6). 
Although each of the elements shown in Figure 2.1 are addressed in this thesis, the focus 
will be on those elements that we consider most important and difficult for these higher 
levels of specification and design. These elements are behavioural views, architectural 
views and the unified system model. The modelling concepts that are required to support 
these views are described in more detail in Section 2.5. 

Behavioural views and architectural views are indispensable for 
reactive hardware/software systems. Other important views are 
timing views, requirements views and conceptual views. 
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2.4 Specification Languages, Formality and Tools 

Models and Languages 
Specifications are expressed in specification languages. These languages define what 
models are considered to be valid. They describe the allowed model primitives and 
how these primitives may be combined to form a valid model. The primitives of a 
model allow the representation of the different aspects and concepts of the problem 
domain. Models and model primitives are vital tools that help designers to reason 
about the problem domain. 

Formal versus Informal Languages 
Basically, we can distinguish formal languages from informal ones. A formal language 
has a formal syntax as well as a formal semantics. A formal syntax describes the 
allowed models in a precise, unambiguous way. A formal semantics assigns a precise, 
mathematical meaning to each of the allowed models. Formal languages are in general 
based on a small, yet expressive, collection of blending language primitives. In contrast 
to formal languages, informal languages have less well-defined semantics. The syntax, 
on the other hand, will in general be defined quite well, or even formally. In literature, 
languages are sometimes called formal for the simple reason that they are equipped with 
a formal syntax. However, the difficulty of constructing a good specification language is 
not caused by formal syntax. On the contrary, defining a formal syntax is quite easy and 
well understood these days. The real difficulty in language design is to assign a precise, 
unambiguous meaning to each language primitive and to each combination of language 
primitives (see also Chapter 7). This is what is missing in languages that are not formal. 
These languages are often characterised by a relatively large collection of primitives 
that together provide a lot of expressive power. The semantics of the primitives, and 
especially of their combination is poorly defined. In most cases this is done in terms of 
natural languages. In some, the semantics is implicitly given by an available compiler 
or simulation tool. Although this is preferable above descriptions in natural language, 
these tools do not provide a well-established semantical foundation. On the contrary, 
semantics will then depend on arbitrary, unpredictable results produced by the tools. 
The terms formal and informal should not be interpreted too strictly. Languages that 
are supported by a compiler or simulator are more formal than languages that do not 
have these facilities. 

Most specification methods we studied use informal languages only. We will call these 
methods informal methods. Informal methods are [R+91, c +94, CY91a, CY91b, J+92, 
Boo91, Rob92, BW95, WM85, HP88, SM88, SGW94] . Of these, the ROOM method 
[SGW94) seems to be the most formal. Today, only a few specification methods are 
based on formal languages. We studied [H+9o, Mor94, Pir92, BH93, o +89]. Each of 
these formal methods concentrates on the development of models described in a formal 
language. 

Informal Models for Communication 
In general informal models, i.e. models expressed in informal languages, are relatively 
easy to understand and work with. Often, this is achieved by offering graphical model 
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primitives. Informal languages allow a certain degree of freedom in the use of the 
different model primitives. These languages allow designers to easily reason about 
the different (often vague) problem domain concepts without being hindered by all 
kinds of strict semantic rules. Informal languages further simplify th,e (necessary) 
communication between problem domain experts, of the same field or of different fields 
of expertise. Therefore informal models form an important, even indispensable, part of 
any complex specification. 

Complex system development requires the use of informal models. 

Formal Models for Precision 
A specification should be precise and verifiable [IEE84) . These requirements are not met 
when specifications consist of informal models alone. The imprecision of informal mod
els allows context sensitive and discipline sensitive interpretations. Different designers 
can interpret the same model in different ways. Inconsistent interpretations will lead to 
incompatible subsystems, resulting in high costs for changes. Next to precise, a specifica
tion should be verifiable. This means that one should be able to answer the question: 'Am 
I building the system correctly?'. During the process of specification, verification boils 
down to the checking of consistency between models1 . A special form of verification2 is 
validation . Validation answers the question,' Am I building the correct system?' . During 
validation it is checked whether a model satisfies the requirements and suffices for its 
purpose. The checking of consistency between models is terribly complicated if these 
models are informal. First of all it is hard, if even possible, to define and to interpret 
the notion of consistency in the first place. Secondly, consistency checking of complex 
models becomes unmanageable without the availability of advanced software tools. The 
development of such tools requires a considerable degree of formality. 

Complex system development requires the use of formal models. 

Informal Views and Formal Unified Models 
We conclude that specifications may not consist of informal models alone. If a method 
does not support the creation of a unified model, the informal models should be accom
panied by formal counterparts as much as possible. A method that reasonably satisfies 
this requirement is Statemate [H+90] . This method produces three separate views that 
are expressed in readable, graphical languages. These views are state-transition views, 
functional views and structural views. Within the Statemate method, state-transition 
views are the most important. These are expressed in the well-known formalism called 
Statecharts [Har87]. A rigorous semantics of Statecharts was first defined in [H+87]. 

1The term verification is often used to refer to the check of whether a model satisfies (or conforms 
to) another model derived in a previous design phase (see also Section 2.6). Satisfiability checking and 
conformance checking are in fact a form of consistency checking. 

2Note that since in our opinion, a requirements document is a model too, validation can be considered 
a form of consistency checking. 
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Other views are, as far as we have been able to check, not equipped with formal seman
tics. If a method does support a unified model (which has our preference), this should 
be expressed in a formal (executable) language. Separate views can then be expressed 
informally, though accompanying formal descriptions are in this case welcome too. An 
example of a method that starts with informal views and ends up with a formal unified 
model is ROOA [Mor94]. 

The separate system views may be expressed in informal lan
guages. The unified system model must be expressed in a formal 
language. 

Software Tools 
A major advantage of formal languages is that they have precisely defined syntax and 
semantics. This ensures that formal models are consistent, precise and unambiguous. 
Another major advantage of formal languages is that they allow the development of 
advanced and indispensable software tools that support the specification process. Im
portant tools are 

(a) Model editors, syntactic analysers, semantic analysers and documentation generators. 

(b) Verification tools and dynamic analysers. For instance, equivalence checking or pre
order checking can be applied to verify whether the system model exhibits the same 
observable behaviour as another system model (expressed in the same language) 
derived in a previous design phase. Model checking can be used to verify whether 
the system model satisfies behavioural properties expressed in a behavioural view 
or timing properties expressed in a timing view. In this case, the views must be 
expressed in a formal language too (for example in a temporal logic). Using a 
dynamic analyser certain predefined dynamic properties can be checked. 

(c) Simulation tools. These tools are used for verification and validation purposes, i.e . 
for the checking whether the system models satisfies the informal requirements. 
Simulation techniques can greatly increase the designer confidence in specifica
tions [Fuc92] . 

(d) Code generator tools. These tools automatically compile models into a target lan
guage (such as C or VHDL). 

(e) Transformation tools. These support the automatic transformation of models while 
keeping certain properties invariant. For instance, behaviour-preserving trans
formations change the structure of models, without modifying their observable 
behaviour. They are used to keep behaviour views and architectural views consis
tent or to integrate these views consistently into a formal unified model. 

All of these tools are more or less implemented in the LotoSphere integrated tool en
vironment Lite [CS92]. In particular Lite supports equivalence checking and model 
checking, compilation into the programming language C, and behaviour-preserving 
transformations. SDL supports (a),(c) and (d) [Tur93] . SDL can be compiled to C, Pascal 
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and Ada. Further SOL tools are available for checking some given dynamic properties 
of SOL specification, so (b) is partially supported. Estelle [0+89] has facilities (a),(b) 
(except for equivalence and preorder checking), (c) and (d) . Translations to Pascal, ML 
and C are supported. The Statemate environment [H+9o) supports (a),(c) and (d) . It 
further checks for several dynamic properties such as reachability, non-determinism and 
deadlock. Translations into Ada and C are supported. 

These advantages do not exist in informal languages. Tools that support such languages 
are often sophisticated graphical editors. Beyond testing for syntactic consistency and 
completeness and producing various kinds of output reports, these tools give limited 
support [H+9o] . A few informal methods (for instance [Rob92, BW95, R+91]) have 
restricted compilation or simulation capabilities. The informal method with the most 
extensive tool support is ROOM [SGW94] . This method supports (a), (c) as well as (d). 
This is no surprise since ROOM has a quite well defined semantics. 

A specification method for complex systems must support the 
development of advanced software tools. 

The Use of Fonnal Techniques 
It is fair to say that the use of the formal description techniques in industry is excep
tional. In our view there are two reasons for this problem. First of all, most formal 
techniques today focus on the creation of a single formal system model and pay little or 
no attention to the necessary informal views. We think that especially the early phases of 
analysis and design are necessarily informal and should therefore be supported by ap
propriate informal languages. Secondly, because of their declarative, property-oriented 
[C+86] character, formal description languages tend to be hard to understand. This 
especially holds for abstract data typing languages that are part of a number of current 
formal techniques (such as LOTOS and SOL). In practice designers have difficulties in 
describing systems in an imperative-free way [Nar87]. In our view formal specifica
tion languages should have an imperative character, to make them understandable and 
readable. Methods that satisfy this requirement are Statemate [H+9Q] and Estelle [0+89]. 

To make a specification understandable and readable, a formal 
specification language should have an imperative nature. 

Overspecification 
In our view the difficulty to understand current formal languages is no inherent result 
of formality. Rather, it is caused by the strong avoidance of overspecification. One 
tries to describe what a sys~em does without describing how it is done. We feel that 
the problem of overspecification is heavily overemphasised . We agree in principle that 
the possible implementations should not be restricted by a specification. The ability of 
designers to find an optimum solution in the huge space of possible solutions should 
however not be overestimated. An imperative specification has an implementation bias, 
though it should be interpreted as an example implementation that may be replaced by 
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an alternative implementation during design. One of the biggest problems in actual 
design in industries is time pressure. Finding optimum solutions is not the key issue 
when a good solution can be found. 

2.5 Modelling Concepts 

Reactive Hardware/Software Systems 
In this thesis we address the problem of specifying complex reactive hardware/ software 
systems. Reactive systems are systems that persistently communicate with their environ
ment [MP92]. They perform very complex behaviour and are often based on commu
nicating processes that operate in parallel. Communications take various forms such 
as synchronous, asynchronous, continuous and interrupt-driven. Interrupts are high
priority messages that interfere or abort the current course ofbehaviour. Modern reactive 
systems further perform complex operations on intricate data structures. Operations 
and communications have to satisfy stringent timing requirements. Reactive systems 
are often considered to be software running on a single embedded processor. Reactive 
hardware/software systems, on the other hand, are implemented by a mix of hardware 
and software components. In addition to the constraints of general reactive systems, 
they have to satisfy stringent architectural constraints that impose physical distribution, 
physical topology and hardware/ software partitioning. 

In this thesis we will restrict ourselves to discrete systems. These systems have a discrete 
state-space and they perform state transitions at discrete points in time. Next to discrete 
systems, there exists an interesting class of systems whose state can vary continuously. 
The study of these, so-called continous systems, is beyond the scope of this thesis. An 
interesting approach towards the modelling of discrete as well as continuous systems is 
found in [vBGR) . 

Modelling Concepts and Primitives 
A specification method must offer adequate modelling concepts that allow designers to 
reason about the system to be designed. For reactive hardware/software systems these 
concepts include behaviour, communication, message, interrupt, architecture, topology, 
etcetera. To reason about these concepts, a method has to offer adequate modelling 
primitives that allow their representation. These modelling primitives are the basic 
building blocks from which models of a specification are composed. 

Modelling of complex reactive hardware/ software systems re
quires dedicated modelling concepts. To express these con
cepts, supporting specification languages require appropriate 
modelling primitives. 

Process Objects 
The concurrent communication and functional behaviour of a complex reactive system 
is often so complicated that it is quite impossible to understand it or model it in its 
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entirety. Therefore behaviour should be distributed over modules whose behaviour 
can be understood without having to understand the environment they are placed in. 
This requires modules to be self-contained, autonomous, relatively independent, and 
weakly coupled entities. We will call these entities process objects, or processes in 
short. Processes exist in their own right, have their own responsibilities, and they have 
their own activities to perform. This is highly desirable since it enables processes to be 
reused in contexts other than the one for which they were originally devised. Reuse is 
achieved by organising objects into classes. A class is a template from which objects are 
instantiated. 

Behaviour models should be built from process objects. Process 
objects are concurrent, self-contained, autonomous, relatively in
dependent and weakly coupled entities. Process objects have to 
be grouped into classes. 

Channels and Clusters 
A very important characteristic of hardware/software systems is structure. Physical 
or spatial distribution, physical topology, hardware/ software partitioning and software 
layering are all examples of phenomena that impose structure. The modelling of topol
ogy requires that processes can be structured in a network of channels. The other forms 
of structure require the possibility to group processes into higher-order entities, called 
clusters. A cluster acts as an hierarchical abstraction of its internals. Hierarchy is an 
important concept that helps to manage complexity. To enhance modularity and reuse, 
clusters should be organised into classes. 

Processes should be connected by channels. It must be possible 
to group processes into clusters. Clusters have to be organised 
into classes. 

Message Passing 
Processes (and clusters) are relatively independent and they can perform their activities 
concurrently and at their own speed. Despite of their autonomy, processes will fre
quently have to exchange information. To make the coupling between processes (and 
clusters) as weak as possible, information exchange should be based upon message 
passing. The essential feature of message passing is that information is exchanged by 
means of an intermediate artefact, called a message. The purpose of a message is to 
reduce the coupling between. the message senders and the message receivers . To ex
change information, the sender and the receiver only have to share the format and the 
general semantics of a message. They do not have to know anything about each other's 
internals, i.e. about private data . The internals of a process are said to be encapsulated 
by a strong encapsulation boundary. The only way for other processes to access these 
internals is through a clear-cut message interface. 
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Information exchange between process objects and clusters must 
be based on message passing. 

Reactive Behaviour 
Processes in reactive systems, have to exhibit very complex communication behaviour. 
They exchange messages in various ways: synchronous, asynchronous, continuous and 
interrupt-driven. Further, they can direct a message towards a specific other process, 
which they know by name. They can also put a message onto a channel, without 
knowing the explicit name of the destination processes. Process objects must be able to 
perform all these forms of communication behaviour. 

Process objects must be able to perform various forms of complex 
communication behaviour. 

Data Objects 
Processes in reactive systems are able to perform complex manipulations on their private 
data. Because private data can have complex structures of their own, they should be 
represented by objects too. We will call these objects data objects. Data objects can be 
exchanged as parameters of messages between processes. To make data objects reusable, 
they have to be organised into classes. 

Pcivote data of prnce" objects must be cepcesented by data ob- : 
jects. Data objects must be grouped into classes. 

A Comparison with Statemate 
Statemate [H+9o] is a well-known method for the modelling of complex reactive systems. 
Statemate is consistent with many ideas of (real-time) structured analysis and structured 
design methods [WM85, HP88]. These methods typically incorporate data flow mod
els and state machine models. Both [WM85] and [HP88), however, use conventional 
finite-state machines and do not offer appropriate machine interaction primitives. Con
ventional state diagrams are inappropriate for complex behaviour descriptions since 
they suffer from being flat and unstructured, are inherently sequential in nature and 
give rise to an exponential blow-up in the number of states [H+90]. These problems are 
overcome in Statemate by incorporating the Statechart formalism [Har87]. Statecharts 
extends conventional machines by offering decomposition of states, and broadcast com
munication. A major disadvantage of Statemate is that it lacks good support to define 
object-like entities. Modularisation in Statemate is achieved mainly through data-flow 
transformations, called activities. Activities do not provide any strong form of en
capsulation. Concurrency in Statecharts is based on the synchrony hypothesis [BG85] 
implying that all concurrent components of a system proceed in lock-step mode. In 
addition, state machines communicate by data-less broadcast signals, by using shared 
variables and by monitoring each others states. These forms of concurrency and com
munication conflict with the requirement of objects to be independent weakly coupled 
entities running at their own speed. 
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Traditional Object-Oriented Methods 
To model dynamic behaviour, most currently accepted object-oriented methods [CY9la, 
CY91b, J+92, Boo91, SM88] use conventional state-machine models similar to those of 
structured analysis and structured design techniques [WM85, HP88]. Others [C+94] use 
simple object interaction diagrams. The only accepted method that deals with complex 
behaviour is OMT [R+91]. OMT builds upon Statecharts [Har87], but violates this 
elegant formalism by 'extending' it with several doubtful and badly defined constructs 
(such as inheritance of state diagrams). In OMT each class of objects is assigned a private 
state diagram. This enhances modularity and encapsulation. However, OMT permits 
objects to communicate by direct monitoring each other 's states: 'Guarded transitions 
for one object can depend on another object being in a given state' (sic!) . OMT does 
not offer any decent primitive for inter-machine communication [HC91) and hence the 
support for concurrency is doubtful. 

HOOD and HRT-HOOD 
The HOOD method [Rob92] and its hard real-time variant HRT-HOOD [BW95] have 
a well-defined notion of objects. Both methods provide several forms of inter-object 
communication, including synchronous, asynchronous and interrupt-driven commu
nication. Objects are specified in an Ada-like language. HOOD and HRT-HOOD are 
software-oriented methods that have no support for the modelling of physical architec
ture or topology. 

Formal Description Techniques and ROOM 
From all methods we studied, the methods LOTOS [Tur93, Pir92, Bri88], SOL 
[Tur93, BH93] and Estelle [Tur93, o+89] as well as ROOM [SGW94] satisfy our re
quirements best3. These methods are based on autonomous, independent, encapsulated 
concurrent entities that are connected in a static topology of channels and that commu
nicate using well-defined interaction primitives. Communication in SOL, Estelle and 
ROOM, however, is buffered asynchronously4 . Buffered asynchronous message passing 
is certainly a useful concept5 and should be supported, but it is not sufficient for reactive 
hardware/software systems. We have experienced that especially at higher levels of 
abstraction, the concept of synchronous communication6 is indispensable. This is also 
pointed out in [itV94] and (Wor91] . It should be noted that asynchronous interaction 
can easily be expressed in terms of synchronous interaction. This is not true in the other 
direction. Synchronous interaction is incorporated in the LOTOS language. Although 
it is based on undirected (multi-way) action synchronisation, and not message passing, 
it can be used to express directed message passing too [Mor94], be it in less natural 

3 A disadvantage of LOTOS is that it does not support a powerful modularisation concept [Mau91]. A 
formalism that has the advantages of LOTOS, but in addition has modularisation of data and processes 
is PSF [Mau91, MV93]. 

4 A sender can always send a message without knowing the readiness of the receiver. In general, 
messages are buffered until they are consumed by the receiver, but under some circumstances they can 
also be discarded . 

5This form of message passing is in particular useful to model telecommunication systems. LOTOS, 
SOL and Estelle were originally developed for this purpose. . 

6 A sender may only send a message if the receiver is ready and willing to receive it. 
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way. The LOTOS language supports interrupts, but behaviour can only be aborted and 
not interrupted. In ROOM behaviour can both be aborted as well as interrupted . SDL 
and Estelle do not have interrupt facilities. The grain of concurrency in ROOM, SDL 
and Estelle is at the level of process objects7. LOTOS supports concurrent processes. 
LOTOS processes are pieces of behaviour, but they are not objects that perform this 
behaviour. Nevertheless, objects can be modelled by processes. This is exploited in the 
ROOA method [Mor94]. Except for ROOM, none of the methods support data objects. 
LOTOS and SDL use abstract data types and Estelle uses Pascal types to model data. 
Abstract data type descriptions are elegant from a mathematical point of view, but are 
difficult to understand for non-mathematicians. Pascal is a procedural language and 
has insufficient support for data modularisation. 

The Concept of Inheritance 
The reader may wonder why we did not discuss the concept of inheritance. Inheritance 
is often regarded as the key feature of object-orientation. We do not agree with this 
statement and share the viewpoint of P. America [Ame89] who argues that the essence 
lies in encapsulation and in the protection of individual objects against each other. 
Inheritance is certainly a useful concept for structuring large systems. It is not the key 
issue for the modelling of reactive hardware/software systems. In this thesis we do 
not pay as much attention to inheritance as a number of other specification methods do 
[R+91, c+94, CY91a; CY91b, J+92, Boo91, Mor94, BH93]. 

2.6 Activity Frameworks for Specification Development 

The Role of Activity Frameworks 
Creating a specification is a very complicated task that can hardly be performed without 
an activity framework guiding the specification and design development. In theory, 
an activity framework should determine the different modelling or design phases, the 
order in which they are visited and the transition criteria (such as verification and vali
dation criteria) for progressing from one phase to the next8. It should further determine 
the objectives of each design or modelling phase and give guidance to the navigation 
through each phase in order to obtain these objectives. This point of view upon activity 
frameworks is theoretically appealing since it allows the specification development to 
be split into clear-cut modelling phases. In practice this cannot work, as will be shown 
in the remainder of this section. 

A specification method requires an activity framework that 
guides the development of specifications. 

7ln ROOM these objects are called actors, in SOL process instances and in Estelle they are called 
modules. 

8ln literature this part of an activity framework is often called a process model. Examples of process 
models are the waterfall model [Roy70] and the spiral model [Boe88]. 
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Guidelines and Heuristics 
An activity framework should be supported by a rich collection of modelling and de
sign heuristics. Heuristics are informal guidelines representing successful experience 
obtained in the past. Heuristics help designers to structure the problem domain, to find 
objects, to determine behaviour, to express behaviour in languages, to use supporting 
software tools, etcetera. 

An activity framework must be supported by a rich collection of 
guidelines and heuristics. 
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Figure 2.2: A top-down modelling approach 

Top-down Modelling 
Today most specification methods use a guiding framework in which different modelling 
views (see Section 2.3) are created in different modelling phases. For instance, the 
formal description techniques LOTOS, Estelle and SOL [Tur93, Pir92, BH93] typically 
use a top-down modelling approach. See Figure 2.2. In its purest form this approach 
is adopted by the LotoSphere method [Pir92] . It starts by creating a requirements 
document. The functional properties of the requirements document are used to derive 
a behaviour model. This model completely describes the observable system behaviour 
but refrains from internal system structure and internal functions. System structure is 
designed in the architecture phase during which the behavioural model is refined in 
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a stepwise fashion using the non-functional requirements. In this way the behaviour 
model is refined to gradually incorporate more detail. After each refinement step the 
resulting model is verified against the model derived in the previous step . Verification is 
supported by software tools. LotoSphere allows structure to be designed using a rich set 
of behaviour-preserving transformations [Bol92] . The process of stepwise refinement 
ends with a blueprint of the system that allows a direct mapping onto physical and logical 
hardware/software components which is performed in the realisation phase. This top
down design approach is consistent with the traditional waterfall model [Roy70] of 
software engineering. This approach can certainly be useful. In its purest form, however, 
it suffers from several deficiencies. They are described in the following two paragraphs. 

Development of Models 
A major problem with top-down modelling approaches is that different views are de
veloped at different phases of the specification development. Although it may seem 
natural to develop more detailed views after less detailed ones, this causes a number of 
problems: 

• The system requirements are in general almost completely unknown when a prod
uct idea is launched. An initial requirements document is an attempt to describe 
properties that have to be satisfied. The requireme1.1ts are (necessarily) incomplete 
and imprecise. They are often ambiguous and inconsistent. Therefore we need 
a specification development process, during which the actual required properties 
are found or decided upon. 

• Architecture (implementation) and behaviour are so related that they cannot be 
developed in isolation. Behaviour can strongly depend on architectural (imple
mentation) constraints and decisions. This claim is endorsed by Swartout and 
Balzer who show in [SB82] that the behaviour specification and the implementa
tion of a system are inevitably intertwined and cannot be developed in separate 
design phases. Similar arguments are given by Ward and Mellor (WM85] and 
Hatley and Pirbhai [HP88] . 

• The traditional stepwise refinement approach forces developers to decompose a 
system into subsystems. In general the selection of subsystem boundaries can be 
performed in a variety of ways. Selecting a reasonable decomposition is difficult 
since it will often depend on information that only becomes available in deeper 
levels of the model hierarchy. Ward and Mellor [WM85] argue that step-wise 
decomposition often does not produce good partitionings and invites 'analysis 
paralysis' . 

We agree with Booch [Boo91] who states that different system views should be devel
oped in a simultaneous, incremental and evolutionary fashion. Further views should 
be developed at multiple levels of abstraction and detail simultaneously. This evo
lutionary approach contrasts the traditional partitioning of specification development 
into well-defined modelling phases, as proposed by the waterfall model [Roy70] . It is 
more consistent with Boehm's spiral model of software engineering [Boe88] . To avoid 
confusion between the different system views, these should be explicitly represented 
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using different models. In the stepwise refinement approach described above the archi
tectural view and the refined behavioural view are developed simultaneously, but they 
are represented by a single model. This yields the problem that the architectural view 
is not explicitly developed. It is the implicit result of behaviour decomposition. This is 
due to the classical confusion between implementation dependence and level of detail 
[WM85]. High level details of a system are regarded to belong to the requirements 
definition, whereas low level details are thought to belong to, and lead towards, the 
implementation. 

An activity framework must allow different modelling views as 
well as the unified model to be developed in a simultaneous, evo
lutionary fashion. To avoid confusion between different views, 
they must be explicitly represented. 

Determining System Behaviour 
The external behaviour of a reactive system is so complex that it is quite impossible 
to specify it or even understand it in its entirety Behaviour partitioning by identi
fying autonomous objects (that each perform a cohesive part of it) makes complexity 
manageable. The LotoSphere method [Pir92] states that it is rather straightforward to 
derive a behaviour model, refraining from any internal structure, from the initial require
ments. This may be true for simple telecommunication systems9, but it is certainly not 
the case for systems with complex observable behaviour. The observable behaviour of 
complex systems is unknown in advance, but 'arises' while designing the objects (and 
their behaviour) that constitute the system. Therefore it is important that the activity 
framework of a specification method allows the determination of observable behaviour 
by considering the internals of a system. 

An activity framework must allow the determination of observ
able behaviour by considering the internals of a system. 

Object Structure and Behaviour 
Most object-oriented specification methods do not suffer from the problems related to 
pure stepwise refinement. Exceptions are HOOD [Rob92] and HRT-HObD [BW95], 
which use a top-down decomposition approach to find objects. Other methods [R+91, 
CY91a, CY9lb, SM88, Mor94, Boo91] start by creating conceptual views (often called 
object models). These views consist of classes of objects and the conceptual relations 
that exist between these classes. Classes are found by studying entities that exist in 
the real world. These entities can either be located inside or outside the system to 
develop. The Behaviour modelling is postponed until object models become stable. 
The reason that most object-oriented specification methods develop a conceptual view 
first, is that behaviour is expected to change frequently during the lifetime of a system. 
Object structures, on the other hand, are more stable in the long run [Boo86]. We 
agree with this point of view, but deny that object structures should therefore be found 

9Sometimes these systems behave externally as simple buffers. 
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before the behaviour is considered. We experienced that many objects of a reactive 
hardware/software system are found by considering (internal and external) behaviour 
and not by studying the 'real world'. Other objects result from chosen 'conceptual 
solutions'. These objects are typical artefacts originating from human creativity rather 
than directly from the problem domain. This does not imply that looking for real world 
objects is useless. The search will in general result in many useful objects. These objects 
often are terminators that are located outside the system to develop. We found it very 
effective to create images of these terminators and to mirror them to the inside of the 
system. This approach follows the idea of outside-in modelling incorporated in the 
method of Ward and Mellor [WM85]. 

An activity framework must allow the simultaneous develop
ment of object structure and object behaviour. Objects are found 
by considering conceptual solutions, by studying the real world, 
and by outside-in modelling. 

Scenarios and Instances 
Fusion [C+94] is an object-oriented method in which the search for real world objects . 
coincides with the specification of behaviour. Fusion starts by creating an object model 
and by defining the system boundary. The observable system behaviour is specified 
using a very useful technique based on scenarios. A scenario is a sequence of events 
flowing between the terminators10 and the system. Each scenario involves terminators, 
the task they want the system to do, and the sequence of communications involved in 
getting it done. When scenarios have been fully described, the behaviour of the objects, 
defined in the object model, that are inside the system is determined. The complete set 
of objects implement the observable behaviour defined by the scenarios. A method that 
uses an approach similar to Fusion is OOSE [J+92]. OOSE uses scenario-like behaviour 
descriptions called 'use cases'. OOSE has the advantage over Fusion in that it exploits use 
cases to find new internal objects. A disadvantage of both Fusion and OOSE is that both 
try to capture the complete observable behaviour before considering internal behaviour. 
For complex reactive systems this approach is not applicable. Internal objects, the 
internal behaviour, the terminator objects as well as the observable behaviour have to 
be considered simultaneously. Then the concept of scenario is of great use. In contrast 
to traditional object-oriented methods, Fusion and OOSE do not only focus on classes 
of objects. They concentrate on object instances too. We consider reasoning in terms of 
object instances to be especially effective in the area of hardware/software systems. 

The search for objects and behaviour should be supported by 
scenarios. Next to looking for object classes one should focus on 
object instances. 

Behaviour-preserving Transformations 
All accepted object-oriented methods today aim at the development of software. They 

1°Fusion calls these terminators agents. 
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offer many guidelines and heuristics to produce a stable and maintainable logical system 
architecture. They hardly focus on the development of a physical architecture. This is 
of utter importance for hardware/software systems. For these systems, the search for 
objects has to be accompanied by development or determination of the physical system 
architecture. Logical and physical structuring should be performed in a simultaneous, 
evolutionary fashion, leading to behavioural views as well as architectural views. 

Despite of their simultaneous development, the structures of behavioural and architec
tural views can become inconsistent. In addition, these views can become inconsistent 
with the unified system model. At some point in time, the views and the unified model 
will have to be transformed in order to obtain consistency again. In case of complex 
models, these transformations will be very time-costly. To reduce the required effort, 
transformations should be supported by automated tools. Automation requires a pre
cise definition of the transformation that should be supported. Transformations should 
not change the intended semantics of the models involved and keep the behaviour of 
the unified system model invariant. This leads to the notion of behaviour-preserving 
structure transformation. Such a transformation may change the structure of the uni
fied model, but it leaves the functionality invariant. To ensure invariance properties of 
transformations, the notion of 'behaviour-preservation' has to be made precise and the 
offered transformations have to be mathematically proven correct with respect to this 
notion. These proofs require the language in which the unified model is expressed to be 
a formal language. 

An activity framework must be supported by behaviour
preserving transformations that allow a consistent integration of 
logical and physical structures. Behaviour-preserving transfor
mations must be expressed in a formal language and they have 
to be mathematically proven correct. 

2.7 Summary 

In this chapter we have stated the major requirements that have to be satisfied by our 
new specification method for reactive hardware/ software systems, called SHE. We have 
studied a number of current specification methods and we evaluated our requirements 
against them. The requirements for the SHE method are summarised as follows: 

• The method must be designed using a fundamental conceptual approach. 

• The method must deliver several modelling views. These views are behaviour 
views, architectural views, timing views, requirements views and conceptual 
views. The focus must be on behaviour views and architectural views. The 
views may be expressed in informal languages. 

• Abstraction of the separate views must be combined into an explicit unified system 
model. This unified model must be expressed in a formal specification language. 
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• To make a specification understandable and readable, the formal specification 
language should have an imperative nature. 

• The method must allow the development of advanced software tools. 

• The method as well as the formal language must support dedicated modelling 
concepts and modelling primitives. 

- Behaviour models should be built from process objects. Process objects are 
concurrent, self-contained, autonomous, relatively independent and weakly 
coupled entities. Process objects have to be grouped into classes. 

- Process objects should be connected by channels. It must be possible to group 
them into clusters. Clusters have to be organised into classes. 

- Information exchange between process objects and clusters must be based on 
message passing. 

- Process objects must be able to perform various forms of complex communi
cation behaviour. 

- Private data of process objects must be represented by data objects. Data 
objects must be, grouped into classes. 

• The method requires an activity framework that guides the development of speci
fications. 

- This framework must be supported by a rich set of guidelines and heuristics. 

- The activity framework must allow the different modelling views as well as 
the unified model to be developed in a simultaneous, evolutionary fashion. To 
avoid confusion between different views, they must be explicitly represented. 

- The activity framework must allow the determination of observable be
haviour by considering the internals of a system. 

- The activity framework must support the simultaneous development of object 
structure and object behaviour. Objects are found by considering conceptual 
solutions, by studying the real world, and by outside-in modelling. 

- The search for objects and behaviour should be guided by scenarios. Next to 
looking for object classes the framework should focus on the search for object 
instances. 

• The activity framework must be supported by behaviour-preserving transfor
mations that allow a consistent integration of logical and physical structures. 
Behaviour-preserving transformations must be expressed in the formal language 
and they have to be mathematically proven correct. 
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3.1 Introduction 

A method consists of a framework, notations, language(s), heuristics and tools. In the 
previous chapters we motivated the need for our research, showed relations with other 
research, and defined the requirements for a new method. Instead of refining, combining 
and improving existing methods, the goal is to lay down research results that, besides of 
a new method, have a more general value. By offering a description of useful concepts 
and their possible interpretations and interactions, this work may survive as a base for 
future developments of methods. 

3.2 Fundamental Approach in Designing Methods 

Comparisons of methods as published in books such as [Hut94] and [vdN94] are very 
useful for getting some overview on the world of existing methods. For the design of a 
new method they are of limited value. Their description appears to be very shallow. 

The design of a new method requires a thorough comparison of existing methods. We 
looked for a more fundamental approach towards method design. A good starting point 
was the work published by Peter Wegner, especially [Weg87] and [Weg90]. This work is 
dedicated to the comparison of programming languages based upon the object-oriented 
paradigm. 

Where Wegner focuses on languages we must cover the broader field of specification and 
design methods. A number of useful concepts can be selected from existing methods. 
However, most existing methods do not offer adequate concepts that support the spec
ification of mixed hardware/software systems. To answer to the real need in industry, 
concepts must be found that support both mapping to hardware and software imple
mentations. This broadens the scope of research to concepts for architecture structure, 
design heuristics, activity frameworks, and tools. 

3.3 Concepts 

Concepts must be evaluated on aspects like expressive power, appropriateness, compre
hensibility, applicability, preciseness, etcetera. It appears there is no agreement about 
the semantics of many concepts. Interpretations are context and expertise dependent. 

Analysis, as we define it, deals with capturing and modelling of a real world and of new 
creative ideas to be put in a new product. This cannot be done without a framework 
supported by proper concepts. They are required for: 

1. an in depth understanding of the essentials of the problem domain, its environ
ment, its constraints and the required functionality; 

2. architecture design and implementation modelling based on constraints, physical 
structure and feasibility; 
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3. creation of a system description that is precise enough to guarantee that the im
plementation satisfies the required behaviour; 

4. guidelines and heuristics to achieve aims 1,2 and 3. 

Concepts for analysis of the problem domain often have the flavour of taxonomy and 
philosophy. Analysis is about expressing the nature of things and phenomena, and 
about classifying them. Conventional methods focus on finding classes of entities and 
the relations that exist between them. A first modelling phase results in a static view 
consisting of entities and their attributes. The analysis of dynamic behaviour is post
poned until later modelling phases. For reactive systems this approach is insufficient. 
Concepts need to be incorporated to analyse the dynamic behaviour of entities in an early 
phase of the modelling process. Figure 3.1 shows attributes, operations and intercon
nect structure as three entangled pieces of information of an entity. These three pieces 
have static properties as well as dynamic properties. Conventional analysis yields an 
inventory of the static properties of an entity (class) . 

.. · 
Attributes 

Operations 

Figure 3.1: Entity Properties 

Concurrently the dynamic properties, such as the temporal behaviour, must be analysed. 
Temporal behaviour determines how operations transform attributes, how operations 
require communication via the interconnection structure and how the structure of links 
changes dynamically. 

Besides concepts that capture the essentials of the problem domain, additional concepts 
are required for architecture design and implementation modelling. These concepts 
are quite different and require different accompanying notations than those for analy
sis. Examples of concepts that support implementation modelling include architecture, 
distribution, boundaries, channels and topology. 
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We would like to formalise a specification as early as possible. However, analysis re
quires primarily communication with principals, users of the system to be designed 
and various experts. This communication is in the form of discussions supported by 
narrative descriptions and graphical models. These graphical models must be under
standable for a broad audience. The rather informal character of the analysis phase 
requires dedicated concepts for description of the problem domain at a high level of 
abstraction. To obtain a precise specification, the informal views must be consistently 
accompanied by precise descriptions in a formal language. This formal language must 
be able to describe the system entities as well as their behaviour and structure. Therefore 
the language should itself be based upon appropriate language concepts. The mean
ing of these language concepts (language primitives) must be precisely defined in a 
mathematical semantical model of the language. 

Besides concepts needed to describe the system under development, there are concepts 
that support activities. Examples are (concepts used to express) guidelines, heuristics, 
structure transformations, refinement and verification. 

3.4 The Search for Concepts 

The descriptions of individual methods and languages such as [CY91a, CY91b, c+94, 
GR89, J+92, R+91, WM85] and [HP88] are textbooks meant to learn how a method works 
and how it is applied. They do contain a treasure of information. Some information is on 
the level of concepts. Books on methods describe guidelines and heuristics. Missing is 
the history of the method, its design and evaluation. Methods are often well advertised 
with their strengths, but not with their weaknesses and drawbacks. A designer of a new 
method would like to know how existing methods were created, what the trade-offs 
have been, and on what grounds design decisions have been made. This information is 
often hard to retrieve. Partially this is due to the incremental historical development of 
methods. Further, design decisions may have been taken in an ad hoe manner and are 
not documented. Earlier scientific papers often only reveal a part of the backgrounds. 
Most of the time they focus on certain specific topics in depth. They give limited concrete 
help for the design of a method. 

So far the issue was about knowledge and concepts in written material. This only yields 
a small part of the required knowledge. In depth experience with a method is necessary 
to be able to give a mature judgement about its merits and problems. We experienced 
that it takes years to get skilled, even in a single specific method. Especially for the 
evaluation of the heuristic part of a method experience is indispensable. 

An in-depth study of concepts yields a profound understanding of methods and lan
guages. Having programmed in some object-oriented language, one may think to 
understand concepts such as object, inheritance or aggregation. This understanding, 
however, will often only be very shallow. A study of concepts shows that there is a 
world of ideas and variations, but also confusion and disagreement or at least diverging 
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possibilities for using each individual concept. There is a big difference between the 
level of understanding needed to practice design, and the level of understanding that is 
required to build a new method. 

3.5 Combining Compatible Concepts 

There are numerous ways to design a method by selecting and combining concepts. 
Some concepts can be added to a method independently, others are mutually dependent, 
or can even be conflicting. An additional complication .is that of context dependent 
interpretation and semantics of concepts. This makes the design of a method very 
complicated. Starting with a set of requirements, it is ha_rd to determine beforehand 
what combinations of concepts can fulfil these requirements. In practice a method or 
a language, once designed, cannot be understood in all its properties, features and 
drawbacks. 

A method must be efficient and easy to learn and use. Therefore it should contain 
as few concepts as· possible. In practke however there is a need for various different 
representations and views which tend to bring in more concepts. A method must be rich 
enough to express these various views. To obtain richness while maintaining simplicity, 
a method should offer a framework of compatible concepts, that are reused consistently 
within the various views. 

Concepts that conflict are called incompatible. Wegner [Weg87, Weg90] studied compat
ibility of concepts by comparing languages with respect to their concepts and properties. 
Some concepts can be combined freely, while others are related and cannot be used 
independently. Concepts that can be combined independently are defined to be orthog
onal. To show that a collection of language dimensions is orthogonal, Wegner uses an 
existential proof technique. A collection of dimensions is proven to be orthogonal if, 
for every subset, there is a language that possesses those dimensions and no dimen
sions in the complementary subset. The contribution of Wegner is that he relates the 
orthogonal dimensions to the non-orthogonal ones in real programming languages. It 
is an attempt to examine design trade-offs and interrelations between languages that 
can be identified as interesting points in the design space of object-oriented languages. 
[Weg87] is a limited description of six orthogonal dimensions of object-oriented design: 
objects, types, delegation, abstraction, concurrency and persistence. [Weg90] is a more 
extensive description of object-oriented language concepts and paradigms. 

The art of designing a method is to combine concepts and features that can co-exist 
in such a way that the resulting method is consistent. In our work we therefore focus 
on establishing a consistent unity of compatible concepts, rather than on studying the 
orthogonality of concepts. We believe that proving orthogonality of concepts can only 
be established by comparing formal methods or formal languages1 . Most current anal
ysis and design methods are composed out of informal concepts only. Studying the 

1 ln fact we think that Wegner 's technique for 'proving' orthogonality should be strengthened. The 
existence of a language without a formal semantics cannot prove orthogonality. 
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orthogonality of concepts is therefore hard to carry out. 

There are many dependencies and relations between concepts. Corresponding to the 
different development activities, concepts can be distinguished for: 

• initial requirements capturing; 

• functional analysis and specification; 

• architecture design; 

• implementation modelling; 

• hardware/software realisation. 

An important condition for a smooth path from product idea to realisation is a clear 
mapping between the concepts and descriptions used to support the different develop
ment activities. Descriptions must be consistent and verifiable. A semantic gap between 
descriptions often leads, even with today's CAE/CAD support, to manual translations 
of design descriptions. Concepts simply do not match, unless a method is carefully 
designed to bridge the gap. 

Our specification method as a whole is composed from formal as well as from informal 
concepts. The consistency of the formal concepts are verified using a formal semantical 
model (see Chapter 7) . Unfortunately, such an approach is not directly applicable to 
check the compatibility of the informal method concepts. Nevertheless, by establishing 
mappings between the informal concepts and the formal ones, we are able to check their 
compatibility as good as possible. Using this approach we narrow the semantical gaps 
between the different descriptions. 

3.6 Practical Use of Concepts 

In the previous subsection we stated that the method SHE is the result of the careful 
joining of concepts. The concept approach is interesting from a scientific point of view 

· and therefore it is the most important part of this thesis. A precise description of all 
concepts, and motivation for their need, can give a deeper understanding of our work 
and the method. However, it is hard to understand the need for concepts without 
an understanding of the global ideas for our method. Therefore we present a quick 
overview of the use of the method for a real industrial application. This application 
is elaborated in Chapter 12. The overview will enable readers which are less familiar 
with existing (object-oriented) analysis and design methods to form an idea of the global 
flow of a specification modelling process. It will give an understanding for the need 
for various concepts that we describe in Chapters 4, 5 and 6. In these chapters we give 
small examples that are also derived from the industrial application presented here. 
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3.6.1 Intr~duction to the Case Study: The Existing Mailing Machine 

The case study in this thesis concerns the specification and modelling of the control 
subsystem of a new generation of mailing machines. A mailing machine performs the 
preparation of product packets to be mailed. Packets contain in general printed matter 
such as for example one or more magazines, advertising material, etcetera . The machine 
can wrap (envelop) a packet in paper or plastic foil, print a post address, and stack the 
packets. Figure 3.2 shows a very simplified view of a mailing machine. This machine 

Control station 

Feeder Feeder Feeder Wrapper Separator Stacker 

Figure 3.2: Simplified Mailing Machine 

consists of a line of mechanical stations and a control station that contains processors 
that control the machine. In general, the first (left in Figure 3.3) feeder of a line lays 

Feeder Feeder Feeder Wrapper Separator Stacker 

Figure 3.3: Interconnect Structure of Mailing Machine 

down (feeds) magazines into the production line. The production line transports these 
magazines. They pass the wrapper where they are packed in foil. A separator station 
cuts the foil and can for example print mailing addresses on the packets. Subsequently 
a stacker station creates bundles of packages to be sent away. There are three feeders in 
this example. A second feeder can be a station that adds another magazine to a packet. 
Another type of feeder can blow open magazines and adhere an advertisement card into 
them. 
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Stations contain numerous sensors, actuators and system functions controlled by a 
central control station. The central control station is realised with PLC technology. 
Another part of the functionality is realised mechanically. Figure 3.3 shows that all 
stations are connected to the central controller by dedicated connection channels. In 
practice these connections are realised by many cables each containing numerous wires. 
The actual situation is that new machines are installed and tested completely in the 
machine production facility. Subsequently all cables are disconnected and all stations 
packed and shipped to a customer somewhere in the world. At the customers site all 
parts are reconnected and the machine has to be tested again. 

3.6.2 Requirements for a New Type of Mailing Machine 

Of course there are many new requirements for the successor of the existing Mailing 
Machines. In this brief introduction we mention only the major requirements. 

1. To remain competitive it must be possible to cut costs substantially. The new ma
chine must therefore be realised as a collection of more autonomous stations that 
can be installed relative simple by a so-called plug-and-play concept. It must be 
possible to build and test the stations independently. The cost of building, connect
ing, and testing a complete line first in the factory and second at the customers site 
can be diminished dramatically by the plug-and-play approach. In addition this 
approach leads to more flexibility. A customer can extend his production line with 
additional stations simply by insertion of additional stations. With the current ma
chine concept this would require reprogramming and substantial modifications of 
the machine. 

2. The mailing market wants to cut costs by sending advertising mail in a person
alised form in the future. Nowadays many mailing jobs come down to making 
identical product packets for the whole collection of mailing addresses. In case 
of personalising packets, their contents can differ. Only items that are useful for 
a particular receiver should be inserted into the packet for that receiver. This 
requirement makes a Mailing Machine substantially more complex. When the 
stations must perform different actions at different times they must have access to 
information about the packets to be put together. 

3.6.3 Conceptual Solution 

Many designs and product ideas in general start from an initial idea or technology that 
can be used to create a solution for the customer needs. We call such a basic idea a 
conceptual solution. Alternative conceptual solutions are often evaluated in a so-called 
feasibility study. It does not make sense to invest a lot of effort in a precise specification 
when the conceptual solution is not yet determined. A good conceptual solution gives 
confidence in the value of an investment in a specification, and enables risks and costs 
to be assessed. 

A conceptual solution will often impose a physical or logical structure on a system. 
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Therefore design of a so-called system architecture should play a role from the beginning 
of a design project. Note that we are talking about the specification phase of a project 
yet. In this respect the Mailing Machine line is very illustrative for a lot of design and 

Product 
Information 

S&Ner 

Figure 3.4: Mailing Machine with Network 

specification problems. The plug-and-play concept leads to an architecture as illustrated 
in Figure 3.4. The functionality of the system is distributed over relatively autonomous 
stations that are structured into a production line. Each station gets its local controller. 
Neighbour stations have plug-and-play interfaces with each other. In principle these can 
be direct and generic interfaces between pairs of stations. So each line station between 
two neighbour stations has at least two such interfaces. 

An early design decision might provide all stations with a generic interface to a network 
backbone. Figure 3.4 illustrates an architecture design imposed as a preliminary structure 
of the system to be modelled. Although the initial requirement is to design autonomous 
stations, it is likely that it is more efficient to provide also some centralised server 
for some dedicated tasks. Figure 3.4 shows a Product Information Server which is 
responsible for the distribution of product information over the system and for sending 
initial configuration information to all stations. This can be information for power up 
after reconfiguration of mechanical options on the machine as well for job configuration 
information. The server can also gather and process information for improvement of the 
quality of the processing by the machine. The requirement of personalising'the product 
packets also requires a conceptual solution. Figure 3.5 shows the basic solution for this 
problem. The idea is to create a transport of product information objects through the 
station controllers that is synchronous with the flow of the physical product packets in 
the machine. The considerations so far lead to a structure of a control system that consists 
of autonomous controllers. Figure 3.6 shows the controllers of stations in a machine line. 
These controllers pass product information (PI) objects. Product information objects are 
data objects that are transported via the plug-and-play interfaces of the stations. When 
the first feeder station (left side) transports a product packet to the next feeder, their 
respective controllers must transport the corresponding data object. 
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------- Transport of personalised product information objects 

00000000000000000000000000 000 0 

Feeder Feeder Feeder Wrapper Separator Stacker 

Figure 3.5: Mailing Machine with Product Information 
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LJ 
Figure 3.6: Plug-and-play Structure of Controllers of Mailing Machine 

3.6.4 Graphical Modelling 

The essence of SHE is that complexity is handled by modelling a system as a collection 
of collaborating process objects. Process objects can perform their behaviour concurrently. 
They communicate solely by exchanging messages (via channels). Coherent groups of 
objects can be clustered. A cluster is an entity that can hide its internal process ob
jects (and internal clusters). A complex system model is visualised as a hierarchically 
levelled collection of diagrams that show clusters and process objects and their commu
nication connections. Figure 3.7 shows a simplified so-called Message Flow Diagram of 
a Feeder station controller. Recall that we are only modelling the controller subsystem 
of the machine, not the complete machine. The control system communicates with the 
system parts Transporter and Feeding_Unit in its environment. We call such objects in 
the environment terminators and represent them by a hexagon symbol as shown. In 
this case the terminators are parts that belong to the machine but not to the controller 
subsystem. The controller is embedded in the rest of the system. The communication 
between the entities in the diagram is visualised by various types of arrows that repre
sent various types of message flows (see Figure 3.8). The Feeder_Controller is modelled 
by a cluster. A cluster is an abstract representation. It hides its internal collaborating 
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Figure 3.7: Message Flow Diagram of Feeder Station Controller 
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accept(PI) -+ 

processes. The internal structure of the Station_Controller cluster is shown in Figure 3.9. 
During the modelling process we try to find and define a consistent set of collaborating 
objects, that have clearly defined tasks and that encapsulate coherent data . The model 
shows process objects that perform the transport of the product packet information data 
objects (PI). These processes are the ProducLlnputJlandler, the Product-1nfo_](eepers and 
the ProducLOutpuLHandler. The Product-1nputJlandler is responsible for the acceptance 
of PI data objects from a left neighbour station. The data objects are never visualised 
by graphical symbols. They are denoted textually on a message flow. The message 
accept(PI) means that a PI data object will be sent in the message with name accept . 

A message flow diagram shows various types of flows. For instance the accept(Pl) 
message requires a synchronous interaction of the left neighbour station and the 
ProducLinputJlandler. In contrast, the message flow currentPosition(Position) is a contin
uous flow, which means that the sender (the Transporter _Image) is continuously prepared 
to send. The terminator Transporter produces productArrived messages. Notice that the 
corresponding arrow head passes the symbol boundary. This symbol represent an inter
rupt message flow. Such messages can interrupt the behaviour performed by a process, 
and let the process switch temporarily to an alternative behaviour. 

3.6.5 Formal modelling 

Graphical modelling results in understanding of the system to be designed. During 
modelling we play scenarios of behaviour in thought. We can consider the behaviour 
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Figure 3.8: Message Flow Symbols 

of each individual object and consider the events that can happen, such as sending and 
receiving various possible messages. Behaviour is determined by the events that happen, 
and in which order they happen. Based on reception of a message an object changes its 
state and possibly performs calculations and produces results, replies or commands. 

System behaviour is modelled by a collection of concurrent process objects. However 
processes can be specified to wait for a result after sending a message. This way we 
can perform the whole behaviour of collaborating processes as sequential behaviour. In 
general, a mix of concurrent and sequential behaviour is performed in a complex system. 
Humans easily lose the overview on such a system. In practice it is precisely this problem 
that causes so many design errors in complex systems. There are no complete solutions 
for this problem. Simulation and automatic verification can help to diminish the number 
of errors in a design. This is only possible if the behaviour of the objects is formally 
described. This implies that a computer can perform the execution of the model. The 
method SHE incorporates the language POOSL which can describe system behaviour as 
well as system structure. System behaviour can be modelled adequately because POOSL 
has the power to describe the communication between parallel processes on an abstract 
level. POOSL offers various powerful mechanisms such as non deterministic choice, 
interrupt, infinite behaviour, guarded commands, and branching statements such as 'if 
then else' statements. 

Process objects communicate via statically interconnected channels. Figure 3.10 
visualises this for the ProducLlnputJlandler. Note that the message flow 
wakeAt(Position,ld)/wakeup(id) from Figure 3.9 represents a message and a reply. So 
there are two messages in opposite direction on channel wake of Figure 3.10. Notice 
further that both the message flows productArrived and currentPosition(Position) from 
Figure 3.9 are mapped on one channel named piti in Figure 3.10. 

All message flows that we showed in Figures 3.7 and 3.9 are mapped on such channels. 
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Figure 3.10: ProducLlnpuL.Handler Message Interface 

Channels are visualised in Instance Structure Diagrams. We do not show such diagram 
in this very brief overview of the method. 

Below we present an example of a behaviour description in POOSL for a 
ProducLinputJlandler object class. Behaviour is always described of classes and 
not of individual objects. All stations in a mailing machine contain at least one 
ProducLinputJlandler object. Therefore it is convenient to describe the behaviour only 
once for the whole class of Product_JnputJlandler objects. An explanation of the meaning 
follows immediately after the next example: 

process class "Announces the behaviour description of a process class." 
ProducLlnpuLHandler < myid,productDistance > 

instance variables "Declaration of the variables." 
myid : ProductinputHandlerld 
productDistance : PositionDelta 
productlnfo : PI 
initialPosition : InitialPosition 
piKeeperid : PIKeeperid 

communication channels "Definitions of the communication channel names." 
i piti wake pihs pihp 

message interface "Definition of messages to be sent(!) or received(?) on channels." 
i? accept( PI) 
piti?productArrived 
piti? currentPosition(Position) 
wake!wakeAt(Position,ProductlnputHandlerld) 
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wake ?wakeup( Id) 
pihsl schedule( PIKeeperld,InitialPosition) 
pihp?free(PIKeeperld) 
pihp!store(PIKeeperld,Pl) 
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initial method call "Name of the instance method called after process instantiation." 
loop Forever 

instance methods "List of method definitions." 
loop Forever 

acceptProduct; "Enter new product information and physical product." 
storeProductlnfo; "Fill a free ProducLlnfo_J(eeper with the accepted PI." 
scheduleServices; "Notify scheduler of product entrance and initial position." 
waitTilNextProductArrivallsSafe; "Arrange a wake up for a new arrival based 
IoopForever on the appropriate packet distance." 

accept Product 
i?accept(productlnfo); "Accept next product information." 
piti?productArrived; "Wait until corresponding mailing product arrives." 
piti?currentPosition(initialPosition) "Read the initial position of the arrived 

product." 

storeProductlnfo 
pihp?free(piKeeperld); "Read identifier of free ProducUnfo_Keeper." 
pihp!store "Store product info in free ProducLlnfo_Keeper." 

(piKeeperld,productlnfo) 

scheduleServices 
pihs!schedule 

(piKeeperld,initiaIPosition) 

waitTilNextProductArrivallsSafe 
I id: ProductlnputHandlerld I 
wake!wakeAt(initialPosition 

+product Distance, my Id); 
wake?wakeup(id I id= myld) 

"Send schedule message to Service_Scheduler." 

"Ask Transporter_Jmage to get woken when 
the previous product has been ~ransported 
over a productDistance of distance." 

(For a proper understanding of this thesis it is not necessary to read the following 
explanation of this example. The example gives an impression of the POOSL language.) 
Explanation: 

The POOSL description consists of the definition of the instance variables, and the 
communication channels of the class. The message interface gives a list of all possible 
messages on all channels of the class. The initial method call gives the name of 
the instance method that is executed when an object starts performing behaviour 
for the first time. An instance method is a sort of procedure. Methods can call 
each other or themselves recursively so that infinite loops can be created that 
model infinite behaviour. The keyword instance methods announces the list of 
method definitions. In this case there are five methods: loopForever, accept Product, 
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storeProductlnfo, scheduleServices and waitTilNextProductArrivallsSafe. 

Within the method loopForever, four methods (accqjtProduct, storeProductlnfo, sched
uleServices and waitTilNextProductArrivallsSafe) are successively called. Subse
quently the method loopForever is called. Hence the method loopForever ends with 
a call to itself. In this way infinite (non-terminating) behaviour is specified. 

The acceptProduct method starts with the waiting for an accept message with pa
rameter productlnfo to arrive on channel i. The waiting for a message to arrive 
is indicated by the question mark. An exclamation mark denotes that a process 
wants to send a message. The simultaneous availability of a corresponding send 
and receive statement in a pair of processes at the ends of a channel leads to syn
chronous message passing. Since the currentPosition(Position) flow in Figure 3.9 
is continuous, the Transporter_Jmage is willing to send the currentPosition(Position) 
message at any instant in time. Hence the Product_JnputJ:land/er never has to 
wait if it executes the piti?currentPosition(initialPosition) statement. In this way 
continuous flows are modelled. 

Within the storeProductlnfo method local method variable id of class PIKeeperid is 
declared between bars (11). PI Keeper Id is a class of data objects. 

Finally, in method waitTilNextProductArrivallsSafe, the statement wake:>wakeup(id I 
id= myld) is specified. The expression id=. myld behind the bar (I) is a reception 
condition indicating that the process is only willing to receive this message if the 
expression evaluates to true. 

The language POOSL has a formal semantics. This means that the behaviour to be exe
cuted is defined unambiguously. Our specification method also incorporates behaviour 
preserving transformations. These transformations enable structure modifications that are 
proven correct. They allow a channel structure to be redesigned according to constraints 
and design decisions that evolve during the modelling process. These transformations 
also enable easy maintenance of the POOSL model. Architecture and implementation 
structure design decisions can be incorporated into the model easily. · 

3.6.6 Representations and Method Framework 

An analysis and design method must offer a framework in which various modelling 
activities take place. Various consistent forms of representations should have well 
defined relations. A framework gives guidance to a designer. Figure 3.11 shows the 
SHE method in the context of product design. The framework of SHE must enable 
all activities to create a specification, largely in the form of a system model, that can 
form a bridge between product idea and actual design and implementation. Before 
we show a picture of the framework of SHE, we present an overview of the various 
forms of representations that are used in the framework. Figure 3.12 gives a simplified 
overview of the sorts of representations in SHE. The method yields graphical and textual 
results which are visualised as the two main blocks. Graphical models are divided into 
Object Models and Structure Models. The Object Models are the Object Class Model 
that visualises relations between classes and the Object Instance Model that visualises 
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Figure 3.11: Context of the Specification Method 

communication between objects. Communication is shown in two ways. Message Flow 
Diagrams show objects and the message flows between them. Instance Structure Diagrams 
show objects and the conummication channels that are used to transport messages. 

Figure3.12shows two textual models. The formal part of a model is the formal behaviour 
and structure description in the language POOSL. This description is called a Unified 
Model because it encompasses both behaviour and structure. The second mo<;lel is the 
Requirements Catalogue. All information that must be in the specification but cannot be 
formalised is in this document. So the method uses various forms of representations, 
keeps them consistent and formalises them as much as possible in a unified model. 
This unified model is a POOSL description. The object instance model encompasses the 
Message Flow Diagrams as shown in Figures 3.7 and 3,9. Architecture structure can 
be defined in Architecture Structure Diagrams which are free style graphical pictures as 
shown in Figure 3.4. The other graphical representations U.Sed in the framework have not 
been shown in this brief overview. The Object Class Model is used to visualise and define 
object classes and their relations. It is a traditional object-oriented approach that we will 
use as an additional way to define all necessary objects. The Implementation Structure 
Diagrams are more concrete extensions of the rather abstract Architecture Structure 
Diagrams. 

The Requirements Catalogue contains all additional information and comments that 
cannot be formalised in POOSL but are essential for the system specification. An example 
is the specification of the environmental conditions such as temperature, humidity, 
etcetera. Such items are described separately as Requireipents List. The Decisions 
Statements describes a motivation for architecture and implementation design decisions. 
The System Dictionary contains an alphabetic list of all items in the various models. A 
more complete description of the various forms of representations follows in Chapter 
11 . 
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Figure 3.12: Simplified Overview of Textual and Graphical Representations 

Figure 3.13 shows the phases and milestones of the SHE method in a system specification 
and design project. SHE has two phases, marked by a milestone in between. These 
phases are the realisation of an Essential Specification and an Extended Specification. Before 
starting the application of the method an Initial Requirements Description must be realised. 
Milestone 3 indicates the start of the actual implementation and realisation of a system. 

The goal of the Essential Specification phase is an analysis of essential system require
ments and the creation of both an abstract behaviour model and the highest level system 

_ structure model (architecture). Both models are developed in a strong interaction. Be
haviour and structure are formalised into a Unified formal description in the language 
POOSL. This description enables examination of various system properties via simu
lation and formal verification. The result of these activities must be a correct abstract 
system model. The goal of the Extended Specification phase is the incorporation of im
plementation decisions in the essential system requirements. This leads to the creation 
of both an extended behaviour model and the concrete system structure model (imple
mentation structure). Both models are developed in a strong interaction. Extended Be
haviour and Implementation Structure are formalised into an Extended Unified Model. 
This is a formal description in the language POOSL. This description enables further de
tailed examination of various system properties via simulation and formal verification. 
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The result of these activities must be a correct and more concrete system model. It is our 
intention that the step to implementation can be taken with low risk. 
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Figure 3.14: SHE Framework 

Figure 3.14 shows how the representations we described above fit in the method frame
work. The framework consists of the parts corresponding to the two phases. The major 
activity in the phases is the simultaneous development of Message Flow diagrams, Ar
chitecture Structure Diagrams and a Unified Model (POOSL description). Consistency 
between the models is achieved by incorporating the structure from the Architecture 
Structure Diagrams into the object model (Message Flow Diagrams) and the POOSL 
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descriptions2 . The Instance Structure Diagrams visualise this final and consistent struc
ture. Further details of the framework are described in Chapter 11. 

3.7 Summary and Concluding Remarks 

The design of a method should not be performed by combining useful features and 
elements from other methods in an ad hoe way. Rather, it should be based on selecting 
and coalescing compatible concepts. Concepts should be selected and assessed for their 
applicability, convenience and compatibility. To check the compatibility of concepts 
formal techniques should be applied, either directly or indirectly, as much as possible. 

In the following three chapters we describe selected concepts, their definitions, points 
of view, their interactions with other concepts and their representations. Chapter 4 
describes various aspects and properties of the main concept, the object, which is the 
building block for our specification models. Chapter 5 describes concepts for architecture 
design, multidisciplinary views, transformations and refinement. Chapter 6 describes 
the concepts to model reactive behaviour. Examples are concurrency, synchronisation, 
communication, scenario and distribution. We give limited examples about the use 
of concepts. The reason is that we want to establish a clear separation between the 
conceptual basis of the method and its design, description and application. The latter 
aspects will be described in Chapters 11 and 12. 

In general, for each concept in Chapters 4,5 and 6, the following items will be described: 

• Definition of the concept based in the specific method context. 

• Alternative definitions for a more complete understanding of the concept. 

• Why is this concept needed and appropriate for reactive systems. 

• What forms and interpretations can be distinguished . 

• What notations and primitives have been chosen to represent or support the con
cept. 

• What is the dependence and interaction with other concepts. 

• What is the mapping onto concepts for low-level design and implementation. 

2 Achieving consistency between models is further supported by behaviour-preserving 
transfonna tions. 
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4.1 Introduction 

4.1.1 Handling Complexity 

A specification of a system is a complete description of the requirements. Furthermore 
the specification must be easy to understand and therefore as simple as possible. In 
practice it is very hard to achieve completeness and simplicity. During the development 
process from idea to a complex product there is an overwhelming amount of aspects 
and details that play a role. Designers of complex systems cannot think abo~t all details 
simultaneously. Moreover there is an overwhelming amount of relations between all 
details, that must be taken into account. The huge complexity requires a plural approach 
towards system specification. We distinguish the complexity of the 

1. development process; 

2. system's static structure and functionality; 

3. system's temporal behaviour and other dynamic properties. 

To conquer the complexity of the specification development process we need a frame
work that divides the process into separate phases and activities. The decomposition 
of a system into a structure of more simple collaborating subsystems conquers the com
plexity of the system to be developed. So both the system design and the design process 
need structure. A specification and design method offers a framework that structures 
the design process and that gives a place to the various coherent representations. 

By building a model of the system we can verify various system properties before the ac
tual implementation of the system. A model consists of many different representations. 
A particular representation shows a limited amount of details. On what details the focus 
is depends on the actual state of the design process and various representations used in 
the framework. Highlighting of important details is achieved by abstraction. It implies 
hiding of (temporarily) irrelevant details. Abstraction involves identification of the im
portant qualities, capabilities and properties of the phenomenon that must be modelled. 
Abstraction is the key to completeness and simplicity. All necessary information must 
be identified and modelled so that each phenomenon in the problem domain can be 
represented adequately. 

4.1.2 Problem Domain and Conceptual Solution 

This chapter describes concepts for modelling of system's static structure and function
ality. The final goal is the development of a method for the specification and design of 
complex reactive hardware/software systems. Such systems offer services and commu
nicate with its environment. When we refer to system development we mean develop
ment of complex mixed hardware/software systems instead of systems that are purely 
implemented as software on available multipurpose hardware. 

We experienced the inadequacy of existing software oriented analysis methods for sys
tem analysis. System analysis and specification requires attention for feasibility in an 
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earlier phase than software. Traditional object-oriented software system modelling con
siders a system as a model of a real world problem domain. This domain can be modelled 
as 'real word' entities that collaborate and compose a system. This approach can be 
used if such a real world to be studied exists. An example is an automation project 
where an automated software system performs the tasks that were done by people and 
non-integrated subsystems. 

We focus on systems that are technical products. Such products are systems that were 
traditionally designed using a functional approach. It is our experience that designers 
are not aware of the fact that such systems also implement (at least partially) a model 
of an existing problem domain. A new technical product fulfils the need of a user 
by offering particular services. The basis for the product is a conceptual solution . It 
is this conceptual solution that is basically the idea for the product and that fulfils 
the users needs. The conceptual solution often implies the selection of some feasible 
technology. For instance chip technology in combination with physical principles that 
enable conversion of electrical energy in some other form of energy and vice versa. A 
product is a refined implementation of a conceptual solution. 

During specification, conceptual solutions can be modelled by abstraction, just like real 
world problem domains can. From this point of view we search for the concepts that 
enable adequate system modelling instead of software modelling. We need entities that 
can model functions, real world entities, data and physical concepts as well. 

4.1.3 Objects instead of Functions 

Traditional digital hardware design is based on a functional top-down decomposition or 
a bottom up approach. Reuse has always been a tradition in hardware design. Over the 
years, reusable standard components have grown from simple to very complex building 
blocks. 

The growth of software complexity led to problems such as quality and productivity 
management. Productivity can be improved by reuse. In principle software systems con
tain many reusable parts. In practice however reuse of software components appeared 
to be difficult. Most differences or changes of requirements appear to be functional ones. 
The objects in the problem domain and their relations seemed to be more static than the 
functions. By encapsulating data into objects, together with the operations required on 
that data, reusable objects could be obtained. Although the promise of reuse appeared 
to be premature, object-orientation is certainly a promising paradigm. 

Object-oriented techniques resulted in the development of languages as well as of anal
ysis methods. Object-oriented analysis techniques developed for software are typically 
software engineering tools. They do not fulfil the needs of hardware designers. Exist
ing methods start with implementation independent modelling of the problem domain. 
However, designers of complex reactive hardware/ software systems should also study 
implementation feasibility in the early design phases concurrently with the creation of 
an implementation independent domain model. 
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In contrast to the world of software design, there is no modelling tradition yet in the 
world of hardware designers. There is no 'hardware engineering' counterpart of 'soft
ware engineering'. Most designers follow an ad hoe top down functional approach 
'straightforward' to an implementation. Although digital hardware designers started 
to adopt simulation and use of higher level languages such as VHDL [IEE88], there is 
almost no tradition in abstract and implementation independent modelling of a problem 
domain. 

A 'system' specification and design method must offer concepts for the creation of two 
models concurrently: 

l. a problem domain model; 

2. an architecture/implementation structure model. 

For the domain model we choose an object-oriented approach. In this chapter we 
discuss what objects are and how they can be used to model a system. The phenomenon 
object has many aspects. The focus in this chapter is on sorts of objects, composites of 
objects, static properties of objects such as relations, services and attributes. The study 
of these aspects formed the basis for the development of the method SHE. Dynamic 
behaviour and dynamic properties of (collaborating) objects are described in Chapter 
6. Architecture and implementation structure modelling must guarantee the physical 
feasibility of the system. Structure modelling is described in Chapter 5. 

4.2 Objects 

4.2.1 An Object represents an Object 

In this chapter we start depicting objects. We can look at objects form various points 
of view. The phenomenon 'object' will appear to be very complicated. A good under
standing of the new specification method requires a good understanding of the concept 
of object. There are two ways to look at objects. A first practical approach is to look at 
the use of objects for the purpose of system modelling. In this case the meaning of an 
object is related to the thing that the object represents. Secondly objects can be studied 
from a conceptual point of view. In this second case we really try to understand what 
the concept of object means. How powerful is the concept of 'object' for the analysis 
and description of complex systems? 

A study of the concept of 'object' shows very quickly that there is not such a thing as 'a 
concept of object'. There appear to be as many different concepts of object as there are 
object-oriented methods and languages. A simple example is the existence of sequential 
and parallel object-oriented languages. When the concept of object is chosen such that 
it can perform parallel behaviour, it is completely different from a concept of object that 
can only perform sequential behaviour. When a method has a concept of object that is 
chosen to be sequential, the method can not be used to model parallel systems. 
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An object can mean the thing it represents or the concept of object. The actual meaning 
must become clear from the context. This can be further clarified with an example. 
What do we mean with 'the properties of objects'. It can mean two things. Firstly, an 
object models an entity from a problem domain. Such an entity has various properties 
which are modelled by the object. Therefore the object is said to have those properties. 
Secondly, an object is a concept that has the power to describe entities from a problem 
domain. An object has this power because the concept of object is constructed properly. 
The properties of the concept of object must be such that an object in a system model 
can adequately represent all relevant properties of the thing (entity or object) it models. 

4.2.2 Definition 

The common use of the term object is to refer to a thing, a commodity, an article, a matter, 
a manifestation, a something, a recipient or a target. These common meanings show 
that the notion of object is suitable to refer to many things in a problem domain. Coad 
and Yourdon refer to Webster's dictionary (1977) to define an object: 'A person or thing 
to which action, thought, or feeling is directed. Anything visible or tangible; a material product 
or substance' [CY91a]. 

For system analysis we define an object to be a model of a concept, or of an entity 
from a problem domain. It is characterised by its externally observable behaviour and 
its internal state. This definition matches with definitions from the world of software 
engineering, because it is kept abstract and general. The semantics of objects are lan
guage or method dependent. Properties such as internal concurrency, message passing, 
persistence, and degree of encapsulation, determine the semantics. These, and other 
properties, will be described later. 

4.2.3 Alternative Definitions 

For a better understanding of the concept of object, alternative definitions add various 
aspects: 

1. Rumbaugh et al. [R+91] describe an object as 'a concept, abstraction, or thing with 
crisp boundaries and meaning for the application.' They distinguish two sorts. Con
crete objects refer to physical things. Conceptual objects refer to a policy to do 
something. 

2. Coad and Yourdon [ CY91a, CY91 b] describe an object as 'an abstraction of something 
in the problem domain (or its implementation) reflecting the capabilities of a system to keep 
information about it, interact with it, or both.' A second definition they give is: 'an 
encapsulation of attribute values and their exclusive services.' A third is: 'a run-time 
instance of some processing and values, defined by a static description called a 'class'.' 

3. Jacobson [J+92] defines an object as 'an entity able to save a state (information) and 
which offers a number of operations (behaviour) to examine or affect this state.' 
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4. Wegner [Weg87]: describes objects as 'autonomous entities that respond to messages 
or operations and share a state. An object is a modular computing agent. In contrast with 
functions, objects have memory.' 

5. Verschueren [Ver92) notes that objects do not always have a fixed location within 
a system. 'Passive travelling objects move and are operated upon by other objects, e.g. a 
'data packet'. Active travelling objects move and perform operations at the location where 
they are. They can move themselves.' 

4.2.4 Object-Oriented Analysis 

The main difference between object-oriented analysis and a functional approach is respec
tively the union and the separation of functions and data . SASD methods support a 
functional approach. They model data separate from functions . Data is modelled in 
stores and on flows. Functions are modelled as processes (transformations). In contrast, 
object-oriented analysis uses objects that encapsulate data in a shell together with the 
operations on that data. This data is private to the object, and can only be transformed 
or examined by services (operations) that the object offers via its message interface. 
Messages activate well defined internal behaviour of the object. Possible results will 
be returned to the sender of a message. So an object hides and combines data with 
its accompanying operations. The behaviour of an object may differ at various times 
depending on the communication that happened before. Objects give a completely dif-
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Figure 4.1: Analyst Visualises to be in an Object 

ferent feeling and attitude towards the problem domain analysis, when compared to a 
functional approach. Various items, such as things, commodities, concepts, and targets 
can be modelled as objects. For human thinking and reasoning it is important that we 
can identify ourselves with an object. We can imagine ourselves to be in an object, look 
outside, and wonder what we want from other objects (see Figure 4.1). We can also 
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wonder what other objects expect from us. If we think this way, we are very likely 
to discover new objects that were not defined yet. An object must be a recognisable 
concept or thing in the problem domain or the implementation domain. It must be 
possible to give it a name that covers a recognisable phenomenon. This highly improves 
comprehensibility of a model. Some arbitrary combinations of services are not likely to 
form an object. An object is an autonomous entity with properties that are relevant for 
the problem. 

The concept of 'object' is not Wlambiguous. So far, we gave a very abstract under
standing of what an object is. The definitions did not seem to show conflicts, but this 
is misleading. It will appear that various concepts such as continuous existence, con
currency, state, subtyping, inheritance and internal behaviour determine the precise 
semantics of object. The semantics are completely dependent on the specific compo
sition of concepts that are used. Most current object-oriented specification methods 
define objects by rather abstract descriptions. This has the advantage that it leaves the 
possibility to implement a specification in different (object-oriented) languages. We do 
not have the option to leave the definition rather abstract. Simulation is necessary for 
complex hardware/software systems as a means to get in depth understanding of var
io.us aspects of system behaviour. Executable behaviour descriptions are necessary to 
enable simulation. Executable specifications require precise semantics. Various aspects 
and properties that make objects suitable to model complex hardware/ software systems 
must be chosen. These concepts must he suitable for informal communication among 
people and must fit into a formal semantics. 

4.2.5 Abstraction Capabilities 

Defining an object implies 'drawing' a boundary in the problem domam. This boundary 
encapsulates data and services into a shell, called an object. 'Objects are the granules that 
constitute a system. Objects are the fundamental unit of granularity' [Weg90] . For the outside 
world, an object is a data abstraction. Data abstractions hide the representation of data 
and the implementation of operations. 'The essence of object-orientation is the encapsulation 
of data and operations in objects and the protection of individual objects against each other' 
[Ame89] . It is the object's interface, at its boundary, that hides the internal representation 
of data and the implementation of operations. The interface enables co-operation with 
other objects. 

4.2.6 Real World and Artefact Objects 

Some objects are so-called real world objects. They model a thing or concept that can be 
observed during a study of the problem domain. Coad and Yourdon [CY91a] emphasise 
the real world object approach in OOA (Object-Oriented Analysis). The real-world 
approach suggests that objects somehow already exist. Analysis creates a model of 
objects that is an image of existing real world objects. This approach is adequate for a 
variety of problem domains. However, complex reactive systems seem to have a 'heart' 
of objects that have been constructed creatively. These objects are artefacts that must be 
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constructed, and cannot be found by simple observation of a problem domain. They 
often come from technical solutions, mathematical models, and conceptual solutions. 

At least a part of the objects must be constructed. This defines a design activity during 
analysis. The design of an object requires the identification of adequate abstraction 
boundaries around collections of data and operations (services). Design must always 
deal with finding compromises between conflicting requirements. There must be dealt 
with conflicting requirements such as minimum interfaces, logical grouping, and ade
quate naming related to the problem domain. Properties of objects may be modelled as 
internal data (attributes), but they can also be modelled as separate objects. 

4.3 Classes 

4.3.1 Class Concept 

An object class is a collection of identical objects. Objects that belong to the same class 
have the same externally observable behaviour. Reuse is always mentioned as one of 
the most important advantages of an object-oriented approach. Classification of objects 
is a means to achieve reuse. When objects are identical it is not necessary to describe the 
behaviour for each object individually. Once the behaviour has been defined, it can be 
reused by all similar objects. Therefore, behaviour of objects of a class is defined only once 
in an object class definition . This mechanism can consequently be used if we require that 
any object belongs to some class. Even when there is only one object with some specific 
type of behaviour its behaviour will be described in a class. 

An object class definition serves as a template for all objects of that class. The creation or 
derivation of an object from a class is called instantiation. An object is an instance from a 
class. Notice that class and class definition are different concepts. From now on we will 
use this terms without the sharp distinction. 

The objects of a class have the same properties. When we talk about properties we mean 
static properties as well as variable properties and capabilities (behaviour). The objects 
in a class represent identical things in the problem domain. Their meaning is the same. 
However, the individual objects of the same class can do different things. They may be 
in different states. They can perform different actions at some point in time. 

An object class definition defines the attributes of its objects. By the mechanism of 
instantiation, all individual objects of a class have the same set of attributes. However, 
an attribute may have different values in different objects from that class. The set of 
attributes in a class determines the set of properties of typical objects of that class. The 
attributes represent the data encapsulated in an object. 

Operations can access or transform attributes. Attributes are specified in the class 
definition. An operation in an object is activated after the reception of a message by 
that object. A class definition specifies the message interface of its objects (instances). 
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A message interface defines the names of messages that can be accepted. Collaborating 
objects communicate by mutual sending of messages. Classes can be visualised, in so-
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called Object Class Diagrams, by the notation in Figure 4.2. The upper field contains class 
sort and class name. Figure 4.2 shows a class Motor with dass sort P. The class sort is 
either P or D. P denotes that it is a class of Process objects, and D denotes Data objects. 
The distinction between these sorts of objects is explained in Section 4.4. Attribute names 
and Message names are shown in the corresponding Attributes and Messages fields. 

4.3.2 Class and Type · 

Besides the concept of class the concept of type can be used to find objects that have 
identical properties. Objects that are similar are said to be of the same type. Type and 
class are not the same concept. An object class contains objects that are of the same 
type. However, objects that are the same type may be put in separate classes. Figure 
4.3 visualises this. Five objects are of type X. All objects in class A are of the same type, 
which is type X. The same holds for class B. However, although the five objects are of 
the same type, they are separated into different classes A and B. Recognising types is a 
premise for classification. However, an object's type does not determine its class. 

Classes are constructed by grouping entities based on particular selected aspects and 
properties. Objects are abstractions of 'real' entities from the problem domain. These 
entities may have many different properties and forms of behaviour. What counts, 
however, is what properties are selected to be modelled. Only properties that are 
relevant for the behaviour of the system will be incorporated into the model. All other 
properties disappear by abstraction. Discovering common properties of objects is called 
generalisation. A part of the properties of a collection of entities is general; another part 
is specific. Classification requires finding collections of entities with the same properties 
and capabilities. 
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Figure 4.3: Relation Type - Class 

The counterpart of generalisation is specialisation. Among entities of the same type, 
some may have additional capabilities or properties. These specialised entities are 
subtypes of the original type. The original type is a generalisation of the subtypes and is 
called a supertype. Subtype entities have at least the properties and capabilities that its 
supertype entities have. 

4.3.3 Generalisation/Specialisation 

4.3.3.1 The Role of Generalisation/Specialisation 

Generalisation and specialisation are useful concepts for analysis and design of classes. 
Object-oriented methods use generalisation/specialisation relations between classes 
as a means to provide reuse via so-called inheritance. We interpret generalisa
tion/specialisation relations as a means to discover types and subtypes of objects so 
that they can be classified. Generalisation/specialisation relations appear to have a 
fundamentally different interpretation in most other methods: the interpretation of 
generalisation/specialisation is often directed to code reuse. This interpretation is not 
consistent with the type interpretation. 

4.3.3.2 Generalisation/Specialisation Relations 

Corresponding to supertypes and subtypes of entities, classes can be defined as super
classes and subclasses. A superclass is a generalisation of a collection of classes. In the 
other direction a (super)class can be specialised (refined) into subclasses. Specialisation 
implies that a subclass has an is a or is a kind of relation with its superclass. An object 
from a subclass is also an object from its superclass. This means that the subclass en
tities have at least the properties that the superclass entities have. Hence, a subclass 
is said to have an 'is a' relation with its superclass. Figure 4.4 shows how such a gen
eralisation/ specialisation (is a) relation can be visualised in an Object Class Diagram. 
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Figure 4.4: Generalisation/Specialisation Relation 

Relations are represented as connections between the class symbols. A triangle symbol 
represents a generalisation/specialisation relation. (There are various other forms of 
relations and corresponding symbols for Object Class Models. These are described in 
Section 4.13). Figure 4.4 can be interpreted as showing the superclass-subclass relation 
between classes. The superclass contains the messages and attributes that are necessary 
for its instances. The subclass adds additional attributes and messages. An instance of a 
subclass contains these attributes and messages, but contains also the common attributes 
and messages defined in the superclass. After all, a subclass has at least the properties 
that its superclass has. 

4.3.4 Inheritance 

Object Class Diagrams give a static, so-called conceptual view on a problem domain. Fig
ure 4.4 shows a static hierarchical structure of classes. This hierarchy can be interpreted 
using a parent-child metaphor. Super and subclass have similarities and differences 
like parent and child. The parent- child metaphor can be extended with the notion of · 
inheritance. A child inherits properties of its parents. Correspondingly, a subclass can 
inherit properties, such as attributes, of its superclass. Other terms that are used to refer 
to generalisation of classes across multiple levels are: ancestor (parent) and descendant 
(child). The hierarchical structure may have several levels, and form an inheritance tree. 
The leafs of the tree inherit from all their ancestors. 

4.3.4.1 Specification Inheritance 

The concept of inheritance is considered as a very important property of object-oriented 
methods and languages. This concept can be used to specify common properties only 
once, which is the foundation for reuse. Generalisation/specialisation relations visu
alised in Object Class Diagrams are a communication tool among people for the struc
turing of the problem domain. We offer reuse in the form of inheritance in a specific way, 
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which we call specification inheritance. Parts of the description specified in classes can be 
inherited and therefore reused. This appears to be a very limited form of inheritance. 
The form of inheritance is based on the subtype/supertype relation. Attributes and 
messages are specified in the subtype/supertype hierarchy of classes in Object Class 
Diagrams. Superclasses contain attributes and messages that are inherited by all their 
descendants . These collections of attributes and messages are reused in this way. The 
main issue here is that the concepts of specialisation, generalisation and of inheritance 
are used for structuring of the problem domain. Reuse is only a secondary issue. 

4.3.4.2 Implementation Inheritance 

In the object-oriented tradition, inheritance is explained as a mechanism that allows to 
reuse the (behaviour) definition of a class. We call this form implementation inheritance, to 
distinguish it from specification inheritance. Implementation inheritance is a form of 
dynamic hierarchical resource sharing. It is a mechanism for reuse by means of code 
sharing. Code implements the objects operations. Each operation of all objects of a class 
is described only once in this class, or in one of the ancestor classes. 

In Paragraph 4.3.3.2 we interpreted the hierarchy in the tree shown in Figure 4.4 as 
supertype/subtype relations. Implementation inheritance interprets this hierarchy dif
ferently. An important aspect is the role for sharing code. Subclasses can inherit the 
code for operations from their ancestor classes. Jn object-oriented implementations this 
can be performed at run-time. When an object must perform an operation the code for 
this operation is first searched within the object's class. If the operation is not found, the 
ancestors classes are searched successively. 

4.3.4.3 Specification Inheritance and Implementation Inheritance 

We choose to interpret inheritance as specification inheritance, which is consistent with 
the notion of subtyping. Specification inheritance is used in Object Class Diagrams, 
which offer a conceptual view of the system to be designed. This view is formalised in a 
unified model described in POOSL. To describe specification inheritance, a type system 
for POOSL, supporting subtyping, will have to be developed. Further, to support reuse 
of specifications, implementation inheritance would have to be supported too. Currently, 
the POOSL language is. untyped, and no implementation inheritance is offered. Imple
mentation inheritance and specification inheritance appear to be conflicting concepts. 
Problems with respect to type systems and implementation inheritance are described in 
[DT92, Hiir94, Coo89, AL90, Ame89, AR89a, CHC90] . The development of an appro
priate type system for POOSL that supports implementation inheritance is subject for 
future research. 

4.3.4.4 Implementation Inheritance and Encapsulation 

Another problem of implementation inheritance is that it violates encapsulation. This 
problem is described by Snyder [Sny86] . He states that the introduction of implemen
tation inheritance severely compromises the benefits of encapsulation among classes. 
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This problem is not studied in this thesis and requires further research. 

4.3.4.5 Inheritance Anomaly 

Another problem for the introduction of implementation inheritance is the so called 
inheritance anomaly. The inheritance anomaly is a conflict between inheritance and 
concurrency. This problem is described by S. Matsuoka and A. Yonezawa [MY93], and is 
recognised as a serious problem for combing inheritance and concurrency. The problem 
raises with the inheritance of synchronisation constraints in concurrent object-oriented 
languages. Synchronisation constraints are used to control the acceptance of messages. 
Concurrent objects typically need such power because they operate concurrently in 
contrast to objects in a sequential language that operate alternately. We offer concurrency. 
Further research is necessary for a balanced addition of implementation inheritance to 
concurrency. 

4.3.5 Class or Object 

Another design decision for a method is whether a class is an object or a separate 
phenomenon. We decided to define classes as a separate concept. Therefore we have 
no problem with respect to encapsulation. An object encapsulates its contents after 
instantiation. A class is used as a template for instantiation, which lets its objects share 
their behaviour specification. In contrast, a class that is an object must again be an 
instance of some class. This latter class is a class of classes, a so-called metaclass. For 
example, Smalltalk [GR89] incorporates this conceptual approach. If a class is really an 
object, its contents should be encapsulated. Its contents can only be obtained via the 
message interface. However, a class must have greater rights than objects in accessing 
attributes (internal variables). The conflict with encapsulation is described by Wegner 
in [Weg90]. When attributes are completely encapsulated there is no sharing possible 
between objects. This is orthogonal to the decision to share (inherit) the attributes of a 
direct superclass. 

4.4 Data Objects and Process Objects 

4.4.1 Introduction 

A very introductory description of objects has been presented in Section 4.2. For a good 
understanding of objects we have to cover many aspects and properties. The many 
conceptual choices made in the construction of object-oriented languages and methods 
determine the precise meaning of objects in such a language or method. In depth study 
reveals that there are almost as many different concepts of object as there are languages 
and methods. 

We choose to define two sorts of objects in our method: Data objects and Process objects. 
These sorts have a different semantics and purpose. 
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Complex reactive hardware/software systems have many interesting properties that 
we want to model as collaborating objects. For distributed systems and hardware 
implementations for instance we must be able to model static structure. Process objects 
can model statically connected system parts with concurrent operation. 

Conversely there is also a need for very dynamic and flexible linking, creation and 
flowing of information in such systems. Data objects model dynamically interconnected 
entities that can move through a system. 

There are many differences between the conceptual power of Process and Data objects. 
Data objects have properties that are similar to traditional objects as defined in sequential 
object-oriented languages. In the next subsection we introduce various aspects. Process 
objects offer additional power and are the basis of our solution to model complex 
systems. Process objects can own data objects and transport them via messages. 

In this section we introduce process objects and data objects. For a more complete 
understanding various aspects are covered in separate sections in this chapter as well 
as in Chapters 5 and 6. 

4.4.2 Data Objects 

4.4.2.1 Definition 

Data objects model reusable data structures and their accompanying operations. Data 

Class 
symbol 

Magazine X 
Magazine Y 

Messages: 

give Request 
areYouComplete 

Cfass 
Attributes 
field 

Class 
messages 
field 

Figure 4.5: Data Class Symbol 

objects are instantiated from data classes . A data class can be visualised in an Object Class 
Diagram with the symbol in Figure 4.5. Notice that the class sort is D, which denotes 
Data Class (the alternative is P denoting Process Class). 
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The behaviour of the objects in a Data Class is specified in a Class definition. A class 
definition is a formal behaviour description in the form of a POOSL Data Class. Many 
properties of data classes in POOSL are equal to that of classes in Smalltalk [GR89). They 
have instance variables, local variables, and methods. Instance variables implement 
attributes found during analysis into the formal class definition. Methods describe an 
object's responses to the reception of messages. POOSL is an imperative language. So, 
the behaviour specification is 'implemented' in POOSL in the form of statements. 

message 

Data object A 
Data object B 

reply 

Figure 4.6: Data Objects 

4.4.2.2 Sequential Behaviour 

Data objects model passive entities. They must receive a message to become active. 
Data objects that exchange messages perform together a sequential behaviour. Only one 
object is actively performing operations at the same time. When the sender of a message 
is another data object this sender becomes passive. Figure 4.6 illustrates data object1 

communication. To be able to send a message, data object A must be activated by the 
reception of a message which has not been shown. A becomes passive after sending 
a message to B. Subsequently B becomes active, and processes the message. After 
returning a reply B becomes passive again, and A becomes active. 

4.4.2.3 References 

A data object can communicate with another data object when it 'knows' that object's 
name. The latter object is said to be an acquaintance of the first object. An object 'knows' 
its acquaintances by having references to it. References to objects can be passed between 
objects. In this way objects can extend or limit their collection of acquaintances. This 
enables very flexible communication. References are stored in instance variables. Figure 
4.7 shows three objects. Both object A and object C know object B. Both have a reference 
to object B. Object A has a reference to object B, which is stored in variable feedServer . 
Object Chas such a reference in variable cardlnjector. 

References are encapsulated in the objects and cannot be addressed directly by other 

1The circle symbol is for illustration purposes only. It has no formal status in the method . 
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Figure 4.7: References 

objects. In order to ask object A what its 'feedServer' is, object A must export a service 
which means that it can accept a message, e.g. whatlsYourFeedServer. When object A 
receives this message it returns object B, which means that object A gets a reference to 
object B. So the sender of the message receives object Bas a result of the communication. 
Notice that there is no real distinction between receiving a reference and receiving a 
data object. There is no explicit notion 'pointer' . An object 'has' other objects, by having 
them as 'acquaintances' which are implicitly known by references. 

4.4.2.4 Primitive Data Classes 

Analysis of a problem domain may lead to complex entities formed by data objects. 
Data objects that are linked by references can form such complex structures. The basic 
building blocks of such a structure can be relatively simple data objects. The work of 
defining all classes is decreased by having some primitive classes. POOSL offers the 
following primitive data classes: Boolean, Integer, Real, and Char. These classes define 
the usual operations such as relational and mathematical operations. 

The primitive data classes are extended with primitive data objects: bunk, iunk, runk, and 
cunk. They represent the 'unknown' value in their respective classes Boolean, Integer, 
Real, and Char. They have been introduced to model non- deterministic behaviour of 
a system. Another primitive object is nil. A nil object can prevent the occurrence of 
a so-called 'dangling pointer' . Such a void reference is properly represented by a nil 
object. Nil solely offers the primitive equality operation == which determines whether 
two objects refer to the same object. 
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4.4.2.5 Equality and Equivalence 

The equality operation, denoted as==, is a predefined operation in POOSL, that can be 
used in any object class. The operation== determines whether two objects refer to the 
same object. We explain the meaning with an example, which also shows some aspects 
of data object communication and behaviour expression evaluation. The following 

Figure 4.8: Data Object References 

expression checks whether objects A and C in Figure 4.8 refer both to the same object B. 

supervisor whatlsYourFeedServer == scheduler whatlsYourCardlnjector 

This expression is part of the behaviour description of object X. The evaluation of the 
expression causes a sequence of actions. The first part of the expression must be read 
as: send to supervisor the message whatlsYourFeedServer. Object X has a reference to A, 
stored in variable supervisor. So object X sends the message named whatlsYourFeedServer 
to object A. Object A receives message whatlsYourFeedServer. Object A performs an 
operation that corresponds to the reception of this message and returns the result to 
object X. This result is object B. So this communication causes that object X gets (a 
temporary reference to) object B. This reference has not been shown in Figure 4.8. The 
expression is partially evaluated now to: 

B = = scheduler whatlsYourCardinjector 

This means that message ==scheduler whatlsYourCardlnjector must be sent to object B. 
The message name is== and the parameter sent with the message is scheduler whatlsYour
Cardlnjector. The message == can be sent because X has a reference to B. The parameter 
scheduler whatlsYourCardlnjector has to be evaluated before the sending. This part of the 
expression must be read as: send to object scheduler the message whatlsYourCardlnjector. 
This message is sent to the object that is stored in variable scheduler. This object is object 
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C. Object C returns object B as result. So the expression is evaluated now to simply: 

B == B 

This means that message== B is sent to B. In this message== is the message name, 
which corresponds to an operation in the receiver. The message name is followed by 
parameter B. So, B is requested to check via its primitive method == whether parameter 
Bis a reference to himself. The result is an object of class boolean, in this case the object 
true. 

Besides the equality symbol '==' there is a symbol '='. The usual meaning is that it 
is an equivalence operation. This operation does not have any predefined semantics. It 
depends on a class definition what it means. We recommend to use it for an equivalence 
operation, and to define a boolean result for it. This matches the intuitive notion that A 
= B results in true if A and B have a particular resemblance of properties. 

4.4.2.6 Deep copy 

The main purpose of data objects is to model dynamic entities, that are transformed in 
the system and transported through the system. A complex (data) structure is usually 
represented by a complex structure of data objects that are linked together by references. 
There is usually one data object that represents the structure, and that is the entry point 
for messages to the structure. When passing such an object, it must be determined what 
passing means. This can mean passing the individual object or the complete structure 
that is connected to the object by its references. In order to distinguish these situations 
we use the concepts of 'shallow copy', and of 'deep copy'. A shallow copy copies only 
the representative object (top level object). Objects that are linked to this object by 
references are not copied. A deep copy creates a copy of a complete structure which is the 
representative object, and all objects (indirectly) linked to it. This concept will appear to 
be important for the understanding of the concept of travelling objects see 4.4.5. 

4.4.3 Process Objects 

4.4.3.1 Definition 

Data objects offer computational power and dynamic properties comparable with other 
sequential object-oriented languages. Process objects offer the power to express concur
rent independent system parts connected in a static structure. Process objects solely 
communicate via channels. They are connected in a static interconnect topology of 
channels. 

Process objects are instantiated from Process Classes. Process Classes can be visualised 
in Object Class Diagrams, together with Data Classes. The symbol has been shown in 
Figure 4.2. The class sort field must be filled with the P of Process class. 

Behaviour of a process object is specified in its Class definition. Such a class definition 
is a formal behaviour description in the form of a POOSL Process Class. Process classes 
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have instance variables and methods that can formalise attributes and messages found 
during analysis. An important difference with data objects is that a pair of process objects 
can exchange messages without becoming passive. Process objects are autonomous 
concurrent entities. They can take initiative for sending messages with or without 
waiting for a reply. They can continuously perform rich and diverse behaviour. In 
contrast to data objects messages do not always lead to the same form of behaviour at 
any time. The behaviour of a process object strongly depends on the past. Behaviour 
can further be interrupted or aborted on reception of particular messages. 

4.4.3.2 Concurrency 

Process objects are concurrent entities. The internal behaviour of process objects is 
sequential. This is a method design decision. Concurrency can be described in terms 
of threads. (A thread is defined as 'a primitive executable processing element within a 
process.' A thread consists of a locus of control and a stack which represents its 'state' 
and is initially empty[Weg87a]). A concurrent entity has an interface of executable 
operations or entry points, and one or more threads of control that may be active or 
suspended. There are three types of processes: 

• Sequential process, with one thread of control. 

• Quasi-concurrent process with at most one active thread of control. 

• Concurrent process which may have multiple active threads of control. 

We choose to define the process object as the grain of concurrency. Internally they 
are sequential processes with one thread of control. A reason for this choice is that 
internally sequential objects are easier to reason about for human beings. Other reasons 
are described in Subsection 6.2.2. 

4.4.3.3 Instances 

Class name 
(Process 
identifier) 

Figure 4.9: Process Symbol for Object Instance Models 

The visualisation of structure is one of the main issues in this thesis. Therefore we must 
give it a balanced role during analysis. Object Class Diagrams do not show how many 
instances are drawn from a class. They do not show who communicates with who. We 
decided to give object instance modelling a major role for systems analysis. We define 
two sorts of diagrams that together form an Object Instance Model of a system. Process 
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objects and communication flows are visualised in Message Flow Diagrams, Process 
objects and their Channels are visualised in Instance Structure Diagrams. The symbol 
that denotes a process object is shown in Figure 4.9. The class name of the process, and 
its possible identifier are denoted in the symbol. In our examples we will often dissent 
from this rule and denote an object name and the purpose of the object. 

4.4.3.4 Instance Structure Diagrams 

Process X Process Y 

Process U Process V '-a 
Figure 4.10: Instance Structure Diagram · 

Process objects communicate via channels. Channels and messages accepted on chan
nels are defined in the message interface of a process class definition. The channel 
interconnect topology of process objects can be visualised in so called Instance Structure 
Diagrams (see Figure 4.10). The static interconnect structure both models a static struc
ture of communication between concurrent instances (process objects), and a structure 
that may be imposed by architecture requirements. Figure 4.10 shows channels such as 
a and c between pairs of process objects. Channel b connects four objects as a backbone, 
and typically reflects an architecture structure. All messages between V and W are 
transported via channel c. Instance Structure Diagrams are useful as a visual aid for 
changes irl topology. During the analysis and design process Instance Structure Dia
grams are transformed so that they can represent and formalise an architecture and/or 
implementation structure of a system. 

4.4.3.S Message Flow Diagrams 

Besides Instance Structure Diagrams we offer Message Flow Diagrams. Together they 
form an Object Instance Model of a system. Message Flow Diagrams visualise process 
object instances and their communication flows. A class in an Object Class Diagram 
visualises the collection of all possible instances on the same spot. Relations visualise 
only a possible need for communication with an instance of another (related) class. In 
contrast, instance models visualise instances in a concrete topology of flows or channels. 
This topology can be designed in such a way that real system constraints, such as 
implementation topology and distribution topology, are met. 
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Figure 4.11: A Message Flow Diagram 
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The example in Figure 4.11 shows a part of a Message Flow Diagram. The goal of 
Message Flow Diagrams is to help reasoning about system behaviour. A process of 
class Job_Controller receives a message start Job. The response of the process object can be 
sending a message startConfig to both an instance of class ProducLlnputJiandler, and an 
instance of class ProducLOutputJiandler. 

Notice that Message Flow Diagrams do not show when and in what order messages 
are exchanged. They only show that processes are.·able to communicate by exchanging 
specified messages. The actual behaviour of processes is specified in POOSL. Various 

Single message flow 

.. 
Message with reply flow 

Sender Continuous flow Receiver 
process process 

Interrupt message flow 

Interrupt with reply flow 

" 

Buffered message flow 

Figure 4.12: Message Flow Symbols 

graphical communication primitives are used in the diagram. They are available to 
describe various forms of communication between process objects. Figure 4.12 shows 
flow symbols that we defined for use in Message Flow Diagrams. They are discussed 
extensively in Subsection 6.3.6. It will appear that all flows can be formalised in terms of 
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a single POOSL communication primitive, which models one way synchronous message 
passing. Details are described in Subsection 6.3.4. 

Process objects cannot be understood without a more in depth explanation of various 
concepts such as of identity, state, method and of message. All these subjects are covered 
in dedicated sections in this chapter. 

4.4.4 Multiple process objects 
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Figure 4.13: Multiple Process Object Symbol 

Besides a graphical symbol for single instances we offer a symbol for a collection of ob
jects of the same class, called a multiple process object. This symbol can simplify diagrams 
by denoting a collection of instances of the same class. Figure 4.13 shows the symbol 
for a multiple process object, as it can be used in a Message Flow Diagram. Examples of 
multiples are collections of identical resources, such as collections of mailboxes, buffers, 
or sensors. Figure 4.14 shows that all objects of a multiple share the same channels. In 

.-a 

9-C Mulliple X b_. 

Figure 4.14: Common Channels on Multiple Process Objects 

this figure each of the channels is shown n-fold. It is also allowed to draw only one 
representative for each channel. 

A message to a multiple arrives at all individual objects simultaneously. Only one entity, 
however, can accept the message. A more detailed description of communication with 
multiples is described in Subsection 6.3.8. 
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4.4.5 Travelling Objects 

A complex system is modelled as statically interconnected communicating processes. 
During the lifetime of a system its static channel interconnect structure does not change. 
Communication requires that some data can move or flow from one process object to 
another. Very often, data must be transformed in a process and must then be passed to a 
next process for further transformation. We use data objects to model such data. A data 
object that is applied this way is called a travelling object. The idea of travelling objects is 
introduced by Verschueren [Ver92]. (He proposes passive and active travelling objects. 
We exclusively support passive travelling objects. For details we refer to [Ver92]). 

Intuitively a travelling object between processes must be an identity that disappears at 
its point of departure, travels via a channel, and appears at its destination. However 
the choices we made in the semantics of data objects and process objects prevents that 
the semantics of this travelling does not match precisely with the intuitive meaning 
of travelling. In fact travelling is 'simulated' by 'sending' a copy instead of the real 
data object. For this reason a more precise name would be travelling clones, instead of 
travelling objects. They are copies (clones). There is no real travelling. The original of 
the copy may even persist in the sender. It is a matter of specification (a design decision) 
whether the original at the sender side is removed or kept. By leaving this open a sender 
can keep the data without further special operations. Note, that the data objects that are 
sent are new identities. 

Data to be sent may have a complex structure. Complex data structures are modelled 
as a composite of data objects, linked by references. The precise semantics of the copy 
action are that a deep copy (see Paragraph 4.4.2.6) of the data object to be sent is created 
at the receiver side. By making a deep copy, complex data structures can be transported 
by simply specifying the sending of the object that holds the references to the rest of the 
structure. 

The background for this artificial way of ' travelling' is that data objects should not be 
passed by simply passing references. If a process can receive a reference to a data object 
contained in another process object, the former process can communicate with this data 
object directly. In this way we would allow processes to exchange information without 
the use of their channels. 

4.4.6 Separation of Data and Processes in other Methods 

The design decision: to distinguish data objects from process objects offers a very specific 
expressive power. In Subsection 9.7.3 we explain how this decision strongly influences 
the semantics POOSL, which is divided into two layers of semantics. There are many 
other aspects. A short comparison with other methods shows that we had to decide 
between many alternative approaches. 

Most object-oriented specification methods [R+91, c+94, CY9la, CY9lb, J+92, SM88, 
Boo91, BW95, Rob92] do not distinguish data objects from process objects, as we do. 
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The ROOA method [Mor94] distinguishes objects that have an important role in the 
system from objects that only play the role of attributes of other objects. The former 
objects are modelled as processes in LOTOS [IS088] and the latter as values of ADTs 
(Abstract Data Types). The objects modelled as LOTOS processes, are similar to our 
process objects. The objects modelled in terms of ADTs, however, differ from our data 
objects. In fact, ADTs in LOTOS are not expressive enough to model objects. They are 
merely collections of data values together with a number of operations defined on these 
values. The values of ADTs are not separately identifiable and are therefore not objects. 
The other formal description techniques, SbL [BH93] and Estelle [0+89], distinguish 
processes from data, just as LOTOS does. Processes in these languages are expressive 
enough to model entities that are similar to our process objects. The data part of SOL is 
based on ADTs and is not suitable for the modelling of data objects. Estelle uses Pascal 
types to model data. Pascal has insufficient support for data modularisation and is also 
not suitable for the modelling of data objects. An object-oriented specification method 
that makes a similar distinction between process objects and data objects as we do is 
ROOM [SGW94]. Process objects in ROOM are called actors. 

4.5 Clusters 

A model of a complex system contains many different objects. To manage complexity, an 
abstraction mechanism is required that groups collections of collaborating objects into 
single entities. We offer the concept of 'cluster' to do this. A cluster is a boundary around 
a group of collaborating process objects and clusters. Clusters are not individually iden
tifiable entities (see Subsection 4.7.3). Therefore clusters are not objects. Nevertheless, a 
cluster has a well defined interface, like an object. Another correspondence with objects 
is that clusters are grouped in classes. Each cluster is an instance of some cluster class. 
Since clusters are not objects, cluster classes are not shown in Object Class Diagrams. 
Clusters are typically shown in Object Instance Models. Figure 4.15 shows an object 
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Figure 4.15: Clustered Objects 

cluster, its interface in the form of external flows, and its internal objects and message 
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flows. Clusters enable hierarchy in system models. They allow nesting of clusters and 

Object A Object B 

Cluster X 

Figure 4.16: Nested Clusters 

objects into a hierarchy of granules. Figure 4.16 shows a nested cluster. Cluster C is 
clustered together with Object A and Object B into Cluster X. Recall that process objects 

Object A Object B ------

Cluster X 

Figure 4.17: Clusters and Channels 

are connected by channels. Every communication flow shown in Figure 4.16 requires a 
channel. Figure 4.17 shows a number of channels that support the communication flows 
defined in Figure 4.16. Notice that the three flows between object A and Bare mapped 
onto a single channel. This choice is arbitrary. We could also have chosen to map the 
flows onto two or three separate channels. 

The expressive power of clusters to visualise hierarchical structure and perform nesting 
offers hardware designers the possibility to work as they are accustomed to. They tend 
to use hierarchically nested block schemes extensively. Clusters can be used to support 
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a bottom up approach as well as a top down approach. Clusters can form a composite 
of clusters and process objects (bottom up) . They can also be used as abstractions of 
some complex system part which must be refined into clusters and objects (top down). 
A system is usually composed of subsystems, which can be represented by clusters. 

Like multiple processes we offer multiple clusters. The graphical notation is the same as 
for multiple processes (see Figure 4.13 and Figure 4.14). 

Only few current object-oriented methods have a support for clusters. The ROOA 
method [Mor94], for instance, supports clusters (called subsystems) to manage model 
complexity. Clusters in ROOA, however, are groupings of classes and not of instances. 
In our opinion, the clustering of classes is not sufficient for the modelling of complex 
systems. We share the viewpoint of de Champeaux [Cha91) who states that object
oriented analysis without an entity (instance) clustering technique is not a viable method 
for the characterisation of large systems. De Champeaux offers 'ensembles' to cluster 
collections of collaborating instances. Ensembles, however, differ from our clusters in 
the sense that they have behaviour of their own. The same holds for the clusters (called 
blocks) supported by SDL [BH93, Tur93], the clusters (called parent objects) supported 
by HOOD and HRT-HOOD [Rob92, BW95], and the clusters (called parent modules) 
supported by Estelle [D+89, Tur93]. A disadvantage of clusters that have behaviour 
of their own, is that they do not allow flexible and easy manipulation (in the form of 
behaviour-preserving transformations, see Chapter 10). Therefore we dedded that our 
clusters do not have behaviour other than the combined behaviour of their internals. 
A specification method that supports a similar notion of clusters as we do is ROOM 
[SGW94] . 

Notice that clusters may be quite opaque or even transparent structures. The structuring 
may be completely logical or just for clarity purposes, as a means to improve under
standing by limiting the amount of information presented in one diagram. However, 
next to the purpose of reducing complexity, clusters have several other applications. 
They let us establish various design decisions. They can be used to formalise properties 
of system parts such as concurrency, implementation and distribution. This is discussed 
in depth in Chapter 5. 

4.6 Aggregates 

4.6.1 Definition 

We define an aggregate as a composite of a whole object with its part objects, where the 
whole hides the parts for all objects that collaborate with this composite. An aggregate 
can be clustered. Aggregate and cluster are orthogonal concepts that enable structuring 
a system model. 

Complex systems consist of many parts. A complex system is always structured as a 
composite of many parts or subsystems. In general, subsystems are again composites. 
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Therefore a complex system can be visualised as a hierarchy, where entities on a par
ticular level in the hierarchy fall apart into parts on the next lower level. Analysis of 
whole-part relations between entities is therefore an important issue for revealing the 
structure of a system. This is not only true for the implementation of a system. On the 
conceptual level objects appear to have whole-part relations too. During analysis of a 
problem domain such relations must be revealed. 

4.6.2 Whole-Part Relations 

Class A Whole class 
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-~=------... symbol 
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Figure 4.18: Whole-Part Relation between Classes 

Clusters have been introduced in the previous subsection, as a mechanism for hierarchi
cal composition of finer granules into more coarse granules. Traditional object-oriented 
methods do not offer nested clusters. When they need to express that an entity is com
posed of objects they define a 'whole- part relationship' between classes, also called 
WPA (Whole-Part Association), or aggregation relation. An aggregation relation is defined 
between a whole class and one or more part classes in an Object Class Diagrams. We 
disapprove of the name aggregation relation. After all, an aggregate is a special kind of 
composite, and a whole-part relation denotes a composite. Figure 4.18 shows a whole 
class, called Class A, that has a whole-part relation with both Class B and Class C. Figure 
4.19 shows how an aggregate of instances corresponding to the class model of Figure 
4.18 can look. The whole object is an instance from the whole class. The part objects objB 
and objC are instances of Class B, and Class C respectively. Notice that a whole (aggregate 
object) needs its parts. In contrast a part may be instantiated as an independent object, 
it does not necessarily need the whole. 

An aggregate with many kinds of parts must have many whole-part relationships. By 
defining individual whole-part relationships per whole-part class pair we can specify 
the multiplicity of each component within the composite. For such details we refer to 
[R+91]. A tree of classes with whole-part relations may have more than two levels, so a 
part may again be an aggregation of parts, etcetera. 
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4.6.3 Aggregate Object 
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object 
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Figure 4.19: An Aggregate 

An aggregate object (an instance of a whole class), is the 'point of address' of the aggregate. 
Figure 4.19 shows this. The flows to collaborating objects outside the aggregate are 
connected to the aggregate object. The parts communicate only with the aggregate 
object. The aggregate object only represents the aggregate, it is not the aggregate itself. 
The aggregate is the entire composite. Unfortunately this distinction is often neglected in 
the world of object-orientation. According to the definition of an aggregate, an aggregate 
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Figure 4.20: Channel Structure of an Aggregate 

object hides part objects. The hiding of parts is achieved by connecting the channels that 
connect the aggregate to the objects outside the aggregate solely to the aggregate object, 
and not to the part objects. In Figure 4.20 the channels x and y form such connections to 
the objects outside the aggregate. The parts C and B do not have a channel to any object 
outside the aggregate. 
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4.6.4 Clustered Aggregates 

To simplify models it is convenient to hide an entire aggregate into a cluster. This 
enables manipulation of aggregates as wholes. Figure 4.21 shows a clustered aggregate. 
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Figure 4.21: A Clustered Aggregate 

c-

All communication to the cluster is internally redirected to its aggregate object. The 
cluster acts as an abstraction of the aggregate. The aggregate can be approached as a 
whole via the message interface of the cluster. Notice, that the cluster does not have the 
same message interface as the aggregate object in it. The aggregate object's interface can 
be considered as consisting of two parts. Firstly it has an external interface, which is 
identical to the interface of the cluster. In Figure 4.21 both these interfaces have messages 
a, band c. Secondly it has an interface part for the communication with the hidden part 
objects. The messages d and e are defined in this part of the message interface. All 
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Figure 4.22: Channels to a Clustered Aggregate 

communication of a clustered aggregate is performed via channels that pass the cluster 
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boundary. Figure 4.22 shows channels x and y that connect the aggregate to the cluster, 
and subsequently connect the cluster to objects outside the cluster. The cluster hides 
channels r, s, and t. These channels cannot be connected to objects outside the cluster. 

An aggregate is not necessarily abstracted into a cluster. In case it is, we call it a' clustered 
aggregate'. In this way we can distinguish them from the plain clusters which group 
a collection of autonomous process objects that are all free to have channels to objects 
outside the cluster. 

So far we presented the concept of aggregate, and related its application to the cluster 
concept. The semantics of aggregation may seem to be clear. However, a more in depth 
study shows that there is a lot of confusion about aggregation. There is no agreement 
on what an aggregate is and what properties they have. Therefore we elaborate on this 
subject. 

4.6.5 Aggregate Semantics 

4.6.5.1 Aggregate and Composite 

In Subsection 4.6.1, we defined an aggregat~ as a composite of a whole object with its 
part objects, where the whole hides the parts for all objects that collaborate with this 
composite. We call objects that have a whole-part relationship a composite. According to 
our definition an aggregate is a special kind of composite. Our definition of aggregate 
is relative narrow when compared to other methods such as [R+91, CY91a] . We require 
hiding, where others allow for instance sharing of parts objects among aggregates. 
Sharing is only one example of the wide variety of aspects that determines the precise 
meaning of the concept of aggregate. Various authors add various aspects to the meaning 
of 'aggregates'. Comparison of their work leads to a broader understanding of the 
concept, but also shows that there is some confusion. 

4.6.5.2 Various Sorts and Interpretations 

To start with, there are various slightly different conceptual notions, that are described 
as 'aggregates' (notice that when we refer to others we often write aggregate in this 
paragraph, when we mean the more general concept of composite). From the whale's 
perspective a composite or aggregate can be described as a has a or 'consists of' relation, 
and from the parts perspective as a 'component of', or part of relation. Besides whole
part relations, various other relationships between classes are used to denote results 
of problem domain analysis. Relationships between classes may indicate that there 
is possibly communication between instances of the classes. Communication implies 
collaboration. Collaborating instances form composites. A composite can often be 
interpreted as a whole composed from parts. So it seems as if not only explicitly found 
whole-part relations lead to aggregates. In an Object Instance Model, the majority 
of objects seems to be involved in whole-part relations. There are various forms of 
composites and hierarchical clustering that do all lead to whole-part relations between 
objects. 
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An old philosophical question is, whether a whole is more than its parts. Is there a 
need for an aggregate object, when parts can be composed into an aggregate. When their 
joining is the whole, there is no need for a separate additional object. This intuitive 
reasoning may seem to hold, when a system is integrated by composing its parts to a 
whole. However a model of an aggregate shows an aggregate object that seems to add 
something to the parts. This can be understood by observing that the parts are only 
models. They are abstractions. The properties modelled in its class are defined such 
that the objects are generic reusable entities. Instances of such a class may be parts of 
completely different composites, or may be completely independent entities. Possible 
properties of a whole are not distributed to parts. Therefore the joined parts cannot be an 
adequate abstraction of an aggregate. An aggregate object is an abstraction of a whole. 
Specific properties that characterise solely the whole are modelled in the aggregate object 
class. The properties that are encapsulated in the parts do not have to be modelled in 
the aggregate object's class again. 

A concrete disagreement on aggregates appears in statements about properties. Rum
baugh et al. state that 'The most significant property of aggregation is transitivity, that is if 
A is part of B and B is part of C, then A is part of C. Aggregation is also antisymmetric, that 
is, if A is part of B, then Bis not part of A' [R+91]. Others state that aggregations are not 
transitive [Mor94]. Aggregations are not transitive when the semantics of the aggrega
tion relations differ over the hierarchical levels. Various combinations of properties, that 
aggregates can have, show that there are different sorts of whole-part relations. 

Coad and Yourdon distinguish three sorts of aggregation [CY91a]: 

• Assembly-Parts (example: An aircraft is an assembly with four engines). 

• Container-Contents (example: An aircraft contains a pilot, the pilot is not a part of the 
aircraft). 

• Collection-Members (and their different varieties). (Example: A flight plan is an ordered 
collection of flight segments.) 

Moreira [MC93] distinguishes two main sorts of aggregation: 

• Non-shared aggregation (object components are not shared by aggregate objects). 

• Shared aggregation (object components are shared by aggregate objects) 

Besides that she allows aggregates to have a static or dynamic number of components. 

Rumbaugh et al. [R+91] mention sorts of aggregation from a completely different point 
of view: 

• Fixed aggregate (a fixed structure; number and type of parts are predefined) . 

• Variable aggregate (finite number of levels, but the number of parts may vary). 
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• Recursive aggregate (contains , directly or indirectly, an instance of the same kind of 
aggregate; the number of potential levels is unlimited). 

Civello [Civ93] distinguishes three sorts of relations. Two of them are sorts of aggregates. 
Additionally he describes a collection of semantic properties of aggregates in detail: 

• Strong WPAs: Functional aggregation relations (the part is conceptually included in the 
whole and contributes to the function of the whole) . 

• Weak WPAs: Non-functional aggregation relations (relations between independent enti
ties, as used in data modelling. Two sorts have been identified: tuples and groups). 

• Non-Whole-Part-Associations. 

The lists of sorts mentioned above illustrate the complexity of the subject. All authors 
distinguish sorts of aggregates, however there is no consensus on what properties. For 
example, Rumbaugh et al. [R+91] state that aggregation is commonly encountered 
in bill-of-materials or parts explosion problems. They also state that: 'unless there are 
common properties of components that can be attached to the assembly as a whole, there is 
little point in using aggregation.' We do not agree with this narrow view. We consider 
aggregation also as means for architecture design. Aggregates and composites can be 
used for example to define a hierarchy of objects that act as controllers. A controller is a 
whole object with the character of a supervisor over parts. The parts are subsystems that 
on their turn may fall apart again. This kind of interpretation of whole part is needed for 
complex system design. This means that besides traditional capturing of the semantics 
of the problem domain, the capturing of various forms of hierarchical structure deserves 
attention. 

This point of view is confirmed by Civello [Civ93]. He observed that existing methods 
do not give rules or guidelines for whole-part structures throughout analysis, design 
and implementation. The difference between whole-part associations and other asso
ciations is not emphasised, they are shown often only 'cosmetic and diagrammatic'. It is 
however generally admitted that whole-part associations seem more strong than other 
associations between classes. Especially the following statement matches with our ob
servations: 'There are no further rules or constraints to guide design and implementation 
decisions. For example, the duties of an aggregate object as owner and manager of its parts 
are not sufficiently elaborated by any existing method .. .. ' We also agree that 'most semantic 
properties discussed above are not directly supported by current object-oriented programming 
languages; however, as they impose important constraints on the implementation, they should 
be explicitly captured in an object-oriented model' [Civ93] . This statement legitimates our 
special interest in whole-part relations, in the context of the path from analysis to de
sign and implementation. Civello [Civ93] describes a number of relevant properties of 
whole-part relations, such as visibility, encapsulation, sharing, inseparability, owner
ship, and various forms of collaborations in composites. Based on his work we interpret 
these concepts for our purpose (see Section 4.8). 
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4.7 Identity and Object Identifiers 

4.7.1 Identity 

Any object that is instantiated has an identity based on the bare fact that it exists. Identity 
is not just a property. The expression 'has an identity' suggests this. The wording 'an 
object is an identity' is more pure. Objects are always distinct entities, even if they 
cannot be distinguished by their behaviour or their internal values. Objects cannot be 
identified by their behaviour or internal values. The same identity guarantees the same 
behaviour, however the same behaviour does not imply the same identity. 

4.7.2 Identifiers 

Unique identifiers (or unique names) enable distinction between separate identities. Iden
tity and identifier are independent concepts. An identifier is an artificial construct that 
enables identification. Objects may be defined as having a property called an identifier 
(or name). This must be a unique value within the scope where an explicit distinction 
between identities (objects) has to be made. Defining such property can be a modelling 
decision during analysis. However, in many cases a predefined type of identifier is 
imposed by the design environment or the language(s) to be used . Some execution en
vironments give unique numbers to objects, so that unique identification is guaranteed. 

There is no agreement whether objects should have identifiers during analysis. Rum
baugh et al. state that explicit object identifiers are not required in an object model 
[R+91] . This may be true for a class-oriented approach; but instance based models 
require identifiers in practice. 

The practical use of identifiers leads to problems due to the artificial nature of identifiers. 
An identifier cannot grasp the real essence of identity. The attempt to uniquely identify 
objects is performed by implementations that are not powerful enough to overcome all 
problems in space and time: 

• Space: A system may be distributed. Several system parts may be developed in 
different design environments that do not know each others name spaces. 

• Time: Persisting objects may need unique identifiers, independent of the time they 
are processed. 

Uniqueness is related to the concept of name space. Wegner [Weg87) defines a 'unit 
of naming' in the context of distributed systems, as 'the unit that determines name space' . 
A distributed system is built from units (grains), and within the units a name must be 
unique .. There are also other applications of the concept of name space. It can be useful 
when a name space is known only by particular owners and users. Separate name 
spaces can also be used for protection and hiding. 

Models become even more complex when identities can change dynamically. For in
stance, two objects might be a description of the same identity. In that case one may 
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need to coalesce these objects into one object that represents the one and only identity 
that has been modelled. Besides operations for testing object identity (such as ==, see 
4.4.2) one can imagine a coalescing operation to support this. This subject is outside the 
scope of this thesis. 

4.7.3 Identification of Process Objects and Clusters 

Process objects are easily recognised as identities in an instance model of a system. Since 
they are visualised in diagrams as statically connected communicating instances, they 
clearly exist. However there is a need for identifiers for several reasons. An important 
one is to enable easy communication with users and reviewers. Objects need to have 
unique names to enable this. Besides that, identifiers are often needed to describe 
communication related behaviour. For instance a message to a channel with many 
receiving objects connected to it may require a unique destination. Identifiers can be 
used to specify their destination. 

Process objects do not have predefined identifiers. Identifiers are specified as properties 
(attributes) of process objects. This leaves designers a complete freedom in defining 
name spaces, at an appropriate grain, possibly related to subsystems (clusters). For ex
ample complex distributed systems require a careful design of name spaces, translation 
of names at ports, etcetera. 

The use of identifiers in the description of the communication between objects is one 
of the modelling options. Process objects can also communicate simply by sending 
messages to channels. In this case these objects communicate in a strongly distributed 
fashion. If process objects use identifiers for their collaboration they communicate in a 
weakly distributed fashion . The notions of strong and weak distribution are described in 
detail in Section 6.3. 

Clusters cannot be identified like objects. To reason about their presence and role in the 
system, however, clusters need to be identified during analysis. Object identifiers are 
used to determine the destination for a communication action. Clusters, on the other 
hand, cannot be given an identifier. So clusters cannot be used as named destinations. 
Clusters can be named in the form of comment only, without any formal status. 

The reason that clusters are not uniformly handled as objects has a specific reason. SHE 
is designed to support behaviour-preserving structure transformations. These transfor
mations allow the modification of the structure of a specification without changing its 
behaviour. The transformation of structure is performed by introducing, removing and 
modifying channels and clusters. In Chapter 10 a rich collection of behaviour-preserving 
transformations is developed. Together, these transformations make that a specification 
can be reshaped to satisfy almost any desired structure. This transformational power is 
largely due to our design decision that a cluster does not have behaviour or attributes 
other than the combined behaviour and attributes of its internals. So a cluster does 
not have any behaviour or attributes of its own. Therefore clusters cannot have any 
behaviour for the recognition and acceptation of messages that are specifically meant 
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for them. Hence, a cluster is not a behaviour identity that can be given an identifier in 
the form of an attribute. 

Nevertheless, if we would like to model behaviour that is private to a cluster we could 
do so by introducing a new process object representing the cluster as a whole. This 
process can be given an identifier. In this case it does not harm to consider the identifier 
of an aggregate object to be the identifier of the cluster too. A typical example where 
such an approach can be used is a clustered aggregate. The identifier of the aggregate 
object can be considered to be the identifier of the cluster. The cluster hides the internal 
objects except for the aggregate object. 

4.7.4 Identification of Data Objects 

Data objects tend to have a rather dynamic life with changing connections to other 
objects. Communication with a data object can be performed only by objects that 
have a reference to it. The value of such a reference is a unique identifier of a data 
object. Data objects have implicit identifiers. These identifiers are hidden. They are not 
named explicitly such as identifiers of process objects, that are chosen during analysis 
as free unique readable names. Identifiers of data objects are automatically generated 
as unique numbers. These identifiers do not have to be unique on the global level of 
a system specification. Process objects are the units that determine the name space of 
data objects. Different process objects may contain data objects with the same identifier. 
However, these identifiers must uniquely identify the data objects in each process object. 

Data objects can form complex structures that may travel from process to process (see 
Subsection 4.4.5). Travelling data objects are handed over between process objects by 
making a deep copy at the receiver side. Therefore new unique identifiers are required 
at the receiver side. 

In contrast to process objects data objects are not visualised in instance diagrams during 
analysis. The classes of data objects, however, are 'visualised in an Object Class Model. 
Identifiers can be modelled as attributes of classes in Object Class Models. Since data 
objects have implicit identifiers, they are in general not shown in Object Class Models. 
The identifiers of process objects on the other hand are shown, but this is only done if 
processes communicate in a weakly distributed fashion. Processes that communicate in 
a strongly distributed fashion do not need identifiers. 

4.8 Properties of Composites 

4.8.1 Introduction 

A complex system consists of many collaborating objects. Handling complexity requires 
that we can reason about them and recognise various forms of composites. This can 
only be done when we are able to distinguish various forms of composites. We already 
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showed that composites can be clustered or not, that they can be aggregates, and that they 
can communicate in a weakly distributed fashion or in a strongly distributed fashion. 

More in depth research showed that there are more concepts that are needed to manage 
complexity. Civello published a study about composites [Civ93]. He recognises the 
distinct roles of composites for modelling relations between problem domain concepts, 
and for modelling hierarchical software structures. 

Civello describes concepts such as of encapsulation, nesting, visibility, sharing, insepa
rability, and of ownership. We redefine and refine these concepts for our purpose. Thus 
they enable reasoning about various types of modules. This is useful for model design. 
It helps in the communication about models among designers. It will appear that these 
concepts give also a deeper understanding of composites in general. 

4.8.2 Encapsulation and Nesting 

We define encapsulation as the circumstance that data and operations are hidden in an 
object. The concept of encapsulation refers to the object's property of protecting individual 
objects against each other. An object has a shell that performs the encapsulation and that 
hides the internal representation of data and the implementation of operations. This shell 
is a message interface that defines the messages for the co-operation with other objects. For 
process objects the message interface also defines the communication channels. Objects 
exclusively communicate via messages defined in the message interface. They cannot 
access attributes of another object directly. Objects that communicate do not use (know) 
any information about the internal structure of each other. 

Besides encapsulation we define nesting as a separate concept. Nesting is the embedding 
of entities in another entity. For instance clusters and objects form composites that can 
be nested into a cluster. The latter cluster encompasses the composite. The purpose of 
nesting is the hierarchical structuring of complex systems. Nesting simplifies models, 
because a nesting entity can hide its internal entities. We call two or more entities disjoint 
when none of them is (indirectly) nesting another. 

Civello seems to consider encapsulation and nesting as synonyms. 'An encapsulated (or 
nested) object is only visible within the scope of its encapsulating object' [Civ93]. We consider 
encapsulation and nesting as separate concepts. Nesting does not necessarily offer 
protection as encapsulation does. 

Hartmann et al. [HJS92] describe object embedding as a way to create nested composites, 
in case of static aggregation or disjoint complex objects. The description of their approach 
is in terms of aggregation, not encapsulation. Wegner calls encapsulation 'the fundamen ta/ 
unit of object granularity' [Weg90] . America rightly states that' the essence of object- oriented 
is the encapsulation of data and operations in objects and the protection of individual objects 
against each other' [AL90] . Our separation matches with all these points of view. 

Protection seems to be the most important property of encapsulation. On the other hand 
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composition, decomposition and hiding seem to be important properties of nesting. 
Encapsulation is more related to structuring the problem domain into objects. Nesting 
is more related to the creation of a system structure, which is a design issue. Nesting 
and encapsulation play a role simultaneously. 

Process objects encapsulate their data objects. Aggregates encapsulate their part objects. 
They protect their encapsulated objects against direct access. All communication must 
be performed via the message interface of the encapsulating object. 

Clusters can perform nesting of clusters and objects. A cluster can hide its contents. 
However, clusters may be rather transparent. Collaborating objects outside a cluster 
may access objects in a cluster directly. Civello states that 'mcapsulation can be further 
constrained or relaxed by limiting or extending the visibility within and across the composite 
object.' This statement makes encapsulation to a more fuzzy concept. Our definitions 
enable determining whether an object is encapsulated or nested or both. However visi
bility is indeed an interesting concept. Yet we do not relate this concept to encapsulation 
but to communication, identification, and various forms of clustering. The concept of 
visibility is addressed in the next subsection. 

4.8.3 Visibility 

The topic of visibility is explained by Civello as 'A necessary (but not sufficient) condition 
for an object to be part of another is that the whole object has the ability to send messages to 
the part' [Civ93]. Visibility is a metaphor that is not grasped clearly by this description. 
Visibility is related here to the ability to communicate with each other. Perhaps recognition 
was a better metaphor than visibility to express this. Visibility has for objects the 
premise of knowing each other. Most object-oriented languages use an automated 
hidden identification mechanism. Visibility is based on this mechanism. This is different 
in our method. In our opinion visibility denotes that an object can perceive and recognise 
another object, which means that an object knows the identifier of another object and 
can directly communicate with it. A receiving object is an acquaintance of the sending 
object. 

Process objects know the identifiers of their data objects. Data objects also know the 
data objects with which they can communicate. Process objects do not necessarily know 
each other. They can simply send a message to a channel. In Section 6.4 about dis
tribution we will describe this communication fashion as strongly distributed, which 
means that modules (process objects or clusters) communicate without the use of iden
tifiers. Modules that communicate with the explicit use of names communicate in a 
weakly distributed fashion. Other process objects are invisible when a process object 
communicates in a strongly distributed fashion. Messages are sent and received via 
communication channels. A process object cannot look further than its own channels. 
The concept of visibility is relevant for clusters and process objects that communicate in 
a weakly distributed fashion. Data objects always communicate in a weakly distributed 
fashion. Clusters are composites that are either an aggregate or not. This influences the 
visibility of their internal structures. 
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Subordinate Temporal Visibility 
An object can send a message to an acquaintance without being an acquaintance of 
that object. In other words the receiver does not necessarily know the identifier of the 
sender. The receiver is visible for the sender but not vice versa. If a reply is required 
the sender has to report its identifier to the receiver. Process objects can include their 
identifier in the message when a reply is expected. When the receiver stores and uses 
this information only temporarily, the sender has a subordinate temporal visibility for the 
receiver. Data objects have a hidden mechanism that performs this automatically for 
their inter-communication. The receiver cannot take initiative for the communication. 
A receiver must give a reply on reception of a request and is therefore subordinate to 
the sender. We will use the term 'subordinate temporal visibility' in full, when we refer 
to the concept described here. The single term 'visibility' will always refer to stronger 
forms of visibility that imply longer term temporal or static visibility. 

Inward Visibility 
A cluster is inward transparent if inside process objects can be used as direct commu
nication partners by process objects outside. Process objects with known identifiers are 
visible from the outside. A clustered aggregate limits the inward visibility to the aggre
gate object. Communication with parts can only be done via the aggregate object and not 
directly. The cluster offers a message interface that represents that part of the message 
interface of the aggregate object that is visible from outside. Although an identifier of a 
part object can be passed via the aggregate object this does not lead to visibility of that 
part. After all, visibility requires that direct communication is possible. 

Outward Visibility 
A cluster is outward transparent if its internal process objects can directly communicate 
with process objects outside it. If a composite in a cluster is an aggregate, its parts are 
not allowed to communicate with entities outside the cluster. The entities outside the 
cluster are thus invisible to the part objects. 

4.8.4 Independence 

Civello [Civ93] elaborates on visibility by defining the concepts of whole independence, 
of peer independence and of separate part based on visibility. For example: 'a whole 
independent part has no visibility to its whole' [Civ93]. Relating visibility to independence 
is not appropriate for our purposes. In our point of view dependence on parts from 
wholes is determined by 'who needs who'. Complex tasks are performed by composites. 
A request to a composite is always received by some object in the composite. In general, 
this object will delegate at least a part of the task to be performed to other objects in the 
composite. So there is a (mutual) dependency for performing the tasks of the composite. 

An entity is dependent of another entity when it needs the services of this latter entity to 
be able to perform its own tasks. Dependency reveals itself by the need to send a request 
for a service (a delegated task) . Such a request may be simply a command. 
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When a whole needs the services of a part, to perform a task of the composite, the whole 
is dependent of the part. This does not imply that a part needs to return a reply to a 
whole. A whole can be dependent because a task is delegated to a part, even when the 
part performs its tasks autonomously. An autonomous object can perform actions and 
take initiative for communication on its own when it needs the service of another object. 

An entity is independent of another entity if it does not need a service of the latter entity. 
However, other entities can send requests to an independent entity. The others are 
then dependent of the independent entity. This independent entity may return a result. 
Notice that sending a .result is not considered to be a request for a service. So, the sending 
of a result does not make an entity dependent. 

The parts of a composite that are processes are in principle autonomous entities. In 
general, we may expect that a whole needs its parts. A whole is dependent of its parts. 
Parts, however, may be independent. Parts may or may not be autonomous entities. 
This difference leads to interesting types of composites that we can distinguish. 

Parts can be designed such that they either take initiative or not. We call a part whole 
dominated when it does not take initiative for communication with the whole without an 
explicit request of a whole. So the part may solely give replies as a response on a request, 
and not send other messages on its own initiative. Whole dominated parts respond to 
commands which may not require an answer, or pwduce answers on explicit request. 
Such parts are passive unless activated by a message from a whole. An example of a part 
that is whole dominated is a passive part that has a whole with subordinate temporal 
visibility. Such a part can only give answers on an explicit request of this whole. 

Based on this approach we redefine Civello's [Civ93] concepts of whole independence, 
of peer independence and of separate part. We define a part of a whole to be whole 
independent when it is independent of the whole. A whole independent part can be 
either whole dominated or autonomous. An autonomous whole independent object is 
an active object that determines by itself what incoming requests will be serviced and 
when this will happen. 

We call a part peer independent when it is independent of other parts. We define a separate 
part as a part that is both whole-independent and peer-independent. 

4.8.5 Sharing 

Civello defines the concept of sharing based on the concept of reference. 'An object 
is shared if two or more objects hold references to it' [Civ93] . We define sharing based on 
communication as follows. Two or more disjoint entities (objects, clusters or composites) 
share another entity when each of them is dependent of that entity. The dependent entities 
all need the services of the shared entity. Having a reference to an object (temporarily) 
is not enough to describe sharing in our point of view. Hdoes not necessarily mean that 
a service is needed from that object. Also one does not require a reference to an object 
to share this object. 
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The following list describes sharing related to the concepts of data object, process object, 
composite, aggregate and cluster: 

• data objects can share a data object; 

• composites of data objects can share a data object; 

• process objects can share a process object; 

• process objects cannot share a data object; 

• composites of process objects can share a process object; 

• aggregates cannot share an object that is contained in one of the aggregates; 

• clusters can share a process object or a cluster. 

Notice that separate clusters can share a process object but they cannot contain the same 
process object. Two (clustered) composites share a part if there are two or more entities, 
at least one of each (clustered) composite, that share that part. 

4.8.6 Inseparability 

An entity is inseparable from another entity, if the latter entity depends on the former 
entity for its entire 'lifetime'. The definition can be clarified with the aggregate in Figure 
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Figure 4.23: An Inseparable Aggregate 

4.23. The object C is inseparable from the aggregate object if the whole depends on this 
part for its entire lifetime. Message flow 'd' requests for a service that the aggregate 
(object) needs. Therefore the aggregate depends on C. The part cannot be separated. 

The concept of inseparability is useful, because analysis may bring in composites that 
have such a property. So these composites must be designed such that they are insepa
rable. 
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In general, a data object is separable from a process object, because their lifetimes do not 
have to coincide completely. After all, a data object may 'live' shorter than a process that 
encapsulates it. Process objects can never be inseparable from a data object, because the 
data object cannot be dependent of a process object. After all data objects cannot send a 
message to a process object. A data object can only send replies to process objects. 

Data objects can be separable from each other. Inseparability of for instance aggregates 
of data objects can be specified by the behaviour description of the whole object class. 
The creation or deletion of a whole should lead to a simultaneous respective creation or 
deletion of a part, so that their 'lifetimes' coincide. 

Data objects that are passed between process objects, are not always separated from 
the sender. Recall that these travelling objects are passed by creation of a deep copy 
at the receiver side. The sender has the freedom to remove the original or not. In 
case of removal we dissimulate the separation of a data object and the travelling of this 
data object to another process. It is dissimulation because the travelling is achieved by 
copying the object to a new identity in another process. So travelling is not a separation 
and joining of the same identity over different process objects. 

Separability in relation to aggregates of process objects raises the question whether it is 
possible to add or remove parts. The channel structure of the aggregate in its environ
ment is defined by the specification. This channel structure is statically determined at 
specification-time. So, it may seem as if parts connected with channels to a whole cannot 
be separated. However, not only channels determine the separability of a part. Channels 
may be shared, and the destination of a message may be determined by the identifier 
of a receiving object. Passing of identities of a process object between process objects 
creates a logical communication topology on top of the static channel structure. These 
dynamic links can be created or forgotten, thereby respectively linking or separating an 
object. 

4.8.7 Ownership 

An entity owns another entity if the former entity depends on the latter one and if this 
latter entity is not shared. The following statements are based on this definition. 

• an entity does not necessarily have an owner; 

• an entity can have at most one owner (at any point in time); 

• an entity can change owner; 

• a data object can be (but is not necessarily) owned by a process object; 

• a data object can own another data object; 

• a data object cannot own a process object; 
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• ownership is not transitive. 

In general a process object owns its internal data objects. These data objects are not 
shared with other process objects. However an internal data object can be shared with 
another internal data object. In this case it is not owned by the process object, according 
to the definition. 

Data objects can own other data objects. A data object B is owned by data object A, if 
B is not shared and A depends on B. An example is that data object B is owned by data 
object A, if Bis not shared and has subordinate temporal visibility to A. The result of this 
definition is that an owned data object works for the owner solely, and does not contract 
out work to the owner. 

A process object Bis owned by process object A , if B is not shared and A depends on B. 
However, collaborating process objects are generally autonomous entities that are not 
owned. On the other hand aggregates in general own their parts. The condition for a 
part to be owned by the whole is that the part is peer independent (see Paragraph 4.8.3). 

4.8.8 Collaborations 

Composites are formed by collaborating objects. Various composites have various dif
ferent properties. In this section about properties of composites we defined various 
concepts. As an illustration of the use of the various concepts for the description of 
composites (subsystems) we show some examples. 

In general, a system model will show a mix of static find dynamic communication 
structures. Static structures are formed by autonomous concurrent processes and the 
channels between them. ' These processes may be surrounded by less autonomous 
processes that are collaborating in such a way that they perform tasks for the autonomous 
objects. They perform the role of servant. The autonomous objects have the role of 
supervisor or controller. It is wise to cluster a supervisor with its servants, see Figure 
4.23. Clusters can form reusable subsystems. When the communication with other 
subsystems is performed by the supervisor only, the cluster is a clustered aggregate. 
Although there is no sense of whole-part, they are aggregated. It is rather an artificial 
and constructive composite. We will call it a supervised composite. Figure 4.24 shows 
two collaborating clustered supervised composites. These composites are aggregates. 
Cluster X contains an aggregate consisting of an aggregate object Supervisor 1, and parts 
Servant A and Servant B. Servant A is not shared. Servant B is shared by Supervisor 1 and 
Servant A, that both depend on Servant B. Servant B is shared within the aggregate but 
not with any entity outside the aggregate. Notice that Servant A is owned by Supervisor 
1. 

Servant A may be inseparable from Supervisor 1, if their lifetimes are specified to coincide. 
Servant A is a whole dominated object because it does not take initiative to send messages 
to the supervisor on its own. This is also indicated by the message with reply flow. This 
flow specifies that Servant A delivers a result only on a request of Supervisor 1. 
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Figure 4.24: Supervisors and Servants 

Servant B is peer independent, because it does not require the other part. Servant A is 
not peer independent. 

Depending on their communication fashion, cluster X and Y have an inward visibility 
that is limited to their internal aggregate objects. In a weakly distributed fashion Su
pervisor 1 and Supervisor 2 are visible for each other. All parts (Servants) are invisible. 
There is no outward visibility for the parts of the aggregates. Servant B may have a 
subordinate temporal visibility to Supervisor 1. Servant A is invisible for Servant B. 
In generai it is possible to decompose a system into a hierarchy of subsystems. It is 
recommended to create a corresponding hierarchy of supervisors. Such a structure can 
show responsibilities clearly and can lead to reusable and maintainable substructures. 
The more independent that subsystems are the better. In Figure 4.25 cluster Y has direct 
communication with cluster Z. These clusters become more independent when their 
inter-communication is redirected via Supervisor 1. This way they can become peer 
independent. 

4. 9 Channel Hiding 

Clusters, aggregates, clustered aggregates, and other composites can hide the channels 
that are used for internal communication. Hiding has been described already for clus
tered aggregates in Subsection 4.6.4. Hiding can be used to restrict the connection points 
to a composite. Only visible channels can be used for connection of the composite to 
other objects or other composites. The hidden channels cannot be used for this purpose. 
The clustered composite in Figure 4.26 can only communicate with its environment via 
channels w, x and z. Channels a, band care hidden . They are visible only for the objects 
inside the cluster. Channels that pass the cluster boundary may have different inner and 
outer names. Figure 4.26 shows that Object A has a channel y that crosses the cluster 
boundary. The inner name of this channel is y, and the outer name of this channel is z. 
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Figure 4.25: Hierarchically Supervised Composites 

(For a further discussion of inner name and outer name, see Section 10.2). 

The concept of channel hiding will be used in the behaviour description of clusters 
and collaborating objects in general. The symbol \ denotes channel hiding. When the 
behaviour of the classes of objects A, B, and C is specified in class definitions Class Of A, 
ClassOJB, and ClassOJC. respectively, then the expression 

(ClassOJA('A') II ClassOJB('B') II ClassOJC('C')) \ {a,b,c}[z/y] 

describes the behaviour of the (clustered) composite. Its behaviour is the behaviour of 
the parallel composition of internal objects A, B, and C, with channels a, b, and c hidden, 
and with channel y renamed to z. ClassOfA('A') denotes that an object with identifier 
'A' is instantiated from class ClassOJA. The clause \ {a, b, c} denotes the hiding of the 
channels a, b, and c. The clause [z/y] denotes the renaming of channel y to z (see Section 
10.2 for details) . 

4.10 Terminators and System Boundary 

So far we focused on objects that are internal with respect to the system boundary. Com
posites in a reactive system can be used to perform a complex control task. A part of the 
composite may be an image of a 'part' outside the system boundary. Object C in Figure 
4.27, for instance, is part of a clustered aggregate, and represents Sensor 1. This sensor 
is outside the system and its image in the system is object C. This object is responsible 
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Figure 4.26: Cluster with Hidden Channels 

for the communication with the sensor and hides in fact the sensor for the rest of the 
system. The aggregate in Figure 4.27 is thought to encompass Sensor 1 and Actor l. 
However the system boundary intersects the (virtual) cluster. Terminators Sensor 1 and 
Actor 1 are considered as belonging to the aggregate, although the cluster boundary 
cannot encompass them. By doing this, Object B, for example, can still be considered 
to be a separate part of a clustered aggregate. Parts B and C are not visible for other 
objects, that are outside the cluster but are internal to the system. Object B and C are 
however visible to the terminators, which are external objects. So in this case external 
objects require a different treatment than internal (system) objects. External objects do not 
respect the rules for inward and outward visibility for clustered aggregates. For reasons 
of clarity they must be referred to as terminators and not as objects. They also have a 
different graphical symbol distinguishing them from the process objects. The advantage 
of a different symbol is that it is always clear that a terminator is an external object. So 
it is no problem to draw terminators at various places inside the system boundary. This 
is convenient because it prevents diagrams from being cluttered by long connections 
to terminators on the edge of a scheme. If needed, the diagrams can be transformed 
such that the terminators move outside that system boundary, when system analysis is 
finished . 

4.11 Composites and Hierarchies 

In the previous sections, various forms of hierarchy passed by, such as: 

1. whole-part class hierarchy; 

2. subtype/supertype class hierarchy; 

3. hierarchy of subsystems, cluster hierarchy. 

There may be some confusion about the place of composites for modelling hierarchy in 
our method. Object-oriented analysis methods use Object Class Diagrams to visualise 
Whole-part class hierarchies and Subtype/supertype class hierarchies simultaneously. 
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Figure 4.27: Aggregate and System Boundary 

We visualise instances of these classes in an Object Instance Model. Besides aggregates 
we offer clusters to create a hierarchy of subsystems. In this section we summarise the 
relation between the concepts: object, aggregate, composite, cluster and hierarchical 
structuring. 

4.11.1 Hierarchy in Class Models 

Object-oriented methods usually present analysis results graphically in so called object 
class models (in contrast to instance models). It is confusing that both whole-part 
relations and subtype/supertype relations are represented as trees, see Figure 4.28. The 
triangle symbol and the diamond symbol distinguish both relationships, however they 
do not directly catch the eye. Notice that the two sorts of trees denote completely 
different concepts. 

Whole-part relations denote that objects may be composed or aggregated. Sub
type/ supertype relations denote common properties (generalisation). They can be used 
for an efficient notation of properties. Rumbaugh et al. [R+91] notice the following dif
ferences between aggregation and generalisation. Aggregation relates instances of distinct 
objects, one is a part of the other, whereas generalisation relates classes and is a way of structuring 
the description of a single object. Aggregation is sometimes called an 'and-relationship', and 
generalisation an 'or-relationship'. An aggregation is this and that object, but an object is this 
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or that subtype [R+91] . 

4.11.2 Hierarchy of Subsystems 
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A system composition is visualised as a hierarchical tree of modules (subsystems). A 
composite can be modelled as a cluster. Clusters offer visual hiding of composites at 
the various hierarchical levels of a model. A module (subsystem) can be a cluster or a 
process object. (See Figure 4.16 in Section 4.5). We visualise (nested) clusters in Object 
Instance Diagrams, and not in Object Class Diagrams. 

Although clusters are described in classes, they are not visualised in Object Class Di
agrams. Whole-part relations between object classes in Object Class Diagrams show 
conceptual relations. Aggregates and clusters in Object Instance Models show actual 
relations. Actual composites are instances of conceptual composites that are denoted 
as whole-part relationships in Object Class Diagrams. Object Instance Models offer the 
possibility to integrate design aspects into a model. Clusters can visualise instances 
of conceptual relations as well as topological constraints derived from architecture and 
implementation considerations. 

4.12 Object Variety 

Objects can represent a wide variety of concepts and entities. During analysis objects 
may come from various sources. Coad and Yourdon mention the following items that 
must be looked for to find classes and objects: 'structures, other systems, devices, things 
or events remembered, roles played, operational procedures, sites, and organisational units.' 
This leads to a natural variety of objects that are originating from the problem domain 
analysis. Traditional object-oriented methods apprehend this variety by defining classes 
and the relations between them. 
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Independently to the conceptual domain classes, objects can be 'classified' into sorts 
related to specific roles they play and specific properties they have. Objects may be 
dependent or independent (autonomous), they can take initiative or wait for requests. 
They may be statically or dynamically created, and 'live' short or long. They may 
have a supervisor task or a servant task in the system. These latter properties have 
a more constructive style. Based on these properties objects and object classes can be 
classified as 'sorts' that are useful to discuss the design of an object model. Functional, 
imperative, and active objects [Weg90] are the first three sorts discussed, and interpreted 
for our method: 

• Functional objects are degenerate objects that do not have attributes. Their oper
ations are therefore side-effect-free. Data objects as well as process objects may 
be built this way. Notice that this sort of object is relative primitive in the sense 
that they cannot have a state, which lets them react differently in different circum
stances. 

• Imperative objects have attributes shared by operations. An imperative object is 
activated on reception of a message, it is passive otherwise [Weg90]. Data objects 
are imperative objects. Process objects may be imperative objects. The internal 
behaviour description consists of 'imperative' (commanding) statements. 

• Active objects may already be active when receiving a message, so that incoming 
messages must synchronise with ongoing activities in the object. Process objects 
are in general of this sort. 

Although the above' classification' is useful the naming of the sorts is not precise enough. 
The property 'passive' is not necessarily connected to imperative behaviour description 
in our point of view. Active objects may be described as imperative. The notion 'active' 
is also less precise because imperative objects will be active temporarily. Therefore we 
define passive and autonomous object sorts as alternative: 

• Passive objects are passive unless activated by a message. (This definition causes 
functional objects to become a special sort of passive object). Data objects are 
always passive, process objects may be passive. 

• Autonomous objects determine themselves in what order what messages will be 
accepted. This sort of object may actively or independently take initiative to 
communicate with other objects. Only process objects can be autonomous. 

In addition to these sorts we defined travelling objects and multiple objects: 

• Travelling objects are data objects that can be deep copied or transferred from one 
process object to another. The receiving process object always gets a copy of this 
'travelling object' with a new identity. 

• Multiple objects. A multiple is a collection of process objects from one class, w ith 
all objects of the multiple connected to the same channels. Individual objects may 
have a different state. 
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Another useful set of sorts is defined in the method OOSE by Jacobso.n et al. [J+92] : 

• Interface objects model behaviour and information that is dependent on the interface 
to the system, between the users and the system. 

• Entity objects model information in the system that should be held for a longer 
time. 

• Control objects model functionality that is not naturally tied to any other object, for 
example, behaviour that consists of operating on several different objects, doing 
some computations and then returning the result to an interface object. 

In addition to these sorts Jacobson defines 'subsystems' comparable to clusters, and 
'blocks' which are design objects, normally aiming to implement analysis objects. 

The sorts we discussed here are defined to be able to reason about the design of the 
object model. They offer a meta-level in the form of' object class types' . We do not have 
the intention to formalise these sorts in any way into the model. Therefore we do not 
offer specialised representations for these 'types' . Any model is constructed with data 
objects, process objects, clusters, and their respective classes. A method such as OOSE, 
offers separate representations for interface objects, control objects, and entity objects 
[J+92]. We decided to keep the number of representations and primitives that we offer 
as small as possible. A wish to distinguish or reveal various sorts must be handled by 
finding appropriate names for the objects. 

4.13 Object Class Models 

An Object Class Model is a collection of diagrams. These diagrams visualise object 
classes and their relations. An Object Class Model gives a rather abstract, so-called 
conceptual view, on the system to be designed . Most object-oriented analysis methods 
[R+91, c+94, CY91a, CY9lb, J+92, Boo91, Mor94, SM88] offer such models. We call it 
Object Class Model to distinguish it clearly form Object Instance Models. Usually they 
are called Object Models. There is an overwhelming amount of publications and books 
on object modelling. In contrast to object instance modelling, object class modelling is 
relative mature. 

Our goal is to achieve improvements in the modelling of reactive distributed and embed
ded systems for hardware/software implementations. Therefore we spent less research 
effort in Object Class Modelling. In contrast to improving object modelling, we devel
oped an analysis approach that focuses simultaneously on 'class modelling', 'instance 
modelling', 'behaviour modelling' and 'architecture modelling' . In our point of view 
class modelling is strongly overemphasised in most methods. We organised our work 
to be complementary to existing work, as much as possible. Concerning object class 
modelling we integrate the valuable results of work of others. However some of this 
work revealed that there are fundamental problems, such as the inheritance anomaly 
[MY93] and the difference between inheritance and subtyping [Coo89]. These problems 
can cause consistency problems and formalisation problems in a method . Consequently 
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we constrained the role of object class modelling by not offering inheritance, for the time 
being. 

We selected two methods, viz. OMT of Rumbaugh et al. [R+91], and Fusion of Coleman 
et al. [C+94]), to provide the concepts and symbols needed for object modelling. We 
refer to these books for detailed covering of the subject. This section gives only a brief 
introduction to object class modelling concepts, and the related fundamental problems. 
Only the information that is necessary in the context of this thesis, and the differences 
between our approach and theirs are covered. Especially OMT offers, besides defini
tions, a lot of very useful guidelines and heuristics that support the actual modelling 
activities. Therefore we do not cover heuristics, and refer to their work to learn about 
actual 'object modelling'. 

4.13.1 Relationship Concept 

Relationships, also called associations or (conceptual) relations, exist when objects have 
some form of dependency. Relationship is a rather vague concept, that can have various 
meanings. For instance objects of a class have to do with, refer to, are linked.to, are involved 
with, are concerned with, deal with, and are correlated with objects of another (or the same) 
class. A relation in an object model is usually shown as a named connection between two 
or more object classes in a graphical diagram (see Figure 4.29). A connection denotes that 
there is a relationship between object instances of the classes that have the relationship. 
A concrete relationship between a pair of objects is called a link. 

Candidate relationships can be found by looking at all kinds of dependencies of classes. 
Examples are: comparisons, communications, groupings, similarities, containments, 
mutual activities and actions. Notice that Object Class Diagrams, in comparison to 

Figure 4.29: Related Classes 

Message Flow Diagrams give a rather weak and inadequate view with respect to possible 
communications between objects. Message Flow Diagrams show objects that have 
concrete relationships, in the sense that they can communicate via concrete message 
flows. In contrast, relations in an object model are not concrete. They describe various 
diverging concepts that do not necessarily lead to communication between objects. 

Relations are very abstract. Relationships between objects may possibly lead to be
haviour when they are broken or created. Object class models are not flow models. 
Usually they show various forms of hierarchy relations in one model. Misinterpretation 
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of object models is presumably one of the largest problems in learning and understand
ing object-oriented analysis methods. 

Complex reactive and control-oriented systems tend to have a large artificial part that 
must be 'designed' and cannot simply be ' found' in the problem domain. Object class 
modelling is clearly a modern form of data analysis, directed to classifying data as 
objects in the problem domain. Most practical systems are a mix of data-oriented parts 
and control-oriented parts. Therefore an inventory of relationships will probably be 
necessary to make an analysis complete. 

We experienced it very hard to find adequate relationships. It is not an easy way to 
completeness. A major problem is the vagueness of the relationship concept. Even if 
one finds a relation, one still does not know what it is. A relationship may appear to be 
an object. A relationship may also become an attribute or an operation, or may appear 
to be superfluous. The traditional object-oriented modelling approach did not give 
the feeling to make progress when applied to analysis and design of complex reactive 
systems. It gave the feeling of using philosophy instead of craftsmanship for the creation 
of a product. 

4.13.2 Multiplicity 

Cardinality constraints specifies the multiplicity of, i.e. 'how many' instances of one class 
can be associated with a single instance of a related class. OMT defines a notation to 
denote multiplicity. We refer to [R+91) for details. Besides 'one' and 'many', OMT allows 
the specification of numerical values, intervals, and sets of intervals in the diagrams at 
the end of a relationship symbol. 

4.13.3 Invariants 

Besides qualifiers that constrain multiplicity, there may be constraints on the relationship 
as a whole, or even across relationships. Textual annotations in the diagram, called 
invariants can be used to describe such constraints. 

4.13.4 Relationship Attributes 

Properties of objects are modelled as attributes in classes. Links between objects can 
have properties too. These can be modelled as attributes of relationships. It depends on 
the multiplicity of a relationship how these attributes are implemented in objects. They 
may become attributes of objects on either side. An alternative is that a relationship 
becomes an object class itself. In this case the attributes of the relationship become 
attributes of this class. If the name of the relationship is a verb, the name of such a class 
becomes a gerund of that verb. 
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4.13.5 Roles 

Objects play roles in a relationship. These roles may be documented at both ends of the 
relationship symbol. Roles are particularly needed when relations are specified between 
objects of the same class, or for distinguishing two relationships between the same pair 
of classes [R+9I]. 

4.13.6 Aggregation 

Aggregation is a special sort of relationship. Its semantics and symbols have been dis
cussed in Section 4.6. 

4.13.7 Generalisation and Specialisation 

Generalisation and specialisation are a special kind of relationship. The concepts of gen
eralisation and of specialisation in relation with inheritance have been discussed in 
Subsection 4.3.3 

4.14 Attributes and Variables 

4.14.1 Attributes 

Objects are abstractions of things or concepts that we want to model as separate dis
tinguishable entities. Objects have properties that characterise them. These properties 
fall apart into observable behaviour and descriptive features. Observable behaviour is 
visible via the class interface which defines all exported services of its objects. The ser
vices perform some form of computation, thereby performing a corresponding dynamic 
behaviour, which yields, in general, an observable result. The descriptive features have 
a more static character. During analysis they are modelled as attributes specified in their 
class. The attributes get specific values in object instances of that class . The domain of 
values for each attribute must be specified. This is a premise for the later implementation 
of the methods that implement the services of the object. Attribute values are protected 
by the object's interface. Values can only be modified as a result of communication via 
the object's interface with other objects. 

There are various views on attributes that are interesting to get a more complete un
derstanding. Coad and Yourdon refer to the Webster 's dictionary (1977) that defines 
attributes as 'Any property, quality, or characteristic that can be ascribed to a person or thing. 
They refine this definition (for OOA) to 'an attribute is some data (state information) from 
which each Object in a Class has its own value' [CY91a]. Th.is latter definition emphasises 
the 'data character' of attributes and also refers to the concept of state. Most object
oriented methods and languages follow this interpretation. As is explained in Section 
6.4, we do not define state such that the state space of an object is determined by the 
product of the data domain spaces of all its internal data. Some of the data is only 
for local use and cannot be retrieved via the object interface. This local data does not 
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characterise the object, but is determined by the implementation of the behaviour of the 
object. This data 'lives' temporarily during specific activities of an object. We will define 
(in Subsection 6.6.3) the ' state' of an object based on observable behaviour, instead of 
on data. In contrast to local data, the data that really characterises an object is stored 
as variables that can be retrieved and / or transformed via its message interface. In this 
sense these variables are indirectly 'available' or 'exported'. These variables make or 
form the object. They are always needed, even when the class would be implemented 
afresh, with an alternative behaviour description of its internal operations. In an Object 
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Figure 4.30: Class Symbol 

Class Model attributes can be denoted in the class symbols in a class attributes field, 
see Figure 4.2. All objects are instantiated with the attributes of its class. Rumbaugh 
notices that an attribute should be a pure data value, not an object [R+91] . Analysis is a 
continuous process of making decisions whether a property of an object must become 
an attribute, an association or a new class. The task during analysis is defining what 
properties of a class are necessary for the working of the system to be designed. This is 
all what abstraction is about. The best model is the most simple one that is appropriate 
for the tasks to be performed. 

Conceptual modelling, which is performed when creating an Object Class Model, is rather 
different from the instance approach we recommend for reactive systems. A clear un
derstanding of the differences lets us decide what form of modelling is most appropriate 
for the system part to be analysed. For Object Class Modelling it is recommended to 
avoid defining attributes that are references to other objects. They should be modelled as 
relationships instead. An Instance Approach works in a completely different way. Instead 
of defining classes, collaborating objects are defined. By determining the message flows, 
objects can get 'a network' of acquaintances. When defining classes from this approach 
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the data (attributes) are determined by the need to exchange data via communication 
flows. The natural need for new objects to be defined, comes from the need to contract 
out operations. An accompanying need to transport and store data determines addi
tional attributes. The classes containing these objects are specified after playing various 
scenarios of behaviour in Message Flow Diagrams. Therefore, depending on the sort 
of communication that is used, links to objects can yield attributes in a natural way. 
When the Object Class Modelling approach is used at least a part of the relationships 
must also be implemented this way. It will be clear that both modelling approaches 
have advantages and disadvantages. The instance approach is quite implementation 
and construction-oriented, and leads to quick results. The Object Modelling approach 
is useful for a conceptual approach, and is more appropriate to define the real world 
problem domain. This definition is however time consuming. There are uncountable 
possibilities to combine various decisions to refine relations into attributes, objects or 
operations. Only mature judgement will lead to a balanced result, that redeems some 
of the promises of object-orientation, such as reusability. 

4.14.2 Variables 

Attributes become variables in the formal behaviour description of the object classes in 
POOSL. The abstraction level where POOSL descriptions are created is lower than the 
abstraction level of Object Modelling. Variables model the attributes specified during 
conceptual modelling, but they also support lower level needs such as local data and 
identifiers of acquaintances. 

There are various ways to define sorts of variables for various purposes. For instance, 
Small talk offers private variables in the form of Instance variables and Temporary vari
ables. Besides that there are variables that can be accessed by more that one object: Class 
variables, Global variables, and Pool variables [GR89]. The latter three types are all used 
for sharing variables among objects. They are shared respectively by instances of a sin
gle class, by instances of all classes, and by instances of a set of classes. The Smalltalk 
language is untyped. This is in contrast to Eiffel [Mey88] which is a second example 
of an object-oriented language. Eiffel is a statically typed language. Every attribute of 
a class is declared with a unique type. Private local variables are used by routines to 
perform their computations. Eiffel does not support any form of shared variables. These 
two examples of languages show already that there is a world of alternative concepts in 
the design of methods and languages. 

Currently, POOSL is an untyped language, just as Smalltalk is. POOSL offers instance 
variables and temporary (local) variables, but no form of shared variables. To enable 
adequate static checking of specifications, POOSL will become a statically typed lan
guage (see also Subsection 4.3.4). To achieve this, we will have to define a formal type 
system. Such a system is not formally developed yet. For the time being, however, we 
will assume that each variable is assigned a type. This type is specified by indicating 
the class of the instances to which the variable is allowed to refer. 
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4.14.2.1 Instance Variables 

POOSL offers two sorts of variables: instance variables and local variables. Instance 
variables are specified in class definitions. At run-time, every instance (object) has 
a collection of variables as specified in its class. These variables can take on values 
thereby determining the state (of the variables) of the object. Attributes from the Object 
Class Model become instance variables in class definitions. Instance variables serve also 
to store references to other objects. The instance variables form the data contents of the 
object. These contents live in principle as long as the object itself, but may be modified 
during the lifetime of the object. 

4.14.2.2 Local Variables 

Besides data that is stored as instance variables, there is temporary data that is stored 
in local variables in methods. Local variables originate from the chosen algorithm or 
expression that 'implements' a method in POOSL. A different implementation may 
require different types of local variables. Therefore local variables do not play any role 
during object modelling. 

4.14.2.3 Data Objects 

Classes describe data objects or process objects in POOSL. Both can have instance vari
ables and local variables. These variables refer to data objects. Data objects are created 
from their classes and get instance variables, as specified in their classes. These variables 
store references to other data objects. Initially they are all set to nil. Nil is a data object 
that can be considered to belong to no class at all. User defined data objects may have a 
user defined service initialise to give their instance variables an initial value, other than 
nil. 

References can also arise very implicitly from data object creation. A data (or process) 
object can for instance contract out some calculation or action. The object therefore 
creates a temporary data object of an appropriate class, and both can be considered to 
have a temporary link to each other for passing parameters and results. These identities 
have a very temporary and implicitly created knowledge of each others identifiers. 
There is no need for explicit references. After the completion of service, say m, the 
lifetime of the created object ends. An example is given by the following expression: 

x := new(C) m 

This expression leads to the following behaviour. An object of class C is created, receives 
a message m, performs the corresponding method and returns the object that results from 
the method evaluation. The final result is that x refers to the resulting object. 

4.14.2.4 Process Objects 

Process objects in POOSL are quite different from data objects. Data objects are sequential 
entities. Process objects offer concurrency. The internal behaviour of process objects is 
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sequential. Process objects have instance variables that hold references to data objects 
or to other process objects. The references to other process objects are typically needed 
for weakly distributed forms of communication with the other process objects. Process 
identifiers are used as 'address' of process objects for delivering messages on channels. 
Process identifiers are modelled as data objects. Data objects in a process object are 
private, which means that they are never shared with other process objects. However, 
a private data object can be copied and can thereby emulate travelling from process to 
process. 

4.15 Operations, Services, Methods 

This section introduces elements for the description of behaviour of objects. It will 
appear that we define the concept of 'method' for process objects rather differently than 
in the mainstream of other object-oriented methods. This subject is strongly related to 
other important concepts such as of 'state' and of 'behaviour' (see Section 6.4) . There is 
also a strong relation between services, methods and messages. Messages are described 
in the section about communication (Section 6.3). This section has been limited to the 
definition of the concepts of service, operation and of method, and their role in system 
analysis. 

4.15.1 Operations 

We define an operation as an action performed by an object. This may be a transformation 
on its internal data or on data furnished by a message, it may also be an input or 
output action to its environment. Rumbaugh et al. define an operation as 'a function or 
transformation that may be applied to or by objects in a class' [R+91]. Notice that we give a 
broader definition that does not require a one to one relation between an operation and 
reception of a corresponding message. Operations can be performed by autonomous 
process objects on their own initiative, as a postponed response to communication with 
other objects. Operations form a grain of behaviour. A sequence of operations may be 
the response on a single message reception. 

4.15.2 Services 

We define a service as the response of an object, on reception of a message. The services 
offered by an object are defined in the message interface of its class. Names of messages 
correspond to services exported by the message interface to collaborating objects. The 
response of an object to a message consists of accepting the message with its parameters, 
followed by performing one or more operations. The response of the object becomes 
visible when an object produces results in the form of sending reply- messages or other 
messages. Visible responses give so-called externally observable behaviour. 

It is useful to distinguish between various sorts of services. Determining sorts enables 
communication between people involved in analysis. The various sorts can be checked, 
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whether they are examined or not. This helps to achieve completeness. Moreira differ
entiates in ROOA (Mor94] between Offered Services and Required Services. An offered 
service is defined as a capability that an object exports and which can be used (called) by 
other objects in the model. A required service is a service required from another object 
[Mor94]. 

4.15.3 Methods 

We define a method as a POOSL behaviour description of one or more operations. Meth
ods are specified for object classes. They give an algorithm in the form of POOSL 
statements. Notice that POOSL behaviour descriptions are still specifications in the 
sense that this behaviour must finally be implemented in software or hardware. This 
definition is different from traditional ones, where methods are the actual implementa
tion of an operation in a class. The concept of method has completely different meanings 
for data objects and process objects. This is described in the following paragraph. 

4.15.3.1 Data Object Methods 

The operations that can be performed by a data object correspond one to one to the 
methods defined in its class. Operation and service is the same concept for a data object. 
The names of the methods are the names of the messages that the object is respomding 
to. A method may need data that must come with the message to perform the required 
operation. This data is transferred with the message in the form of a collection of 
parameters. A method of a data class is user defined or primitive: 

m(u1 : C1, ... , Un: Cn): c I V1 : c~ ... Vm: c~ I E 
I m(u1 : C1, · ··,Un: Cn): C primitive 

A reception of a message with name m leads to the evaluation of expression E, and the 
returning of the result to the sender of the message. The result is an object of class C. 
The behaviour of some methods cannot be expressed as expressions. So-called primitive 
methods are specified in the form of axioms in the semantics of the language (See Chapter 
8). Besides the parameters u1, · · · , u11 that should come with the message, a method may 
have local variables v1, · • ·, Vm to store intermediate results during the operation. Each 
variable is assigned a type in the form of a name of a data class. Variable u1, for instance, 
will refer to an object of class C1. 

4.15.3.2 Process Object Methods 

Whereas data object methods follow object-oriented traditions, the methods of process 
objects differ strongly. There is no direct relation between message names and methods. 
The message interface of a class is defined by: 

message interface 11 · · · lm 

in which each l; is either of the form ch!m(C1 , · · ·, Cn) or of the form ch?m(C1 , · · ·, Cn). This 
denotes that message m can be sent respectively be received with n data objects of classes 
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C1, · · ·, Cn via channel eh. The messages defined in the interface can be sent or received 
during operations performed by a process object. A message to be received corresponds 
to a service that is offered by the process objects of a class for which the message is 
defined. Names of messages to be sent correspond to results of operations performed 
by the process objects of a class for which the message is defined. A service may consist 
of one or more operations. Notice that process objects may be concurrently autonomous 
entities that perform operations on their own initiative. Operations are performed by 
behaviour that is defined in pieces of behaviour called methods. The method names 
serve only for the internal behaviour descriptions. They are in principle completely 
independent of the message names. However for readability and comprehensibility of 
a behaviour specification it is strongly recommended to create a correspondence. The 
methods form grains of behaviour that can be used in a flexible way. POOSL is very 
powerful in the sense that it enables very compact behaviour descriptions. Behaviour 
can be described as sequences of methods, or non-deterministic choices for alternatives. 
Methods can also be used in a mutual recursive way so that non-terminating behaviour 
can be described (see tail recursion, Subsection 9.7.4). Besides that interruption or 
abortion of a method can be defined. Methods of process classes are defined as: 

m(u1: C1 , ... 'Um: Cm)(v1: c; , .. . 'Vn: C~) I W1: C"1 , ... 'Wk: C"k I SP 

in which m is the method name, u1, ···,Um are input parameters, v1, · · · , Vn are output 
parameters, w1, · · ·, wk are local variables, and SP represents the statement(s) for the 
behaviour operation. The statements that describe the method include method calls. So 
the behaviour of a process object can be a complex structure of mutual and recurrent 
calling methods. Infinite behaviour can also be described by using methods that call 
each other in a tail recursive manner. 

4.15.4 Analysis Aspects of Object Methods 

4.15.4.1 Data Object Methods 

During the first phase of system analysis, we define the messages and attributes for each 
class. Attributes of (data) classes can be examined for the sort of methods that use them. 
We distinguish two sorts of methods for data objects: accessors and transformers. Trans
formers are methods that change instance variables. Accessors do not change instance 
variables. Accessors are methods that can return results (objects) without modifying in
stance variables. Accessors can offer the service of reading in instance variable. During 
analysis attributes should also be checked for the need to modify them. Transformers 
must be defined to perform this. 

The idea of the concepts of transformer and accessor is derived from [Mey88]. We 
redefined these concepts. Meyer also defined constructors that create and initialise 
objects. In SHE a constructor is not a service. Classes are not objects. Consequently 
we cannot offer data object creation by a message to a class. Data object creation is 
performed by execution of an expression: 

new(C) 
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This expression creates a new object of class C. All instance variables are nil after creation. 
Initialisation of instance variables must be performed by a transformer that is defined 
by the designer, with for example name initialise. This service can be denoted by the 
(equivalent) message name in the class of the Object Class Model. 

Transformers and accessors are denoted in graphical schemes: they are denoted as 
message names in class symbols in Object Class Models. Not all services are denoted 
graphically. User defined data objects in POOSL have two predefined services viz. the 
primitive methods 'deepCopy' and 'equality'. 

4.15.4.2 Process Object Methods 

Process objects can be visualised during analysis in Object Class Models as well as 
in Instance Models. Messages are denoted in the classes in the Object Model. These 
messages should correspond to messages defined in the Message Flow Diagrams. Notice 
that process objects decide for themselves whether they want to accept a message in a 
given state. Messages between process objects are communicated via channels. Which 
messages are communicated on specific channels is specified in the message interface of 
the class. Two process objects that exchange messages have at least one channel to do 
this. Architecture design determines the channel topology. 

The behaviour of a process is specified in terms of methods. Transformers and accessors 
can be modelled straightforward by using the same name for messages and methods. 
Many processes will however have the character of a controller. In this case the same 
message may evoke different responses at different times, depending on the state of 
the process. The object has an autonomous character. Its behaviour may be defined 
to be infinite. The branching through various sequences and loops of methods defines 
the process behaviour. This behaviour is not defined by the messages, channels, and 
attributes solely. In Section 6.5 we will present scenarios as a means to informally 
describe the behaviour of a process, as a preparation for the formal definition of the 
methods in a class. In general a process will take part in several scenarios. Therefore 
the definition of the methods must be postponed until we can join the information of all 
scenarios to define the behaviour of a class. 

4.15.4.3 Methods, Messages and Events 

The description of analysis so far was mainly based on traditional object- oriented 
viewpoints. However SHE offers a lot more. For a full understanding of what is 
necessary to analyse such complex things as processes, we need to explain various 
message flows. For a full description we refer to Section 6.3. Here is a brief overview of 
the message flows (see also Figure 3.8): 

• a single message flow between process objects represents events, commands, requests 
without reply, or requests with delayed reply on initiative of the receiver; 

• a message with reply flow represents a request with waiting for reply, or a client server 
communication with waiting for reply; 
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• a continuous flow represents that a receiver can take initiative at any time to receive 
a message; 

• a buffered message represents that a sender can always send a message; 

• an interrupt message represents an interruption of behaviour by temporal alternative 
behaviour, or an abortion by alternative behaviour. 

Traditional sequential object-oriented languages typically use 'request with waiting for 
reply' messages. SHE enables concurrency and an event-oriented modelling. There has 
been a panel discussion about 'the heresy of event-orientation in the world of objects' 
on the OOPSLA conference in 1992. The goal of the discussion was to get a better 
understanding of the differences between the 'mainstream' methods based on 'real 
world' domain analysis, and the 'heretical' perspective that focuses on behaviour. The 
behaviour approach recognises that objects may be built 'around events and transactional 
sequences that an application must handle' [C+92]. Notice that this is an important topic in 
our research. This topic is .the balanced integration into object analysis of data-oriented 
application domain analysis and event-oriented functional analysis. This is achieved by 
the concept of process object with its typical uncoupling of methods and messages, and 
the addition of message flows that represent events, commands and interrupts. With this 
expressive power, concurrent process objects can typically play the role of controllers 
that are the backbone of complex reactive systems. Such systems can be modelled clearly 
by creation of a hierarchy of controllers, that handle the order of processing at various 
levels. On the highest levels controllers determine the global states of operation, also 
called working modes. At the lower levels, controllers determine the order of detailed 
actions necessary to perform de"tailed computation, processing and control tasks. By 
playing scenarios of interactions of objects we can find the order in which objects must 
handle actions and communications. The knowledge gained by playing scenarios (see 
Section 6.5) must be used to structure the internal behaviour of an object class. Such a 
behaviour description is structured as a collection of methods that sequentially call each 
other. 

4.16 Formalisation: Class Definitions and Types 

A class definition is a formal POOSL description of the behaviour of its objects. POOSL is 
an imperative language. Many alternative descriptions can be used to describe the same 
externally observable behaviour. An object class definition is a behaviour specification 
that is 'implemented' using POOSL constructs. A class definition is an implementation 
that represents the behaviour of a type. 

This behaviour description can be used to discover and verify various properties of 
a model. Notice however, that the real implementation of the system must follow the 
POOSL 'implementation', which is only a specification. This requires a transformation of 
a POOSL behaviour description into an implementation language such as C, C++ or into 
a hardware description. It all depends on the variety of implementation technologies 
for the various system parts. The ease of this transformation is an important issue. 
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Accidental Properties 
There are various programming styles that can be used to 'implement' a behaviour 
specification in POOSL. Most analysis methods recommend to focus on the essence of 
the problem domain, and to omit implementation details. Therefore the types that will 
be identified during analysis are based on properties and aspects that are related to 
the essence of the problem only. Class definitions are written to cover the behaviour 
requirements found during analysis. 

Imperative behaviour descriptions introduce additional properties that have not been 
taken into accolU\t in an implementation independent analysis. For instance, the real
time behaviour of two alternative descriptions may vary substantially, when both de
scriptions are implemented straightforward into a particular technology. Such proper
ties depend on the specification programming style or the subset of constructs that have 
been used, and especially the internal structure of the behaviour description. We want 
to prevent that such properties are introduced accidentally or unintentionally. This can 
only be prevented by taking architecture and implementation requirements into account 
during analysis. This approach is a key issue in our method. It prevents iterations and 
facilitates system implementation. 

Style Guidance 
A class defines the implementation and thereby the internal structure of an object of 
that class. A type does not define any internal structure or internal representation of 
attributes. A type specifies only the external observable behaviour. An object type 
embodies all object implementations that satisfy the specification. Therefore the type 
concept is not enough to give guidance to the creation of classes. 

Implementation constraints may require the definition of a variety of classes for the same 
object types. The programming style of a class definition determines the internal struc
ture of the description and additional properties. System aspects such as concurrency, 
distribution, and implementation technology determine what behaviour description 
style is most appropriate. To distinguish these aspects we introduce additional concepts 
in the following chapter. 

4.17 Summary 

We defined concepts derived from the many varieties of the object-oriented paradigm. 
This chapter focused mainly on how objects can be used for conceptual and static 
modelling of a problem domain. We showed that there are various interpretations of 
the concept of object, because the concept itself is not yet completely understood. The 
most important concepts for handling complexity, such as aggregate, composite, cluster, 
have been defined. Besides that concepts for the description of properties of objects 
(such as identity, attributes, and operations), as well as properties of composites have 
been introduced. Relationships and their properties have been defined to enable so
called object modelling. For a more complete understanding of objects we describe the 
concepts for the description of its dynamic behaviour in Chapter 6. 
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5.1 Introduction 

Complex hardware/software systems cannot be specified without integration of spec
ification and design. Traditional methods define a development path partitioned into 
a sequence of phases. Design is placed after analysis and specification. A design of 
a complex system consists of various activities on various levels of abstraction. On 
the lower levels, design means making decisions towards an implementation. On the 
higher levels, design means decision making about global system structure, also called 
architecture structure. This structure is denoted in Architecture Structure Diagrams in free 
style graphical representations. 

Design should integrate aspects from multidisciplinary views, such as test, maintenance, 
safety and many other aspects. All those aspects provide additional behaviour that must 
be integrated into both behaviour and structure of a system. This chapter describes 
concepts for performing structure design simultaneously with behaviour modelling. 

5.2 Architecture 

5.2.1 Definition 

We define architecture as a view of a system that reveals a structure, which influences the 
modularity of the system. Modularity may be interpreted as logical, physical, spatial 
or even temporal modularity. The difference between implementation structure and 
architecture is the relative level of abstraction. Architecture design is performed on 
a relatively high level. For a system this is 'system level', for a subsystem it is the 
upper level structure of the subsystem. Lower levels of structure design belong to the 
implementation design. Free fonn graphical representations can be used to specify 
architectures as structures that consist of modules and their interfaces. 

5.2.2 Implementation Dependent Specification 

Creation of an architecture structure is a design activity. This is in contrast to implementa
tion independent specification activities, that are not design activities. There is a community 
which strives for specifications that do not contain implementation details. An example 
of such an approach can be found in [Par90] . They consider an algorithm, specifying a 
piece of behaviour, to be an overspecification. After all, an algorithm implements a spe
cific approach to realise the behaviour. We choose completely for the opposite point. of 
view. POOSL is an imperative specification language, which uses algorithms to describe 
behaviour. We recommend to start design activities simultaneously with the specifica
tion of the essential objects. This introduces substantial implementation aspects into a 
specification. We recommend to do overspecification. 

This can be motivated by the necessary industrial practice. We refer to Chapter 2 in 
which we argue that implementation and specification cannot be separated. Besides the 
fact that structures may be designed, they are often specified (prescribed) in an Initial 
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Requirements Description. An example is a standard architecture (layering) such as 
the ISO/OSI model. This model prescribes a (functional) decomposition of a software 
system into prescribed layers, and their corresponding interfaces. Such a model enables 
the individual redesign or exchange of layers. This can only be done when functionality 
and interfaces of the layers is prescribed beforehand. 

5.2.3 Modules 

The definition of architecture is based on the concept of modularity. Modules are units 
that define interfaces. When a system is decomposed (top down) or composed (bottom 
up) modules are used to represent the subsystems. Such decomposition into modules 
may be physical or logical. Notice that 'the modularity' of a system is an important 
property, and that modularity defines important properties. The design decisions that 
cut the system into pieces for example determine their possible reusability. 

Some architectures define rather regular structures of (identical) modules. Examples are 
transputer networks, systolic arrays, and wave front arrays. Depending on the size of 
the modules in relation to the system, there are coarse grain and fine grain architectures. 
A coarse grain architecture has relatively few interconnected modules, in contrast to the 
many modules in a fine grain architecture. 

Especially the specification of distributed systems requires a solid architecture design 
before making a more detailed specification. Detailed dynamic behaviour specification 
is described in Chapter 6. The style of a behaviour description of a module should be 
influenced strongly by its properties. When the modules are physically distributed they 
require for example another form of communication than modules that are part of a 
monolithic piece of software. 

5.2.4 Distribution 

A distributed system architecture is often discovered by studying the real world. This is 
illustrated in Figure 5.1 and Figure 5.2. These pictures show a physical topology which 
is prescribed by geological or spatial properties of the system to be specified. The figures 
could for example represent a production line, where Module G is a system controller 
and Modules A through Dare production machines. The machines may be physically (or 
geographically) separated. By identifying an architecture of modules we can prescribe 
corresponding boundaries that must be taken into account during analysis. This enables 
an early discussion about for example the distribution of intelligence. Module G may be 
specified to perform all control tasks, or may be simplified by taking the design decision 
to let the Modules A through D perform a part of the control task locally. Such a decision 
influences also the possible solution for the interconnect structure. In Figure 5.2 each 
connection can use its full bandwidth at any time, whereas the interconnect topology of 
Figure 5.1 leads to sharing of a common channel's bandwidth. Sharing of the channel 
leads to behaviour consequences for all modules. For instance the modules might need 
an address (identifier) to enable communication. 
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Module G 

Module A Module B Module C Module D 

Figure 5.1: Architecture with Bus Structure 

Module G 

Module A Module B ModuleC Module D 

Figure 5.2: Architecture with Star Structure 

Considerations about the 'distribution of intelligence' (centralised I decentralised) may 
have a major influence on the communication between the collaborating processes. An 
Architecture Structure Diagram such as Figure 5.1 can be used to open a discussion 
about the distribution issue. A distribution of intelligence means that relatively simple 
messages from a central module can cause complex actions of decentralised modules. 
An elegant solution for such a model is defining a dedicated command language for the 
communication on the channel. Another solution is the selection of an (standardised) 
industrial network solution. Both solutions imply that some conceptual solution is chosen. 
This shows that architecture design is related to conceptual solution selection. It will be 
clear that such choices have a strong influence on the modelling of the communication 
between collaborating objects and clusters. This example shows again that functional 
behaviour and architecture are intertwined, and must be performed concurrently to 
prevent costly iterations. This is confirmed by [SB82] . 

5.2.5 Mapping 

One of the key issues in SHE is the mapping of architecture design upon objects, clusters 
and channels. Architecture must be formalised into a behaviour specification. We offer 
the concept of boundaries (to be introduced in Section 5.8) as an intermediate to perform 
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this. The idea is that architecture design is kept rather informal. This is necessary because 
of the multiformity of architecture itself. We do not prescribe graphical notations, nor 
do we offer special symbols (yet) . Designers are free to choose what is appropriate for 
the goal. In practical cases there may be several forms of architecture that play a role 
simultaneously. There will also be several forms on different levels of abstraction. All 
this information must gradually be mapped as constraints into the specification. 

A formalisation process is performed via subsequent steps, called transformations (de
fined in Section 5.9 and in Chapter 10). Objects that must be joined into modules 
according to an architecture are placed in boundaries that correspond to architecture 
modules. This is done by transforming Object Instance Models. Wherever possible, 
clusters will be used to implement boundaries. 

5.3 Design Philosophy 

5.3.1 Conceptual Solutions 

Design is often connected to creativity. The phenomenon creativity is not well under
stood yet. Most useful ideas in design are based on existing ideas, or are variations or 
combinations of them. Design ideas are usually formed by recognition of structure or 
requirements seen before, or by discovering analogies. There are, for instance, many 
technical systems that are designed in analogy to nature. To be able to do this, humans 
use mental models. Good designers are able to create abstractions in their mind of 
complex systems or problems and solutions. Solving a design problem on system level 
is in most cases finding a conceptual solution and gradually verifying whether this can 
really solve the problem. This caIU\ot be done immediately because the problem to be 
solved is only just understood after playing around with a model (or a prototype) for 
some time. 

Besides technical considerations there are also rather non-technical considerations that 
play a role during design. Designers can give preference to architectures just because 
they are more appealing in the sense of elegance or beauty. Aesthetic properties have 
to do with taste rather that technical arguments. They are related to acceptance, recog
nisability and comprehensibility, which is very important for a specification. These 
psychological phenomena may lead to a choice for conceptual solutions on rather arbi
trary grounds. Most projects start with the selection of a conceptual solution. This is 
also related to a so-called feasibility study. Contractors or principles often require or 
firmly suggest a conceptual solution before a project is approved. Such decisions must 
be taken very often on quite intuitive grounds. In general design is not a pure process, 
where the most economical solution is selected from the universe of possible solutions. 

A conceptual solution has usually an implicit specific structure that determines an 
architecture of a (sub)system. So architecture often comes naturally with a chosen 
concept. Without perseverance of the implicit structure the chosen conceptual solution 
will not be recognised anymore in a specification model. This is already reason enough 
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to respect and show its structure. By allowing architecture representation, structural 
aspects of a conceptual solution can be visualised, and communicated in the project 
team. In practice we always saw a design project starting with discussions around block 
schemes. Notice that this is a completely different approach than most object-oriented 
methods recommend. They recommend starting with finding objects, by considering all 
nouns in the Initial Requirements Description as possible classes of objects. Blocks in a 
block scheme do not necessarily become objects. We recommend to study and compare 
alternative conceptual solutions before starting the creation of Object Class Models and 
Object Instance Models. 

5.3.2 Awareness 

Does this mean that we prefer to introduce a lot of 'implementation thinking' into the 
specification process? This would imply a big danger. From our own experience we 
know how important, but also how difficult, it is to educate people to stop this way 
of thinking. Of course a specification must pay a lot of attention to 'what' must be 
designed and not 'how' it must be realised in lower level implementation technology. 
Like most methods we also do endorse separation of essence and implementation. 
However we disapprove the sequential approach of deriving an essential model before 
an implementation model. 

The mental transformation necessary to prevent designers from rushing into imple
mentation has led to a confusion about implementation dependence. The need of 
implementation independence in a specification is overemphasised. Every piece of a 
model created, leads to structure which guides to implementation constraints. So there 
is no such thing as implementation independence. Any problem that is big enough 
requires structuring beforehand to make it manageable. And whether we like it or not, 
this structuring will influence the implementation till the end. 

A keyword in our approach is awareness. We recommend to work simultaneously in 
an appropriate collection of views on the system to be designed. When working on 
the behaviour view of the model one must be aware of the fact that the focus is on 
what the system must do. This requires an attitude of abstraction, generalisation, and 
implementation independence. 

Working on an architecture model requires the awareness that it should survive as 
long as possible. This requires an attitude of observing the real world, looking for 
natural structure in a conceptual solution. Awareness qm lead to separation of concerns. 
Appropriate activities can be performed in the appropriate view, without bothering 
about all kinds of details in other views. This means that one is aware of a local 
task. Of course there must also be moments of reflection about the entwining of the 
views. The behaviour model must be influenced by relevant parts of all views, and 
unify all relevant constraints into a POOSL description. For the architecture view this 
is performed by laying down clusters and processes that correspond to the modules 

. in the architecture view. Besides the behaviour view and the architecture views there 
usually are test views, maintenance views, safety views, etcetera (see also 5.7 about 
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multidisciplinary approach and 6.5 about scenarios). All these views can be used for 
refining the specification with details belonging to the specific view, and integrating the 
relevant details into the behaviour model. 

5.4 Essential Model and Extended Model 

5.4.1 Essence and Implementation 

The separation of essence and implementation reflects the distinction between 'problem' 
and 'solution'. SASD methods [WM85, HP88] distinguish between respectively Essen
tial & Implementation Models and Requirements & Architecture Models. Figure 5.3 
shows two approaches towards the modelling process. An essential model describes 

Essence 

Essence Implementation 

Implementation 

Sequential Approach Parallel Approach 

Figure 5.3: Sequential versus Parallel Modelling 

the requirements of a system in an implementation independent fashion. In a sequential 
approach, an essential mo.del is developed before an implementation model. Such an 
approach leads to unnecessary development costs, caused by unnecessary iterations 
(see Chapter 2). This is especially true for hardware/software systems, because of the 
important role of various forms of 'implementation' structure. 

In the parallel approach both models are developed concurrently. Ward and Mellor 
give two related heuristics concerning essence and implementation [WM85]. The first is 
already mentioned: separate essential model and implementation model. The second is: 
minimise the essential model distortion. This distortion can occur when the contents of 
the essential model is mapped into an implementation environment. The implementa
tion structure in the implementation model will usually be inconsistent with an essential 
model, when both models are developed independently. The essential model must be 
distorted (by changes) to achieve consistency of both models afterwards. The best way 
to minimise distortion is to prevent it by developing both essential model and imple
mentation model simultaneously. This is illustrated in Figure 5.3 as parallel approach. 
Both the development of the essential end implementation model of a complex system 
require activities on various levels of abstraction. The iterations necessary to keep the 
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models consistent are performed on the various levels simultaneously and as soon as 
possible. This prevents big changes later in the process. The process of making and 
keeping models consistent is supported by behaviour preserving transformations. 

~----E_ss_e_ntlal speclficat~io_n _____ _ 

Essential 
Behaviour Model 

Extended 
Behaviour Model 

Architecture 
,~--~/cl Structure Model 

Implementation 

Implementation 
Structure Model 

Figure 5.4: Essential and Extended Modelling 

5.4.2 The SHE Framework: Essence and Extension 

In contrast to the simple separation into essential and implementation model, we refine 
this approach into four models (see Figure 5.4): 

• Essential Behaviour Model; 

• Extended Behaviour Model; 

• Architecture Structure Model; 

• Implementation Structure Model. 

Figure 5.4 shows two modelling phases: 

• Essential Specification; 

• Extended Specification. 
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The phases divide the specification process in a sequence of two steps in time. In each 
phase two models are developed simultaneously: 

• Essential Behaviour Model and Architecture Structure Model; 

• Extended Behaviour Model and Implementation Structure Model. 

Simultaneous modelling is visualised by the two headed arrows in Figure 5.4. 

The separation into four models determines the activity framework of the new method . 
Behaviour modelling consists of two pieces. Firstly essential behaviour and secondly 
additional behaviour that is needed because of implementation decisions. Additional 
behaviour leads to an extended behaviour. This separation can be explained by a short 
excursion to method heuristics . 

Ward and Mellor [WM85] give some guidelines in the context of-redevelopment versus 
new development. An essential model must be derived from the existing design, in case 
of redevelopment. An example of a heuristic for redevelopment is 'ignore implementation 
technology verification'. This means: Try to find the essential behaviour in the existing 
implementation. Remove behaviour that improves the imperfections of the implementation 
technology. After all, the new implementation may have completely different properties. 
We interpreted this heuristic for redevelopment as very important for new development. 
We need apparently two separate phases. A first modelling phase where the essential 
behaviour is defined and a second phase where behaviour that comes with concrete 
implementation decisions is added. 

Notice that the separation into phases is different from the sequential approach in Figure 
5.3. In both phases of development the behaviour model must be created in parallel with 
the structure of the implementation. Essential behaviour modelling is performed parallel 
with essential implementation modelling. The essential implementation model defines 
implementation decisions on a high level of abstraction and determines corresponding 
structuring and modularity of the system. This defines a view of the system that reveals 
structure, which influences the modularity of the system. This view is therefore ea lied an 
architecture structure. Consequently this high level model is called Architecture Structure 
Model. Lower level, more detailed implementation structure decisions are defined in the 
so-called Implementation Structure Model . 

The precise difference between essential specification and extended specification de
pends on the system to be designed. Large complex systems tend to have more levels 
of abstraction than smaller systems. Therefore there may be different interpretations of 
what is essence and what is extension, and also what architecture modelling is and what 
implementation modelling is. 

An essential behaviour model defines 'what' communication happens. It abstracts from 
'how' communication between modules is performed. Behaviour, that defines how 
communication is realised, is added in an extended model. An example of additional 
behaviour is the extension with communication protocols. A simple message in the 
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essential model may be replaced by a model of a complete communication protocol 
in the extended model. This can mean additional messages that guard the safe com
munication and possibly requests for repetition of corrupted messages, etcetera. This 
view corresponds to the fact that architecture design defines structuring imposed by 
the problem domain. This structure determines the need for communication channels, 
but does in general not require the precise selection of a protocol. As soon as imple
mentation decisions can be taken, a protocol corresponding to the medium chosen for 
the implementation of the channel is selected. So an implementation structure is not 
necessarily an extension of architecture structure. It may be the same structure. The 
difference may be solely that the implementation model extends the architecture model 
with decisions about what precise technology is used to realise the communication. 

5.5 Architecture and Implementation Structure Modelling 

Architecture structure and implementation structure can have various forms depending on 
the sort of system to be designed. We cannot give definitions that make a Clear distinction 
between architecture structure and implementation structure. The distinction between 
structures depends strongly on: 

l. the complexity of the system; 

2. their heterogeneity: 

- hardware only; 

- software only; 

- hardware and software; 

- other mixes with other implementation techniques; 

3. geographical distribution constraints; 

4. the level of abstraction in the model. 

The difference between architecture structure and implementation structure is mostly 
determined by the difference between essence and extension. The structure models 
must prevent iterations. Therefore they have to show the relevant structure on the 
appropriate levels of abstraction. It will require mature judgement to do this efficiently. 

We recommend to describe structures as free style graphical diagrams. Examples are 
(block) schemes that represent: 

• decomposition of a system into modules and their interfaces; 

• conceptual solutions; 

• geographically separated modules; 

• layering; 
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• network topology; 

• fault tolerant architectures; 

• hardware/software partitioning; 

• analogue/digital hardware partitioning; 

• floor-planning; 

• board/back-plane partitioning; 

• hardware to ASIC partitioning; 

• co-operating processors and peripherals. 

Our previous research describes various sorts of architectures for mixed hard
ware/software systems more extensively, with various illustrations of structures 
[vdP93a]. 

The above list of schemes contains elements that concern system, hardware, and soft
ware structure. For example, software is often denoted as concentric layers or shells 
around a hardware platform. Some of those layers may be purchased products, for 
example a real-time operating system for an embedded processor. The rest of the sys
tem must be really devel<?ped. The interfaces with such a layer must be determined 
precisely. It is needlessly to model all details of internal behaviour of a purchased prod
uct. Prescribed implementation, possib1y based on purchased system modules, is found 
often in industry. Use of experience with existing products and keeping stable relations 
with industrial suppliers often play a role. Of course old solutions must be questioned. 
However investments in development and production facilities are not thrown away 
without good reasons. These aspects can lead to knowledge about implementations that 
must play a role in the structuring of a model to prevent costly iterations. 

5.6 Architecture and Implementation Decisions Statement 

Although graphical notations are powerful communication tools they reveal only a part 
of the essential information. The essence of architecture and implementations structure 
design is taking design decisions. Such a decision may be the result of considering 
a wide variety of alternatives. In general, design decisions are not well documented. 
Alternative solutions and the properties that have been considered for making an 'opti
mal' design decision should be documented. Bare observation of a structure diagram, 
designed by someone, shows nothing about the decision process itself. It may be pre
sumed that the designer did his best to take as much aspects in account as possible, and 
that the structure is well thought-out. However this is not always the industrial practice. 
Time pressure often necessitates to take a quick decision, without studying of further 
alternatives. We are not in the position to condemn this approach. However, when 
design changes appear to be necessary, it is crucial to be able to know what has been 
studied, and what not, and on what criteria. Therefore we integrate so-called Decisions 
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Statement as part of the new method. In the essential modelling phase, architecture 
structure decisions must be motivated in a textual form called the Architecture Decisions 
Statement. In the extended modelling phases we require an Implementation Decisions 
Statement. Notice that this information may be very brief. The fact that no alternatives 
have been considered for reasons of time pressure is a perfect statement. It shows that 
the study of alternatives may pay off, when some properties of the model do not fulfil 
system requirements. 

5.7 Views 

5.7.1 Multidisciplinary Views 

A view is an abstraction that focuses attention on specific aspects or properties of an 
entity or concept. For system design various views can highlight various aspects or 
properties, such as an architecture view or a timing view. Specific forms of representa
tions (notations) can be used, that give an abstract view of a system. In general, they 
show view specific information added onto another abstract view. For example, results 
of a thermal analysis may be represented graphically on a floor plan of an electronic 
board. The specific thermal view is represented on the more generic floor plan. The floor 
plan view can be used for PCB design, mechanical design, etcetera. Air flow design, 
styling, and mechanical design interact with each other. Floor planning, PCB design, 
test design and design for production interact as well. This example illustrates that 
various views have various interactions. This example concerns electronic design on 
the implementation level. The activities are typically engineering activities. A timely 
interaction of various disciplines is called concurrent engineering (Figure 5.5). In general 
concurrent engineering encourages early integration of various disciplines, from analy
sis and design, to manufacturing and documentation. The integration must start with 
concurrent specification, which means a multidisciplinary approach towards the speci
fication process. Such an approach requires the creation of various consistent views 
from the various disciplines involved. Figure 5.6 visualises such multidisciplinary views. 
An overview of multidisciplinary views that play a role in development of electronic 
products can be found in [vdP93b]. A specific view is not necessarily something that 
anybody can create. It requires specific knowledge. Figure 5.6 shows a highlighted 
Unified Model, a Behaviour View and an Architecture View. These views play a major 
role in our design method. Completeness requires input from all views. The field 'Other 
views' in Figure 5.6 denotes that there are more views than shown here. A Unified Model 
represents a formal model that becomes the result of the specification process. Behaviour 
and architecture structure aspects are integrated in a formal model. Not all behaviour or 
structure can be integrated. For instance, behaviour over time by ageing, on changing 
behaviour caused by environmental temperature changes, are not taken into account. 
Such aspects may be part of the requirements. Therefore Figure 5.6 shows views around 
and outside the formal model. 

The definition of behaviour is one of the main goals of our method. That is what is 
formalised into a Unified Model. All views presented can give information that leads 
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directly to additional behaviour in a system. For example, maintenance or test may 
require a function that puts a system in a different working mode. Input from dedicated 
experts will be necessary to add appropriate requirements. 

Specific behaviour is not necessarily related to all other aspects of the behaviour of a 
system. Therefore we use specific views on the system model. We propose to use 
graphical notations for the communication with experts, users, designers, etcetera. The 
most important ones are Object Instance Diagrams. A specific view, for example a test 
view, can show all collaborating objects that play a role in various test scenarios. In 
Section 6.5, we will introduce scenarios as views that focus the attention on specific part 
of the system behaviour. These scenarios can be used to focus on specific discipline 
views. For complex systems such views may be necessary for various different levels of 
abstraction. 

Although we emphasise the role of views for behaviour, their role for structuring the 
system may be as strong. Simultaneous modelling of both behaviour and structure 
views must finally lead to a consistent extension of a Unified Model. 
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Figure 5.6: Multidisciplinary Views 

5.7.2 Abstraction Levels 

Over time a specification model grows. The amount of detail grows during the speci
fication development. Traditionally, adding detail is called refinement. Over time there 
is a vertical refinement from very abstract to more detailed. Figure 5.7 shows a visu
alisation of three levels of detail. We could interpret these levels as so-called Levels of 
abstraction. However we do not do this. In general, it is difficult to define or distinguish 
individual abstraction levels. The number of levels to be distinguished appears to be a 
rather arbitrary choice. This problem becomes worse when we take multidisciplinary 
views into account. Different disciplines may produce a different number of abstraction 
levels. This leads to conflicts and inconsistencies in a model. Therefore we need a more 
precise definition of the concept of 'abstraction level'. 

We can define abstraction level based on the cluster hierarchy in Object Instance Models. 
The highest level of abstraction is the context level where the system is considered to be 
a whole. This is level zero. A system is visualised as a cluster that represents the system 
boundary. In the next lower level (level one) the system is decomposed into clusters 
and/or process objects. The lowest level of abstraction is reached when there are no 
more composites in the form of clusters. The lowest level contains process objects solely. 

In our approach, the growth process in Figure 5.7, does not necessarily show the growth 
in the number of abstraction levels. During analysis, objects can be found on various 
levels of abstraction. Object instance modelling and architecture modelling can be done 
'simultaneously' on various levels of abstraction. When object instance models are far 
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Figure 5.7: Growing Specification 

from complete (in the upper model in Figure 5.7), the model may already have its final 
number of graphical hierarchical abstraction levels. Objects are filled in at various levels 
at different times. A model grows by adding objects and clusters by integration of 
aspects from various views, simultaneously. 

5.7.3 Sorts of Refinement 

We distinguish various sorts of refinement. The levels of abstraction are based on the 
hierarchy of clusters. We define adding objects, clusters, channels or messages, and 
their behaviour on one specific level of abstraction as horizontal refinement. The vertical 
decomposition of a cluster into clusters and objects is defined as decomposition refinement. 
In our modelling approach composition will be just as important as decomposition. Adding 
clusters that group objects (and clusters) is also a form of 'vertical' refinement. It adds 
detail to the model in an upwards directed way. To distinguish between forms of vertical 
refinement we define the latter form as composition refinement. Complexity is handled 
by separation of views. Refinement will therefore be done from various points of view. 
Figure 5.8 visualises this idea. Analysis, done from a safety point of view, adds details 
to the specification. It may be that some of these details cannot be formalised. They 
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Figure 5.8: View-Oriented Refinement 

appear in the specification document. However, they are not integrated in the Unified 
Model. Another part of the safety view will lead to refinement of Behaviour and/or 
Architecture. Figure 5.8 visualises the growth of both these fields. Behaviour and 
architecture refinement will be formalised into a Unified Model. We define such a view 
based refinement as view-oriented refinement. Notice that this form can lead to horizontal 
and ( de)composition refinement of the behaviour model. The purpose will always be the 
same. Firstly a complete model must be found, which means with all necessary objects. 
Secondly a hierarchical structure must be found. This structure must be adequate for 
the problem domain and consistent with all views. In general, both steps add details at 
various levels of abstraction. Objects may be added at various levels. Clustering affects 
the levelling itself. 

View-oriented refinement leads to finding new objects and/or new messages between 
collaborating objects. For an optimal communication with domain experts we defined an 
operating procedure that enables highlighting of the appropriate information. Specific 
views will be represented in the form of Object Instance Models. In the next chapter, 
Section 6.5, we introduce scenarios as a view specific abstraction of collaborating objects. 
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5.8 Boundaries 

5.8.1 Introduction 

In Chapter4 we introduced objects and clusters as means to encompass functionality and 
data, and as the entities for building models. It has been shown that objects and clusters 
can form composites (subsystems). In this chapter we elaborate on the importance of 
structures and its formalisation into a behaviour model. The various sorts of structures 
show conceptual, spatial and temporal decomposition of a (sub-)system. They can 
specify various properties of subsystems, which must be reflected in the style of the 
behaviour description. We introduce various sorts of boundaries as means to define 
various forms of structure explicitly. 

5.8.2 Definitions 

A boundary is an enclosing of modelling entities. A boundary may be represented 
graphically in a diagram as a (closed) curve, or may beadded as a property to a composite 
of modelling entities. Its purpose is the definition of a property of a composite or an 
object. Such an entity may have the property to be: 

• a nameable part of the problem domain; 

• an abstraction; 

• prescribed to be implemented by a specified technology; 

• a concurrent module; 

• a part of a distributed structure. 

According to these properties we define corresponding sorts of boundaries in the next 
paragraphs. These boundaries are 

• domain boundaries; 

• abstraction boundaries; 

• implementation boundaries; 

• concurrency boundaries; 

• distribution boundaries. 

5.8.2.1 Domain Boundary 

A domain boundary is an enclosing that represents a nameable part or entity of the problem 
domain. In a description of a problem domain various entities can exist. Entities are 
specified into Object Instance Models as objects or clusters. Composites are composed 
into larger composites in the higher levels of a complex model. All composites are 
represented by clusters. All objects and clusters are Domain boundaries. They enclose 
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a part of the problem domain, and have a name. This name should correspond to a real 
world entity, a conceptual notion, or an artefact. Notice that only objects really model 
behaviour. The behaviour of clusters is composed by its objects. The notion Domain 
boundary makes us aware of a responsibility to improve comprehensibility by giving 
adequate names to clusters. Complex technical products may contain many entities that 
cannot be recognised as real world entities. They are artefacts. Good names for artefacts 
can come from metaphors that represent conceptual solutions. 

The widest domain boundary is the system boundary. This boundary defines the border 
between what is in the system and what is outside. A complex design project may require 
a separation of a system into subsystems that are developed relatively independent. A 
team responsible for the development of such a subsystem will consider its subsystem 
boundary to be a system boundary. 

Domain boundaries are represented as objects or clusters in Object Instance Models. 
The name of an object or cluster must represent a domain entity. A system boundary is 
represented as a cluster. The objects and clusters that represent entities outside a system 
boundary are represented as terminators, see also 4.10. The clear distinction between the 
graphical symbols for terminators and clusters shows the system boundary at a glance. 

5.8.2.2 Abstraction boundary 

An abstraction boundary is an enclosure with a hiding or encapsulation property. Ob
jects, aggregates, and strongly distributed clusters are concrete examples of abstraction 
boundaries. They limit the inward visibility. Only clusters that do offer one of these 
forms of hiding are qualified as abstraction boundaries. Objects are abstraction bound
aries implicitly. Therefore there is no need to denote them as abstraction boundaries. 
Clusters can be specified to be abstraction boundaries. Such a specification prescribes 
hiding, and a corresponding style of internal behaviour description. An abstraction 
boundary is represented by a cluster. Graphically, they must be labelled with the abbre
viation AGGR and/or HIDE. AGGR denotes that the cluster is hiding an aggregate (see 
Figure 5.9). HIDE, denotes full hiding of all internal object names for external objects, 
making the cluster part of a strongly distributed structure (see Figure 5.10). The class 
definition heading must be extended by a comment after the cluster class name. This 
comment has one of the following forms: 

'Cluster type: Aggregate' 

'Cluster type: Strongly Distributed' 

'Cluster type: Aggregate, Strongly Distributed' 

5.8.2.3 Implementation Boundary 

An implementation boundary is an enclosure of a subsystem that establishes the imple
mentation technology that will be used for the realisation of that subsystem. Hard
ware/software partitioning, prescription of layering, or prescription of implementation 
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in e.g. a specific ASIC technology of a module are examples of design decisions that can 
be visualised in Object Instance Models. Implementation boundaries are represented as 
clusters or process objects, Graphical representations must be labelled with the abbre
viation IMPL, followed by the name of the implementation technology decided upon, 
or a reference to it. The class definition can be extended with a comment following the 
class name definition, in the form: 

'Cluster type: Implementation <technology>' 

A precise description of the prescribed implementation technology is filled in for 
<technology> . Figure 5.11 shows an implementation boundary that prescribes that 
the cluster is implemented with an 'intel 80960' microcontroller. This means that the 
behaviour of the cluster is implemented as software on this general purpose microcon
troller. 

Notice that various implementations of instances of one class may require that the class 
is refined into separate classes for different implementations. 

5.8.2.4 Concurrency Boundary 

A concurrency boundary is an enclosure that prescribes an internal sequential behaviour. 
This means that collaborating processes inside the boundary are constrained to perform 
their joined behaviour sequentially. Only one process can be actively processing. 

Essential modelling will start usually by defining as much concurrency as possible. 
After all, possible concurrency is not a prescription to implement it as such . Discovering 
concurrency possibilities in a model that is constructed from a sequential point of view is 
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difficult. This may be required to solve performance problems. Concurrency boundaries 
are used to partition a system of parallel objects into pieces that behave sequentially. We 
prescribe concurrency boundaries to be implemented as clusters. Under circumstances, 
this may require the introduction of new clusters. A cluster that represents a concurrency 
boundary, must be labelled with the abbreviation: SEQ, denoting sequential behaviour 
(Figure 5.12). Its cluster class definition heading must be extended by a comment after 
the cluster class name. This comment is: 

'Cluster type: Sequential' 

5.8.2.5 Distribution Boundary 

Distribution boundaries decompose a (sub)system into physically separated parts. Such 
a part is called a subsystem of distribution or a module of distribution . 

Usually distribution boundaries notify that the communication on the channels must be 
designed according to the properties of some physical and/or geographical separation. 
A protocol must be used to implement abstract communication flows in an essential 
model. Requirements such as throughput, minimum distance, etcetera, must be fulfilled . 

Distribution boundaries must be represented as clusters in object instance models. A 
cluster representing a distribution boundary must be labelled by the abbreviation DISTR 
(see Figure 5.13 in Subsection 5.9.2). Its cluster class definition heading must be extended 
by a comment after the cluster class name. This comment is 

'Cluster type: Module of Distribution' 
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In the previous subsection (5.8.2), the application examples of boundaries mainly 
showed possible formalisation of various forms of structure in the object models. In 
5.2.3 about Modules, we wrote: 'The style of a behaviour description of a module should be in
fluenced strongly by its properties.' Boundaries specify properties such as implementation 
technology, concurrent or sequential behaviour, or distribution. These design decisions 
should be taken as early as possible because they should influence the behaviour de
scription style. For example: a composite that is specified to have sequential behaviour 
must be described such that only one object is active. A way to achieve this is to make 
one object responsible for the mode of operation of the composite. This can be achieved 
by using a supervised composite, see 4.8.8. 

Another example is the partitioning of a system into hardware and software. Imple
mentation boundaries can prescribe specific implementations. In case of a software 
implementation in an object-oriented implementation language, it may be worthwhile 
to put effort in additional object modelling, to find generalisation/specialisation struc
tures. Object classes should be modelled according to such structures. A hardware 
implementation may be synchronised by one common clock. In contrast, distribution 
will usually cause asynchronous execution. The communication and the behaviour of 
the objects must be modelled accordingly. It may be clear that POOSL modelling of 
behaviour must be postponed until a model is somehow getting mature. The modelling 
process must be so far that most objects have been found and their communication must 
have been modelled according to architecture structures. Postponing too long, however, 
is disadvantageous. Behaviour modelling may give important additional understand
ing. A structure which must be changed because it was chosen too early does not have to 
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be a problem. Behaviour preserving transformations support structure changes at any 
time. Behaviour modelling will become more clear in Chapter 6 where the concepts for 
modelling dynamic behaviour are described. Further research should reveal heuristics 
for the mapping of POOSL on various implementation description techniques, such as 
VHDL, C, C++ and ABEL. Guidelines for using the power of POOSL in a restricted way 
may improve efficiency of a mapping. Possible automation will also require in depth 
knowledge of mapping processes. 

5.8.3.2 Intersecting and Coinciding Boundaries 

Boundaries are represented as objects or clusters. Therefore they cannot intersect. Bound
aries that do not intersect lead to simple models. Prohibiting intersection is a good 
heuristic to diminish complexity of models. Abstraction boundaries map on clusters 
so they cannot intersect each other. In general they encompass other boundaries, be
cause they are used for hierarchical structuring of the system model. Implementation 
boundaries seem to represent an orthogonal concept. By mapping them onto clusters, 
however, they cannot intersect each other. If boundary mapping requires new clusters 
that appear to intersect, the model must be redesigned. Clusters must be decomposed 
until they do not intersect anymore. 

A process object is implicitly the smallest concurrency boundary. Its internal behaviour 
is by definition sequential. Explicitly specified concurrency boundaries are always 
mapped on clusters. The same holds for distribution boundaries. Both concurrency 
boundaries and distribution boundaries cannot intersect because they are deliberately 
defined on clusters. 
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In Chapter 10 we introduce Behaviour Preserving Transformations. By mapping bound
aries on clusters, these transformations can be used as basis for the formal restructuring 
of boundaries as well. 

In general the various forms of boundaries will coincide at various places in a model. 
Coinciding boundaries specify that corresponding properties coincide. This will impose 
more constraints on the internal behaviour description. Transformations on clusters that 
represent coinciding boundaries, require precise and independent consideration of the 
various properties. New clusters may be necessary to prevent intersection. 

5.8.3.3 Reuse 

The big advantage of an implementation-oriented description style as we propose here 
is the fast and easy path to implementation. A disadvantage however is that it hinders 
reuse of clusters and process objects. 

Abstraction boundaries that represent an aggregate will not cause problems. In general, 
being an aggregate is simply a property. There will be no conflict in reuse. Concurrency, 
distribution and implementation boundaries possibly prescribe a specific behaviour, 
that gives reuse problems. A cluster behaving internally sequential, can never be reused 
for a situation where internal concurrency is required. For various implementations it 
depends on the differences in style and the specific constraints on the use of POOSL 
whether the modules can be reused or not. In general, reuse can be improved by 
minimising the number of classes. We observed that classes with only one instance are 
not rare in the systems we aim at. In this case there is no reuse problem. However, reuse 
is interesting enough for future research. 

5.8.3.4 Black and Glass Boxes 

During analysis domain boundaries may be preliminary enclosures of subsystems that 
must still be refined. A domain boundary may become a cluster or an object. A domain 
boundary appears to be a concept for analysis of the problem domain or so-called 
domain of discourse. Finally domain boundaries dissolve in the model into clusters 
or objects. During our research we produced alternative names for the concept of 
domain boundary. Illustrative, but rejected names were 'simple cluster ' and 'primitive 
cluster'. These names denote that clusters are in fact rather weak boundaries. There is 
a strong inward visibility. They do not encapsulate or hide their internal objects until 
their properties are restricted. An example of such a restriction is: define that a cluster 
represents an abstraction boundary. Such a cluster limits the inward visibility. 

Traditionally an abstraction of a module without inward visibility is called black box. A 
black box is a module that can be applied when the knowledge about the component is 
restricted to its external interface. Black boxes are also called 'plug-in components'. The 
black box model is useful until its reuse requires knowledge of its internal structure. 

In contrast to black boxes there are white boxes, also called more 'clearly': glass boxes 
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[vR92, Bor93). A glass box is a module that can be modified internally. This requires 
knowledge about its internal structure and behaviour. 

The concepts of black, white, and of glass are used in the context of frameworks that are 
described in the next paragraph. 

5.8.3.5 Frameworks 

All analysis boils down to the drawing of boundaries! The value of a well structured 
model is high. A model has its value for understandability, implementation, documen
tation, maintenance, test, redesign, subsequent design, etcetera. Reuse of designs can 
be improved by giving additional attention to the internal structure (framework) of a 
model. A framework is a generic object-oriented model (may be from specification to 
code) for a specific class of applications. A framework is designed to offer a maxi
mum of reusable components and should require a minimum of changes to create an 
application. It is a generic structure of collaborating instances of classes, that can be 
transformed into a working application with a minimum modification effort. (Notice 
that there are two completely different concepts of 'framework'. Outside this paragraph 
'framework' means 'method framework' as has been defined in Section 4.1 and Sub
section 5.4.2). Johnson's Uoh94) research on frameworks emphasises the crucial value 
of well structured systems. He refers to Peter Deutsch [Deu89], stating that: 'Interface 
design and functional factoring constitute the key intellectual content of software and is far 
more difficult to create or re-create than code.' Information represented by clusters, that 
are collections of collaborating clusters of objects, is a valuable intellectual result. This 
cite confirms the difficulty of drawing such subsystem boundaries. Boundaries improve 
structure modelling beyond the limits of traditional object-oriented modelling. 

5.9 Transformations 

5.9.1 Definition 

A transformation is a modification of a model. It leads to a change of some properties of 
the model (system), while others remain unmodified. Modelling consists of performing 
a large number of transformations. 

Horizontal refinement is achieved by adding objects, clusters, channels and messages 
on a specific abstraction level. Composition refinement is achieved by adding clusters, 
and decomposition fills a cluster with clusters and/or objects. Additions change the 
structure of the model. Both the hierarchical and the channel structure are involved. 

Boundaries specify properties of clusters. In general, boundaries are found from de
sign decisions documented in Architecture and Implementation Structure Models. In 
general, boundaries are represented as clusters in Object Instance Models. Definition of 
boundaries can lead to the need for additional clusters. 
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The modification of the clustering over various abstraction levels appears to be an 
important type of transformation . . In comparison to modifications of process objects, · 
modifications of clusters have a weak influence on the system behaviour. This obser
vation enabled the definition of a set of behaviour-preserving transformations on clusters. 
They are described in Chapter 10. In general, the word transformation means behaviour
preserving transformation in this thesis. 

5.9.2 Purpose of Transformations 

Transformations enable addition and removal of clusters as well as channels, while pre
serving behaviour. They indirectly enable the formalisation of boundaries into a model, 
because they can modify clusters. Transformations help to make an Object Instance 
Model consistent with an Architecture or Implementation Structure Model. Especially 
the modification of channels is important. Initially, channels are defined more or less 
'automatically'. If two process objects exchange a message, they need at least one chan
nel. If process objects exchange several types of messages they are in principle mapped 
onto one channel. Adding a second channel, or sharing a channel must be designed 
explicitly. It is a deviation of the 'automatic channel approach'. Shared channel struc
tures such as backbones, star or ring topologies are typically designed in architecture 
and implementation structures. Figure 5.13 shows an Architecture Structure Diagram 

Architecture Structure Model 
( Dislibuted topology) 

Figure 5.13: Distribution Transformation 
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and three Instance Structure Diagrams A, B and C. Model A shows an outer system 
boundary consisting of two clusters marked as distribution boundaries. These distri
bution boundaries reflect the structure of the architecture. Notice that the architecture 
prescribes one channel between the distribution boundaries. This situation is achieved 
in diagram C. Figure 5.13 shows diagram Bas intermediate model. A lot of Behaviour 
Preserving Transformations are necessary to perform the transformation of diagram A 
into C via B, because they are defined as very fine grain operations. See Chapter 10 for 
a detailed description. 

5.9.3 Transformation of Hierarchical Levels 

Transformations enable addition and removal of clusters. We defined the concepts of 
horizontal refinement, and of composition and decomposition refinement in Subsection 
5.7.3. It .appears that addition or removal of a cluster can lead to horizontal and vertical 
modifications simultaneously. Figure 5.14 and Figure 5.15 show two models. Figure 

Level 
1 

~I 0 
3 

0 
Figure 5.14: Hierarchical Levels 1 

5.14 has two clusters on level 2. Removal of a cluster leads to the model in Figure 5.15. 
Notice that the contents of the removed cluster move up one level. This example shows 
that a modification on level 2 affect level 3 also. It shows that objects and clusters may 
be defined during a refinement on a specific level, but that they may move afterwards. 
When Figure 5.15 is considered as starting point, two entities are clustered on level 2. 
The result has been shown in Figure 5.14. The entities that have been clustered fall 
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Figure 5.15: Hierarchical Levels 2 

to level 3. Addition of a cluster on level 1, can be considered a horizontal refinement. 
This transformation causes also changes on level 3. There appear to be entanglements 
of the various forms of refinement. Both removal and addition affects the next lower 
level. This is only a simple example. In a hierarchy with more levels, more levels will 
be affected. The complete hierarchical tree of_clusters and objects in the cluster to be 
removed or added will move. All these transformations are supported as behaviour 
preserving transformations, that are proven correct. 

5.10 Formalisation 

This chapter paid a lot of attention to hierarchical structuring, and structure transfor
mations. However, the properties, that are prescribed by the definition of boundaries, 
must also affect the behaviour description of process objects. Figure 5.16 visualises the 
effort that must be done. After a thorough analysis, using mainly graphical represen
tations, a POOSL description of all classes must be written. This description integrates 
many properties of the overall model into a formal Unified Model. On the one hand the 
derivation of this model must be postponed until the graphical models become stable 
and mature, on the other hand POOSL exercises give a lot of insight. Postponement 
can prevent costly iterations of POOSL descriptions. However missing the insight that 
comes with modelling attempts may cause iterations. Adequate guidelines must be 
derived from future specification projects. In practice, it appears that there are many 
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different styles and sorts of behaviour descriptions that match to specific needs. 

Properties of entities (clusters or objects) can be determined by boundaries. Concur
rency boundaries require a sequential programming style. In contrast, concurrency 
enables that entities take initiative simultaneously, and that they have responsibilities 
for communication with various concurrent objects in the system environment. Imple
mentation boundaries may require the use of constructs that facilitates the mapping on 
specific implementation description tools or languages. Domain boundaries can influ
ence the structuring of behaviour in general. Entities must encompass a recognisable 
part of the problem domain, with a name according to problem domain vocabulary. Ab
straction boundaries affect the transparency of an entity. A cluster may be a transparent 
domain boundary. Collaborating objects may know the identifiers of objects inside the 
cluster. Such a cluster does not hide the internal objects. A cluster may be an aggregate. 
Such a cluster is not transparent. All communication with the outside is handled by 
one object inside the cluster. This object, with its identifier, represents the aggregate. 
It will be clear that all these aspects affect the POOSL description heavily. The next 
chapter describes more in detail what concepts can be used to model communication, 
and dynamic behaviour. 

5.11 Summary 

The specification of complex reactive hardware/software systems is strongly affected 
by various forms of structure. We described concepts and a framework to enable 
simultaneous development of a behaviour and a structure model. Multidisciplinary 
views will be addressed by scenarios. Important system properties are imposed by 
boundaries. Structure is integrated in a unified model by transformations. A framework 
guides the designer, gives awareness about places in the design space, and divides the 
specification process into two major phases. Various properties of entities must be 
realised in formal behaviour descriptions in POOSL. The concepts for this description 
follow in the next chapter. 
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Figure 5.16: Formalisation into a Unified Model 
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6.1 Introduction 

The model of a complex reactive system consists of many collaborating objects that 
send and receive messages. In Chapter 4 we described the concepts for the static 
modelling of a problem domain. We defined concepts such as data objects, process 
objects, clusters, attributes, methods, identity, and various sorts of composites. First 
they enable the traditional modelling of a problem domain as related data classes and 
process classes. Second they enable modelling of a system as a structure of channels, 
processes and clusters. The modelling of structure is supported by additional concepts 
such as modules, views, various sorts of boundaries and transformations (defined in 
Chapter 5). This all covers the specification of objects and their interaction structure. 
The most difficult part of system analysis is the modelling of dynamic behaviour. The 
temporal order of events in the system and in the system environment determines this 
behaviour. In this chapter we present concepts for the modelling of dynamic behaviour. 
Various forms of concurrency, communication, distribution are described. To handle 
complexity we introduce scenarios. Besides the informal and incomplete description 
of behaviour in scenarios we present the formal statements to describe the behaviour 
of data objects, process objects, clusters and systems. This chapter ends with a brief 
overview of our current research to the extension of SHE with real-time concepts. 

6.2 Concurrency and Synchronisation 

6.2.1 Introduction 

A specification method requires a natural and adequate concurrency concept. Con
currency must be defined such that two goals can be reached. Firstly, the concept of 
concurrency must have the intuitive meaning of parallelism so that a model of a system 
can be interpreted in a natural way. The meaning of a specification model must be 
such that it can be understood easily by various (non) experts. Second the concept of 
concurrency must be implementable in hardware as well as in software. 

Concurrency in general, and especially in object-oriented languages, is still a subject for 
research. In this section we introduce concepts for the modelling of concurrent systems 
such as asynchronous concurrency, synchronous concurrency, interleaving semantics, 
synchronisation for communication and non-determinism. (These subjects are strongly 
related to the modelling of dynamic behaviour, see also Section 6.6.2.) 

6.2.2 Concurrency 

6.2.2.1 Concurrent Process Objects and Sequential Data Objects 

We introduced objects and clusters as concepts that enable modularisation of a problem 
domain. We repeat the definitions of process data objects and clusters briefly. These 
concepts were defined in Chapter 4 using the notion of concurrency without defining 
what concurrency really means. 
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We defined process objects as entities that can perform their behaviour concurrently to 
each other: Process objects can model concurrent independent system parts (connected 
in a static channel structure) . The internal behaviour of process objects is sequential . 

Collaborating data objects perform sequential behaviour. They model passive entities that 
must be activated by a message. Only one data object from a collection of collaborating 
data objects is actively processing. Together with a message the thread of activity goes 
from sender to receiver. 

In general, collaborating data objects model a part of the internal sequential behaviour 
of a process object. Two data objects that belong to two different process objects can 
operate concurrently. These objects are completely independent and cannot directly 
communicate with each other. 

A cluster is an abstraction boundary around a group of collaborating process objects and 
clusters. In contrast to process objects, clusters can have internally concurrent behaviour. 
Internally concurrent behaviour is specified in a cluster class by a parallel composition 
of processes and clusters (subsystems). The internal concurrency of a cluster is solely 
established by its process objects. 

Clusters can be used to specify whether the internal behaviour of a subsystem is se
quential or concurrent. Such a cluster is defined to be a concurrency boundary. This 
is an enclosure that prescribes that the cluster has an internal sequential behaviour (see 
Paragraph 5.8.2.4). This means that collaborating processes inside the boundary form 
a composite that must be modelled such that it performs a sequential behaviour. This 
requirement determines the behaviour style of the individual processes. This style is de
termined by the sort of communication and synchronisation that must be used to specify 
the behaviour of these processes. A subsystem that must be implemented sequentially 
can have only one process active simultaneously. In that case the whole subsystem has 
only one internal thread of activity. Synchronisation between objects in such a subsys
tem implies that process objects pass the thread of activity together with the message, 
just like data objects do. 

6.2.2.2 Asynchronous Concurrency 

By defining process objects as independent concurrent entities, we appealed to a general 
intuition of concurrency, which is so-called asynchronous concurrency. This form of 
concurrency enables processes to be independent in time. Processes are defined to be 
asynchronous concurrent if they perform their actions at their own speed. This approach 
is natural for distributed systems that are implemented by a collection of interconnected 
processing elements that may run at different internal speeds. 

The intuitive notion of concurrency takes time into account. Two operations, in two 
different process objects, are thought to take time to be completed . Concurrent operation 
means that both operations run simultaneously, at least during some period of time. The 
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execution-time of an operation (algorithm) is determined by processor speed as well as 
by value(s) of data to be transformed. 

If two objects can perform their operations independently and concurrently we do not 
want them to be waiting for each other until they both finish their operations. We want 
them to perform a next operation immediately after a former operation is finished. As 
long as there is no need for communication there is no need for synchronisation . 

Operations as well as communications take time in a realistic model. In general, the 
actual times cannot be assessed until implementation decisions have been taken. Most 
analysis methods do not take time into account during specification. They focus on the 
order of events in the system, such as timeless actions and timeless communications. 
If behaviour is studied with this abstraction of time, independence of two processes is 
interpreted as the independence of the order of their actions. This means that it does 
not matter whether a process performs some action after or before an action of another 
(concurrent) process. This reasoning leads to an interpretation of concurrency according 
to the so-called interleaving semantics (see Paragraph 6.2.2.8). 

6.2.2.3 Synchronous Concurrency 

The alternative for asynchronous concurrency is synchronous concurrency. This form of 
concurrency matches well to the description of systems with a synchronous implemen
tation. A system with only synchronous concurrency consists of modules that perform 
operations concurrently and synchronously start a new operation. All modules must 
be ready with their operations before they can synchronously start a new operation. 
The time intervals between the points of synchronisation can be arbitrary or fixed (pe
riodical). If a synchronous system is directed by a common clock the duration of the 
operations of all modules must all fit in a fixed time interval. Systems implemented in 
digital hardware usually have a synchronous common clock. 

6.2.2.4 Computation Time and the Grain of Concurrency 

Our decision for an asynchronous approach towards concurrency is confirmed by Weg
ner [Weg90]. He notices that a synchronous approach is not practical for modelling 
concurrency 'when the computation time within a module or the communication time among 
modules is greater than the synchronous computation interval.' This is often the case in com
plex reactive (distributed) systems. However, because of the importance of synchronous 
implementations we must offer the possibility to describe synchronous systems as well. 
In general complex systems are a mix of asynchronous and synchronous subsystems. 

Although processes have asynchronous concurrency we can describe synchronous sys
tems if processes can be modelled such that they always synchronise their actions. 
Communication can be used for synchronisation. 
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6.2.2.5 Efficiency 

There is a trend towards a growing number of features in systems. The improved 
performance of new generations of hardware is used up immediately due to advanced 
functionality of the software. Concurrency is still required in many systems to satisfy 
timing requirements, in spite of the improved performance. 

In a synchronous system all modules must wait at each synchronisation point for the 
module with the most time consuming operation. This becomes more inefficient as 
the variations in computation time are bigger among the modules. In synchronous 
hardware systems we observe an extreme small grain of computation. All concurrent 
modules are optimised for having a delay path which is as short as possible. 

The grain of operations determines how synchronous concurrency works out for mod
elling software or mixed hardware/ software. A model can be designed to have synchro
nisation points on the level of statements or collections of statements such as procedures. 
A particular statement can take very long to execute, for instance if it is recursive. A 
synchronous model is then not adequate because it forces all other statements that can 
be executed in other modules to be waiting. 

The efficiency of a system will become poor when all modules must synchronise (wait) 
all the time without having a real need for synchronisation. Often these modules are 
rather independent. They require synchronisation only when synchronous communi
cation is required. In such a case synchronisation can be limited to the partners in a 
particular communication. Other modules must be allowed to continue their opera
tions independently. Therefore the modules must be able to operate in an asynchronous 
concurrent way. 

6.2.2.6 Examples of Concurrency in Object-Oriented Analysis Methods 

Objects are promoted as a concept for modelling real world entities in most books 
about object-oriented analysis. Because entities in a real world usually coexist and 
behave concurrently most readers will intuitively think that an object is an entity with 
asynchronous concurrent behaviour. Many methods are not very explicit about the 
meaning of their objects concerning synchronisation and concurrency. Some methods 
are not intended for concurrent systems while others only offer synchronous concurrency 
instead of asynchronous concurrency, or they offer both forms. 

A relative new object-oriented method like Fusion [C+94] clearly states its application 
area. Fusion is intended to model sequential systems. However, 'although Fusion is a 
method for sequential systems, it can be applied to the development of concurrent systems because 
many applications exhibit very limited form of concurrency ... ' [C+94] . Many other methods 
have the same essential restriction as Fusion, although they are less explicit about their 
(in)abilities to describe parallel systems. 

A well defined non-object-oriented analysis method that offers synchronous concur-
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rency instead of asynchronous concurrency is Statemate [Har92]. Dynamic behaviour 
in Statemate is described in the Statecharts formalism. Statecharts are based on the so
called synchrony hypothesis. Models in Statecharts run in so-called lockstep, which means 
that they all synchronise after each computation step. The approach is based on the 
assumption that the system is much faster than its environment. The results of all oper
ations in all modules that start on the reception of events or messages are supposed to 
be ready before a new synchronous step of all operations is started. The execution-time 
of the services is abstracted from and therefore put to zero. These assumptions make 
this method less suitable for complex reactive distributed systems. 

In general software modules do not run in lockstep. The relative speeds of operations 
may differ substantially. Many software systems are implemented as pseudo concurrent 
systems by using multiprogramming. A model based on the synchrony hypothesis is 
inadequate to model this type of behaviour. 

The object-oriented method OMT [R+91] bases its dynamic model on the Statecharts 
formalism from Statemate [Har92] . In our point of view this formalism is not suitable 
for straightforward implementation in an object-oriented method. We come back to this 
subject in Paragraph 6.3.3.4 about messages, sharing and distribution. 

6.2.2.7 Design Decisions for Concurrency 

We defined process objects as asynchronous concurrent entities. Process objects have 
sequential internal behaviour. An alternative would have been to make their internal 
behaviour concurrent too. In Subsection 9.7.1, (The Grain of Concurrency) this decision 
is motivated from a semantical point of view. From an analysis point of view we 
also prefer asynchronous concurrency and internal sequential behaviour. It enables an 
elegant coupling of the grain of concurrency, the grain of abstraction (the shell of process 
objects), and the grain of modules (process objects or clusters). Internal parallelism can 
be modelled by clusters. Their internal behaviour is in this case modelled by a parallel 
composition of process objects and/or other clusters. 

Besides concurrency we must be able to express sequential behaviour. We can express 
this straightforwardly because process objects are internally sequential. In addition we 
want to be able to describe that a collection of collaborating objects behaves sequentially 
as a whole. This can be specified by drawing a concurrency boundary (see Paragraph 
5.8.2.4). Another very important reason to make processes the grain of concurrency is 
that it constrains coding of classes to sequential programming. Humans think prefer
ably in terms of sequences of actions. Of course, the problem of designing a system with 
multiple threads that must synchronise remains. However, it is limited to the commu
nication and synchronisation of single threaded processes instead of multiple threaded 
processes. In the latter case we would require communication and synchronisation 
between threads in the processes as well. 

The implementations we aim at are implementations in synchronous digital circuits 
and/or software. Hardware can consist of various concurrent processes which can be 
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modelled by processes and clusters. Seguential circuits can be modelled by: 

• collaborating data objects; 

• a single process object; 

• collaborating processes in a concurrency boundary. 
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In general, a synchronous hardware system reguires a synchronous clock object that 
sends clock-tick messages to all objects that must be synchronised. 

Software can be implemented in various ways. The sort of concurrency can be described · 
using the notion of thread. The number of threads that can be active simultaneously 
determines the sort of system. Software can be implemented as a: 

• seguential program (the implementation has a single thread of control); 

• guasi-concurrent program by multiprogramming (the implementation has multi
ple threads but only one active thread); 

• concurrent program (the implementation has multiple active threads). 

The concepts we offer enable the modelling of all these sorts of systems. The mod
elling of seguential software is according to what has been described for hardware in 
this paragraph. Concurrency can be described by process objects and clusters. A guasi
concurrent system is in principle a seguential system. Such systems can be implemented 
rather effectively using an available (real-time) operating system as basis for commu
nication and task scheduling. A first exploration of the path from a POOSL model to 
a guasi-concurrent implementation in C++ is described by J.D. van Felius [vF96]. He 
describes the development of a PEC (POOSL Extension of C++) library that enables 
the mapping of the communication primitives of POOSL to C++. Quasi concurrency 
is achieved by using threads based on the IEEE Portable Operating System Interface 
(POSIX) standard 1003.lc (also called Pthreads). 

6.2.2.8 Interleaving Semantics 

So far we treated concurrency mainly from the point of view of analysis and implementa
tion. A more formal approach towards concurrency was necessary for the development 
of the formal semantics of POOSL. The formal semantics are a computational interleav
ing semantics. The execution of a system of collaborating instances is modelled as the 
interleaving of all atomic actions (see Section 9.5). This means that the behaviour of a 
system is interpreted as a seguential execution of actions. In the semantic model nothing 
happens really simultaneously, except for a rendezvous. This can be accepted if actions 
are assumed to take zero time. Concurrency of two processes then boils down to a mu
tual independence of their actions. It does not matter whether a process performs some 
action after or before an action of another process. This reasoning enables concurrency 
with an interleaving semantics. 
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The modelling of interleaving semantics define concurrency formally as a statement 
about the arbitrary ordering of actions: 

a II b = ab + ba 

The parallel composition (II) of actions a and bis interpreted as the behaviour in which 
action a precedes action b or (+)in which action b precedes action a. 

This semantic model can be thought to use a time scale with a fine enough grain. Actions 
can be mapped upon this time scale, so that each action has an unique point in time. The 
only actions that can be performed simultaneously are the joined actions that together 
result in a synchronous communication. 

This model does not work for the parallel composition on the level of processes. In 
general the parallel composition of processes A and B cannot be modelled by interleaving 
of the behaviour of the processes as a whole: 

A II B f. AB + BA 

We cannot accept that the complete behaviour A is performed before B or vice versa. 
Such processes would not be concurrent at all. Notice also that the behaviour of a process 
may be non-terminating. In this case it would be possible that the other process could 
never perform any action. So the interleaving should not be on the level of processes 
but on the level of the atomic internal actions performed by processes. 

In contrast to events or actions that happen in an arbitrary order, the actions performed 
by parallel processes in general have a real overlap in the time. To make the semantic 
model more realistic, it has to be extended with a notion of time. We come back to this 
subject in Section 6.7. 

6.2.3 Synchronisation 

Communication between both process objects and data objects is reCllised by syn
chronous message passing. If two objects pass a message, they are engaged in a ren
dezvous. This is the moment that both objects synchronise their activities. 

6.2.3.1 Non-Determinism 

America [AR89a] identifies the main problem of concurrency to be non-determinism. Syn
chronisation and mutual exclusion are mechanisms that can reduce non-determinism. A 
well known solution to extend sequential object-oriented languages with parallelism is 
to add processes as orthogonal concepts1. America states that the addition of processes 
as orthogonal concept is not a proper way to solve the non-determinism problem. 

Having processes as an orthogonal concept enables having more than one object active 

1This notion of process is another concept than our process objects. 
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at the same time. However it also introduces more non-determinism. A problem is that 
processes can act on the same objects and can even execute the same method in the same 
object at the same time. The non-determinism is caused by the sharing of resources. 
To reduce non-determinism it is common to use semaphores for synchronisation and 
mutual exclusion. 

The sharing problem is an indication that processes as described above do not match very 
well with the concept of object. Objects should prevent sharing by strong encapsulation. 
The object's message interface should be used as the only entrance to resources of the 
object. 

6.2.3.2 Restriction of Non-Determinism 

Non-determinism makes it very hard for designers to keep overview on the behaviour 
of a concurrent system. The problem is very well described by Selic et al. [SGW94] 
when they state that 'It is impossible to get an adequate mental model that keeps overview of 
the relative progression of the threads. When we also take into account real-time aspects and 
the fact that in a distributed system the modules tend to have different execution speeds .. .' In 
other words the huge number of possible orderings of actions and the huge possible 
state space is the biggest problem in the design of concurrent systems. 

We restrict synchronisation of concurrent threads to one mechanism: synchronous mes
sage passing via the message interface of process objects. The composite behaviour of 
processes is completely determined by the synchronisation achieved by message pass
ing. The already mentioned coincidence of the grain of abstraction (encapsulation) and 
the grain of concurrency, removes sharing and makes that synchronous message pass
ing is enough to perform all necessary synchronisation and communication between 
process objects. 

The problem of modelling and understanding behaviour is now restricted to: 

• the local (internal) sequential behaviour of processes; 

• the composite behaviour of collaborating processes. 

So the interactions can be studied on two levels: inside and outside of processes. The 
inside behaviour must be able to handle all possible sequences of messages. The outside 
behaviour is determined by observation of messages on channels. All the interactions 
via the object's message interface are analysed by playing scenarios of sending and 
receiving messages between collaborating objects. That is why our method pays a lot of 
attention to the modelling of message flows. The various forms and their visualisation 
are described in Section 6.3. 

Where on the one side the amount of non-determinism is limited by making the message 
interface the place for all possible communication there are other aspects that determine 
non-determinism inside objects. First we offer a non-deterministic choice statement. 
This statement requires to consider all possibilities of alternative behaviour. Secondly we 
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offer an interrupt and an abort mechanism that enable to break in on running behaviour 
and switch to other behaviour. So the number of possible sequences of operations may 
be huge. 

6.2.3.3 Summary 

In this section we described various aspects related to concurrency and synchronisation. 
We decided to choose the following approaches: 

• A system model consists of asynchronous concurrent process objects. Asyn
chronous concurrency is most natural for distributed systems. The concurrent 
system parts can autonomously perform their operations at their own speed. They 
are less dependent on each other's progress. This makes our method suitable to 
describe distributed concurrent hardware/software systems as well as (pseudo) 
concurrent systems. In contrast many other methods are sequential or have syn
chronous concurrency. 

• Objects encapsulate their state. This prevents sharing problems. 

• Process objects form the grain of concurrency. Internal behaviour of process objects 
is sequential. This choice keeps the internal behaviour description of objects rela
tively simple, in contrast to objects that can perform complex concurrent behaviour 
internally. 

• Concurrency boundaries specify the concurrency properties of modules on system 
level. They specify whether modules have a sequential or a concurrent internal 
behaviour. Processes in a sequential module are modelled as a composite that 
behaves sequential as a whole. Processes are alternately active in such a composite. 

• Interleaving semantics are used for the formal behaviour description of concur
rency. 

• Processes synchronise their behaviour by synchronous message passing. We 
restrict synchronisation of concurrent threads to one mechanism, _which is syn
chronous message passing via the message interface of process objects 

6.3 Communication 

6.3.1 Introduction 

A specification and design method must be able to express various forms of communica
tion. We have chosen to emphasise to model systems as a collection of communicating 
objects. Communication between objects is realised by message passing. All object
oriented methods agree on that. At first glance this concept is straightforward and 
simple. Problems arise when communication is related to concurrency, infinite (non
terminating) activity of objects, and implicit assumptions about sharing. Recall that 
SHE offers two kinds of objects, process objects and data objects. The communication 
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between process objects connected by static channels is different from the communica
tion between rather dynamic data objects. This section describes various aspects and 
problems of object communication. 

6.3.2 Communication Concepts for Reactive Systems 

The desire to be able to design a wide variety of complex distributed reactive systems at 
various levels of abstraction requires that we offer the primitives to model various sorts 
of communication. The following sorts of pair-wise communication have been identified. 

• Synchronous communication with reply: 

Simultaneous activity of a sending and a receiving object, with the purpose 
of information transport. This information may be substantial in the form 
of data or the simple fact that the communication took place without data 
transport. There are three forms of synchronous communication: 

1. Synchronous communication with reply and waiting: 
This form is needed to model sequential behaviour. The activities of the 
sending object are suspended, until the required operation is performed 
by the receiving object, and the result has been returned. 

2. Synchronous communication with reply, waiting and time-out: 
Is similar to the previous form. The difference is that the sending object 
stops waiting after a predetermined period of time. The sender must 
decide what to do with results that come back too late. 

3. Synchronous communication with reply but without waiting: 
The sender may continue performing its activities after the first syn
chronous communication that transfers the request. A second syn
chronous communication is necessary to transport a possible result to 
the sender. This form is needed to model fully concurrent behaviour. 

• Synchronous communication without reply: 

Simultaneous activity of a sending and a receiving object, with the purpose 
of transport of information. This information may be substantial in the form 
of data or the simple fact that the communication took place. The sending 
object does not expect a result so it can continue its activities immediately. 
This form enables concurrent behaviour. 

• Asynchronous communication without reply: 

Sending of a message may happen, independent of the readiness of the re
ceiver. The sending object continues performing its own activities without 
waiting for confirmation. The message can only be handled by the receiving 
process when it is ready to receive it. This form of communication requires 
buffering of messages to overcome the period between message sending and 
readiness of the receiver. A lack of readiness can also be handled by discarding 
a message. 
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• Asynchronous communication with reply: 

Without waiting for confirmation the sending object continues performing its 
own activities, while the receiving object prepares a reply. A time-out may 
notify the sender that the receiving object did not reply within a predefined 
time interval. The sender must decide what to do with results that come back 
too late. 

• Continuous communication: 

The sending object is always (continuously) prepared to deliver a message. 
The receiving object must take initiative to read a message from a sending 
object. 

• Interrupting communication: 

The sending object forces the receiving object to suspend its current activity. 
Suspension may be: 

* an abort, which means that the current behaviour of the receiver will not 
be resumed; 

* an interrupt, which means that the current behaviour of the receiver can 
be resumed after temporarily having performed an alternative behaviour. 

Besides pair-wise communication there are also forms of multi-way communication. We 
describe two sorts: 

• Broadcast communication: 

A send operation into a broadcast medium causes simultaneous offering of a 
message to all objects that are connected to the medium. All receiving objects 
can simultaneously accept the message. 

• Multicast communication: 

A generalisation of broadcast where messages are targeted to a subset of the 
objects connected to the broadcast medium. 

In the next subsections we examine how the presented forms of communication can be 
expressed in our method. 

6.3.3 Communication between Objects 

6.3.3.1 Messages and System Analysis 

Messages play a crucial role for the creation of a complete system model. Messages 
are needed because objects encapsulate their internal data. This prevents direct access. 
There is no sharing of this data with other objects. Any wish to access a data item in 
another object needs the indirect mechanism of sending a message to that object. A 
message to an object may be a request for giving a data item (which is an object itself), 
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or to transform a data item (perform an operation). It can also be a command or simply 
the reporting of an event. In this case it may be that no answer is expected. The message 
can be interpreted as a request for the object to change its state. 

A message name should clearly tell what the request to an object means. In general, 
it is recommended to create message names such that their meaning has the notion of 
a request to an object to perform some activity. The search for all necessary messages 
is perhaps the most time consuming activity during system analysis. Every time a 
new message is found the behaviour (operations) offered by existing objects (exported 
services) may have to be extended or new objects may have to be defined. 

We consider the early search for communication as an important means for finding ob
jects and their functions (operations) . Here we differ strongly from traditional methods 
such as OMT [R+91], OOA/000 [CY9la, CY9lb] . First they explicitly advise to post
pone the search for operations. They advise to seek for the objects first. They do not pay 
very much attention to finding operations in the analysis phase. They focus on object 
classes and their relations. Classes without explicit instances cannot visualise scenarios 
of functional behaviour and communication. In traditional methods we experienced 
that their non-functional class approach is less effective for reactive systems. 

We recommend to focus on communication. In practice the analysis of communication 
between objects leads to the need to process messages. Messages can only be processed 
if an object offers the appropriate services (functions). So new messages can lead to a 
need for new services. Consequently this leads to the question if such new services can 
be fitted between services that an existing object class already offers. A negative answer 
leads to the creation of a new class and/or to the redesign of existing classes. 

Symbols and primitives expressing and showing message flows are crucial in SHE be
cause of the focus on communication. The visualisation of process objects and their 
communication flows is perhaps the most important activity during system analysis. 
Message Flow Diagrams show collaborating process objects. They are a graphical repre
sentation of process objects (instances) and the messages between them. Message Flow 
Diagrams are used extensively as a communication tool towards all persons that must 
be involved in the specification process. So there is really a need that the representation 
fits to the intuition of a variety of users, experts, and technicians. This enables teamwork 
which is the only way to completeness of a specification. Diagrams must be clear, speak 
for themselves and hide enough detail to focus on discussions of particular aspects of a 
specification. 

Message Flow Diagrams abstract from data objects. Data objects have rather dynamic 
features . This makes it rather impractical to visualise the interconnections between 
instances in a static graphical representation. 

We will describe the form~ of communication available for data objects as well as for 
process objects in this section. We offer a set of primitives to express messages that 
can be commands, requests, interrupts, etcetera. Flows represent messages that may 
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be sent at some moment in time from one process object to another. Channels between 
process objects are the vehicle for message transport. We do not show them in a Message 
Flow Diagram. When we need a message between two process objects we implicitly 
define the need for at least one channel between them. The channels are visualised 
in alternative graphical representation called Instance Structure Diagrams. They show 
channels, process objects and clusters. More details about diagrams and the heuristics 
to make them are described in Chapters 11 and 12. 

6.3.3.2 Messages and Methods 

Usually the concept of message is strongly related to the concepts of service or operation 
(implemented by a method). Many object-oriented analysis methods are based on 
concepts from object-oriented languages. Therefore the semantics of the reception of a 
message is usually that the execution of a method with the same name is started by the 
receiving object. We choose to implement this approach only for the data objects in SHE, 
see Paragraph 4.15.3.1. 

The choice for a strong relation between message and service is a design decision in 
the development of a specification method. For process objects we decided to separate 
these concepts. This has consequences for the semantics of both messages and methods 
(see Subsection 4.15.3 for details) . The separation enables to make process objects more 
independent, and what is more important to let them continue their activities between 
subsequent sending of messages. Objects can decide whether or not, and when, they 
want to send or receive a message. Their internal behaviour may have a finer grain of 
behaviour than classical methods have. 

By offering asynchronous concurrency we allow behaviour of objects to take time inde
pendently of each other. Individual processes may perform complex and time consum
ing behaviour. Asynchronous concurrency enables a natural modelling of distributed 
systems. Distributed subsystems are relatively independent, and usually run asyn
chronously. 

6.3.3.3 Messages and Concurrency 

Data Objects in SHE are passive entities that can only be activated by a message. A 
sender waits until a receiving data object returns a result or a confirmation of 'message 
handled' . So the sender is active or the receiver is active, not both of them. Their 
composite behaviour is still sequential. 

Concurrent process objects can individually perform infinite behaviour and synchro
nise with each other when they exchange a message. In real-time concurrent systems 
messages may come during the execution of some behaviour. The consequence is that 
objects are not always prepared to listen to a request for communication. In real systems 
this is not always acceptable. Therefore we needed and introduced an interrupt and an 
abort primitive. 
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6.3.3.4 Messages, Encapsulation, Sharing and Distribution 

Encapsulation is a very important concept in the object-oriented paradigm. Encapsulation 
creates independence. Of course the communication mechanism must support this 
independence. Message passing does so. Data in an object cannot be accessed directly. 
Access is performed indirectly via a request in the form of a message. 

Analysis methods based on Statecharts [Har87], such as Statemate [H+9o], Fusion [C+94) 
and OMT [R+91] have a form of communication based on broadcast and on the sharing 
of variables. This conflicts with the idea of encapsulation. Sharing is further unattractive 
when it must be implemented in a distributed system, where it can become very inef
ficient. Besides conventional message passing, the analysis methods described above 
have an additional form of communication. They allow an object to change state on a 
condition that depends on the states of other objects, without the use of explicit messages. 

We decided to stick to pure encapsulation. Only via messages it is possible to get 
information about the state of an object. So we have a uniform mechanism that is 
always the same, also in case of distribution. 

6.3.4 The Basic Primitive for Process Communication 

An analysis method must be able to express a variety of communication concepts with 
various notations and graphical symbols. This variety is meant to give an easy and 
intuitive understanding of a system. Further, there must be a straightforward way to 
formalise the various communication concepts in POOSL. Here again, the design of a 
method appears to be a struggle with selection problems and concept mapping problems. 
On the one side there is a wish to keep the method simple, easy to learn, to understand, 
and easy to formalise. So a minimum number of primitives is desirable. Conversely there 
is an inclination to add more and more constructs and symbols offering expressive power 
for all kinds of communication. This subsection give reasons for the selection of the 
concept of one way message passing as the basis for process communication in POOSL. 
The following subsections describe how the various sorts of process communication can 
be expressed with this single primitive. 

One way synchronous message passing between two process objects is defined as an instan
taneous simultaneous directed handing over of a message, where one object plays the 
role of sender and the other of receiver. Instantaneous means the message passing is 
considered to be happening in an infinitesimal period of time. Simultaneous means that 
both partners must be actively taking part in the communication at the same instant in 
time. This notion is often verbalised as rendezvous. The direction of the communication 
(one way) gives the partners a role. One is sender and the other is receiver. The commu
nication is directed from sender to receiver, thereby defining the direction of the flow of 
the message. 

The selection of a simple and adequate communication concept (primitive) has been 
a key issue in the design of the method. A first choice to be made is whether the 
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communication (message passing) must be synchronous or asynchronous. 

1. Synchronous communication is a form of communication where two or more process 
objects participate at the same moment. A message can only be passed if sender 
and receiver are ready to do so simultaneously. 

2. Asynchronous communication is a form of communication where two or more process 
objects may start an interaction without concern about the readiness of the others. 
In general, messages must be buffered in languages with asynchronous message 
passing. Languages with synchronous message passing can express buffered 
asynchronous interaction in terms of synchronous interaction. 

We experienced synchronous interaction to be very expressive in building simple and 
understandable models. Especially at the higher levels of abstraction, the expressive 
power of synchronous interaction primitives can be exploited efficiently and effectively. 
This point of view is confirmed in the work of Huis in 't Veld who studied language 
characteristics for design frameworks for communication systems [itV94] . 

Besides the expressive power that a communication primitive has for analysis, there 
are more aspects. Complex system specification and design requires that modelling 
is supported by consistency checking, verification, validation, and model transforma
tions. This requires a formal basis. The language POOSL with its formal mathematical 
semantics forms this basis. POOSL is based on the concepts of Milner's calculus of 
communicating systems (CCS) [Mil80, Mil89]. CCS and CSP [Hoa85] form the root of 
a family of so-called process calculi and process algebras. Over the past years process 
theories have proven to be very useful for the description of systems in which concur
rency and communication are major features. Moreover, a collection of techniques and 
tools, supporting various kinds of design activities, have been developed. Examples 
include: formal verification [CPS93, RV94], simulation [vE89] and rapid prototyping 
[MMvT89], compilation [MM89], correctness-preserving transformations [Lan92], con
formance tests derivation techniques [Bri89] and performance evaluation [VvR95] . 

Since POOSL is strongly related to CCS, we foresee that many of these techniques 
and tools can be incorporated in the SHE development environment. In a design 
project for a POOSL compiler special attention has been paid to enable translation 
to various target languages. This tool is intended to establish a link to a wide variety 
of automa ted verification tools, thereby incorporating formal verification in the SHE 
method. Currently the POOSL compiler (developed by Kuppens [Kup96]) can translate 
to PROMELA [Hol93], thereby enabling the use of the SPIN [Hol93] tool for formal 
verification. SPIN can check for deadlocks, unreachable code, progress, system invariant 
correctness, etcetera. In addition SPIN can perform simulations. 

Besides verification we aimed at a particular form of formal design transformations. The 
careful selection of the concepts such as process and synchronous message passing enabled 
the specific definition of observation and transformation equivalence that is g iven in 
Chapter 9 about the semantics of POOSL and in Chapter 10 about behaviour-preserving 
transformations. 
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Synchronous message passing is a quite primitive concept. We would like to have 
primitives that are more expressive. During analysis we must be able to show and 
recognise the various forms of communication easily. In the next subsections we will 
show how we use this concept of synchronous message passing to define and build the 
various forms of communication we need. 

6.3.5 Data Object Communication 

The communication with a data object is strictly limited to one sort. This sort is syn
chronous communication with reply and waiting. The sender may be either a process object 
or a data object. POOSL offers a simple way to express this. The sender specification 
contains a message-send expression in the form of: 

destination-expression message-name (parameters) 

The destination-expression is evaluated by the object that plays the role of sender. The 
message-name is the name of a service offered by the receiver. The message may contain 
parameters in the form of expressions that are evaluated before the message is sent. 
The sending object suspends its operations and waits until the receiver sends the result 
of its operations to the sender of the message. So the result of the evaluation of the 
message-send expression is that the result from the receiving object is returned to the 
sending object. See Figure 6.1. A formal semantics for synchronous communication with 

Message 

Reply 

message 
reception) 

Figure 6.1: Communicating Data Objects 

reply and waiting could be built from two one way message passing primitives. A first 
rendezvous is necessary to hand over the message from sender to receiver. A second 
rendezvous is necessary to hand over the result from receiver to sender. In reality the 
formal semantics is described using another operational model (see Chapter 8). 

Users of the method do not have to know about the details of the formal semantics. A 
behaviour specification may be for instance: 

bridgeContact areYouOpen 

This message-send expression means: send to object bridgeContact, the message 
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areYouOpen. The result of the operation is returned to the sending object. This ex
ample, extracted from our case study, concerns a data object that models a mechanical 
safety bridge that must be closed before the machine is allowed to run. Another example 
concerns a data object that represents personalised product information. Such an object 
can be requested whether some service, such as the feeding of a particular magazine, 
must be performed. A feeder could need the send expression: 

product!nformation do YouNeedService( actualServiceO!fered) 

This expression means: Send to object productlnformation, the message do YouNeedSeruici2, 
with the parameter actualSeruiceO!fered. The result of the operation is returned to the 
sending object. 

Recall that data objects do not communicate via channels, and that data objects are not 
visualised in Message Flow Diagrams or Instance Structure Diagrams. Their commu
nication is modelled by a formal behaviour description in the language POOSL. Data 
objects are generally used to model relatively simple and dynamic items in the problem 
domain. They behave sequentially and can only be used in a sequential behaviour 
description. In a system specification they are used within the behaviour description 
of the process objects. This is consistent with the fact that process objects are internally 
sequential. 

6.3.6 Graphical Communication Primitives for Process Objects 

This subsection describes the graphical primitives that enable visualisation of com
munication between process objects in Message Flow Diagrams. Process objects are 
independent concurrent entities that can choose whether they want to communicate or 
not. They always perform their communication via channels. Synchronous communi
cation is a transport between objects via a channel, based on the coinciding readiness to 
execute individually specified communication actions. In contrast to data objects whose 
message passing is expressed in a single message-send expression, process objects need 
two independent descriptions. The one way synchronous message passing primitive is ex
pressed in terms of two separate statements, one in each process object. There is a 
message-send and a message-receive statement. A simultaneous instantaneous execu
tion of corresponding message-send and the message-receive statement's results in a 
rendezvous. The statements correspond if they refer to the same channel and the same 
message. POOSL offers a clear way to express synchronous message passing. The 
sender specification contains a message-send statement of the form: 

channel-name ! message-name (parameters) 

The receiver specification contains a message-receive statement of the form: 

2We recommend to begin message names and variable names with a lowercase character, and class 
names with an uppercase character. 
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channel-name ? message-name (parameters I condition) 

The exclamation mark denotes the notion of offering a message. The question mark 
denotes that the statement asks for a message. The channel name can replace the need to 
know the name of the object at the other side. The simple existence of a channel is enough 
to be able to communicate. (See Figure 6.2 POOSL rendezvous). The channel with name 
a connects a sender process and a receiver process. The sender's behaviour description 
contains a message-send statement already. The receiver 's description contains a?ready. 
The message ready is handed over on the moment that both POOSL statements can be 
executed simultaneously. It is possible to pass the name of a destination process as a 

Sender: Receiver: 

already a?ready 

Figure 6.2: POOSL Rendezvous 

parameter. In Section 6.4 about distribution, various aspects related to this subject are 
covered. The condition in the message-receive statement gives the expressive power 
to perform a conditional message reception. In this case the message is only received 
if the condition expression evaluates to true. The message-receive statement waits for 
execution if the condition expression evaluates to false. 

Notice that we did not redefine one way synchronous message passing. We use this 
concept consistently with the definition in Subsection 6.3.4. We showed how it can be 
expressed and used on channels. The next question is: how can we use this primitive to 
show and describe the various sorts of communication on channels? We offer a collection 
of so-called message flow symbols for use in Message Flow Diagrams. The message flow 
symbols are presented in Figure 6.3. Each of the symbols represents a possible flow of 
messages between process objects. 

6.3.6.1 Single Message Flow Symbol 

The single message flow symbol (see Figure 6.4) represents a very basic communication 
primitive, which is synchronous communication without reply. This basic primitive corre
sponds directly to one way synchronous message passing. Notice that without reply does 
not mean that the sender misses confirmation about the success of the message passing. 
The mere fact that the communication took place makes sure that the other party par
ticipated successfully. The information in the message may be substantial in the form 
of data (objects), or may be simply the arrival of the message with a particular message 
name without data. 

Data transport is modelled by denoting the class names of the data objects that contain 
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Single message flow 

Message with reply flow 

Sender Continuous flow Receiver 

process process 

Interrupt message flow 

I Interrupt with reply flow 

.. 
Buffered message flow 

Figure 6.3: Message Flow Symbols 

the data. These class names are added to the textual message description that is placed 
as text on the flow in the Message Flow Diagram. (See Figure 6.4.) The meaning is that 

Figure 6.4: A Single Message Flow 

the message store transports information in the form of an object of class Productlnfo3 . 

Data objects can travel around, but process objects cannot. They are tied in a static 
structure of channels. However, it is possible to pass the name of a process in the form 
of a process identifier. (See Subsection 6.3.10). 

A message without contents can also be a very useful communication primitive. The text 
on the single message flow symbol is then a message name without parameters. This 
models the notion of an event. 

An event is something that happens, and is relevant to the system. The duration of an 
event is idealised to be infinitesimal short in time. An event may happen internal or 
external to the system. Events may occur simultaneously or they may happen before 
or after each other, or they may be completely independent. Events are important for 
the description of the flow of control of a system. The dynamic behaviour of a system 

3We recommend to begin class names with a capital letter. 
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can be described as transitions from state to state. The conditions that decide whether 
a transition takes place or not, can often be modelled as events. In Section 6.4, about 
dynamic behaviour, we describe how we model events and states. The happening of an 
event can be communicated with a single message flow symbol. 

Another useful notion is command. Some messages can be interpreted as commands. In 
general, such messages do not have to carry data . There is not much difference with 
an event in this case. A command denotes the notion of an order, a control assignment, 
or a decree to the receiver of the message. The sender does not expect an answer, but 
simply expects the receiver to perform the requested operation(s). A command may 
stop or initiate behaviour of the receiver. A command may be extended with data . 
Data can specify which operation(s) must be performed. Data can also be given to be 
operated upon. Recall that the sending object does not expect a result, so it can continue 
its operations immediately. This is powerful when we want to describe concurrent 
behaviour. 

Synchronous message passing without reply may be performed by an object that does 
expect a reply. The term without reply is based on the fact that the sender does not suspend 
its activities during the waiting for a reply. We need two separate communications when 
we want to model the true concurrent form of synchronous communication with reply 
but without waiting. So we need two flows in opposite direction to model this. The use 
of two flows clearly indicates the relative independence of both communications. Both 
sender and receiver continue their operations until they change roles for the transmission 
of the reply on the initial request. 

Notice that the text on the flows is very important for the interpretation of the flow. We 
give some guidelines here. A name containing the word give can indicate that a reply 
must follow. Commands can be indicated by using the imperative mood, for exam
ple doSomeAction, calculateSum or moveHandle. Events should express that something 
happened, for example temperatureExceeded. 

Summary 
The single message flow symbol is useful for modelling of: 

• a message with or without data, that does not request a reply; 

• events; 

• commands; 

• a message that requests a separate communication for the reply. This form enables 
concurrent behaviour of sender and receiver between the rendezvous. 

Guidelines for the naming of the flows can improve the clearness of the model. 
The POOSL description consists of a message-send and a message-receive statement 
pair. 
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6.3.6.2 Message with Reply Flow Symbol 

The message with reply flow symbol represents a synchronous message passing with reply, 
which is a two way communication. The flow symbol has two arrowheads (see Figure 
6.5). The end with the arrow heads is at the receiving object. The backwards directed 
second arrowhead represents the reply. This flow symbol simplifies the Message Flow 
Diagrams because it replaces the two single message flows that would be necessary 
otherwise. The semantics of the symbol are restricted to synchronous communication with 
reply and waiting. The message name is denoted on the flow. This message name can be 
followed by a list of parameters, and a list of possible answers (message names) which 
is preceded by a slash symbol. The parameters are data objects which are denoted by 
their class names. Figure 6.5 shows that a message with message-name serviceO!fered can 

8-serviceOffered(ServiceName)/ B . . process 
requ1red,notRequ1red 

Figure 6.5: A Message with Reply Flow 

be sent. The message contains a data-object of class ServiceName. The sender expects 
one of the two possible answers which is either the message required or the message 
not Required. 

The message with reply flow symbol is very convenient to describe a client-server model. 
We need only one flow to connect the client to the server and we can specify the request 
together with the accompanying information and the possible answers. 

Notice that there is a difference with the description of communication with data objects. 
There we use a message-send expression, and do not have a channel. The sort of 
communication seems to be similar: synchronous communication with waiting and 
reply. However there is a very fundamental difference. A message to a data object 
is tightly coupled with the activation of the corresponding behaviour of the object 
(correspondence between message-name and method in the data object) . Recall that 
process objects have a conceptual separation between the readiness to receive a message 
and the possible activation of a method. By doing so the receiver is not forced any more 
to give an immediate answer. The message with reply flow symbol specifies waiting. So 
although this is a powerful primitive for analysis, the consequence is that we must be 
careful when writing the corresponding behaviour. 

The POOSL behaviour description of the message with reply flow needs two message
send and message-receive statement pairs. The designer must be aware of the fact that 
he is responsible for the explicit specification of the waiting of the sender(= client).This 
can easily be realised. The message receive statement for the reply must be the first 
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statement after the message send statement of the message. There may be no statements 
in between, because that would imply parallelism instead of waiting. If there is more 
than one possible answer the behaviour after the send statement must be an or statement 
that contains all possible receive statements (the or statement is explained in Subsection 
6.6.6). This statement can specify a (non-deterministic) choice. 

Again we emphasise the importance of choosing expressive names. Message with reply 
flows often represent a request to a server. In this case the message name must have the 
flavour of a request. The possible answers must also be denoted in the flow text. We 
must abbreviate them in case they are too long. We can for instance skip their parameters. 
The guideline is to place a slash symbol between the message and its possible replies. 
Example: 

giveStatus/notMounted,mounted 

Summary 
The message with reply flow symbol is useful for modelling of: 

• synchronous message passing with reply and waiting; 

• a client-server model with waiting for reply; 

• a double rendezvous in one symbol, provided that waiting is required. 

The POOSL description needs two statement pairs, and the waiting must be specified 
explicitly. The statement pair that specifies the passing of the reply may be constructed 
for multiple answers by using an or statement. 

6.3.6.3 The Continuous Flow Symbol 

A continuous flow symbol represents a time-continuous flow. A continuous flow has a 
value at every instant, within a time interval that the source of the flow is actively 
producing that flow. The symbol has a double arrowhead, see Figure 6.6. The symbol is 
designed to visualise that there is a message (value) immediately after each acceptance 
of a previous message (continuously) . 

A continuous flow is useful to model physical devices such as sensors and actors. By 
using the method of Ward and Mellor (Structured Development for Real-Time Systems 
(WM85]) we experienced that continuous flows are a useful concept. Other methods, 
such as Hatley and Pirbhai [HP88] do not offer this concept. Their notion of continuous 
signals is differently defined as 'signals that may take on one of an arbitrarily large number 
of ordered numeric values.' The notion of time-continuous should not be confused with 
this notion of a continuous function, where the range of values is continuous. A time
continuous flow may transport values from either a discrete set of values or from a 
continuous range of values. Sources such as sensors can give for instance a voltage as 
a time-continuous output. Such an output can be a time-continuous flow. A name of a 
flow must adequately represent the quantity that is measured for instance temperature 
(See Figure 6.6). 
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sensor A temperature process B 

Figure 6.6: A Continuous Flow 

Mapping on Synchronous Message Passing 
Message based communication does not model time-continuous flows straightfor
wardly. A message is a typically time discrete way of communication. When we 
observe a time discrete flow (on a channel) we see no activity on the flow in the time 
intervals between the messages. The moments of activity are the instants that a ren
dezvous (message passing) occurs. However, as stated before we decided to try to 
express the various sorts of communication with the one way synchronous message 
passing primitive. There is a specific behaviour at the side of the producer that we need 
to model the continuous flow with message passing. A normal rendezvous expresses 
the synchronisation of two independent partners that must both be willing to commu
nicate. In the continuous flow case the producer of the flow is specified to be ready 
continuously to do a rendezvous. An initiative of a consumer (e.g. process Bin Figure 
6.6) to do a rendezvous must be granted instantly by the producer (e.g. sensor A in 
Figure 6.6), during the time interval that the flow is produced. 

We specified a continuous flow with the restriction of a time interval where the flow is 
actively produced . Consequently this offers the possibility to model that a continuous 
source is not available outside the interval. It must be possible to switch off a contin
uous source (sending process). In general, we do not want the process, receiving the 
continuous flow, to get blocked because the rendezvous with a disabled continuous source 
cannot be finished. An elegant solution for this problem is to let the sender produce unk 
messages. (Unk is derived from the word unknown.) This solution makes that a receiver 
can always finish the rendezvous. The reception of an unk message enables detection 
that the source is not available. According behaviour can be specified. 

Examples of send statements that can be used to model continuous communication are: 

1. channel!temperature(real) 

2. channel!temperature(runk) 

The most simple POOSL description that produces messages continuously is a loop with 
statement 1 inside. Alternatively statement 2 can be used to send unknown values. In 
practice however a process must be able to handle operations other than the continuously 
sending of a message. The following construct enables to perform other operations while 
continuous communication is modelled as well: 
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(normalCourseOfBehaviour) interrupt channel! temperature( real) 

In this construct (normalCourseOfBehaviour) is a collection of one or more process state
ments that perform some behaviour. This behaviour can be interrupted any time to 
finish a rendezvous with the requester of a temperature( real) message. 

Recall that runk is an example of one of the unknown objects. These are built-in primitive 
objects in POOSL. When a message transports more complex objects, we are ourselves 
responsible for the definition of unknown values. 

Summary 
The continuous flow symbol is useful for the modelling of a continuous stream of 
messages or values. The meaning of the flow is that the producer produces continuously, 
and the consumer can consume at any moment. This means that the producer: 

• sends a message instantly on any initiative for a rendezvous by a consumer of the 
flow; 

• refreshes the message instantly after each rendezvous with a consumer; 

• sends a message containing the instantaneous value of the continuous source at 
the moment of the rendezvous, during the time interval that the flow must be 
produced; 

• sends a message containing an unknown value, during the time interval that the 
flow must not be produced. 

6.3.6.4 Buffered Message Symbol 

The buffered message symbol models asynchronous communication. Asynchronous commu
nication means that a sender can send without knowing whether the receiver is willing 
to receive. This sort of communication is modelled by the introduction of a buffer. 
Therefore the symbol is a flow with a buffer symbol near the arrow head, see Figure 6.7. 
A problem with this communication concept is that the receiver may or may not accept 

Bretrieve(PersonName) dataBaseA 

Figure 6.7: A Buffered Message Flow 

the message within a given time period. The sender, however, can always accomplish 
a rendezvous with the buffer; the buffer always listens. The receiver cannot always 
perform a rendezvous. This depends in the first place on the state of the receiver, but 
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also on the state of the buffer. An empty buffer cannot perform a rendezvous with the 
receiver. 

Buffered communication requires special attention for a situation where a buffer is full. 
We have to decide whether or not we accept loss of information. If there are one or more 
messages in a buffer, we can identify various situations. 

1. The buffer stores an infinite number of messages, and keeps them available for the 
receiver. 

2. The buffer stores a finite number of messages, and keeps them available for the 
receiver. So the buffer may become full. We can discard either: 

a) the new message arriving at the full buffer, or 

b) the oldest message in the buffer. 

3. A special case of a finite buffer is a one place buffer. It has the same discard options 
as in case 2. 

We can specify the sort of buffered communication by adding symbols to a buffer. The 
symbols oo , n, 1 model respectively cases 1,2 and 3, as is shown in Figure 6.8. All sorts can 
be modelled straightforward in POOSL. A buffer object with the appropriate behaviour 
must be defined. We can also specify the possible forms of discard messages graphically. 
Figure 6.9 shows the use of an additional curved arrow to visualise the discarding of 
messages. In case a) a new message arriving at the full buffer will be discarded, and in 
case b) the oldest message in the buffer will be discarded at the arrival of a new message. 
A guideline for modelling the behaviour of buffers is that the buffer should be active 
together with the sender. A buffer can be modelled as a separate process object in the 
POOSL description. We must guarantee that the buffer can always respond to a message 
from the sender, so that the rendezvous is finished always. We recommei;ld to cluster a 
buffer object at the sender side. The receiver may or may not wish to communicate with 
the buffer. 

So far we modelled an asynchronous flow with the premise that the sender can always 
perform its rendezvous. Consequently we needed a discard mechanism when the 
n-place buffer is full. An alternative approach is that the buffer does not finish the 
rendezvous when it is full. Both alternatives can be used as an approximation for an 
infinite buffer. The designer is responsible to make the buffer large enough. In general 
we recommend to define a warning to notify that a buffer is full or that a message has 
been discarded. 

From our modelling experience so far we have the impression that we do not need 
asynchronous communication so often in a specification on system level. We can model 
a lot of situations with asynchronous concurrent process objects that communicate syn
chronously. On the lower levels of abstraction (the extended behaviour modelling) we 
will need asynchronous forms of communication, such as a handshake protocols, more 
often. 
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client >----retrieve(PersonName) 

1. Buffered message flow with infinite buffer 

client >----retrieve(PersonName) __ n_....., dataBaseA 

2. Buffered message flow with finite buffer 

client >----retrieve(PersonName) 

3. Buffered message flow with one place buffer 

Figure 6.8: Various Sorts of Buffered Message Flows 

Summary: 
A buffered message flow symbol represents an asynchronous message passing. The 
sender can always send. A buffer always finishes the rendezvous with the sender. The 
receiver can always read an available message from the buffer. The interpretation of the 
buffered message flow symbol can be refined by adding information about the buffer 
depth and the behaviour when the buffer is full. We recommend to create buffer full 
notification and message discard notification. 

6.3.6.5 Interrupt Message Symbol 

The description of complex real-time reactive systems typically requires an interrupt 
primitive. A hard real-time requirement will often require that the current course of 
behaviour is postponed or ended in order to perform the required behaviour. The 
modelling of an interrupt with the use of synchronous message passing means that the 
receiving object must always be prepared to do the rendezvous for an interrupt message. 
This message can always pass the object's outer shell. The behaviour is constructed 
such that the message interface cannot refuse the message. This notion is visualised 
in the message symbol that breaks through the object's shell. See Figure 6.10. The 
description of the internal behaviour of an object that is specified to receive an interrupt 
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Figure 6.9: Buffered Message Flow with Discard 
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Figure 6.10: An Interrupt Flow 

flow, must realise the continuous readiness to accept an interrupt. Without special 
interrupt language primitives, a behaviour description would become very disordered. 
This is because the modelling of an interrupt then would mean that we had to define 
the alternative behaviour to accept the interrupt for any statement. (Section 9.6 gives an 
elaborate description of this problem) . We solve this problem by offering two language 
primitives: 

• the abort statement; 

• the interrupt statement. 

An interrupt statement specifies that a piece of behaviour can be interrupted at the 
instants between the execution of the process statements, and can be resumed later, so 
that the original behaviour is continued from the place where it was interrupted. 

An abort statement specifies that a piece of behaviour can be stopped at the instants 
between the execution of the process statements, that form this piece of behaviour. 
Alternative behaviour that must be performed after the abort can be specified. 

The graphical symbol does not specify whether an interrupt message flow must be 
interpreted as an abort or as an interrupt. The final decision for an abort or an interrupt 
is made during the creation of the unified POOSL description. It can also be described 
in a scenario description (see also Section 6.5). 
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There is a grain of behaviour where interrupts can take place. At the moment of an 
interrupt request the object will normally be busy with the execution of some process 
statement. Immediately after the execution of the present statement the rendezvous 
for the interrupt message must be performed. The continuation behaviour can be 
a method implementing the required interrupting behaviour, possibly followed by a 
return to the original behaviour. The grain of behaviour where interrupts can take 
place is the atomic process statement. These atomic statements are message-send and 
receive statements, method calls, and data statements. These atomic statements cannot 
be interrupted. Composite process statements can be interrupted between the atoms that 
compose them. The semantics of POOSL (see Chapter 9) define that statements are not 
taken into execution if they cannot be completed. So a message statement is not taken 
into execution until a rendezvous can be performed. This means that there is no risk 
that interrupts are blocked by the waiting for a communication. 

Examples of the use of interrupt and abort statements are: 

(a51; a52; , ···; aSn)abortch?m 

(a51 ; a52; · · ·; aSn) interrupt ch?m 

Their meaning is that message m on channel eh can respectively abort or interrupt the 
behaviour that is specified as the sequence of atomic statements (a51; a52; · · ·; aSn) . 

Notice that we mentioned data statements as one of the possible atomic actions. They 
are considered here because process statements can be data statements also. A data 
statement may be a composite statement. This can mean that a composition of data 
statements, being a data statement itself, cannot be interrupted at the instants between 
the execution of the individual data statements. To model realistic real-time behaviour 
it could be necessary to allow the interrupt of a composite data statement. It appeared 
to be a matter of interpretation of the (data) statement separator';' whether a composite 
data statement can be interrupted or not. This was observed during the development 
of the POOSL compiler. We decided to interpret the statement separator always as a 
process statement separator [Kup96]. 

Summary: 
An interrupt message symbol represents a synchronous message passing that can be 
forced to happen after the current atomic process statement is finished. POOSL offers 
two primitives for the description of the behaviour of an interrupt flow. An interrupt 
specifies that the current behaviour can be resumed, after the interrupt behaviour has 
finished. An abort specifies that the current behaviour is interrupted but cannot be 
resumed. Alternative continuing behaviour can be specified. 

6.3.6.6 Interrupt with Reply Symbol 

During the work on our mailing machine case, the need of an additional symbol ap
peared. This symbol is a combination of an interrupt message flow and a message with 
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reply flow. Like the message on an interrupt message flow this message can always pass 
the object's outer shell. The behaviour at the receiver side must prepare an answer. The 
sender must wait for this answer. This notion is visualised in the message symbol that 
breaks through the object's shell and also shows a reversed reply arrow head, see Figure 
6.11. Like the interrupt message flow, the interrupt with reply flow can be used to model 

reliable 
guard 

emergency/ 
received,notReceived E 

Figure 6.11: An Interrupt with Reply Flow 

two cases: 

• an abort with reply and waiting; 

• an interrupt with reply and waiting. 

An abort statement specifies that a piece of behaviour description can be stopped at 
the instants between the execution of the individual process statements. The behaviour 
specified after the abort statement must produce a reply. Alternative continuing be
haviour can be specified as well. The original behaviour which was interrupted by the 
abort is not resumed. 

An interrupt statement specifies that a piece of behaviour description can be interrupted 
at the instants between the execution of the statements, and can be resumed later, so that 
the original behaviour is continued from the place where it was interrupted. Since the 
production of reply is specified, the interrupt behaviour must produce a reply. 

Summary: 
An interrupt with reply symbol represents a synchronous message passing that can be 
forced to happen after the current atomic process statement is finished. In addition the 
symbol shows that the sender must wait for a reply. POOSL offers two primitives for the 
description of the behaviour of an interrupt flow. An interrupt specifies that the current 
behaviour can be resumed. An abort specifies that the current behaviour is interrupted 
but cannot be resumed. 

6.3.7 Multi-Way Communication 

Multi-way communication means that a message can be received simultaneously by more 
than one receiver, see Figure 6.12. The sender process sends one single message m that 
can be received simultaneously by three processes A, B and C. This implies that we 
need a common channel with the four process objects connected to it. By splitting the 
message flow we visualise that message m sent must be received simultaneously by all 
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process A process B process C 

m m m 

sender 

Figure 6.12: Multi-Way Communication 

receivers . We denoted m three times at the diverging flows. An alternative is to write it 
only once, at the common part of the flow. 

We identify two types of multi-way communication: 

• Broadcast communication. A send operation of a sending object on the broadcast 
channel causes the delivery of the message at all objects that are connected to the 
channel, and that are willing to receive the message. 

• Multicast communication. A generalisation of a broadcast, where messages are 
targeted at a subset of objects connected to the broadcast channel. 

Multicast is a generalisation of broadcast because we can describe broadcast as a multi
cast to all receivers. 

The common notion of multicast is asynchronous; the sender can always send, and 
neither knows who is receiving, nor gets a confirmation about reception. The fact that 
the sender can always send was the main item in the definition of asynchronous flow. 

Synchronous Message Passing Model 
We searched for a possible way to model multicast with synchronous message passing. 
We would like to express the senders behaviour as a single message-send statement. 
However, if the receivers all have a matching message-receive statement we have a 
problem. The execution of the message-send statement in the sender is paired with 
only one matching message-receive statement. So this construction describes a non
deterministic behaviour. Non-deterministically one of the receivers will accomplish the 
rendezvous, while all others cannot finish the communication. So we cannot realise a 
synchronous multi-way communication straightforwardly this way. The construct is 
however interesting for a completely different application. It is useful when we want 
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to send a message to one arbitrary object out of a collection of objects (see Subsection 
6.3.8). 

Delay Model 
The solution for the problem had to wait until the semantics of POOSL was extended 
with a delay primitive [Gei96]. The delay operator can define a stop criterion for multicast 
behaviour. Until a specified period of time is over an arbitrary number of send statements 
can be performed. Hence, during that period of time an arbitrary number of rendezvous 
with the receivers can be performed. 

Weakly Distributed Model 
If the receivers can be known or if the number of receivers can be known, another way to 
construct a multicast is possible. Although this is not a natural multicast we can express 
the behaviour of the sender as a sequence of send statements performing the rendezvous 
with all receivers. The messages can be sent with an explicit use of the identifiers of the 
receivers. In this case the sender must know all these names. 

Willingness 
Our concept of multicast is that receivers that do not want to accept, or that are not ready 
to accept, do not receive the message. A sender can only continue its behaviour, when 
all the message passing with all potential receivers is completed. So we have to make 
sure that receivers that are not ready or are not willing to receive do immediately finish 
the rendezvous and discard the message. We can force objects to do this by defining 
an interrupt message that finishes the rendezvous of the multicast. When the object is 
willing to receive a multicast message on channel eh, the object is ready for the execution 
of a receive statement: 

ch?multicast_message_name 

When the object is not ready or willing to receive, the actual behaviour must be specified 
with an interrupt: 

(51; · · ·; Sn) interrupt ch?multicasLmessage_name 

After the interrupt the behaviour is resumed where it was interrupted. The message 
is discarded. It is simply ignored, because there is no additional behaviour for the 
interrupt. 

A Buffered Model 
Another possible way to model multicast communication comes from the recognition 
that a multicast is rather asynchronous. We can model a buffered message flow to all 
potential receivers, with a one place buffer. Now the sender can finish all the rendezvous 
with all potential receivers without waiting. This model, however, allows a receiver to 
read its buffer after some time. This does not match to the intuitive notion of an 
instantaneous character of a multicast. We would need some real-time primitive again 
to clear the buffer when the receiver does not react immediately. 
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Clocks 
An interesting example of a multicast communication that we will require for hardware 
and for co-design is a clock message. A clock message is a synchronisation message 
to all clocked modules. A clock multicast must enforce synchronisation in the form of 
immediate involuntary reception. Enforcement could make us think about interrupts as 
a mechanism. This mechanism is inappropriate. We want to enforce that the receivers 
themselves take their responsibility to be ready for reception of a clock message. This is 
exactly what synchronous hardware systems demand. Before the clock tick all modules 
must be ready and have stable signals. A violation of this requirement can lead to severe 
problems such as meta-stability. So we always want to verify that this requirement is 

·met. An elegant construct can be achieved by giving the receivers the responsibility to 
send a ready message to the clock. By doing so we can be sure that all receivers are 
ready simultaneously before we send the clock multicast message. We want to verify 
that all receivers are ready in time (to check set-up and hold times) and that all receivers 
receive the clock in time. A timely reception is related to transport time. A variation in 
reception time, called clock skew, must be held within limits. These aspects cannot be 
modelled adequately yet with the proposed forms of behaviour description. 

A dedicated multicast primitive together with a real-time primitive are expected to offer 
a solution. The integration of such primitives in the formal semantics has priority in our 
future research program. 

6.3.8 Communication with Object-Multiples 

A multiple object is a collection of objects from the same class connected to the same 
channels (see Subsection 4.4.4). A multiple represents a collection of equivalent objects. 
These objects have in principle independent states. Communication with a multiple 
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Figure 6.13: Communication with a Multiple Process Object 

looks like a multi-way communication, however, it is not. A message flow to a multiple 
(see Figure 6.13) must be interpreted as a single flow to one of the objects in the collec
tion. So the pair-wise character of the communication flows is respected. When more 
that one object is ready to perform a rendezvous for a message then one object is chosen 
non-deterministically. This is a convenient way to model communication .with collec
tions of identical resources, such as collections of mailboxes and buffers. During the 
development of the model for the case in Chapter 12 we found two ways to communicate 
with multiples. 
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Figure 6.14: Common Channels on Multiples 

The first is non-deterministic acceptance of a message to a multiple by one of the objects 
in the multiple. An object can send a message without a destination-identifier via a 
channel to a multiple. A channel to a multiple is always connected to all objects of 
the multiple (see Figure 6.14). However, only one of the objects in the multiple can 
really do a rendezvous with the sender and thus receive this message. A receiver can 
possibly reply its identifier to the sender. After that the sender knows which particular 
object from the multiple _has received its message. This object becomes a (temporary) 
acquaintance of the sender this way. 

The second way to communicate with multiples is that all free objects from a multiple 
can take initiative themselves to advertise their availability, and thereby send their 
identifiers to an object that may want to use them. Sender and receiver both can know 
each other's identifiers now. This is what will appear to be a fully weakly distributed 
description approach in Subsection 6.4.4. 

6.3.9 Communication Links 

6.3.9.1 Static Links 

The communication between process objects is set up via channels. However the ex
istence of a channel between two process objects does not mean that they will ever 
communicate. An additional condition is that the object interfaces contain correspond
ing messages. To describe whether both conditions are fulfilled for communication we 
define the concept of link. A link defines a conceptual connection between two objects, 
which means that the conditions for communication are fulfilled. However, it is not 
required that communication actually happens. 

For a more precise definition we considered to require that the objects must have the 
adequate behaviour description besides enough matching information in their message 
interface to actually communicate. A message interface specifies which messages can 
be sent or received on which channel. We can base the definition of a link purely on 
the message interface. This offers the possibility to verify quite easily whether a link 
exists or not. If we define a link based on behaviour it is difficult to verify that a link is 
available. Even if there are statements to perform the behaviour we still do not know 
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whether the system actually ever executes them, because this can depend on events from 
the environment of the system. Therefore we choose for a syntactically based definition, 
where we can check the existence of a link statically (at compile-time). 

A static link between two process objects exists when the specifications of the message 
interface of these two objects contain matching information. This means that the objects 
are connected to a common channel and both have at least one message in common for 
that channel. 

Processes with a static link have a so-called corresponding message interface. They can at 
least communicate one message. Notice that if there are more messages in common for a 
channel, then there is still only one link. If there are more channels between two objects, 
any of these channels can offer an additional link. 

The communication between process objects is possible without the use of object names 
(identifiers). A sender can simply send a message to a channel without knowing the 
identifier of the receiving object. We define an object to be autistic4 when this object 
communicates solely without the use of identifiers (names) of its communication part
ners. Autistic communication is message passing without the use of identifiers for the 
determination of sender or receiver (see also Subsection 6.4.4). 

Actual communication means the actual usage of a static link. Communicating process 
objects execute matching message-send statements and message-receive statements. 
These statements can be constructed in various ways. The communication can be 
defined to happen conditionally depending on the name of sender or receiver. There 
are differences between the communication of data objects and of process objects. The 
next paragraphs describes some aspects. 

6.3.9.2 Dynamic Links with Process Objects 

The use of identifiers of objects in the description of communication gives the ability 
to send a message to one specific object from a collection of objects connected to a 
common channel. When an object A has the identifier of another object B, then B is an 
acquaintance of A. Having an identifier of another object can be a necessary condition 
for communication with that object. Identifiers can be passed between objects. So an 
object may become an acquaintance. This opens a way to dynamic linking of objects. 
Local changes of information can influence the communication behaviour in time. 

Direct communication between process objects is not possible without a channel. The 
first intuition about a dynamic link is that it can be created dynamically, starting from 
the absence of a link. However, channels are defined statically. So a dynamic link 
between process objects needs a static link to exist. A dynamic link between a pair of 
process objects is a directed relation that is determined by the fact that one object has 
the other object's identifier for the purpose of communication. Process objects have user 

4Source of term autistic: anonymously communicating (autistic) processes [Weg90]. 
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defined identifiers in contrast to data object identifiers that are not user defined names 
(see Paragraph 6.3.9.3). 

A dynamic link exists when the object that plays the role of receiver is an acquaintance 
of the object that plays the role of sender. The relation enables the possibility to use 
the identifier as destination specification. Having an acquaintance does not prescribe 
to use the identifier of the acquaintance for all communication with this acquaintance. 
A dynamic link does also not prescribe a dynamic usage of the link. If the identifier is 
never passed to another object the property of being dynamic is not exploited. Notice 
that a receiver can also have (or obtain) the name of the sender. This means that there is 
another dynamic link in the opposite direction. 

In Section 4.8 about properties of composites we defined visibility and dependency. 
These concepts are related to the concept of dynamic link. A dynamic link is a sufficient 
condition for visibility. An object that is dependent on another object must have a link to 
it. This link can be static or dynamic. Having a link does not imply dependency. After 
all, having a link does not specify the need for a service. 

6.3.9.3 Dynamic Links with Data Objects 

Data objects cannot have a static link, because they neither have channels nor can they 
execute message-send and message-receive statements. In the previous paragraph we 
discussed dynamic links between process objects. These links are based on identifiers 
that are user defined. In contrast, data objects have dynamic links that are created 
automatically when data objects are created. 

Data objects are instantiated from a class, by the execution of a new statement by another 
object. This other object can be either a process object or a data object. After creation this 
other object has a dynamic link to the new data object. This link is created by using an 
automatically generated identifier that must be stored in a variable. This variable holds 
a reference to the newly created object. This makes the changing of communication 
links with data objects very flexible. After all, references can be passed as easy as values 
between variables. 

A process object has usually a collection of data objects and hides those objects in its 
abstraction boundary. Data objects cannot be shared among process objects. There 
cannot be a dynamic link between two data objects in different process objects. If 
different processes must perform subsequent operations on a data object, this data 
object must be passed. This is why data objects are also called travelling objects (see 
Subsection 4.4.5). The transport of a data object is simulated by the creation of a deep 
copy. So instead of passing a reference to a data object from the sending process to the 
receiving process, a new reference to a new (deep) copy of the data object is created at 
the receiver side. 
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6.3.9.4 Modelling Aspects 

Where data objects are very flexible with their dynamic links, process objects require 
static channels. The rigidity of the channel structure may give the feeling the SHE 
method is not powerful and flexible enough to describe a wide variety of systems, espe
cially software systems. The channel concept is introduced to describe static structures 
that are especially needed in hardware designs. There is however no fundamental 
constraint on our method. Nothing forbids us to make all process objects fully intercon
nected . Even one channel is sufficient to do this. As long as we define enough unique 
message identifiers we can perform the necessary communication. If we do so, the object 
identifiers can be used for full dynamic communication. When all process objects are 
connected to a common channel we create in fact a common address space. In the next 
subsection we show a conditional message-receive statement that enables addressing of 
objects in the common space. So the concept of static channels does not limit the de
scriptive power of the POOSL language. Of course this is a pure theoretical discussion. 
We do not want to recommend to structure a model this way. On the contrary, we expect 
that the use of channels can also structure a software system in a useful way. 

6.3.10 Behaviour Description of Communication 

6.3.10.1 Description of Process Object Communication 

Because process objects can have static links as well as dynamic links, we can identify 
the following situations: 

1. There are precisely two objects connected to a channel. They can communicate: 

a) pair-wise without the use of identifiers (autistically); 

b) pair-wise with the use of identifiers. The sending object must know the 
receivers identifier, and must use it explicitly in the send statement. 

2. There are more than two objects connected to a channel. These objects can com
municate: 

a) pair-wise non-deterministically (without the use of identifiers). Any receiving 
object that accepts the message can finish the rendezvous. 

b) pair-wise with the use of identifiers. The sending object must know the 
receiver's identifier, and use it explicitly in the sen9 statement. 

The communication in cases 1.a) and 2.a) can be performed on static links. Cases 1.b) 
and 2.b) require dynamic links as well. 

The communication between a pair of process objects requires the simultaneous execu
tion of a pair of matching statements: a message-send statement in the sender and a 
message-receive statement in the receiver. There are various POOSL constructs that can 
be used to describe communication. The main difference between the various constructs 
is in the determination of the actual receiver among all potential receivers on a channel. 
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The following list of corresponding statement pairs identifies the receiver of a message 
bya: · 

1. Message name: 

ch!messagename 
ch?messagename 

This pair describes autistic communication. 

2. Message name and a guard: 

ch!messagename 
[ E]ch ?messagename 

The guard expression E must be true for a rendezvous. Notice that the complete 
receive statement including the guard will not be executed if the guard is false. 

3. Message name and receiver identifier: 

ch!messagename(id, · · · ) 
ch?messagename(id, · · · I id = my Id) 

The identifier id is passed as a parameter of the message. The complete receive 
statement will not be executed if the reception condition expression id=myld is 
false, where myld is the identifier of the receiver. 

4. Message name, guard and receiver identifier. 

ch!messagename(id, · · ·) 
[E)ch?messagename(id, · · · I id= myld) 

This is a combination of cases 2 and 3. 

5. Message name and group identifier: 

ch!messagename(groupld, · · · ) 
ch?messagename(groupld, · · · I group!d = myGroupld) 

This construct shows the use of a user defined group identifier. Non
deterministically one object of the members of the group connected to the channel 
will accept the message. 

6. Message name, guard and group identifier: 

ch!messagename(groupld, · · · ) 
[E)ch?messagename(groupld, · · · I groupld = myGroupld) 

This is a combination of case 2 and 5. 
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6.3.10.2 Description of Data Object Communication 

The description of a message to a data object in POOSL does not have the rendezvous 
character like the communication among process objects. The description is limited to 
an expression in the sender. There is no explicit receive statement. The message name is 
immediately coupled to a method that must be executed at the receiver side on reception 
of the message. The reply to the sender is implicitly sent when the method execution 
terminates. A message-send expression is of the form: 

E m(E1, · · ·, E,,) 

Eis an expression that evaluates to a reference to a data object. This data object receives 
message m with parameters E1, · · ·, E,,. The reception of message m causes the execution 
of the corresponding method m in the data object. When the execution is finished the 
result is returned. The semantics are that the initial send expression is replaced by the 
result. For instance: 

means that the result of the message is assigned to variable x. 

6.3.10.3 Summary 

We selected a collection of sorts of communication: 

1. synchronous communication with reply and waiting; 

2. synchronous communication with reply, waiting and time-out; 

3. synchronous communication with reply but without waiting; 

4. synchronous communication without reply; 

5. asynchronous communication without reply; 

6. asynchronous communication with reply (and time-out); 

7. continuous communication; 

8. interrupting communication; 

8. interrupting communication with reply; 

9. broadcast communication; 

10. multicast communication. 

This collection is sufficient to describe a wide variety of systems. Especially the interrupt 
distinguishes our method. POOSL offers an abort as well as an interrupt construct to 
support interrupting communication. This gives abilities for the description of the 
interruption of concurrent (infinite) behaviour, and for modelling hardware interrupt 
mechanisms. 
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We defined a collection of message flow symbols. They can graphically represent com
munication between process objects and clusters in so-called Message Flow Diagrams. 
These symbols are designed to be understood intuitively. 

We showed that all forms of process communication can be formalised by mapping 
them on the one way synchronous message passing primitive of POOSL. We described 
various alternatives to specify the destination of messages between process objects, and 
multiples. We described how channel names and identifiers of process object can be 
used to create static and dynamic links between process objects. 

We described the communication between data objects. They always use a double 
rendezvous to realise synchronous communication with reply and waiting. 

6.4 Distribution 

6.4.1 Introduction 

Distribution is a key issue in present-day research for complex system design. Production 
systems, industrial control systems and automated teller networks, for instance, are very 
often distributed systems. Even many consumer products are distributed systems in
ternally. A distributed computer system has its resources dispersed across independent 
computers (subsystems) connected through a communication network. These resources 
may be programs, pieces of hardware, data resources, peripherals or specific interfaces 
to the environment. Distribution may be logical, physical or both, it may be weak or 
strong, and the subsystems may be statically or dynamically linked. In this section we 
describe the concepts for distributed modelling. 

6.4.2 Distribution and System Design 

The architecture model of a system can define a distribution structure. Physical dis
tribution is often simply prescribed by a real physical topology, e.g. topology of an 
existing infrastructure, or by the physical (geographical) embedding of the system to 
be designed. In these cases structure is a strong requirement that should influence 
the development process as early as possible. This is an important reason to integrate 
system specification with system design. During analysis of a complex system we use 
abstract entities such as objects as the vehicles that enable a dispersion (distribution) of 
the overwhelming amount of details in the problem domain. A method must be able 
to match the two completely different forms of distribution: the conceptual (logical) 
distribution and the implementation-oriented physical distribution. 

A distributed architecture requires a specific sort of decomposition of a system into 
subsystems. This can be specified by defining subsystems with distribution boundaries. 
Any object that is found during continuing analysis must find its place in one of the sub
systems. We must prevent that objects appear to be cut by a distribution boundary. We 
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force to take decisions in an early phase of the analysis process to prevent iterations that 
would definitely occur later otherwise. Most conventional design methods postpone 
the mapping of processes or objects into an architecture structure to an implementation 
phase that follows the specification phase. At that time designers may very well be con
fronted with need to change the structure of the analysis model because it is impossible 
to perform this mapping. 

A complex system may be decomposed into several forms of logical as well as physical 
distribution simultaneously. So there may be various layers of distribution structures, 
and there may be inter-dependencies. Each layer of distribution must be designed at the 
appropriate level of abstraction. In order to gather enough information to take a liable 
design decision for distribution we must have performed some preliminary refinement. 
At a specific level of abstraction, this refinement must be performed to one or two levels 
deeper, than the current level. This preliminary refinement is subsequently changed 
and made consistent with the distribution structure that was decided upon. 

The design of a distribution structure itself is influenced by a lot of issues. Distribution 
can enhance availability, reliability and performance. On the other hand distributed 
architectures produce design cost that is not present in non-distributed (unitary) systems. 
An example of an attempt to find the considerations and critical design issues for a 
class of distributed systems is published by Adler [Adl95) . The following issues are 
mentioned: 

• locating programs and data resources distributed across the network; 

• establishing and maintaining inter-program communication on the network; 

• co-ordinating the execution of distributed applications; 

• synchronising replicated programs or data to maintain a consistent state; 

• detecting and recovering from failures in an orderly and predictable manner; 

• securing resources by limiting remote access to authorised users. 

Another complicating factor is that distributed systems can be quite heterogeneous sys
tems. This means that 'different processor types and different programming languages use 
different representations for the data they manipulate. In distributed systems we see that a 
message is sent from one process, written in one programming language and running on one 
processor type, to another, written in another language and running on another processor type, 
the contents of the message will not be understood unless there has been prior agreement on the 
representation of the data in the message' [Mul93]. 

We do not focus specifically on the design issues of distributed systems. However we 
wanted to show here that distribution is a non-trivial design problem. In the following 
subsections we present definitions, concepts and primitives to describe various aspects 
and sorts of distribution. 
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6.4.3 Physical and Logical Distribution 

Physical distribution is a geographical or spatial distribution of system resources over 
interconnected subsystems. Collaborating processors on a network form such spatial 
distributed structures. 

Logical distribution is the non-physical counterpart of physical distribution. Wegner 
defines logical distribution, as a concept in programming languages, based on notion of 
name space: 'a system of modules is logically distributed if each module has its own separate 
name space' [Weg90] . In an object based approach this logical distribution is offered in 
a natural way by the concept of object itself. The objects are the modules. In this case 
objects are the grain of distribution. Each object has its own name space of acquaintances 
(identifiers). This name space contains the identifiers of the objects that are visible from 
within the object and therefore reachable for direct communication. This space is not 
necessarily static. Identifiers of objects can be communicated, so the name space of an 
object may be changed dynamically. Objects can also communicate indirectly via other 
objects. 

The definition of logical distribution based on name space appears to be too restricted, 
because objects with channels can communicate without knowing each others identifiers. 
Therefore we define logical distribution based on the ability to communicate directly 
with each other. A system is logically distributed if each module (subsystem) has its own 
limited group of modules with which it can communicate directly. Objects can be such 
modules. An object can only communicate with other objects if it knows the identifier 
of these objects or if it has channels to these objects. 

Logical distribution facilitates the autonomy of subsystems, concurrent execution and 
reusability. Autonomously interfacing modules allow the designer to think in terms of 
multiple autonomous (conceptually concurrent) activities. Real physical concurrency is 
not always required and often unnecessary. Physical distribution usually implies logical 
distribution. It is natural to model physical separation using logical separation [Weg90]. 

In the past logically distributed systems were often implemented by shared-memory 
architectures for greater efficiency. Object-based systems are logically distributed but 
were usually implemented on non-distributed computers [Weg90] . Problems arise when 
object-oriented solutions must be implemented on distributed computers. The commu
nication between objects on different computers cannot simply be achieved with the 
same simple mechanism as the communication between objects in one application on 
one computer. We need a stronger notion than logical distribution to describe e.g. 
physical asynchronous concurrency of subsystems implemented on different comput
ers. A method must be able to visualise commlillication channels between the physically 
distributed subsystems and the according communication protocols on those channels. 

Physical distribution appears to be an orthogonal concept. Logical distribution may 
coincide or not with physical distribution. We will use clusters marked as distribution 
boundaries to specify physical distribution. So the meaning of a distribution boundary 
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is that the inside is physically separated from the other system parts. A distribution 
boundary has a constraint-oriented character. It notifies the designer that the behaviour 
and implementation of the system must realise a sort of communication that passes 
physical distribution boundaries. It depends on the realisation technology what the 
consequences are. A complex communication behaviour (a protocol) can be needed 
when we pass a distribution boundary. 

Logical distribution is not denoted as a distribution boundary. We feel that logical 
distribution is a natural intrinsic concept in object-orientation. When we use the term 
distribution it will be context dependent what it means. When we use the term distributed 
system however we refer to a system that is physically distributed. Logical distribution 
is implicitly represented by objects or by clusters of objects. However there are sorts 
of logical distribution that influence the modelling. These are described in the next 
subsections. 

6.4.4 Weak Distribution and Strong Distribution 

6.4.4.1 Weak Distribution 

We have presented a redefinition of the notion of logical distribution based on communi
cation between modules in the previous subsection. Analogously the concepts of weak 
distribution and strong distribution can be redefined. [Weg90] defines them as' A system 
is weakly distributed if its modules know the names of other modules. It is strongly distributed 
if its modules cannot directly name other modules. ' 'Traditional object-oriented languages are 
weakly distributed. ' 'Objects can know names of other objects and send messages to these known 
objects. The weak distribution reflects that implementation is usually in a shared-memory ar
chitecture' [Weg90]. As stated before we try to avoid sharing. We redefine the concepts 
with the emphasis on communication instead of on knowing each other. 

A (sub )system is weakly distributed if its modules can communicate using object identifiers 
to determine the receiver of every message. We call this form of communication weakly 
distributed communication. Identifiers form the name space of the sending objects. So 
communication based on the use of dynamic links (see Subsection 6.3.9) is typical for 
weakly distributed systems. The idea of name space is further clarified with Figure 6.15. 
An object B is an acquaintance of object A, if A has the identifier of object B. In other 
words: A knows the name (identifier) of object B, or A has a dynamic link with B. We 
say that the identifier of B belongs to the name space of object A. the identifier of B must 
be unique within this name space. Notice that object A can be constructed such that the 
identifier of B is passed to another object such as C. This extends the name space of C 
with the identifier of B. This enables a communication provided that the new dynamic 
link is supported by a static link. K and L are in a separate name space. These objects 
do not have a dynamic link to A, B or C. 
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Figure 6.15: Separate Name Spaces 

6.4.4.2 Strong Distribution 

The notion of strong distribution is redefined based on the channel mechanism: A 
system is strongly distributed if its modules (subsystems) communicate autistically5 or 
strongly distributed via static links. Figure 6.16 shows a distributed system. Distribution 
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Figure 6.16: Strongly Distributed Communication 

boundaries cluster two subsystems X and Y . Both X and Y are so-called modules of 
distribution. Recall that distribution boundaries denote physical distribution. This does 
not prescribe a strongly distributed communication form. However a separation of 
name spaces can be advantageous. It is a separate design decision to define the clusters 
to be strongly distributed. Abstraction boundaries are used to denote this. See the HIDE' 
annotation in Figure 6.16. Notice that objects A and Bin subsystem X can have dynamic 

5 Recall that an autistic process object communicates solely without the use of identifiers of other objects, 
autistic communication is communication on a channel without the use of identifiers of the participants. 
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links to each other. They are in the same name space. Objects in X cannot know objects 
in Y and vice versa. As a result they cannot collaborate using identifiers of objects from 
the other name space. 

Wegner (Weg90] describes an approach that differs from our approach . A module in 
a strongly distributed system knows only the names of its own communication ports. 
'The names of modules with which it communicates, are stored as data in its own communication 
ports, and may be vieiued as pointers to ports of other modules that cannot be dereferenced to 
determine the name of non-local ports' . 

We offer channels that connect objects. Channels can enable communication purely by 
their existence. A static link is enough to communicate with an unknown process object. 
It is enough that an object knows what services can be provided by what message to the 
objects on the other side of the channel. It is not necessary to know who offers them. 
Figure 6.16 shows objects that know each other within a distribution boundary. The 
channel forms a connection surpassing the distribution boundaries. B in module X can 
communicate with A in module Y over the channel solely by message passing without 
using object identifiers. Notice that we even used the same identifiers A and Bin both X 
and Y. This is allowed since the name spaces are separated by distribution boundaries. 

6.4.4.3 Relation with other Concepts 

It is interesting to relate weak and strong distribution to the concepts of physical dis
tribution, clusters, abstraction and aggregate. Physical distribution is an orthogonal 
concept. Physical distribution specifies an independence between modules. Strong 
distribution adds another notion of independence. Depending on the implementation 
technology a strongly distributed approach may be suitable to realise an adequate model 
for a physically distributed system. In practice awareness about these aspects helps in 
selecting the proper commtu\ication constructs. 

We can impose a restriction on the knowledge (name space) of a group of objects when 
we cluster them into an aggregate. Recall that an aggregate is a composite whose 
commtu\ication with the outside is performed by one representative aggregate object. So 
the objects, that are outside the cluster do not know the identifiers of the part objects. This 
does however not make the cluster a part of a strongly distributed structure. The cluster 
can still communicate with the use of object identifiers. Strong distribution requires that 
the cluster communicates autistically. 

An aggregate is an abstraction boundary which specifies hiding. A cluster that is not 
an aggregate does not serve as an abstraction botu\dary. A cluster then represents the 
weakest form of clustering of objects in terms of a so-called domain boundary. This is 
independent of the decision to make the cluster strongly distributed from the rest of the 
system. 

The concepts of weak distribution and strong distribution appeared to be related to the 
concepts of static links and dynamic links. Strongly distributed communication uses 
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static links and excludes the use of dynamic links. Weakly distributed communication 
uses dynamic links and excludes the use of autistic communication. In practice an object 
can use a mixed form of communication. In such a case individual communications can 
be characterised to be in a strongly distributed fashion or weakly distributed fashion. 

6.4.5 Static and Dynamic Linking 

The concepts of physical and logical distribution as well as the concepts of weak and 
strong distribution do not specify whether the number of links of a process is static 
or dynamic. In general, the design of hardware, software and mixed systems requires 
attention for dynamic and static connectivity. 

A process object is statically linked if it has a fixed collection of communication partners. 

A process is dynamically linked if it has a dynamic collection of communication partners. 
A dynamically linked process has static links available for all potential communication 
partners. In addition however, the concept of dynamic linking specifies that dynamic 
links are available and are dynamically used. This means that an object has a flexible 
number of identifiers of the communication partners. When we relate weak and strong 

Statically Linked Dynamically Linked 
Weakly Distributed fixed set of dynamic links variable set of dynamic links 

Strongly Distributed autistic communication (not applicable) 

Table 6.1: Distributed Communication Fashions 

distribution to static and dynamic linking we observe various types of collaboration (see 
Table 6.1). Process objects are always statically interconnected via channels and their 
message interfaces are also statically determined in the class descriptions. So for all 
cases there is a fixed set of static links. A weakly distributed process can in principle 
obtain or transfer identifiers of communication partners (process objects) so that it can 
have a variable set of dynamic links. Such a process is dynamically linked. If its set 
of dynamic links is constrained to be fixed the process is statically linked. A strongly 
distributed module (subsystem) always communicates autistically. Dynamic linking is 
then not applicable. 

So the meaning of static linking appears to be context dependent: 

• Static linking implies a fixed set of identifiers in a weakly distributed case. 

• Static linking implies the connection by static channels in a strongly distributed 
case. 

So there are several definitions of forms of distribution. These forms are not always 
directly visible in a model. Most complex systems will contain a mix of various forms 
on various hierarchical levels. Physical distribution can be shown explicitly by a distri
bution boundary. However, weak and strong distribution are not shown as distribution 
boundaries. They are forms of logical distribution. These concepts can be used to reason 
about the constructs to be used in the behaviour description of (a part of) the system. 
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6.4.6 Distribution, Concurrency and Synchronisation 

A distributed system can be characterised by the sort of concurrency of its subsystems 
and its accompanying way of synchronisation and communication. Concurrency can 
be synchronous or asynchronous. Communication can be synchronous or asynchronous 
as well. However, mark that both notions of synchrony have a completely different 
meaning, and the same holds for the notion of asynchrony. 

We chose for asynchronous concurrency together with synchronous communication and 
synchronisation. Asynchronous concurrency fits naturally to asynchronously physically 
distributed systems. A synchronous communication primitive can express the commu
nication between subsystems on an abstract level very elegantly. It abstracts from the 
underlying implementation which may very well use an asynchronous handshake for 
instance. The synchronous primitive can be used to express asynchronous communica
tion as well, see also Subsection 6.3.4. 

6.4.6.1 Asynchronous Physically Distributed Systems 

In general, an asynchronous system has a strong form of physical distribution. We call 
it a strong form of distribution because asynchrony makes modules independent. An 
asynchronous distributed system has the following properties. There are no bounds on 
the relative speeds of the modules and there are no bounds on message delays. Notice 
that the characterisation of a system cannot be done from a hardware point of view only, 
where synchrony has the specific meaning of to be driven by a global clock. The modules 
themselves may be synchronous internally, and the distributed system may even be 
synchronised on one clock. In this case the relative speed of processors and message 
delays over network links will be bound. On top of this hardware, layers of software 
may multiplex physical resources. They realise abstractions such as processes and 
(reliable) communication channels. In this case the system may better be characterised 
as asynchronous [BM93) . 

6.4.6.2 Synchronous Physically Distributed Systems 

A synchronous system has a weak form of physical distribution. It has the following 
properties. The relative speed of the modules is kept within strict bounds. Bounds on 
message delays must be realised. An example of such a system is a hardware realisation 
in the form of collaborating digital ASICs6 or PLDs7 with a common clock. 

6.4.7 Distribution and Sharing 

6.4.7.1 Code Sharing 

Instances of the same class share the behaviour description of that class. This is so
called specification sharing, and differs from implementation sharing which focuses on 
sharing of code. In distributed systems the behaviour of instances from the same class 

6 Application Specific Integrated Circuit. 
7 Programmable Logic Device. 
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can be specified once for that class even if the instances are scattered over distributed 
subsystems. The price for the relative independence and autonomy of a distributed 
subsystem is that sharing of code becomes expensive and inefficient. So, although from 
a specification point of view the behaviour of a collection of objects can be specified in 
one single class, this may not be feasible in a distributed implementation. Distribution 
considerations can force to make identical but separate classes for each module, because 
this is the only way to share the code of classes efficiently. 

6.4.7.2 Inheritance 

We consider inheritance as an implementation of a strategy to enable sharing of code. 
Inheritance is in fact a completely orthogonal concept for object-based methods. Inheri
tance is a problem in physically distributed systems. Instead of being a mechanism that 
realises sharing reasonable efficiently, it will become an inefficient mechanism that must 
collect shared information from remote places via a communication channel. A com
munication protocol on the channel may cause substantial overhead. Zondag [Zon90] 
refers to [Her90] where properties that make that inheritance conflicts with distribution 
are described. A treatment of this subject is beyond the scope of this thesis. 

6.4.7.3 Travelling Objects 

The concept of travelling objects that has been introduced in Subsection 4.4.5 has conse
quences in physically distributed systems. Where logically distributed systems consist 
of objects that can reach each other efficiently, this is more difficult for physically dis
tributed systems. Travelling objects typically represent items that must be transformed 
at different places in the system. It is efficient when they can communicate as directly as 
possible with the objects that collaborate to perform the required transformations. How
ever these collaborating objects may be dispersed over the distributed system. In this 
case they would like to share the object to be transformed. Travelling objects can be used 
typically to move objects in a distributed system from one subsystem to another. This 
solves the problem of inefficient communication over distribution boundaries. Notice 
however that the classes needed to create deep copies need to be locally available. 

6.4.7.4 Summary 

Various concepts that characterise distributed systems have been defined such that they 
support our method. The concepts of physical and logical distribution support system 
structure design. Clusters are used to denote modules of distribution. Physical dis
tribution is specified by distribution boundaries on clusters. To what extent a system 
is distributed depends on the sort of links between entities. Distribution is related to 
commtmication, and more specific to name spaces of process object identifiers, and the 
use of channels. Weakly distributed modules communicate using object identifiers to 
determine the receiver of every messages. In contrast, strongly distributed modules 
communicate autistically via static links. Channels, message names and process ob
ject identifiers are used to specify either static or dynamic links between collaborating 
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entities. This subsection showed that considered use of these concepts is necessary to 
specify a distribution structure. 

6.5 Scenarios 

6.5.1 Scenario Concept 

A scenario describes the order of a coherent set of actions. A scenario defines and 
describes the responses elicited by communication with one or more objects outside the 
{sub )system under analysis. Scenarios are used to describe parts of behaviour that is too 
complex to be described as a whole. 

Scenarios provide two ways to master complex behaviour. They enable a divide and 
conquer strategy and are a means to distinguish views on the system. Examples of such 
scenarios are an initialisation scenario, a configuration scenario, a normal operation 
mode scenario and a shut down scenario. Scenarios can be used also to visualise an 
abstraction that fits to the user point of view. 

Scenarios that represent a view of a discipline are useful because they enable showing 
the right abstraction of behaviour to an expert in the discipline. This enables reviewing 
of a model in an efficient way. Examples are a tesl scenario, a maintenance scenario, a 
repair scenario and a safety scenario. 

We visualise a scenario by drawing appropriate communication flows into a dedicated 
Message Flow Diagram. These flows are the stimuli and responses of the processes that 
participate in a specific scenario. In general, only a part of the processes of a model 
participates in a particular scenario. Process objects that are superfluous for a particular 
scenario must be hidden to prevent cluttering the scenario. In current practice we use 
a graphical drawing tool that offers a concept of layers. Layers as well as objects can 
be set to be active or visible. Colouring the layers gives additional discrimination that 
helps during the develop'ment of scenarios. Tools to be developed for SHE must at 
least have such a layer feature. In addition they must preserve layers over hierarchy 
boundaries. Figure 6.17 through Figure 6.19 show three scenarios for a part of a feeder 
model of a mailing machine. Notice that there are differences as well as similarities in 
objects and flows in the scenarios. All the flows, objects, and clusters found during the 
modelling process must be assembled to be able to describe the POOSL object classes. 
The assembled information of all scenarios is shown in a single diagram in Figure 6.20. 
This diagram represents a so-called scenario assembly. Notice that we visualise instances 
and not classes. Only by making a pile of all instances of a certain class we can get an 
overview of all flows (and channels) that we need to describe the class message interface 
in POOSL. 

In addition to the graphical representation we describe scenarios in a narrative way. 
Such a narrative description is called a scenario narrative. A scenario narrative is a text 
that describes the causal relations between: 
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Scenario narratives describe the order in which things happen. Objects notify events by 
the reception of messages. Messages lead to operations in objects, and operations lead 
to messages again. Notice that a Message Flow Diagram for a scenario does not show 
the order of events. A flow diagram is created by a designer by playing scenarios in his 
mind. Scenario narratives put these thoughts into a readable form. 

The style of a scenario narrative depends on the complexity of the problem and the size 
and skills of the design team. It also depends on the need to let various experts study 
the specification independently of the model designers. The text can describe the order 
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readyToAccepl(Pl) -

accept(Pl) -------> 

in which events and responses are expected to happen. This information is very useful 
for later development of POOSL descriptions. 

6.5.2 Scenarios in other Methods 

Scenario is a concept that is found in methods such as OMT [R+9J], OOSE CT+92], Fusion 
[C+94], and ROOM [SGW94]. Our concept of scenario is defined and applied broader 
than in other methods. Most authors present scenarios as a tool on context level, and 
emphasise modelling of the user interface. In contrast, we emphasise the use of scenarios 
on all levels of abstraction and as a tool to grasp multidisciplinary views. In spite of the 
differences, various authors give very useful and clarifying observations. 

Selic et al. [SGW94) define an (action) scenario as' a series of causally chained events typically 
spanning multiple tasks in a system that represent some meaningful high-level operation.' 

Rumbaugh et al. [R+91] define a scenario as 'a sequence of events that occurs during one 
particular execution of a system. The scope of a scenario can vary; it may include all events 
in the system, or it may include only those events impinging on or generated by certain objects 
in the system. A scenario can be the historical record of executing a system or a thought 
experiment of executing a proposed system.' Sequences of events are visualised in so-called 
event trace diagrams. Events in OMT are a concept that is not the same as messages. 
Events are grouped into classes. We only group objects and clusters into classes. A 
major difference between our approach and OMT is that we emphasise an instance
oriented approach whereas OMT uses a class-oriented approach. Our scenarios are 
visualised with flows between instances. The class approach in OMT leads to artificial 
and confusing definitions of the concept of module and of view. We cite the definition. 
A module is 'a logical grouping construct, grouping classes, associations, and generalisations. 
A module captures one perspective or view of a situation. For example, electrical, plumbing and 
ventilation modules are different views of a building. An object model consists of one or more 
modules. Modules partition the model as an intermediate unit of packaging. Class names and 
associations must be unique within a module. The same class may be referenced in different 
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modules. This is a binding mechanism for binding modules together. (There should be fewer 
links between modules (external bindings) than within modules (internal bindings)).' [R+91]. 
This class-oriented approach is not very appropriate for hardware/software systems. 
We define modules as architectural blocks, which are instances bound in an architecture 
structure or topology. We relate views directly to scenarios, in contrast to a grouping of 
classes. 

More appropriate and more often referred to is Jacobson's U+92] approach to scenarios 
which he entitles as use cases in OOSE. Jacobson entitles terminators as actors, and 
defines a user as' an actual person who uses the system. An actor represents a certain role that 
a user can play.' Actors are regarded as a class and users as instances of this class. 'These 
instances exist only when the user does something to the system. The same person can thus 
appear as instances of several different actors' U+92]. This concept of user is very interesting, 
because it emphasises the completely different roles that persons can play. 

Before we elaborate on use cases we have to make some remarks about names and 
definitions. In OOSE we find examples of undesirable redefinitions of common notions, 
in this case user and actor. In our point of view a user is a person that is using a system 
which was designed for his needs. So for instance a maintenance engineer, or a test 
engineer is not a user. An operator is a person that has a monitoring and control task 
which is performed by interaction with a system. Users, operators and engineers are 
examples of persons that play different roles. The same person may possibly play various 
roles at different times. We recommend to distinguish between the various types of users 
as separate objects or terminators and name them according to their precise role. We 
define an actor as an object or terminator that models a device that transforms a message 
to a (physical) effect for the environment of a (sub )system. This is the common notion, 
which is often mentioned in connection with sensors. Sensors and actors are respectively 
input and output devices of a system. We think that it is extremely important to let the 
meanings of concepts coincide with the meaning in common spoken language as good 
as possible. After all, specification is all about communication between people. 

Based on his view of user, Jacobson defines a use case as follows. 'An instance of an actor 
carries out a number of different operations on the system. When a user uses the system, she or 
he will perform a behaviourally related sequence of transactions in a dialogue with the system. 
We call such a special sequence a use case. Each use case is a specific way of using the system and 
every execution of the use case may be viewed as an instance of the use case. A basic course is the 
most important course of events, alternative courses are variants on the basic course. Extensions 
relate use cases. They specify how use case descriptions may be inserted into others' U+92] . 
Jacobson describes the use of use cases throughout the system development process and 
describes very useful heuristics and guidelines that go together with our scenarios very 
well. 

The main difference between use cases and our scenarios is that use cases are rather 
human-interface-oriented and context-level-oriented. A context level is the very abstract 
specification level, where the system is considered as a whole. Use cases are narrative 
behaviour descriptions. So the system behaviour is described on context level as a 
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collection of texts. During the following analysis and design phases verification of results 
towards these informal texts must be executed. Notice that our scenario approach works 
rather different. We recommend to identify the necessary players and other objects in the 
system as soon as possible. These objects interact via a structure of message flows. This 
visualises who needs who. The behaviour of complex systems cannot be defined on the 
context level. Therefore we need scenarios on various specification levels and as various 
views as a means to discover the complete required behaviour. A top down approach 
makes it very difficult to make a complex system specification complete. Unfortunately 
Jacobson's use case approach has the style of top down analysis. 

The interesting point in the use case approach is that it looks at several roles that users 
can play at different times, and the various forms of behaviour a system can perform 
from the point of view of a specific user. We can generalise this approach towards 
collaborating instances inside or outside the system. A collaborating instance is also a 
kind of user, with specific use cases. This is typically what scenarios can describe. 

OOSE develops a design and implementation model after a requirements model and an analysis 
model. Use cases can be mapped onto interaction diagrams in the design modelling 
phase. Interaction diagrams are graphical representations that show the interactions 
between objects and the system environment with respect to time. This is a useful 
approach which is also commonly accepted for the design of communication systems. 
We consider to implement this form of representation in our method (see future research, 
Chapter 13). 

Coleman et al. [C+94] define a scenario in the Fusion method as 'a sequence of events 
between agents and the system that is carried out for some purpose. Scenarios are represented on 
time-line diagrams.' The Fusion approach starts with the creation of an object model and 
the development of an interface model. Scenarios visualised as time-line diagrams play 
a very limited role for user interface modelling on context level. They are formalised at 
high level into a life-cycle model and an operational model, which define respectively 
controllers as regular expressions and operations by preconditions and postconditions. 
The concept of scenario is used in relation with object interaction graphs that are used 
in the design phase. This method is designed for analysis and design of relatively 
small systems. Time-line diagrams are an interesting possible addition to our scenario 
narratives. 

6.5.3 Developing Scenarios 

Scenarios must play a leading role in the design of complex reactive systems. The amount 
of interactions can be overwhelming in a complex system. The combination of the use 
of the concepts of hierarchical clustering, views, instance-oriented diagramming and 
scenarios, enable the necessary abstraction to conquer complexity. The key issue is that 
we design a model (which becomes the specification of a system) by playing scenarios. It 
is our way to find process objects, communication flows, the type of flows, clusters, data 
objects that are transported, etcetera. We play behaviour games as mental processes or 
trains of thought. Scenarios are the representations used for reasoning about behaviour, 
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ordering of events and possible reactions of collaborating objects. Evaluation of such 
reasoning must be done in small teams. The main goal is constant validation whether 
the requirements of users and various experts are interpreted and grasped correctly. By 
using various scenarios for various views, we can introduce in a natural way design 
for testability, design for maintenance, design for reuse, etcetera. We can and must pay 
attention to possible faults and safety improving behaviour. Few designers recognise 
that multidisciplinary views can lead quite straightforwardly to concrete requirements 
for additional functionality. Discipline-oriented scenarios 'force' designers to discover 
additional functionality. 

We propose to make a list of scenarios, derived from views that are the most relevant for 
the system. Choices must be made to minimise the communication time among people. 
Too many scenarios are harmful for the overview of the specification. There is never 
enough time to let everyone talk to everyone, which is in fact necessary for concurrent 
multidisciplinary design. Too many plenary discussion sessions are also time wasting in 
practice. One should pay attention to risks and vital requirements and play purposefully 
with a limited set of selected scenarios. 

Besides the view approach, scenarios support a divide and conquer strategy for complex 
systems. Complexity requires controlled hiding and abstraction. A system model will 
therefore be structured hierarchically. In general it is possible to recognise various rather 
independent groups of collaborating processes per level as well as on various different 
levels. These strongly connected groups can be studied in separate scenarios. Groups can 
be recognised and must be visualised as groups. Heuristics for grouping of processes 
are based on looking for minimal interfaces between groups and maximal connectivity 
inside groups. Further groups can be found by looking at terminator related grouping, 
mode related grouping and response related grouping. 

Scenarios are very useful to study conceptual solutions, and can support a strive for 
generic and reusable solutions. They can be used to present abstractions that support 
and highlight a modular system approach. They solve the problem of the inability 
to be complete at once. Relatively small preliminary models enable us to verify our 
understanding of the problem domain, or check the appropriateness of a conceptual 
solution. Models can be kept quite abstract initially by omission of the specification of 
data, and by showing merely that communication is needed. 

What appears to be very important in playing scenarios is to determine the role that 
objects must play. During these plays we are constantly faced with the necessity to 
take decisions about who takes initiative for a communication, about who is server and 
who is client, about waiting for an answer or not, about who is the boss, etcetera. 
Various heuristics enable managing complexity such as creation of minimal interfaces, 
separation of data-path and controller, determination of various working modes, and 
creation of hierarchies of control. The object-oriented approach enables working from 
a mental model where we identify ourselves with a specific object and wonder what we 
can and must do in response to our environment, what we need from who, in what 
order we have to do what and when we do or do not want to accept a message. The 
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selection of the appropriate communication primitives helps us constantly in refining all 
these aspects of behaviour. When we discover, for instance, an object that we can 
use at various places we can design it as reusable as possible. ·This depends on the 
message interface and the forms of communication that we use. A generic object may 
offer its services without knowing beforehand, who the client will be. So the various 
objects and communications are designed according to the needs we discover during 
modelling. There are a lot of styles depending on grades of autonomy, independence and 
reusability. These considerations show again why we do not believe in class-oriented 
modelling approaches for design of complex reactive systems. 

6.5.3.1 Summary 

In this section we described how the concept of scenarios is used to conquer complexity 
and to integrate a multidisciplinary appi:oach into our method. This is a powerful 
approach that extends the interpretations incorporated in other method.s. The use of 
scenarios can decrease system development time. A considered set of scenarios offers 
adequate abstractions that highly improve the efficiency of the communication with 
various experts. 

6.6 Dynamic Behaviour 

6.6.1 Introduction 

Collaborating process objects can perform very complex behaviour, based on complex 
communication patterns, dynamic links and parallel operations. Communications can 
have various forms such as synchronous, asynchronous, and continuous. Behaviour can 
be finite in time, aborted or interrupted. Data objects can be created dynamically, and 
they are linked dynamically. In this section we describe the definition of the behaviour 
of data classes, object classes, cluster classes and systems. 

Objects and clusters collaborate via static channel structures and together form a system. 
Data objects perform their tasks in a dynamically created structure, and may travel 
between processes as travelling objects. There is a wide variety of styles of behaviour 
description. Which style is appropriate depends on the sort of collaboration and the 
requirements imposed by structures such as a distribution structure. In this section we: 

• assemble concepts already described; 

• introduce a more detailed meaning of concepts, such as state and method; 

• describe the available statements for behaviour description; 

• present the specific conceptual choices that enable behaviour description of com
plex reactive hardware/software systems. 

We start with an overview of related aspects in various methods before we describe our 
approach in detail. 
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6.6.2 Object-Orientation and Modelling Dynamic Behaviour 

Events in the environment usually initiate the dynamic behaviour of a system. Be
haviour is performed by interactions of objects. They internally take decisions about 
what communication and what actions are to be performed in what order. The exchange 
of messages can happen in various ways: synchronous, asynchronous, continuous and 
interrupt-driven. What happens on what event depends on the system's history. In 
many methods the control of sequences of actions can be described by the formalism of 
finite state machines (FSMs). The traditional FSM formalism does not offer a commu
nication concept for communication between independent FSMs. Therefore there have 
been attempts to extend the traditional FSM formalism . 

Extended FSMs 
Statemate [H+9Q] is an accepted method for the modelling of complex reactive systems 
based on extended FSMs. Many concepts in Statemate resemble (real-time) structured 
analysis and structured design methods such as [WM85, HP88]. These methods typically 
unify data flow models and state machine models. Both [WM85] and [HP88] use 
conventional finite state machines and do not offer appropriate machine interaction 
primitives. 

Conventional state diagrams are inappropriate for complex behaviour descriptions since 
they suffer from being flat and unstructured, are inherently sequential in nature and 
give rise to an exponential growth in the number of states [H+9Q]. These problems are 
relieved in Statemate by incorporating the Statecharts formalism [Har87]. Statecharts 
extend conventional machines by offering and/ or decomposition of states and broadcast 
communication. Statemate is an example of a method and a tool that has a solU1d formal 
foundation. 

Unfortunately the Statecharts formalism cannot be used straightforward for an object
oriented approach. The grain of modularisation in Statemate is the activity which is 
similar to the concept of process or transformation in [WM85] and [HP88]. These 
concepts are based on a functional approach where data is visualised in stores and 
data transformations in activities. This differs fundamentally from the encapsulation 
concept in the object-oriented paradigm. State machines communicate by data-less 
broadcast signals, by using shared variables and by monitoring each other's states. 
This is in conflict with encapsulation (see also Paragraph 6.3.3.4). The only way that 
objects should monitor each others state is by explicit exchange of messages. Objects are 
relatively loosely coupled encapsulating autonomous entities in contrast to Statemate's 
activities that are tightly coupled entities that share data stores. 

A premise for a method for distributed systems is that the speed of computation of the 
offered modules is independent. We achieved this by offering asynchronous concur
rency. In contrast, Statecharts is based on the synchrony hypothesis [BG85]. This means 
that all concurrent entities in a system must proceed in lock-step mode (see Paragraph 
6.2.2.6). For hardware designs this is often acceptable in case the system is synchronised 
by a single clock. The model is however not natural for software concurrency, since 
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processes in software are in general mutually asynchronous. 

Currently accepted object-oriented methods [CY91a, CY91b, J+92, Boo91, SM88] model 
dynamic behaviour with the use of conventional state machine models that are similar 
to the older structured analysis and structured design techniques [WM85, HP88]. 

OMT [R+9I] is explicitly based on Statecharts [Har87] . However, the designers of 
OMT seem to have neglected the incompatibility of object-orientation and Statecharts. 
In OMT dynamic behaviour is modelled by assigning a state diagram to each object 
class. Although this seems to offer modularity and encapsulation, it permits objects to 
communicate by direct monitoring of each other states, thereby violating encapsulation. 
That this monitoring is allowed is confirmed by the following citation [R+9I]: 'Guarded 
transitions for one object can depend on another object that is in a given state.' OMT does 
not offer any decent primitive for inter-machine communication [HC91] and hence the 
support for concurrency is doubtful. 

Alternative approaches 
After having observed the above problems we set the goal to find a way of dynamic 
modelling that blends with object-orientation. There are various interesting approaches 
for the modelling of dynamic behaviour. The methods we studied are LOTOS [Tur93, 
Pir92, Mor94], SOL [Tur93, BH93], Estelle [Tur93, o+89] and ROOM [SGW94]. We only 
mention some aspects briefly, since most aspects have been described already at other 
places in this thesis. 

The above methods use autonomous, independent, encapsulated concurrent entities 
that are connected in a static topology of channels. They communicate using well
defined interaction primitives. Communication in SOL, Estelle and ROOM is buffered 
asynchronously. A sender can always send a message without knowing the readiness of 
the receiver. Messages are either buffered or discarded. Buffered asynchronous message 
passing is certainly a valid alternative for synchronous message passing. Recall however 
that asynchronous message passing can be expressed with a synchronous primitive. 
Expressing synchronous communication with an asynchronous primitive is a lot more 
complex. 

Comparison with our approach 
Our process objects use synchronous message passing for the specification of reactive 
hardware/software systems, because of the efficient abstract modelling power. The 
dynamic interaction but especially the synchronisation of the independent system com
ponents is modelled very elegantly with synchronous message passing. Synchronous 
interaction is also offered in LOTOS by a basic primitive for undirected (multi-way) 
action synchronisation. This primitive can be used to express directed message passing 
[Mor94], but in a less natural way. 

The behaviour of our process objects can be aborted or interrupted. The LOTOS language 
supports an abort, but not an interrupt construct. ROOM supports both aborts and 
interrupts. SOL and Estelle do not have interrupt facilities. The grain of concurrency in 
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ROOM, SOL and Estelle is at the level of process objects. LOTOS supports concurrent 
processes. LOTOS processes are pieces of behaviour, but they are not objects that perform 
this behaviour. Nevertheless, objects can be modelled by processes. This is exploited in 
the ROOA method [Mor94]. 

We offer data objects that can model data appropriately. Except for ROOM, none of the 
methods supports data objects. LOTOS and SOL use abstract data types and Estelle uses 
Pascal types for the modelling of data. Abstract data type descriptions are elegant from 
a mathematical point of view, but are difficult to comprehend for non-experts. Pascal is 
a procedural language and has no sufficient support for data modularisation. 

SHE and POOSL offer adequate concepts for the description of complex dynamic be
haviour of distributed systems. We incorporate the design of structure using encapsulat
ing entities, with communication forms that respect encapsulation. The next subsections 
describe various aspects of the modelling of dynamic behaviour. 

6.6.3 State 

In this subsection we describe a number of interpretations of concepts of state and their 
use in our method. Our method can describe very complex parallel systems with an 
infinite state space. For this we do not use the traditional finite state machine modelling 
that is incorporated in most methods. The concept of state is however very important 
for reasoning about behaviour. Especially named states can be of great help for analysis, 
behaviour description, simulation, test and maintenance of a system. 

6.6.3.1 Behaviour State 

A behaviour state of a system can be determined and named if the behaviour of a system 
can be partitioned. The state depends on which pieces of behaviour are active (concur
rently). Partitioning determines the size of the grain of behaviour. If a partitioning can 
be performed hierarchically behaviour states can be decomposed into finer behaviour 
states. In this way one can create various levels of complexity of behaviour states, from 
global working modes to detailed execution steps. 

Performing a behaviour state is modelled by the execution of the statements that specify 
a corresponding piece of behaviour. A state takes a time period in which the statements 
belonging to this state are performed. The finest grain of behaviour in a specification is 
the atomic statement. An atomic statement contrasts a compound statement, which is 
composed of atomic and/or compound statements. Although the notion of state may 
seem to be a simple concept it is not. Therefore we elaborate on various aspects and 
interpretations of state. 

We must interpret our definition of behaviour state for complete systems modelled as 
collaborating objects. A system can consist of numerous objects, each performing some 
form of behaviour. Process objects have asynchronous concurrency. Such a collection 
of collaborating concurrent objects gives an unmanageable number of system states, 
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even for a coarse grain partitioning of the behaviour. We want to be able to identify 
and distinguish states for discussions about the system. For this reason we decided to 
define various concepts of state in addition to the concept of behaviour state, such as 
named behaviour state, variables state, global state and execution state. We start with 
the description of some aspects of the concept state itself. 

6.6.3.2 State and Finite State Machines 

There are various notations for the concept of state if dynamic behaviour is denoted 
in finite state machine models. An automaton describing a language can be denoted by 
regular expressions. A sequential machine implemented in hardware can be described as 
an ASM-chart, as a state diagram or as a state transition table. For hardware design, the 
notion of state is usually interpreted as the value of an internal memory (state register) 
that remembers the events that happened (inputs of the system), and that determines 
the response of the (sub-)system. However, state can also be interpreted as a temporary 
form of behaviour. Both interpretations have their own value. 

During the design courses we gave for experienced industrial hardware designers, we 
noticed that they interpret state rather statically as the value of a state register. State 
is considered to be a stable situation between two clock ticks. It is not interpreted as 
the behaviour that is performed by the system. In the static interpretation, state is 
connected with static output. State machines are often used to switch alternative or 
possibly parallel forms of behaviour on and off. This leads to a notion of state that 
matches to the concept of behaviour state. The state of the controller can be named 
according to the observable behaviour of the (sub)system, that is switched on. Examples 
of nameable forms of possibly complex (parallel) behaviour are for example: normal 
operation mode, test mode, maintenance mode, shutting down, configuring, initialising, 
resetting, loading, etcetera. The behavioural notion of state is often called mode. The 
value of a state register of an automaton can correspond to behaviour switched on by a 
state automaton. In the following paragraphs we define various sorts of states. These 
concepts enable to distinguish between various forms that can or cannot be named in 
practice. 

6.6.3.3 Named Behaviour States 

Naming of behaviour states is very useful when specifying a system. Because of the 
various notions of state we are forced to create a separate definition for a named state. 
A named state is a kind of behaviour of a module that can be identified by partitioning 
the complete behaviour of a module into sub-behaviours, that can be given a name 
preferably according to a notion in the problem domain. We will also refer to named 
behaviour states as modes of behaviour or briefly modes. The state belongs to an 
operating entity (modvle) that already exists as part of the system. The named grain 
of behaviour of an entity is preferably externally observable. However sometimes it is 
useful to use named states for non-externally observable (internal) behaviour too. This 
is for instance useful when an external event must be remembered because it will cause 
a change of behaviour, but which has no immediate visible external effect. 
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In our modelling approach, there are no entities other than objects that can hold a state. 
State names such as normal operation mode, test mode, and maintenance mode are 
names that describe behaviour on a system level. The only place to implement explicit 
named states is the object. Subsection 6.6.4 describes how method names can be used as 
state names in process objects. A process object can be used as a controller on the system 
level. Such an object can implement named system states. Without such an approach 
a system state is determined only by the joined state of the collaborating objects in the 
system. The number of these states is huge in practice. It is often impractical to name 
them explicitly. 

Despite this problem the named behaviour state approach is very useful and feasible 
when its use is restricted to: 

• collaborating objects that are synchronised such that they together perform a form 
of behaviour that can be named. For instance, objects can perform concurrently a 
system initialisation. The system as a whole as well as individual objects can then 
be defined to be in the state initialising. 

• individual objects. The behaviour of objects can be described in a style that allows 
clear distinction between different forms of behaviour that can be interpreted as 
states. 

The latter style is also useful for objects with a controller function. Such an object guards 
and controls other objects. Its state is connected to the responsibility to enable the 
appropriately named behaviour. 

6.6.3.4 Variables State 

The concept of behaviour state as we have proposed in the previous paragraphs is not 
the common notion of state in the object-oriented world. The state of an object is usually 
defined on values of its attributes. The number of states of an object is the Cartesian 
product of the value ranges of all its variables. This implies that the number of states 
explodes quickly even for a limited set of variables. 

This notion of state is not a useful concept for analysis purposes. Such a state is theoretical 
and cannot be given a name or used as communication item among people. When we 
need to refer to this theoretical notion of state we call it the object variables state or briefly 
variables state. 

We can overcome a variable-state explosion by restricting the variables state to a 'vari
ables partial state'. One or more variables may be explicitly defined to determine an 
object's variables partial state. This way of modelling enables a practical definition of 
states and related services (accessors) for inquiring about an object's state. 

We add behaviour state as a complementary concept to variables state. Although variables 
state is the common object-oriented interpretation of state, this concept does not match 
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with the problem-domain-orientation that object-oriented analysis methods promise to 
have. In object-oriented analysis there is a lot of emphasis on finding objects that model 
the real world. The objects are required to have names according to the problem field . 
For the notion of state the same requirement should hold. It should be possible to 
identify states by giving them distinct and recognisable names. The traditional object
oriented definition of state makes this impractical. Designers require distinguishable 
states during test and verification. · 

We recommend to use the concept of variables partial state in situations where explicit 
information about an object's state must be stored. Accessors can make this information 
available for other objects. By using a variable that stores the named behaviour state 
and that is updated when some form of behaviour is entered we can easily make state 
explicit. Especially for controllers this approach gives additional information that can 
be used for verification, test and maintenance. 

6.6.3.5 Global State 

The individual notions of variables state and behaviour state cannot give a full state descrip
tion. The variables state does not describe what the system is actually doing, during the 
state. The behaviour state does not distinguish between situations where a (sub-)system 
may produce different results based on the values of its internal variables. We define 
the global state of a (sub-)system as an element from the state space that is the Cartesian 
product of the behaviour state space and the variables state space. 

Besides observable behaviour and observable changes of variables via offered services, 
there are usually many detailed invisible state transitions in objects. Operations of an 
object often specify context-dependent actions. Their effects depend on the object's vari
ables state. An object's operation may have inner side effects. These are inner changes of 
variables, that happen as an additional effect of an operation. A transformer will usually 
cause a side effect (see Subsection 4.15.4). Besides side effects on instance variables, 
there are effects on local variables. However the latter should not be considered as side 
effects. When an operation is finished the lifetime of the local variables is over. So the 
effect is not stored in the variables state. When looking at the finest grain of behaviour 
description local variables do live some time and form a temporary local variables state 
that is in general modelled by a temporary stack. 

Side effects are not necessarily harmful. An efficient computation of an accessor function 
may require changing the internal state of an object (concrete state) to which the function 
is applied, without changing the abstract state of this object [Mey88]. Meyer gives an 
example of a class Complex, whose instances have two possible internal representations 
of a complex number: Cartesian or Polar. Depending on the last operation an object will 
be left behind with its internal variables represented as Polar or Cartesian. This depends 
on what was most efficient· for the last operation perform~d. The concrete internal state 
(Polar or Cartesian) does not effect the abstract state which is isomorphic to the complex 
number. 
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The concept of global state is helpful when we want to reason about the state of the 
system and must be aware of the variety of aspects that form the state, such as behaviour, 
variables and internal side effects. All notions of state we defined so far are helpful for 
informal communication about a system. However, none them grasps the complete 
complexity of state as defined in the formal semantics of POOSL. This notion of state is 
defined in the next paragraph. 

6.6.3.6 Execution State 

Besides the sorts of state we distinguished so far we need another sort that is related 
to the semantics of POOSL. Chapter 9 defines the transition system of the semantics 
of process objects. It determines the finest grain of transitions between global states, 
called configurations. On the level of the transition system we deal with recursive 
operations, and infinite behaviour. We define the execution state of a (sub-)system as the 
behaviour state together with the variables state and the local variables state. Execution 
state transitions are transitions between successive so-called configurations. Notice that 
the level of detail is so fine that local variables play their role too. The execution state 
space is in general not finite8 . 

6.6.3.7 Summary of concepts of state 

Besides the formal notion of execution state we gave various definitions that enable to 
reason about a system's state: 

• behaviour state of a system: a mode of behaviour at some level of abstraction; 

• behaviour state of an object: a mode of behaviour of an object; 

• variables state of an object: Cartesian product of the value ranges of the variables 
of an object; 

• global state: Cartesian product of the set of behaviour states and the value ranges 
of all variables. 

Named states are useful for discussions about a system and for test and verification 
purposes. Methods as well as variables can be used to achieve explicit naming of 
states. Methods names can be chosen to denote modes of behaviour. We recommend to 
choose expressive names that reflect the meaning of a behaviour state. A variable can 
be used to store a named state. Other objects can ask for the state when appropriate 
corresponding accessors have been defined. Methods can update a state that is stored in 
a variable. This approach typically disconnects the direct correspondence between state 
and method. The execution of correlated methods that perform some named operation 
can be specified as the same state. 

8See Section 9.6 where an example of a graph with a finite number of nodes appears to be an infinite 
transition graph. 
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6.6.4 Separation of Data and Control 

Traditionally the world of hardware analysis and design strongly emphasises dividing a 
system into a data path part and a control part. The data path performs transformations 
of data or the transformation of physical objects. The control part switches channels and 
controls the activation and deactivation of modules. Channels and controlled modules 
form a so-called data path. Traditional methods such as [HP88], [WM85) and Statemate 
[Har87) use this approach of separation of data transformation and control. Data is 
modelled in stores. Data in stores is shared among data transformations. Sharing 
requires accurate modelling of arbitration or protection using semaphores. 

Theoretically the state of a system is determined by data in the stores and the state of 
the control processes. In practice state is interpreted in these methods as control state. 
This state is only determined by the state of the controllers. Controllers (sometimes 
called control transformations, control processes or control activities) are modelled using 
a finite state machine model. Because controllers do not store any data except the 
state variable, state becomes a simple and nameable notion. Complex systems can be 
modelled transparently by creating a hierarchy of controllers. The upper level controllers 
control the system behaviour mode, lower level controllers enable and disable various data 
transforming processes9. 

This approach makes the methods described above very different from traditional object
oriented methods. Wegner words this observation (with the focus on languages) as 
follows: ' In contrast to the shared-memory model of procedure-oriented programming, object
oriented programming partitions the state into encapsulated pieces each associated with an 
autonomous, potentially concurrent machine' [Weg90] . This means that the object-oriented 
approach distributes system state over many (possibly dynamically created) parallel 
objects. This makes the object-oriented concept of state opaque. An implementation in 
an object-oriented way makes the system state dispersed. Many autonomous objects 
perform a lot of communication, with dynamic creation of objects. Some objects can be 
processing while others are waiting for results. The collective state of all the actively op
erating objects represents the state of the system. In contrast the traditional control/ data 
partitioning together with the concept of hierarchical controllers enabled a clear vision 
on what a system is actually doing during system operation. We want to keep the merits 
of this approach without violation of the essence of object-orientedness. 

Named states implemented as (named) behaviour state or variables partial state enable 
system design with various views in mind, such as design for testability. Clear models 
can be achieved by careful design of the role of objects. Some can play the role of 
controllers. Reactive systems tend to have a substantial control part. However, an 
emphasis on control leads quickly to a traditional functional mental model of the design. 
We must be aware that this is dangerous. Object-oriented methods are not yet accepted 
in the main stream of product development laboratories. The step from the functional to 
object-oriented approach is recognised as quite difficult, mainly because of the different 

9Such structures are described in Subsection 4.8.8 about collaborating supervisors and servants and 
hierarchically supervised composites. 
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ways of thinking. Instead of functions we must look for autonomous entities that 
encapsulate data and operations. It appears to be difficult to see that conceptual things 
in the problem domain must be modelled as objects too. We tend to see them as values 
of data. In fact we have to make this data autonomous, by joining the operations to it, 
and by encapsulation of the whole. 

It will require mature judgement and careful design to separate data and control in 
an object-oriented model soundly. Much depends on the specification style used for 
the specification model. Clear control design requires explicit determination and clear 
naming of states. It depends on the level of abstraction that is used in the specification 
whether this is possible or not. An example can clarify what we mean by specification 
style and level of abstraction. Consider two behaviour descriptions that seem to perform 
the same behaviour: 

l. for i:=l to 3 do a!m10 

2. a!m;a!m;a!m 

Case 2 describes very concrete what the sequential steps are in the behaviour. We can 
identify in what behaviour state we are. Case 2 is a static description of behaviour. There 
is a sequence of three communication statements. An interpretation of this sequence as 
three separate behaviour states is possible. We could give these states names such as 
sending first packet, sending second packet, etcetera. Case 1 is a powerful abstract and 
more flexible mechanism to describe the same behaviour. In case 1 we cannot directly 
recognise the sequence. We cannot simply point to a place in the code to demonstrate in 
what state we are. The atomicity of the statements is different, although the descriptions 
perform equivalent behaviour. 

An analogous naming problem happens when object identifiers are communicated be
tween objects. The list of acquaintances of an object determines the possible communi
cations with other objects. This leads to complex dynamic behaviour. In general this 
behaviour cannot be grasped easily in explicit nameable states. State information is 
distributed over the various objects in the form of dynamic links. In general dynamic 
links must be considered as data. State information that is hidden in data limits the 
possibilities for verification of a model. 

The previous examples show that controllers (supervisors, see Subsection 4.8.8) must 
be designed using a relative fine grain of behaviour. A supervisor should preferably 
have no other task than controlling the servants that perform a part of the behaviour of 
a (sub-)system. A controller is an object whose most important property is its state. This 
subsection showed that the hardware implementation design heuristic of separation of 
data path and controller can be used in an object-oriented approach. 

10POOSL does not have a for statement. The equivalent POOSL construct is i:=l;do i :S: 3 thena!m;i:=i+l 
od. 
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6.6.5 Modelling Behaviour of Data Objects 

Traditionally an object is a collection of operations that share a variables state. The 
operations determine the messages to which the object can respond. The variables 
state is hidden from the outside world and is accessible only to the object's exported 
operations. Variables representing the internal variables state of the object are called 
instance variables and its operations are called methods. The collection of methods 
determines an object's interface and its behaviour. 

Data objects (in contrast to process objects) follow a traditional object-oriented approach. 
A precise description of the syntax and semantics of data objects can be found in Chapter 
8. In this subsection we give an informal description of how dynamic behaviour of data 
objects is modelled. 

6.6.5.1 Data Class Specification 

The behaviour of a data object is described in its class. A data class definition begins 
typically as: 

data class C 
instance variables x1 : C1 · · · Xn : C,, 
instance methods MD1 · · · MDk 

The keyword data class announces the declaration of the class name denoted as Chere. 
Next follows a declaration of the instance variables. They model the attributes. Each 
instance variable is assigned a type in the form of a data class. The instance methods 
specify the possible forms of behaviour. The instance method names define the message 
names that the object can respond to. In contrast to process objects there is no explicit 
description of the message interface. 

A method definition MD is of the form: 

or of the form: 

m(u1 : C1 , · · · , Un : Cn) primitive 

The behaviour of a method is normally described in a user defined data expression E. An 
alternative form of behaviour is a so-called primitive method which is not user defined. 
Primitive methods are pre-defined built-in methods. 

A method is specified with one or more parameters ( u1, · · ·, un)· The parameters represent 
the objects that are contained in a message that requires the execution of this method. 
Each parameter is assigned a type in the form of a data class. 

Further there can be specified zero or more local variables I vi, · · · , Vn j. They are for 
temporary storage of intermediate results of internal calculations. They do not represent 
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attributes. They are not found during analysis, but they emerge from the design of an 
algorithm for the method. 

The behaviour of a method is described in a user defined expression E. Such an expres
sion describes a sequential behaviour. Data expressions E are typically elements such 
as 

• E m(E1, · · · , En) 
• x 
• u 
• self . "'( 
• new (C) 

'the message-send expression' 
' instance variables' 
'local variables or parameters' 
'the object that is currently evaluating this expression' 
'primitive objects, constants' 
'new data object of class C' 

Data statements 5 are typically statements such as 

• E 
• x := E 
• 51; 52 
• if E then 51 else 52 fi 
• do E then 5 od 

'data expression' 
'assign the value of E to x' 
'sequential composition of statements' 
'if statement' 
'do statement' 

For examples of data class definitions we refer to Subsection 12.3.8. 

6.6.5.2 Heuristics for data object modelling 

The design of data objects requires a continuous awareness for striving for real object
orientedness. The construction of data objects determines a part of the modularity in the 
system. As long as objects are found in a natural way in the problem domain the word 
construction may not feel adequately used. However many products nowadays contain 
at least a part that is artificially constructed (designed) instead of discovered. Mature 
judgement is necessary to make decisions that give an elegant model. 

Data objects require special attention. They are not depicted in the Message Flow Dia
grams (see Paragraph 4.4.3.5) that play a dominant role in an analysis process. The need 
for data objects in a model comes in general with the modelling of the collaborating pro
cess objects. The variables in the process objects refer to data objects. They are private 
to process objects. In addition they are used as parameters for the inter-process commu
nication. Data objects often model data structures. They can be joined to composites or 
aggregates. Although the search for data object classes may be postponed compared to 
the study of collaborating process objects, there is a point in time where the analysis of 
relations between object classes becomes important. 

Object classes are visualised in Object Class Diagrams (see Subsection 4.11.1). The 
relations specified in these diagrams must be formalised into the behaviour description 
of the system. Relations can be implemented as instance variables or as functional 
behaviour. Some relations must be emancipated into new object classes. Heuristics for 
class modelling are described in a very practical way for OMT in [R+91]. We recommend 
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to pay attention to OMTs steps for constructing a class model, the rules for keeping the 
right classes and the rules for keeping the right associations. 

6.6.5.3 Data Object State 

Conform the definition of behaviour state for process objects, we interpret this concept 
for data objects now. Before a data object can come in a state it must be created. A data 
object is either idle or it is executing a method. The state Idle means that the object is 
waiting for a message that will start the execution of a method. When a data object is 
executing a method this can be considered as a behaviour state. 

6.6.6 Modelling Behaviour of Process Objects 

In contrast of data objects that follow the object-oriented tradition, process objects offer 
an additional modelling power needed for complex reactive hardware / software sys
tems. Process objects offer non-determinism, asynchronous parallel collaboration, se
quential internal behaviour, infinite behaviour, synchronous communication, and static 
interconnections. Many of these properties have been discussed already. In this subsec
tion we give an informal description of some aspects of internal behaviour descriptions 
of process objects. A precise description of the syntax and semantics of process objects 
can be found in Chapter 9. 

6.6.6.1 Process Class Specification 

The behaviour of a process object is described in its class. It is described by a collection 
of instance variables and a collection of instance methods. In contrast to data objects, 
process objects also need the specification of communication channels, of a message 
interface and of an initial method call. A process class definition is typically of the form: 

process class 
instance variables 
communication channels 
message interface 
initial method call 
instance methods 

CP<y1,·· · ,yr > 
X1 : C1 · · · Xn : Cn 
ch1 · · · chk 
Ij · · · l~ 
m(E1 , · · · , Eq)() 
MDj ···MD~ 

The first element is the declaration of the process class name C with a list of instance 
variables < y1, · · · , Yr >. This list is the subset of the instance variables x1, · · · , x11 • The 
list < y1 , · · · , Yr > contains the variables that will be initialised upon instantiation of 
the system. In contrast to data objects that are created on run-time, process objects are 
created at 'compile-time'. A system model contains a finite stock of process objects 
connected by channels when it starts running. 

The possible commun!cations of a process is determined by its message interface lj · · · l~. 
The message interface is a list of elements /P. The elements /P have typically the form 
ch!m(C1, · · · , Cn) or ch?m(C1, · · ·, Cn) denoting that messages can be sent or received on 
channel eh. C1 , · · ·, C11 denote the types of data objects that are transported with the 
message. 
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6.6.6.2 Method Calls 

After initialisation of its instance variables a process starts automatically with its initial 
method call. Methods can be called without the reception of a message. This is possible 
because of the separation of the concepts of message and method. Methods have been 
described in Paragraph 4.15.3.2. We summarise the most important remarks of that 
paragraph: 

• The name of a message to be received corresponds to a service that is offered by the 
process objects of the class for which the message is defined. 

• Names of messages to be sent correspond to results of operations to be performed. 

• A service may consist of one or more operations. 

• Process objects may be concurrent autonomous entities that perform operations on 
their own initiative. The initial method call is a typical example. 

• Operations are performed by pieces of behaviour called methods. The method names 
serve only for the internal behaviour description. They are in principle completely 
independent of the message names. However for readability and comprehensibility 
of a behaviour specification it is strongly recommended to create a correspondence. 

6.6.6.3 Named States 

Methods are grains of behaviour that can be used in a flexible way. When a process is 
executing a method this can be interpreted as being in a behaviour state. This interpreta
tion makes the method a sort of named state. Of course this approach works solely when 
the grains of behaviour are designed and named adequately. We call this modelling 
style a state-oriented style. Such a style can lead to very clear descriptions that make 
the communication during model reviewing easier. 

6.6.6.4 Method Definition 

The behaviour of a process starts with its initial method call typically defined as 
m(E1, · · ·, Eq)( ). The results of expressions E1, · · ·, Eq are bound to the input param
eters of the initial method which is one of the instance methods. An initial method has 
no output parameters. 

The other instance methods are named pieces of behaviour that compose the internal 
sequential behaviour of a process. POOSL is very powerful in the sense that it enables 
very compact and flexible behaviour descriptions. Behaviour can be described as either 
sequences of methods, or non-deterministic choices for alternatives. Methods can also 
be used in a mutual recursive way so that non-terminating behaviour can be described 
(see also Subsection 9.7.4). Besides that, interruption or abortion of a method can be 
defined. 
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A method definition MDP of a process class is typically of the form: 

m(u1 : C1' .. . 'Um : Cm)(v1 : c; ... Vn : C~) 
I W1: C1" · · ·Wk : Ck" I SP 
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in which m is the method name, u1, · · · , Um are input parameters, v 1, · · · , Vn are out
put parameters, w1 · · · Wk are local variables and SP represents the statement(s) for the 
behaviour operation. 

6.6.6.5 Statements 

POOSL enables an imperative programming style for specifying behaviour. A method 
is typically composed from process statements of the form: 

1. s 
2. Sj; S'; 
3. if E then Sj else Si fi 
4. do E then SP od 
5. Sj or Si 
6. [EJSP 
7. m(E1 , · ·., En)(p1,- · -, pm) 
8. ch!m(E1 , ···,En) 
9. ch?m(p1, ·· » Pm I E) 
10. Sj abort Sj 
11. Sj interrupt S'; 

l. A process statement can be a data statement 5 as described in the previous subsec
tion. 

2. Statement Sj; Sj shows that a statement can be a sequential composition of state
ments. 

3. There are various ways to create branching in the sequences of statements. The if 
statement has its usual meaning. 

4. The do statement has also the usual meaning, which is the same as the meaning of 
a traditional while statement. 

5. The choice statement Sj or S'; defines a non-deterministic selection. One of the 
alternative behaviours Sj or S'; is chosen. Non-determinism 11 is a powerful feature 
for the description of abstract behaviour. It offers a mechanism for the description 
of possible alternative forms of behaviour in an early phase of the system analysis. 
Non-deterministic changes of behaviour typically happen in complex concurrent 
systems. An or statement is appropriate to describe the selection of behaviour 

11 In automaton theory non-determinism is the ability to change state in a w ay that is only partially 
determined by a current state and an input symbol. It permits several possible next states for a given 
combination of current state and input symbol [LEWI81]. 
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corresponding to the reception of one of a collection of alternative messages or 
events that can happen. Another example of the need of non-determinism arises if 
a non- deterministic choice cannot be made because the details of events that cause a 
transition are not known yet. For instance, real-time properties of a subsystem may 
cause that a specific event happens always after another specific event. However, 
as long as we do not consider particular implementation decisions we cannot 
determine timing properties and consequently we cannot know such an order 
of events yet. Non-determinism offers the possibility to describe the behaviour 
alternatives without the need to know the order. 

6. The rule [EJSP denotes a so-called guarded command. The meaning is that the process 
statement sr will be taken into execution if the guard E evaluates to true. Execution 
waits if the guard evaluates to false. There could be confusion about the interpreta
tion of the meaning of the evaluation of a guard when a guarded command is used 
as an alternative in an or statement. When the guarded command is selected the 
guard must be evaluated. The rest statement of the guarded command is executed 
if the result is true. However, when the guard is false than the rest statement cannot 
be executed. This means that the preceding select statement is taken into execution 
again and can make another choice. The fact that the guarded command is not 
executed means that the guard must be considered as not evaluated. 

7. The statement m(E1, · · · , En)(p1, · · ·, Pm) represents a method call. The execution 
of the method is prepared by evaluation of the expressions E1, · · ·, En from left to 
right. Next the values are bound to the input parameters of the method m. All local 
variables and output parameters of the method are initialised to nil. Subsequently 
the method body is executed. If the body terminates successfully then results are 
stored in output parameters of the method that are bound to variables p1, · · ·, Pm· 
The behaviour of the process continues with the next statement after the method 
call. 

The method call can be used to construct infinite behaviour. The practical execution 
proplem of stack overflow, that can be caused by recursive calls, is solved by 
offering tail recursion. To construct infinite behaviour a method with no output 
parameters is called from another method with no output parameters, and vice 
versa. Such a call must be the final statement, the tail, of such methods. (See 
Subsection 9.7.4 for an example of tail recursion). 

8. The message-receive statement ch?m(p1, · • · , Pm I £) makes that a process object can 
receive messages from other process objects. 

9. The message-send statement ch!m(E1 , · · · , En) makes that a process object can send 
messages to other process objects. Message modelling has been described exten
sively in Section 6.3. 

10. The abort statement Sj abort Si enables the interruption of Si with alternative 
statement Sj. The abort happens if Si can be taken into execution and the execution 
of Si arrived at a transition between two statements where interruption is allowed 
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to happen. If Sj is aborted, its rest statements are not executed. If Sj terminates 
successfully the complete statement terminates and Sj is not executed at all. 

11. The interrupt statement Sj interrupt Sj enables breaking in on the execution of Sj 
with alternative statement S';. The interruption happens if Sj can be taken into 
execution and the execution of Sj arrived at a transition between two statements 
where interruption is allowed to happen. If Sj is interrupted its rest statements 
are executed after Sj terminates successfully. S'; is not executed if Sj terminates 
successfully. 

6.6.7 Modelling System Level Behaviour 

6.6.7.1 Cluster Class Specification 

A cluster is a domain boundary around a group of collaborating process objects and/or 
clusters. The behaviour of a cluster is specified in a cluster class definition, which is 
typically: 

cluster class 
communication channels 
message interface 
behaviour specification 

cc < P1, · · · , P, > 
ch1 · · · chk 
lj · · -I~ 
BSpecP 

The first element is the declaration of the cluster class name C. P1, · · · .Pr are so-called 
expression parameters. They are bound to data expressions when the cluster is instantiated. 
The channels of a cluster are defined by ch1 · · · chk. The possible communication of a 
cluster is determined by its message interface, Ij · · -I~,. This message interface has the 
same meaning as in the case of process objects. 

A cluster contains an internal structure of one or more process objects and clusters. Its 
behaviour is completely determined by its internal objects. The behaviour description 
BSpecP is typically a composition of parameterised behaviour specifications of process objects 
and/or clusters. BSpecP is of one of the following forms: 

• cP(PE1, · · ·, PEr) 
• CC(PE1, · · ·, PEr) 
• BSpecj II BSpe~ 
• BSpecP \ L 
• BSpecP[fl 

cP(PE1,···,PE,) denotes a single instance of a process class cP < y1 ,· ·· ,yr > . The 
instance variables y1, · · · , Yr are initialised to the results of the evaluation of the param
eterised data expressions PE. A parameterised data expression is a data expression that 
contains expression parameters. These parameterised data expressions are described in 
detail in Section 9.2. 

CC(PE1, · · ·, PEr) denotes a single instance of a cluster class. A cluster contains at least an 
instance of a process class or an instance of another cluster class. In general however, 
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a cluster contains the parallel composition of objects and clusters which is denoted by 
BSped; II BSped;. 

One of the purposes of a cluster can be the explicit hiding of internal communication 
(see Section 4.9). In general, not all channels are hidden. Some channels must cross the 
cluster boundary for communication with the environment of the cluster. BSpecP \ L 
denotes that the channels in L cannot be used for communication with the cluster's 
environment and are made unobservable for this environment. This is illustrated with 
Figure 6.21. Cluster X can be used to hide Object A, Cluster Band Cluster C. The internal 
communication channels d, e and f cannot be used by the environment of the cluster. 
They are used for internal communication only. In contrast channels a, band c cannot be 
hidden because they are used for communication with the environment of the cluster. 
If BspecX is the behaviour specification of cluster X then BspecX \ { d, e,f} denotes the 
hiding of the internal channels d, e and f. At a lower level the same approach can be 
used for clusters B and C. They have internal channels k, l, m and n that can be hidden. 

Object A 
b a 

b-

Cluster B 

ClusterC ,-

Cluster X 

Figure 6.21: Channel Renaming 

A behaviour specification of the form BspecP[f] denotes a channel renaming. A complex 
system is usually constructed as a topology of channels that connect various clusters and 
process objects. Processes and clusters are specified in classes. All instances of the same 
class have in principle the same channel names determined by the message interface 
of their class. If all instances are connected to a common channel there is probably no 
need to rename this channel. Figure 6.22 shows an example. One of the clusters of the 
multiple of clusters in Figure 6.22 can for example be as illustrated in Figure 6.21. The 
inner names and the outer names of channels a, band care the same. 

The necessity of renaming becomes clear when we look at clusters B and C in Figure 
6.21. Both are instances of the same class. However both are hooked up in a different 
way. Inner channel j of Cluster C is connected to Cluster B, while the channel j of Cluster 
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-a 

Multiple X 

Figure 6.22: Common Channels on Multiple Process Objects 

B is connected to the environment. Therefore it must be possible to give different outer 
names to these channels. 

6.6.7.2 System Specification 

A specification of a whole system is defined as 

< Bspec,SysP,Sys > 

where Bspec defines how a system is composed of collaborating instances of classes. The 
behaviour description Bspec is a parameterised behaviour description which contains 
no expression parameters. These classes of all clusters and processes are defined in SysP 
which is of the form: 

Each CDf is either a process class definition or a cluster class definition. Further all 
non-primitive data classes are specified in Sys. Sys is of the form 

< CD1 · · ·CDk > 

where each CDi is a data class definition. 

The behaviour specification Bspec of a system is of one of the following forms 

• O'(E1,- · -,E,) 
• CC(E1, · · · , E,) 
• Bspec1 II Bspec2 
• Bspec \ L 
• Bspec[f] 

O'(E1, · • ·, E,) denotes an instance of some process class O' < y1, · · · ,y, >.Upon system 
initialisation, expressions E1, · · ·, E, are evaluated from left to right and bound to the 
corresponding instance variables y1, · · · , y,. All other instance variables are initialised to 
nil. 

CC(E1, · · · , E,) denotes an instance of some cluster class cc < P1, · · · , P, >. Upon system 
initialisation expression parameters P1, · · · , P, are syntactically substituted by E1, · · ·, E,. 
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Bspec1 II Bspec2, Bspec \ L and Bspec[f] specify the parallel composition of processes 
and/or clusters, hiding and renaming. The meaning of these composition specifications 
is analogous to the composition specifications of clusters. 

6.6.8 Object Collaboration and Behaviour Styles 

In Section 4.8 about properties of composites we showed aspects of object collaboration. 
The properties were defined in an abstract way. In the preceding part of this chapter 
we defined the possibilities for the description of dynamic behaviour. This enables 
to revisit various concepts related to composites from the point of view of behaviour 
description and communication. It appears that various sorts of collaboration and 
various design decisions lead to the description of the behaviour of objects in particular 
styles. Identifying sorts of styles is an interesting issue for future research. In this 
subsection we describe some examples of the mutual influence that communication, 
behaviour and system structure have on each other. 

6.6.8.1 Black Boxes and Glass Boxes 

The promise of reuse did not come true with the object-oriented paradigm. It was 
recognised that classes are not reusable without additional effort. Approaches such as 
frameworks Uoh94] focus on making groups of collaborating objects reusable as a whole. 
In general subsystems are not black boxes that you can reuse. The concept of black box is 
used for a module that can be used properly based on a description of the interface with 
the environment. In general the modules inside a black box need some adjustments 
when the black box is used in a new application. Glass boxes or white boxes are modules 
designed for reuse. They allow us to inspect their internal structure and behaviour. 

Clusters offer hiding of internal structure and behaviour. Aggregates hide their parts. 
Strongly distributed modules have autistic communication and enable to construct black 
boxes. Processes in the environment can communicate by sending and receiving mes
sages without knowledge of the internal objects of the module. 

6.6.8.2 Collaborating Data Objects 

Data objects have sequential behaviour. Collaborating data objects are waiting for each 
other. The communication is always in the form of a message with reply and waiting. 
Data objects can form very dynamic structures by passing references to each other. A 
model which contains only data objects can in principle model a software system. Data 
objects are however contained in process objects. Process objects use data objects locally 
and transfer data objects with messages. Data objects that are transferred from one 
process to another have been defined as travelling objects. 

The behaviour of processes can be interrupted or aborted. Notice that the behaviour of 
data objects cannot be interrupted. Data objects and process objects have different sets 
of statements. The statements defined for data objects can be used as process statements 
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but not the other way around. Interrupts are only defined for process statements. This 
means that complicated calculations performed by data objects cannot be interrupted. 

6.6.8.3 Collaborating Process Objects 

We offer various forms of communication for process objects. Clustered collections of 
objects can be specified to be sequential by a concurrency boundary. When collaborat
ing objects must perform sequential behaviour as a whole, all objects must use message 
passing with reply and waiting just like data objects do. By using the message flows 
with reply consequently we can describe sequential behaviour. In the behaviour de
scription of the objects a message-send statement must then be followed immediately 
by a message-receive statement for the reply. This guarantees that the process waits for 
a reply. 

In contrast, the separation of a reply and the first rendezvous enables concurrency, 
independence and autonomy of process objects. Tail recursion offers the power to 
describe infinite behaviour of concurrent processes. Processes are more autonomous 
than data objects because processes protect themselves against unwanted invocations. 
Processes can determine the order in which they want to receive messages or other 
conditions that must be fulfilled. 

6.6.8.4 Collaboration in Distributed Systems 

Physically distributed systems or subsystems can need complex behaviour to perform 
communication. Channels between distributed modules usually need protocols. A 
way to specify the relative independence of subsystems is the use of asynchronous 
message flows. However, an abstract model can be build using synchronous message 
passing. Subsequently a model is extended with implementation details. In this phase 
asynchronous messages can be used to model the protocol. 

6.6.8.5 Dynamic Processes Linking 

A system model can be constructed in particular styles. As a model is refined and 
extended towards specific implementations, the quality of style determines the ease of 
the mapping on an implementation description language. For example, an appropriate 
model directed towards a software implementation can have: 

• data objects with their dynamic links; 

• process objects that share one channel, perform weakly distributed communication 
and use dynamic linking by passing names of acquaintances. 

For hardware an appropriate model can have: 

• concurrent process objects that are statically interconnected by channels; 

• data objects used for decomposition of complex sequential internal behaviour of 
hardware building blocks. 
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In general complex systems require a mix of styles corresponding to a mix of implemen
tation technologies. The idea to connect all objects to one channel as we suggested for 
software is a not very realistic extreme that gives little structure to a model. In general 
we need a mix of system parts with different dynamic properties. Some system parts are 
statically interconnected and active when the system is active. Other parts are needed 
dynamically. We would like to create them and remove them. 

6.6.8.6 Mimicking Process Creation 

A POOSL model describes dynamic behaviour of a future implementation in for instance 
hardware or software. The semantics of POOSL are defined in terms of an operational 
model. One of the aspects is that the operational model explains how a system is in
stantiated. Instantiation is a hierarchical construction process that in general will start 
from a single cluster. For details see Chapters 8 and 9. Process objects, clusters and 
channels of a system are instantiated as static structure. This structure is predetermined 
at 'compile-time'. When we decide for an implementation in hardware this instantiation 
approach is natural. A hardware structure simply exists before the system starts execut
ing. For software, however, it would be convenient to have a notion of process creation. 
We do not offer this explicitly. A system is always initiated with a static number of 
process objects and clusters. However, there is a way to mimic process creation. A process 
can be claimed from a stock of processes when it is needed. Subsequently it can be 
released which means that it is added to the stock again when its use is finished. This 
approach requires instantiation of at least the maximum number of processes that is ever 
needed simultaneously. Processes can be claimed and released if their internal behaviour 
is constructed properly. These processes must be dynamically linked temporarily to 
other processes that require the services they offer. 

An example of a piece of behaviour that mimics process creation is the following 
initial method call 

free 
instance methods 

free 
a? claim(requestor!d); 
a!granted(requestorld,myld); 
claimed abort (a?release(idl,id2 I idl==myld and id2==requestorld); free) 

claimed 
'Space for the specification of all services offered.' 

The previous behaviour description can be part of the class description of the objects 
in a multiple. It can be used to claim and release an object of such a multiple. Any 
object of the multiple is connected to channel a and can receive a claim message if it 
is free. With the claim message the object receives the identifier of the sender denoted 
as requestor!d. The object uses this identifier as destination indication in its reply and 
puts its own identifier myld in this reply. The object is then claimed and can perform 
its normal course of behaviour. This course of behaviour is modelled by the method 
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claimed. At any time the behaviour can be aborted by the reception of a release message. 
Such a message must contain both the identifier of the object and the identifier of the 
requester that is releasing the object. The check of the correctness of both identifiers 
guarantees that the release message is only accepted by the right object, even if there are 
various multiples and requesters on a channel. 

6.6.8.7 Summary 

The description of the modelling of dynamic behaviour completed the description of 
the concepts of data object, process object, cluster and system. Various concepts to 
reason about state on various levels of abstraction have been defined. They support 
the description of dynamic behaviour. Named states represent behaviour that produces 
responses on messages that represent events. This approach integrates aspects of event 
orientation found in Structured Analysis with the object-orientated paradigm. 

Our method can describe very complex parallel systems with an infinite state space. We 
presented an introduction to the expressions and statements that POOSL offers for the 
definition of data classes, process classes, cluster classes and systems. 

Data objects enable the description of dynamic data structures. Data is stored in in
stance variables and local variables. By receiving messages corresponding methods are 
activated. The interaction of data objects is sequential. The various statements such as 
assignment statements, 'if' statements and 'do' statements have been presented. 

Process objects are autonomous entities that can perform concurrent and/ or infinite 
behaviour. Behaviour is defined as a collection of methods. Interrupt, abort and choice 
statements are constructs that give our method the ability to describe systems ade
quately at a high level of abstraction. Clusters and systems are described as a parallel 
composition of instances of process classes and cluster classes using channel hiding and 
renaming. 

6. 7 Real-Time Modelling 

6.7.1 Introduction 

A method for analysis and design of reactive hardware/ software systems has limited 
applicability when it does not offer appropriate concepts for the modelling of the real
time properties of a system. This thesis focuses on the modelling of the temporal order of 
events and actions without explicit specification of the time properties. The introduction 
of timing concepts requires the study of a huge world of dedicated research. Therefore 
we decided to make this into a separate project. The first results of this project [Gei96] are 
so promising that the research is continued as a separate Ph.D. project. For this reason 

. we report only briefly the first results achieved and some preliminary ideas about an 
approach to the modelling of (real-)time. 
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6.7.2 Timing Requirements and Properties 

Timing requirements play a role in almost all hardware/software systems. However 
the nature of these requirements can be very different for various system parts and for 
various systems. A violation of timing requirements can have serious consequences in 
control systems. Next to system (parts) with strict time demands there exist system 
parts with requirements that can be so weak that they can be characterised as desired 
properties. We define real-time as a property of a system (part) to fulfil timing requirements 
for reactions on external events and internal events. 

Two sorts of real-time requirements can be distinguished: 

• Hard real-time (HRT) requirements that must absolutely be met. Violation causes 
severe failures, damage, malfunctioning or in general dangerous or otherwise 
unacceptable behaviour of the system. 

• Soft real-time (SRT) requirements that are desired to be met but not at any cost. 
Violation does not cause severe problems, however may lead to degradation of the 
system performance. 

The design process of a real-time system is directed to realising real-time properties that 
match the real-time requirements. Our method aims at an integration of analysis, spec
ification and design. Real-time properties can in general not be known before the 
implementation of a system. Real-time requirements are in general given on the level of 
a system boundary. It is hard to distribute these requirements over the internal modules 
of a complex system model. Simulation of the properties of a model can only be per
formed realistically when timing properties can be estimated properly. In our method 
we pay attention to design and possible prescribed technologies and topologies in an 
early phase. We foresee that this will enable to pay attention to estimation of some of 
the timing properties as early as possible. 

6.7.3 Preliminary Approach towards Requirements 

System level requirements are textually described in so-called Architecture Response 
Time Requirements. The requirements must be related to the modules of an architecture 
design of a system. In a second phase Implementation Response Time Requirements 
are added. Both sorts of requirements can only be described in relation to events and 
responses that are related to communication channels. 

An overview of definitions and descriptions of timing aspects of software systems are 
found in [Bon92) (in Dutch). These concepts can be redefined for distributed mixed 
hardware/software systems. Responses of the system may be defined in terms of 
absolute time or relative to other responses or stimuli. Distributed systems can distinguish 
between local and global time. Global time is the virtual time given by the synchronised 
local clocks of the distributed system parts. Local time is the result of inspection of 
a local clock. Concepts that describe aberrances of time are precision and accuracy. 
Precision is the upper limit of the aberration at some time between arbitrary local clocks 
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in the system. Accuracy is the aberration of a local clock from the global time. Timing 
requirements can be specified with a maximum, a minimum or both, depending on the 
needs. 

The requirements on events in the system can be defined relative or absolute in global 
or local time. Events can be the starting or stopping of an internal action or an execution 
in the system (process), the deliverance of a result, the appearance of the arrival of a 
stimulus or the appearance of a response at an output. The time between events can be 
specified as a duration (time interval). A time between an input and an output is often 
called a response time. Further the time between two input events or between two output 
events may be specified as a time interval. A special type of time interval is the time 
between the same type of events. This type of time interval can be defined as a repetition 
rate [HP88]. A repetition rate is a useful concept for inputs. A repetition rate for outputs 
can be specified as a reprocessing rate. In addition the character of the communication 
such as bursty traffic must be defined. 

Periodical processing can be specified as a reception rate on a processing request message. 
A processing time may be specified as a net processing time or as an elapse time, which 
is the maximum processing time including the delay caused by communication and 
waiting for resources etcetera. 

There are several options for adding timing requirements to a specification of a system. 
Some preliminary ideas about alternatives are the a~ding of requirements to: 

• system boundaries; 

• architecture module structure; 

• implementation structure; 

• message flows; 

• object interfaces; 

• cluster interfaces. 

For the moment we foresee the mapping of timing requirements onto clusters. Clusters 
already carry requirements as they represent various types of boundaries (see Section 
5.8). Mapping timing requirements onto clusters can be adequate because of the rela
tion of timing and architecture. Boundaries formalise architecture and implementation 
structure design using clusters. 

The problems that designers in practice meet are very complex. Determination of 
response-times of processes is hard. The communication between processes, the switch
ing between processes and the waiting time for resources make timing calculations very 
difficult. This makes it very hard to design a complex real-time system adequately with
out special tools that support verification of the timing constraints. In addition the use 
of real-time operating systems will be useful. This implies that the properties of such a 
system part must be incorporated in a model. 
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Verification of the specified timing requirements can be performed statically or dynam
ically. Statically means that the design is checked for timing constraints that will be 
realised statically. For hard real-time constraints a static approach is relatively safe. In 
software this means for instance the verification of timing constraints at compile time. 
Recall that we propose to specify systems using a static channel structure for the in
terconnection of processes, for early architecture design, and for a pre-defined pool of 
process objects. We expect to be able to handle hard real-time constraints adequately. 
We will offer the designer options to specify time critical system parts in a static way. 
However we also offer more dynamic modelling with data objects for less critical system 
parts. 

6.7.4 First Results of Formal Description of Timing Requirements 

The formal description of time requires that primitives for time description can be in
corporated in the formal semantics. Geilen [Gei96] incorporated a delay primitive in 
the operation semantics of POOSL. His research was initially directed to the compar
ison of existing real-time algebras and languages based on [NS92]. The properties of 
various approaches are described by using concepts such as must-timing, may-timing, 
synchrony, action urgency, etcetera. The integration of the primitive required special 
attention for the interaction in the semantics with the or statement, the interrupt and the 
guarded command. The time model of channels is currently subject of further research. 
Geilen evaluated the use of the new delay primitive for expressing computation time, 
time-outs, watchdogs and communication delays. We discovered various new and 
rather unexpected new possibilities of the language with the new primitive. This led 
to a current research towards broadcast messages and the grain of interruptability of 
behaviour descriptions. 

6.8 Summary 

This chapter describes the concepts for the description of complex dynamic behaviour. 
The subjects that are covered, complete our description of concepts. 

Concurrent process objects can autonomously perform their operations at their own 
speed. This makes our method suitable to describe distributed concurrent hard
ware/ software systems and (pseudo-) concurrent systems. Internal behaviour of pro
cess objects is sequential. Concurrency boundaries specify the concurrency properties 
of modules on system level. Interleaving semantics are used for the formal behaviour 
description of concurrency. 

Process objects can perform a variety of forms of communication. These forms are 
sufficient to describe a wide variety of systems. POOSL offers an abort as well as 
an interrupt construct to support interrupting communication. This gives the ability 
for describing the interruption of concurrent (infinite) behaviour, and for modelling 
hardware interrupt mechanisms. We defined a collection of message flow symbols. 
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They can graphically represent communication between process objects and clusters 
in so-called Message Flow Diagrams. These symbols are designed to be understood 
intuitively. All forms of communication can be formalised by mapping them on the one 
way synchronous message passing primitive of POOSL. Channel names and identifiers 
of process objects can be used to create static and dynamic links between process objects. 

The concepts of physical and logical distribution support system structure design. Phys
ical distribution is specified by distribution boundaries on clusters. The specification 
of distribution is related to communication, more specific to name spaces of process 
object identifiers, and to the use of channels. Weakly distributed modules communicate 
using object identifiers to determine the receiver of a message. In contrast, strongly dis
tributed modules communicate autistically via static links. Channels, message names 
and process object identifiers are used to specify either static or dynamic links between 
collaborating entities. Considered use of these concepts is necessary to specify a distri
bution structure. 

Scenarios are used to conquer complexity and to integrate a multidisciplinary approach 
into our method. Scenarios are an approach that extend the interpretations incorporated 
in other methods. The use of scenarios shortens system development time. A considered 
set of scenarios offers adequate abstractions that greatly improve the efficiency of the 
communication with various experts. 

Various concepts to reason about state on various levels of abstraction have been defined. 
Named states represent behaviour that produces responses on messages representing 
events. This approach integrates aspects of event-orientation found in Structured Anal
ysis with the object-oriented paradigm. 

An introduction to the expressions and statements that POOSL offers for the definition 
of data classes, process classes, cluster classes and systems completed the description 
of the modelling of dynamic behaviour. Instances of process classes can perform con
current and/ or infinite behaviour. Behaviour is defined as a collection of methods. 
Interrupt, abort and choice statements are constructs that give our method the proper
ties to describe systems adequately on a high level of abstraction. Clusters and systems 
are described as the parallel composition of instances of process classes and cluster 
classes using channel hiding and renaming. Data objects enable the description of dy
namic data structures. Data is stored in instance variables and local variables. On the 
reception of messages, corresponding methods are activated. Interaction of data objects 
is sequential. Various statements such as assignment statements, 'if' statements and' do' 
statements have been presented. 

Real-time requirements can be specified on system architecture level. The incorporation 
of time primitives and the development of tools will be covered in a separate Ph.D. 
project. 

The material of this chapter, together with Chapters 4 and 5 forms the basis for the 
method framework that is described in Chapter 11. All concepts have been defined and 
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interpreted consistently with the semantics of POOSL, which is described in Chapters 
8 and 9. We tried to keep the meaning of the concepts as close as possible to common 
notions. However, the precise meaning of many concepts is strongly influenced by the 
two main concepts of object in POOSL. These are the process objects with their channels 
that typically support concurrency and the description of static system structure, and 
the data objects that support dynamic linking and the description of complex data 
structures. The consistent definition of both the language and analysis method has been 
the main effort in our cooperation and the design of the method. 
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7.1 Introduction 

In the previous Chapters 4,5 and 6 the method concepts that constitute the SHE method 
were described in detail. Recall that the SHE method starts off with informal modelling 
and gradually produces rigorous specifications described in the formal specification 
language POOSL[Voe94, Voe95a, Voe95b]. This means that during the process of spec
ification, the method concepts are mapped little by little onto the formal (syntactic) 
language primitives of POOSL1. For instance: 

• All types of message flows are basically mapped onto the pair-wise synchronous 
message passing primitive. Sometimes, for instance in case of the interrupt flow, 
other primitives are also required. 

• Architecture structure and topology is mapped onto process object primitives, 
cluster primitives and channel primitives. 

• Clusters that carry boundaries are mapped onto cluster primitives. 

• Attributes and conceptual relations in Object Class Diagrams are basically mapped 
onto instance variable primitives. 

• Scenario narratives and the corresponding Message Flow Diagrams are mapped 
onto behaviour description primitives. 

Carrying out the mapping from concepts onto the language primitives is called formal
isation. The way the different method concepts are formalised is explained in Chapters 
4,5 and 6. In this and the following chapters, the focus will be on the POOSL language 
and its supporting language primitives. 

The language POOSL as well as the backgrounds of its development is described in 
Chapters 8 and 9. This chapter gives a brief characterisation of the language. It explains 
the reasons why we developed a formal language. It further introduces some basic 
mathematics that is assumed to be known in Chapters 8, 9 and 10. 

7.2 A Brief Language Characterisation 

Process Objects 
A specification in POOSL consists of a fixed set of process objects and process-object 
clusters, which are composed by parallel composition, channel hiding and channel 
renaming. For convenience we will often use the terms processes and clusters to denote 
process objects respectively process-object clusters. Processes and clusters are statically 
interconnected in a topology of channels, through which they can communicate by 
exchanging messages. Message exchange is based upon the synchronous (rendezvous) 
pair-wise message-passing mechanism of CCS [Mil80, Mil89]. 

1ln general, it may take several language primitives to express a single concept. On the other hand, 
some particular primitive may be required to express different concepts. See also Section 9.7 
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Communication Between Process Objects 
The grain of concurrency in POOSL is the process. Processes communicate by sending 
each other messages via channels. When a process wants to send a message it explicitly 
states to which channel this message has to be sent. It also explicitly states when and 
from which channel it wants to receive a message. Immediately after a message has 
been received, the sending process continues its activities (it does not have to wait for 
a result). If a process receives a message, it does not execute a method as in traditional 
object-oriented languages. Also, a possibly expected result is not automatically returned 
to the sender. If a result of the message is expected, it has to be transmitted by means of 
another rendezvous. 

Methods of Process Objects 
A process object can call and execute one of its methods. This does not require the 
reception of a message. Methods are comparable with procedures of imperative pro
gramming languages such as C or Pascal. However, procedures of imperative program
ming languages are in general expected to terminate and can therefore only express 
finite behaviour. Methods in POOSL, on the other hand, can be used to express infinite 
(non-terminating) behaviour. Such infinite behaviour is specified by defining methods 
in a (mutual) tail-recursive manner. The concept of tail recursion has proven to be 
very useful for the specification of hardware/software systems with complex dynamic 
(communication) behaviour. 

Internal Data of Process Objects 
Processes contain internal data in the form of data objects (also called travelling objects) 
which are stored in instance variables. Data objects are private to the process that owns 
them, i.e. process objects have neither shared variables nor shared data . A process 
can interact with its data objects by sending messages to them. When a process sends 
a message to one of its data objects, its activities are suspended until the result of the 
message is returned by that data object. Data objects themselves cannot send messages 
(except for replies) to a process object autonomously. 

Parameter Passing of Process Objects 
When two processes communicate, a message and a (possibly empty) set of parameters 
is passed from one process to another. The parameters refer to data objects which are 
private to the sending process. Because processes do not have any data in common, 
it does not suffice to just pass a set of references to the data objects, as in traditional 
object-oriented languages. Instead, it has to be mimicked that the objects themselves 
are passed (whence the term travelling object). This means that a new set of objects has 
to be created within the environment of the receiving process. These objects are (deep) 
copies of the data objects involved in the rendezvous. The concept of travelling object 
was first introduced in [Ver92]. 

Clusters 
Next to processes, POOSL supports clusters. A cluster is composed of processes and 
other clusters and acts as an abstraction of these. Clusters are used to create a hierarchical 
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structure of modules that hide their internal structure. The constituents of a cluster 
are composed by parallel composition, channel hiding and channel renaming. These 
combinators are based upon similar combinators originally used in CCS [Mil80, Mil89]. 

Message Interfaces 
Every process and cluster has a message interface describing which messages can be 
sent and received on the specified channels. The set of message interfaces of a behaviour 
description determines which instances can possibly communicate through which chan
nels. It does not state when possible communications take place. 

Process and Cluster Classes 
Processes and clusters are grouped in classes. A class of a process (a process class) 
specifies the behaviour of a collection of similar processes objects. A class of a cluster 
(a cluster class) specifies the behaviour and internal structure of a collE;ction of similar 
clusters. Processes of process classes and clusters of cluster classes are called instances. 
All classes are parameterised by so-called expression parameters. Expression parame
ters refer to data objects and are used to initialise an instance of a process class or an 
instance of a cluster class. 

Data Objects 
Besides processes and clusters, POOSL supports data objects, also called travelling ob
jects. Data objects are comparable to objects in sequential object-oriented programming 
languages such as Smalltalk [GR89], C++ [Str92], Eiffel [Mey88], and SPOOL [AB90]. A 
data object consists of some private data and has the ability to perform operations on 
this data. Data is stored in instance variables, which contain (references to) other objects 
or to the object which owns the variables. The variables of an object are encapsulated; 
they cannot be accessed directly by any other object. They can only be read and changed 
by the object itself. 

Communication Between Data Objects 
Data objects can interact by sending messages to each other. A message consists of a 
message name, and zero or more parameters. A message can be seen as a request to 
carry out one of the object's services. An object explicitly states to which object it wants 
to send a message. When an object sends a message, its activities are suspended until 
the result of the message arrives. An object that receives a message will execute a so
called method. The name and the parameters of this method correspond in a one-to-one 
fashion to the name and the parameters of the received message. A method implements 
one of the object's services. It can access all instance variables of its corresponding 
object. In addition, a method may have local variables of its own. The result of a 
method execution is returned to the sender. 

Data Classes 
Data objects are grouped into data classes. A data class describes a set of objects that 
have the same functionality. The individual objects in a class are called instances. 
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7.3 The Role of Semantics 

We repeatedly mentioned that POOSL language is a formal language2. This means that 
the syntax (the form) as well as the semantics (the intended meaning) of every language 
construct is defined in a formal, mathematical way. Defining the syntax of languages in 
a formal way is nowadays quite common. There exists a well-developed and widely
known mathematical theory of formal languages which supports the accurate descrip
tion of the syntax of languages, and the correct implementation of lexical scanners and 
parsers [Ten91). A similar uniform mathematical theory for language semantics is still 
lacking. Nevertheless, there do exist a number of well-developed approaches towards 
semantics. Despite of this, only very few languages come equipped with a complete 
formal definition of their semantics [Hen90]. 

With respect to the semantics POOSL, we have chosen for a Plotkin-style structural 
operational semantics[Plo77, Plo81, Plo83]. An operational semantics describes how the 
language constructs are executed on some abstract machine. The term structural states 
that the semantics is defined in terms of the syntactic structure of specifications. The 
reasons to develop a semantics, and especially a structural operational semantics, are 
diverse: 

Language Design 
First of all, and most importantly, designing a good (specification) language is a very 
complex task. When one attempts to combine different language primitives, unexpected 
and counterintuitive interactions arise [Ten91]. Since constructing a formal semantics 
requires a thorough understanding of every 'corner' of the language, these interactions 
can be detected as early as possible and different alternatives can be evaluated systemat
ically. The construction of a semantics further prevents a language from being 'polluted' 
by many bizarre language constructs. Therefore, a language and its formal semantics 
should be developed simultaneously, thereby using the semantics as a tool which guides 
the language design. More about this subject is described in Section 9.7. 

Unambiguous Documentation 
Next to its use for language design, a semantics, and especially an operational semantics, 
can be helpful when the precise meaning of a construct must be known. Since reference 
manuals and language standards are, in general, expressed informally, ambiguities may 
arise about the precise meaning of some construct. A formal semantics can then be 
consulted to resolve these ambiguities. Further, a rigorous semantic description can be 
of assistance in creating manuals or standards in the first place. 

Behaviour-Preserving Transformations 
Behaviour-preserving transformations form an important base of the SHE method. A 
transformation takes a specification and transforms it into another one. A behaviour
preserving transformation is a special kind of transformation whose correctness is known 

2In fact, a more adequate term would be rigorous language. In this thesis we will often use the term 
formal instead of term rigorous. In a strict sense, the terms refer to different notions (see for example 
[Ten91]). 
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in advance, which means that it establishes a predefined correctness relation between the 
involved specifications. A formal proof of correctness can only be made if the semantics 
of specifications and the semantics of correctness relations are made precise. 

The correctness of transformations is often based on equivalent externally observable 
behaviour. Since denotational semantics typically emphasise describing systems in terms 
of their external behaviour, they are often considered a good basis for the support of 
transformations. However, as languages become more complicated, the creation of an 
appropriate denotational semantics becomes more and more difficult. This especially 
applies to parallel (object-oriented) languages. On the other hand, operational seman
tics, and in particular structural operational semantics, have proven to be very fruitful. 
By defining correctness relations directly on top of an operational semantics, much of 
the need for denotational semantics has been side-stepped [Hen90] . 

Tool Support 
Simulator tools, compiler tools (providing prototype implementations) and verification 
tools are of great use 

• to be able to validate formal specifications against informal requirements; 

• to analyse the (dynamic) behaviour of specifications; 

• to implement specifications; 

• to formally verify specifications. 

Since an operational semantics describes how specifications are executed rather than 
just what the results of tne execution should be, tool implementers can greatly benefit 
from such a semantic description. A nice demonstration of this is given in [vE89] where 
a set of simulator functions for Hippo (a LOTOS simulator) is systematically derived 
from the operational semantics of LOTOS. Currently a simulator for POOSL is under 
development. Our experience is that the formal semantics (described in the following 
chapters) is of great value for the construction of the simulator. It was possible to create 
an almost one-to-one mapping from the elements of the operational semantics to the 
elements of the implementation of the simulator. 

7.4 Mathematical Preliminaries 

In this section we will introduce the basic mathematics that is assumed to be known in 
Chapters 8, 9 and 10. 

7.4.1 Sets 

Sets and their Definitions 
A set or collection is a finite or infinite union of mathematical objects3 . These objects 

3This is only an informal and naive explanation. A precise definition would be beyond the scope of 
this thesis. 
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are called the elements of the set. These elements may be numbers, functions, strings or 
they can be sets themselves. For instance the set N = { 0, 1, 2, · · ·} denotes an infinite 
collection of natural numbers. The curly braces are used to 'enumerate' the elements 
of the set. The three dots indicate that the partial list of numbers should be completed 
to define the infinite collection of natural numbers. Another way to specify a set is by 
referrin9 to other sets and to properties that elements may or may not have. For instance 
{ n E N I n mod 2 = O} defines the set of even natural numbers. An alternative way to 
define this set is by {2n In EN}. Here n EN denotes that n is an element of N. If this is 
not true we write n !f. N. The empty set, i.e. the set that contains no elements, is denoted 
by 0. A set, such as { O}, that contains only one element is called a singleton set. 

Operators and Relators 
Given two sets V and W we will write V ~ W to indicate that V is a subset of W. This 
means that each element of Vis also element of W. V ~ W indicates that Vis not a 
subset of W. The union of V and W is denoted by VU Wand their intersection by V n W. 
Sometimes we will take a generalised union of sets. If V is a set of sets, then U V denotes 
the union of all sets that are element of V. Finally, IP (V) denotes the powerset of V . This 
is the collection of all subsets of V. 

Typical Elements 
In Chapters 8 and 9 we will define quite a number of different collections. To refer 
to elements of these collections, the collections themselves also have to be specified. 
However, this would not improve the readability. Therefore we follow the convention 
to use typical elements of a collection. If Vis a collection we could introduce v, w, · · · as its 
typical elements. This means that v and w (but also v1, v2, w1, etcetera) refer to arbitrary 
elements of V. Instead of saying that v, w, · · · are typical elements of V, we also say that 
v, w, · · · range over V. 

Syntactic Elements and Meta Variables 
To define the syntax of a language one has to introduce collections of syntactic elements. 
Syntactic elements are the syntactic representations of statements, expressions, variables, 
specifications, etcetera. The typical elements of a collection of syntactic elements are 
called its syntactic meta-variables. The term meta indicates that these variables themselves 
are not part of the collection. They are only used to refer to these elements. In principle 
the same holds for the typical elements of an arbitrary collection. However, within the 
context of the definition of a language the distinction is important to make. For arbitrary 
sets the distinction is and can often be blurred. 

7.4.2 Cartesian Products and Binary Relations 

Cartesian Products and Ordered Tuples 
The cartesian product of two sets V and W, denoted by V x W, is the set of all ordered pairs 
(v, w) with v E V and w E W. The pair (v, w) is called an ordered tuple. More generally, 
if v1, · · · , Vn are n objects, not necessarily distinct, then ( v1, · · · , Vn) is called an ordered 
n-tuple, or n-tuple for short. Ordered pairs are the same as ordered 2-tuples. If Vi,·· ·, Vn 
are n collections, then the n-fold cartesian product Vi x · · · x Vn is the set of all ordered 
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n-tuples (v1, · · · , vn) with v; E V; for i = 1, · · · , n. If w is an n-tuple, then the i-th element 
of w is denoted by w(i), sow= (w(l), · · ·, w(n)). 

Lists 
An n-tuple is a list of fixed length. Sometimes it is convenient to denote lists of arbitrary 
length. For set V and natural number n we will let V" denote then-fold cartesian product 
of V. Note that V 1 denotes the collection of all 1-tuples of the form (v) with v E V . For 
n = 0 we define v0 to consist of the empty list only. The empty list is denoted by (), so 
v0 = { ()} . To denote the collection of all lists with entries from V we use the notation 
v·. More formally, v· = u { V" I n E N}. The concatenation of lists v E v· and w E w· is 
again a list and is denoted by v . w. v· . w· denotes the set { v . w I v E v· , w E W''}. To 
indicate the length of a list v, i.e. the amount of entries of v, we write I v I· 

7.4.3 Binary Relations 

Binary Relations 
A binary relation R on two sets V and W is a subset of V x W, so R <;;: V x W. If two 
elements v E V and w E Ware related under R, we can write (v, w) ER. Often, however, 
we will use an infix notation and write v R w instead of (v, w) E R. In case infix notations 
are used, relations are often denoted by symbols such as~,~,=,-> and:::}. A binary 
relation on V and Vis simply called a binary relation on V . 

Relation Composition 
Binary relations can be composed into a new relation. Let R be a relation on V and W 
and let S be a relation on Wand Z. Then the relation composition R o S is a relation on V 
and Z. For v E V and z E Z, (v, z) E Ro S if and only if there exists a w E W such that 
(v, w) E Rand (w, z) E S. Instead of Ro S we will often simply write RS. 

Reflective Transitive Closures 
It is often convenient to apply a relation zero or more times. Let R be a binary relation 
on V and let n be a natural number. We define R" to be then-fold composition of relation 
R. For n = 1, R1 = R. For n = 0, R0 is the identity relation Id on V. It is defined as follows. 
For each v, w E V, (v, w) E Id if and only if v = w. To denote that R can be comrosed an 
arbitrary amount of times, we use the notation R*. More formally, R* = U{R" I n EN}. 
R* is called the reflexive transitive closure of relation R. 

7.4.4 Functions 

Partial Functions 
A partial function f from V to W is a binary relation on sets V and W such that for each 
element v E V there exists at most one element w E W with (v, w) E f. Instead of (v, w) E f 
we will in general write f (v) = w. The object f(v) is called the image of v under f. 

Domains and Ranges 
To denote that f is a partial function from V to W we write f : V <-t W. V is called the 
definition domain and W the co-domain of f. The collection of all elements in V that have 
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an image in W is called the domain of f. It is denoted by Dom(j). The collection of all 
elements in W that are image of some element in Vis called the range of f. The range of 
f is denoted by Rng(j). 

U ndefinedness 
Not all elements of V have necessarily an image in W under f. If an element v has no 
image, i.e. if v rf. Dom(j), we often write f(v) = undef, denoting that f(v) is 'undefined' . 

Variant Notation 
Let f be a partial function from V to W, let v, v' E V and w E W. then f { w / v} equals 
function f, except in domain element v, there it is w. f { w / v} is defined by 

{ 
f(v') 

f {w / v}(v') = w 
undef 

if v' =f. v and v' E Dom(j) 
if v' = v 
if v' =f. v and v' rf. Dom(j) 

The notation is called the variant notation for functions. In the context of defining a 
language semantics, it appears to be a very convenient notation. 

Restriction 
Another convenient notation for functions is the restriction operator f. let f be a partial 
function from V to W and let Z ~ V be a subset of V. Then f f Z denotes the partial 
function from V to W that is the same as f except that its domain is restricted to Z. let 
v E V. Then f f Z is defined by 

f r Z( ) { f(v) if v E Dom(f) n Z 
v = undef if v rf. Dom(f) n Z 

Complete Functions 
A special kind of partial function is a complete function. If f is a complete function from 
V to W, then each element in V has an image in W. This can also be expressed as 
Dom(j) = V. To denote that f is a complete function from V to W we will use the 
notation f : V ----> W. We will often write wifv1, · · · , wn /Vn to denote a function f for 
whichf(v;) = w; (1 :::;_ i :::;_ n) andf(v) = votherwise. 

7.4.5 Inductive Definitions and Proofs by Induction 

Inductive Definitions 
The main mathematical tool that we will use is induction. Many relations, functions 
and sets will be defined in an inductive way. There exist many notations for inductive 
definitions. In principle, however, they all boil down to a single notion. Basically, an 
inductive definition consists of a number of inference rules. An inference rule is of the 
form 

premises f 
conclusion i condition 
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A rule has zero or more premises and one conclusion. It tells us how we can construct a 
complex mathematical object (the conclusions) from simpler ones (the premises). A rule 
may have a condition which has to be fulfilled whenever the rule is to be applied. If this 
condition is vacuously true, it is omitted. Rules with premises that are vacuously true 
are called axioms. Axioms define what are considered primitive mathematical objects. 
Together, the axioms and rules define a collection of mathematical objects. This collection 
contains those and only those objects that are derivable from these axioms and rules. 

Inductive Proofs 
Axioms and rules are used to define mathematical objects. The same axioms and rules, 
however, can also be used to prove some property about these objects. First the property 
is proved for all primitive objects defined by the axioms. Then, for each rule, the property 
is proved for the complex objects defined by the conclusion of that rule. Such a proof 
uses the assumption that the property already holds for the objects used in the premises 
of the rule. This assumption is called the induction hypothesis. The proofs themselves are 
called proofs by rule induction. 

Mathematical Induction 
Mathematical induction is probably the most well-known form of induction. It is based 
on the collection N of natural numbers. N is inductively defined by one axiom and one 
rule: 

nEN 
DE"N n+lEN 

To prove for each n E Na property, say P(n), one can use rule induction. One starts by 
proving P(O). Then P(n + 1) is proved under the assumption that P(n) already holds. 
This form of induction is commonly called mathematical induction (on n). 

Inductive Function Definitions 
We will repeatedly define functions in an inductive way. As a simple example, consider 
the well-known faculty function Jae : N ----> N. It is defined by one axiom and one rule: 

Jac(n) = k "f "'' 
fac(O) = 1 Jac(n + 1) = k(n + 1) 1 n E "' 

It is however quite unusual to define functions this way. We will therefore follow the 
convention and use the more usual notation: 

fac(O) = 1andfac(n+1) = (n + l)fac(n) for n E N 

Using rule induction one is able to prove that each objectfac(n) satisfies some property 
P. It is also possible, however, to use mathematical induction on n. Then the axiom and 
rule in the definition of N are used as a basis for induction. The axiom and rule of the 
definition of Jae are used as well, but they serve a different purpose. Both of these forms 
of induction are applied in this thesis. 

Backus Naur Form (BNF) 
As we explained in Subsection 7.4.1, we will occasionally have to define collections of 
syntactic elements. Consider, for instance, the collection Bin of binary representations 
of natural numbers. Bin is defined as 
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BE Bin BE Bin 
lJEITTYi IT1fln BOE Bm Bl E Bm 

Here Bis a syntactic meta variable ranging over Bin. The axioms and rules are commonly 
represented in Backus Naur Form (BNF): 

B ::= 0 [ 1 I BO I B1 

To prove that the elements of the collection satisfy some property, one uses rule induction. 
In case the collection consists of syntactic elements one often speaks about structural 
induction. 

7.5 Concluding Remarks 

The POOSL language is composed from a data part and a process part. The same holds 
for the semantics of the language. In Chapter 8 the data part of POOSL is explained 
in detail. Chapter 9 deals with the development of the process part of the language. 
In Chapter 10 the semantics is applied to define several behaviour-preserving structure 
transformations and to prove them correct. The proofs of all propositions, lemmas and 
transformations are given in Appendix B. 
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8.1 Introduction 

The POOSL language consists of two major parts: A data part and a process part. 
In this chapter the data part of POOSL will be defined and explained in detail. In 
Section 8.2 an informal explanation is given. Then, in Sections 8.3 and 8.4, the formal 
syntax together with a number of context conditions are defined. In Sections 8.5 we 
develop a computational semantics of the data part of POOSL. The realisation of the 
formal semantics of data objects has greatly been influenced by [ABKR86] in which an 
operational semantics of the parallel object-oriented language POOL is given. In Section 
8.6 we extend the semantics to deal with so-called deepCopy messages. DeepCopies 
will appear to be very important for the introduction of concurrency in the next chapter. 
In Section 8.7 the semantics is applied. An example is given in which the semantics of a 
complex-number expression is calculated. 

8.2 Informal Explanation 

Data objects or travelling objects in POOSL are much like objects in sequential object
oriented programming languages such as Smalltalk [GR89], C++ [Str92], Eiffel [Mey88], 
and SPOOL [AB90]. A data object contains some private data and has the ability to 
act on this data. Data is stored in instance variables, which contain (references to) other 
objects or to the object which owns the variables. The variables of an object cannot be 
accessed directly by any other object. They can only be read and changed by the object 
itself. 

Data objects can interact by sending messages to each other. A message consists of a 
message name, also called a message selector, and zero or more parameters. A message 
can be seen as a request to carry out one of the objects' services. An object explicitly 
states to which object it wants to send a message. When an object sends a message, its 
activities are suspended until the result of the message arrives. An object that receives 
a message will execute a corresponding so-called method. A method implements one 
of the object's services. It can access all instance variables of its corresponding object. 
In addition, it may have local variables of its own. The result of a method execution is 
returned to the sender. 

Data objects are grouped into data classes. A data class describes a set of objects which 
all have the same functionality. The individual objects in a data class are called instances. 
The instance variables and methods, which are the same for all instances, are specified 
within a data class definition. 

POOSL has four primitive data classes of commonly used data types, namely Boolean, 
Integer, Real, and Char. Instances of these primitive classes are called primitive data 
objects. The set of messages of these objects correspond to the usual operations of the 
object's data type. 

Next to these primitive objects five other primitive objects exist, named nil, bunk, iunk, 
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runk, and cunk. nil can be considered to be element of every class. Besides an equality 
(==)message, this object does not recognise any message and the execution aborts when 
another message is sent to it. bunk, iunk, runk, and cunk represent the unknown data 
objects of classes Boolean, Integer, Real, and Char. An unknown object recognises the same 
messages as the other objects of its class. The calculated results follow rules such as 
bunk or true = true, iunk < 6 = bunk, and 1.567 x runk = runk. Unknown objects 
are introduced to allow the specification of non-deterministic, yet executable, behaviour. 
Non-determinism is a very powerful tool to achieve abstraction in specifications. 

Every object (primitive as well as non-primitive) recognises a special message called 
equality ( ==). Through the equality message it is decided whether or not two expressions 
refer to the same object. 

8.3 Formal Syntax 

In this section an (abstract) syntax of the language of data objects is given in BNF 
notation. The syntax resembles the syntax of Smalltalk defined in [GR89] and is based 
on the abstract syntax of POOL [ABKR86]. We assume that the following sets of syntactic 
elements are given: 

IVar 
LVar 
CName 

instance variables 
local variables (parameters included) 
data class names 

MName method and message names 

x,y,· .. 
u,v,w,··· 
C, ··· 
m, ··· 

First, we define the set PDObj of primitive data objects with typical elements "(, · · ·. This set 
contains boolean objects (JIB), integer objects (Z), real objects (lR), character objects (Char) 
and nil. The unknown objects bunk, iunk, runk, and cunk are assumed to be elements of 
sets JIB, Z, IR and Char respectively. 

PDObj =JIB u IZ u IR u Char u {nil} 

The theories of sets JIB, Z, IR and Char together with their usual operators and relators 
( +,-,=,> ,<,· · ·) are assumed to be parameters of our semantics. We further assume that 
true and false are elements of set JIB, that··· ,-2, -1,0, 1,2, ···are elements of set IZ and 
that nil -=f. 'Y for all 'Y E JIB U IZ U IR U Char. 
We define the set Exp of data expressions, with typical elements E, ···,as follows: 

E .. x 
u 
new (C) 
self 
E m(Ei, · ·· ,En) 

1 
S;E 
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The first two expressions are instance variables and local variables1. The value of such a 
variable expression is (a reference to) the object currently stored in that variable. The 
next type of expression is the new expression. This expression indicates that a new 
object (of class C) has to be created. The expression yields the newly created object. 
Expression self refers to the object which is currently evaluating this expression. 

The sixth type of expression is a message-send expression. Here E refers to the object to 
which message m has to be sent and E1, · · · , En are the parameters of the message. When 
a message-send expression is evaluated, first the destination expression is evaluated, 
then the parameters are evaluated from left to right, and finally the message is sent to 
the destination object. This latter object initialises its method parameters to the objects 
in the message and initialises its local method variables to nil. Next, the receiving object 
starts evaluating its method expression. The result of this evaluation is the result of the 
send expression which is returned to the sending object. 

Next, we have constant expressions / , · · ·, which refer to the above defined primitive 
objects. /stands for the direct naming(textua1 representation) of primitive object/. An 
expression can be composed from a statement and another expression. When such a 
composite expression is evaluated, first the statement is executed and then the succeeding 
expression is evaluated. The value of this latter expression will be the value of the 
composite expression. 

Next, we define the set Stal of data statements. We let S, · · · range over Stat which is 
defined as 

S .. - E 
x:= E 
u := E 
S1; S2 
if Ethen 51 else 52 fi 
do Ethen Sod 

The first type of statement is a data expression. Executing such a statement means that 
the expression is evaluated and the result is discarded. The effect of the execution is the 
side-effect of the expression evaluation. 

Next, w e have two assignment statements: the first to an instance variable and the 
second to a local variable. Upon execution of an assignment statement, the expression is 
evaluated and the result, a primitive object or a reference to an object of a non-primitive 
data class, is assigned to the variable. 

Sequential composition, the if-statement, and the do-statement have their usual meaning. If 
expression E of the if-statement or the do-statement evaluates to bunk, a non-deterministic 
choice is taken whether the value should be interpreted as true or as false. 

1 Note that we consider a parameter to be a local variable too. 
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Further, we define the set Systems with typical elements Sys, · · ·. 

Sys ::= (CDz · · · CDn) 

A Sys is a system of non-primitive data classes, comparable with a collection of system 
classes in Smalltalk [GR89]. A system is built from a number of data class definitions. 

The set ClassDef of data class definitions, ranging over CD, · · ·,is defined as 

CD ::= data class C 
instance variables X1 · · · Xn 

instance methods MDz · · · MDk 

Within a data class definition the functionality of the classes' instances is specified. First, 
the name of the class is given. Next, the instance variables x1 · · · Xn of the class are 
indicated. The last part of a class definition consists of a number of method definitions 
MD1 · ··MDk. 

The set of all method definitions is called Methdef and has typical elements MD,··· 

MD ::= m(ui , · · ·,Un) 

I VJ· · ·Vm I 
E 
m(u1 , · · · ,Un) 
primitive 

Within a method definition the functionality of a certain method is described. A method 
definition starts with a method name m and zero or more parameters u1, · · · , Un. Next, 
zero or more local variables v1 · · · Vm are specified. A method definition ends with an 
expression E which is the body of the method. This expression is evaluated when the 
method is invoked. The result of this evaluation is returned to the message sender. 

There exist however methods whose functionality cannot be expressed in terms of 
expressions. The functionality of these, often called primitive methods, is specified in the 
form of axioms in the semantics of the language. A primitive-method definition only 
contains the parameters of the method and a keyword indicating that the method is 
primitive. A typical example of a primitive method is a deepCopy method w hich is used 
to create a complete copy of some object. Another example is the equality(==) message. 
Through this message it is determined whether two expressions refer to the same object. 
In this chapter we will assume that some classes use deepCopy and equality messages. 
These primitives are also defined for every primitive object. Other primitive methods 
(for non-primitive data classes) will not be considered. 

8.4 Context Conditions 

In the previous section we gave the syntax of the data part of POOSL in BNF notation. 
There are, however, a number of (syntactic) requirements, often called context conditions, 
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which have to be satisfied and which cannot be described in BNF. In this section we will 
informally2 describe the context conditions with respect to a system Sys of data classes. 
The conditions are the following: 

(1) All class names in Sys are different. 

(2) All instance variable names in a class definition are different. 

(3) All method names of a class are different. 

(4) All parameter and local variable names in a method definition are different. 

(5) Every variable used in a method body is either an instance variable of the corre
sponding class, a method parameter, or a local method variable. 

(6) The class referred to by any new expression is contained in Sys. 

8.5 A Computational Semantics 

8.5.1 Informal Explanation 

A computational semantics is a special kind of operational semantics and is specified by 
a transition system together with a semantic function. A transition system is an ordered 
pair (Conf,--> ) where Conf is a set of configurations3 and where -> denotes a transition 
relation, i.e. a binary relation on Conf. In general, a configuration is of the form (S, I} 
representing that some statement S is to be executed in the context of information I. 
Transition relation(->) describes how this execution takes place. The intuitive meaning 
of transition (S, I} -> (S', J') is that statement S with information I leads to statement S' 
with information I' in a single computation step (also called transition step). 

The transition relation is defined by a collection of inference rules (see also Subsection 
7.4.5). An inference rule is of the general form 

(S1,J1) --> (s;, 1;), · · ·, Sn, In) -> (S~,I~ 
(S, J) --> S', J') if condition 

A rule has zero or more premises and one conclusion. A rule tells us how we can deduce 
a new transition (the conclusion) from the old ones (the premises). A rule may have a 
condition which has to be fulfilled whenever the rule is to be applied. 

Rules without premises are called axioms. An axiom tells us what is considered to be a 
basic transition. Usually, the solid line is omitted when a rule is an axiom. So, an axiom 
has the general form 

(S, J) --> (S', I') if condition 

2Context conditions can also be described in a formal way. See for instance the 'static semantics' of 
µCRL [GP95]. 

3Configurations are also called execution states, see Paragraph 6.6.3.6. 
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The transition relation ---+ describes the individual steps of an execution. If we ap
ply the relation repeatedly, starting with configuration (Si, Ii), we obtain sequences of 
configurations, called derivation sequences, 

such that for all i;:::: 1 (S;, I;) ---+ (S;+i , I;+1). Some of these sequences will be infinite and 
others will be finite. The finite sequences are of the form 

where configuration (Sb h) is either a terminal or a stuck configuration, i.e., there exists 
no configuration (S, J) such that (Ski h) ---+ (S, I). A terminal configuration represents 
the calculated information obtained by successful termination. A stuck configuration 
represents an unsuccessful termination. 

We can now define the semantics of a configuration (S1,Ii). In this semantics we are 
only interested in the final results of the succesful execution of S1. Hence, we are not 
interested in (intermediate) results of non-terminating or stuck derivation sequences. 
The semantics of (Si, I 1) is then defined by the set V of all terminal configurations of all 
possible derivation sequences. This is done by defining a semantic function that maps 
(S1,I1) onto V. 

In the following two paragraphs we will give an operational semantics of the data part 
of POOSL. Subsection 8.5.2 will start with a number of definitions. In Subsection 8.5.3 
the transition system is being developed. Subsection 8.5.4 defines the semantics of 
configurations in terms of a semantic function M. In Section 8.6 the transition system is 
extended to deal with the primitive deepCopy messages. Section 8.7 gives an example 
of the calculation of the semantics of a data expression in POOSL. 

8.5.2 Definitions 

Before we can define our operational semantics we have to give some definitions. 

We start defining the set NDObj of non-primitive data objects and let Cl:', · · · range over 
NDObj4 . Non-primitive data objects are represented by 'capped' integer values. In fact, 
these 'capped' integer values are really object identifiers and not the objects themselves. 
Most of the time, however, we will blur this distinction and call them objects instead. 

NDObj = { iz I n E N} 

Together with the primitive data objects PDObj, this constitutes the set DObj of data 
objects, with typical elements /3, · · ·, 

DObj = NDObj U PDObj 

4We assume that for all 'Y E PDObj and et E NDObj: 'Y # et. 
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We define a set of variables states5 E ranging over a ,·· · as follows: 

E = {a E (NDObj U {proc}) '--' (IVar '--' DObj) I Dom( a) is finite} 

Here, we use'--' to indicate that a variables state is a partial function. Dom( a) denotes the 
domain of function a. We will denote elements of NDObj U {proc} by 6, · · · and elements 
of set IVar '---> DObj by c/>, · · ·. 

Later in Chapter 9 we will see that every data expression or data statement is executed 
within the context of a single process object. Such a process has instance variables, which 
refer to data objects known to that process object. A variables state a E L: stores the 
values of all these instance variables as well as of those of all non-primitive data objects 
(indirectly) known to the process. Domain element proc is an identifier of the process 
itself. The other domain elements refer to the non-primitive data objects. 

We define a function Maxld which retrieves the greatest object identifier contained in a 
variables state. Maxld is needed to describe the creation of data objects. If a state does 
not contain any object identifiers, the function returns 0. Let a E E. Then 

M Id _ { 0 if Dom(a r NDObj) = 0 
ax (a) - Max{ n I n E Dom( a)} if Dom( a r NDObj) =f. 0 

Here u r NDObj denotes function a restricted to set NDObj. 

Next, we define a set Stack of local variable stacks, with typical elements s, · · ·, 

Stack= ( {proc} x (LVar '--' DObj))* · (NDObj x (LVar '--' DObj))* 

A stack is a (possibly empty) list of stack elements. An element of a stack denotes 
a local variables environment. Such an element consists of two components. The first 
component denotes the owner of the environment, which is either the involved process 
object or some non-primitive data object. The second component stores the values of 
the local variables of the owner. The first component of the top of a stack denotes the 
object which is currently executing one of its methods. Note that the bottom (left-side) 
elements of each stack are owned by the involved process object, whereas the top (right
side) elements are owned by non-primitive data-objects. We let e, · · · range over the set 
of local variables environments (NDObj U {proc}) x (LVar '--' DObj). We further let x, · · · 
range over Lvar '--' DObj. 

We shall need the following operations upon stacks: For stack elements 

e1, ···,en, e E ((NDObj U {proc }) x (LVar '--' DObj)) 

and stack 

(e1, ···,en ) E Stack 

5See also Paragraph 6.6.3.4 
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we define 

pop( ( e1, · · · , en)) 
push(e, (e1 , · · · , e,,)) 
top((e1, ···,en)) 
I (e1,· .. , en) I 

(e1, .. · ,en-1) if n > 1 
(e1 , · · · , en ,e) if (e1 , · · · ,en,e) E Stack 
en if n > 1 
n 

I s I denotes the depth (the amount of elements) of stacks. 
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We denote the first and second component of a stack element e by e(l) respectively e(2). 
So if e = (b, x) then e(1) =band e(2) = X· 

To store for each non-primitive data object its class name, we define the set Type of types 
or type functions ranging over r, · · · 

Type = NDObj <---+ CName 

Armed with these definitions we are able to define our set Conf of data configurations. 

Conf = St at' x E x Stack x Type x Systems 

A configuration conf consists of a statement part and an information part (see also 
Subsection 8.5.1). Here, the statement part of a configuration is an extended statement. 
The information part is composed of a variables state, a stack, a type and a system of 
non-primitive data classes. 

Set Slat', with typical elements S', · · · ,is an extended set of data statements, based on Slat. 
This extension is on its turn based on an extended set of data expressions Exp' , with typical 
elements E' , · · · . The extended sets are defined as follows: 

E' ··- x 

u 
new(C) 
self 
E' m(E) , · · · , E~, ) 

(}_ 
S' ; E 

S' E' 
x := E' 
u := E' 
Sj; S2 
if E' then 51 else 52 fi 
doEthen S od 
! E' 

Here, /3 denotes the direct naming of object B. This construct is incorporated to facilitate 
the semantic description. ! E' indicates that a message is standing out and that the result 
of the message, which is the value of expression E', is to be inserted at the place of the!. 

8.5.3 The Transition System 

We are now ready to define relation---> of transition system (Conf, ---> ). Transition relation 

---> <:;;;; Conf x Conf 
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is defined by 22 axioms (1) · · · (22) and 7 rules (a) · · · (g). The complete collection of 
axioms and rules is given in Section A.l. In this subsection we will select a number of 
axioms and rules and we will explain them informally. In Subsection 8.5.4 axioms (21) 
and (22), both dealing with primitive deepCopy messages, are explained in detail. 

(1) Object creation 

(new (C) , a, s, T , Sys) --+ (fr, a1 , s, 7, Sys) 

if Sys= (CD1 · · · CDi · · · CD1) and 
CDi = data class C instance variables X1 · · · Xp instance methods · · · 

where a'= a{ct> / iz}, Dom{ci>) = {x1, · · · ,xp} , ci>(x;) =nil, 
n=Maxld(a)+l and T=T{C/n} 

Axiom (1) describes the behaviour of the new(C) expression. The condition of the axiom 
states that the expression can only be evaluated if there exists a data class, named C, 
in Sys. Here we have used symbol = to denote syntactic identity. Upon creation of an 
instance of class C a new object identifier iz is calculated. n equals the greatest object 
identifier number contained in a plus one (Maxld(a) + 1). Further a new environment et>, 
storing the values of the instance variables x1, · · · , Xp, is created. Each of these instance 
variables is initialised to nil. Environment et> is then assigned to object identifier n in 
variables state a to obtain a' (a' = a{ <P/ii} ). Further class name C is assigned to ii in 
type T to yield 7 (7 = T{ C/ii} ). The result of the new(C) expression is the newly created 
object identifier ii. 

(2) Assignment to instance variables 

(x := Q, a, s, T , Sys) --+ ( Q, a', s, T , Sys) 

if isl>O 
where a'= a{a(c5){,8 / x} / c5} and c5 = (top(s))(1) 

(c) Assignment to instance variables 

(E', a, s, T, Sys) --+ (E'') er, s', T, Sys) 

(x := E' ,a ,s, T,Sys) --+ (x := E' ' ,a' ,s', 7, Sys) 

Both axiom {2) and rule (c) concern the assignment to instance variables. Consider 
configuration (x := E', a, s, T , Sys). If the evaluation of extended expression E' is not 
finished yet, then rule (c) can possibly be applied to carry out a next evaluation step. 
Rule { c) states that if the one-step evaluation of ( E', a , s, T, Sys) leads to ( E'' , a', s', 7 , Sys), 
then the one-step execution of (x := E' , a,s, T, Sys) leads to (x := E'',a' , s' , 7, Sys) . Notice 
that state a, stacks and type T may change as a result of this step. 

If rule (c) cannot be applied to (x := E' , a, s, T, Sys), then configuration (E' , a , s, T , Sys) 
is either stuck or terminal. If it is stuck then configuration (x := E' , a , s, T, Sys) is also 
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stuck and the execution of the assignment statement can not be finished. If it is terminal, 
then P is of the form /3 where /] is either a primitive object or an identifier of a non
primitive object. In thiscase axiom (2) applies and the actual assignment can be carried 
out. In the application of this axiom the owner 8 of instance variable x, is retrieved. 
8 is the first component of the local variable environment located at the top of stack s 
(8 = (top(s))(l)) and is either a non-primitive data object or proc. In the latter case, x is 
owned by a process object that is executing the assignment statement. If stacks is not 
empty (I s I> O) and 8 is retrieved, /3 is assigned to instance variable x of 8 in variables 
state a (a' = a{ a(6){ 8 / x} / 6} ). 

The last axioms and rules we will address in this paragraph concern the. handling of a 
method call. 

(8) Method call 

(g_ m(/31,- · · ,(3k),a,s,T,Sys) --+ ( l E,a,s',T,Sys) 

if Sys = ( CD1 · · · CDi · · · CD1) 1 CD} = data class C · · · MD1 ···MD··· MD1 1 

C = T(o:) and MD= m(u1, · · ·, uk) I V1 · · · Vn I E 

where s' = push(e,s) , e = (o:, '() , x(u;) = °!3; and x(vj) =nil 

(e) Method execution 

(E',a ,s,T,Sys)--+ (E'' ,a',s', 1' ,Sys) 

( l E' ,a,s,T,Sys) __. ( l E'1 ,a',s1 ,1',Sys) 

(9) Returning the result 

( l /}__, a, s, T, Sys) --+ ( /}__, a , s', T, Sys) 

if Is I> o 
where s' = pop(s) 

Consider the configuration ( g_ m( /31, · · · ,/3k ),a,s, T, Sys) indicating thatmessagem with 
parameters /31 · · · /3k is to be sent to non-primitive object o:. Stated otherwise, method 
m of object o: has to be called with parameters /31 · · · /3k. To this end, first the method 
definition of m in Sys has to be retrieved. For this, the class name C of object o: is required. 
This name is stored in Tat position o: (C = T(o:). Using C and m, the method definition 
MD = m(u1, · · ·, uk) I v1 · · · Vn I E of m is uniquely determined (if it exists). Upon the 
call of m a new local variable environment e = (o:, x) is created and pushed.on top of 
stacks (s' = push(e, s)). Here o: denotes the data object that has to execute method m. x 
stores the values of the local variables and parameters of this object. In x each of the 
method parameters u; is bound to /3; (x(u;) = /3;) and each of the local method variables 
vi is bound to nil (x(vj) = nil). The resulting configuration is ( l E, a, s', T , Sys), where E 
is the body of method m. l E indicates that expression Estill remains to be evaluated as 
part of the execution of method m. 
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The evaluation of an expression as part of the execution of a method is formalised in rule 
(e) above. If rule (e) is successively applied to configuration ( l E, a, s', T , Sys) until the 
rule is not applicable anymore, the resulting configuration is either stuck, or it is of the 
form ( l /3, a", s", 1'', Sys) . In the latter case, data object /3 is the result of the evaluation 
of expresSlon E. By axiom (9) this result is at the same time the result of the execution of 
method m. This result is inserted at the place of the l and the local variable environment 
of m is popped off stacks" (at least if this stack is not empty). 

8.5.4 The Semantic Function M 

Now that we have defined the transition relation---+, we will specify what we consider to 
be the meaning of a configuration. We define the semantics of a configuration as the set 
of all terminal configurations of all its possible derivation sequences. A configuration is 
terminal if it is of the form ( /3, a, s, T, Sys) . Formally, we define a semantic function JVI as 
follows: -

M : Conf---+ IP'(Conf) 

where 

M((S',a,s ,T,Sys)) = {(f!.,a',s',r,Sys) I (S',a,s, r,Sys) ---+* ( ~,a',s',r , Sys)} 

Here, IP' (Conf) denotes the powerset of Conf, i.e., the set of all subsets of Conf. ---+* is 
the reflexive-transitive closure of relation---+ and denotes that a configuration can lead 
to another configuration in zero or more computation steps. 

8.6 Primitive deepCopy Messages 

The transition system defined in Appendix A incorporates the definition of so-called 
deepCopy messages. A deepCopy of a non-primitive object creates a new object of the 
same class. The objects referred to by the instance variables of this newly created object 
are again deepCopies of the objects referred to by the instance variables of the original 
object. DeepCopies of primitive objects are the primitive objects themselves. 

The definition of the semantics of deepCopy messages requires a function copy and 
a collection of functions relabel+m· Function copy takes a triple (/3, a , T) of an object 
(identifier) /3, a variables state a and a type T and delivers a copy of object /3. This 
copy is again represented by a triple of an object (identifier), a variables state and a type 
and is of the form (/3, a f D, r f D). D is the set of identifiers of all objects that are 
(indirectly) known to object /3. If /3 denotes a non-primitive object, it is also contained in 
D. Since primitive objects do not know any other objects, D is empty if /3 is primitive. 
The collection of functions relabel+m is used to relabel all object identifiers in some triple 
(/3, a, T) by increasing them by m. 

To calculate a proper object-copy, we let the input triple {/3, a, r) of function copy be 
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a so-called Sys-structure. For Sys E Systems, a triple (/3, a, r) E DObj x "f, x Type is a 
Sys-structure if and only if 

(1) All data object identifiers in a are also known in T and vice versa . So Dom(a r 
NDObj) = Dom(r). 

(2) Every class name, which is referred to in T, is defined in Sys, and the instance 
variables of all data objects in a conform to their respective class definition. Ex
pressed formally: For all a E Dom(r) : Sys = (CD1 ···CD,.) and there exists an 
i E { 1, · · · , n} : {CD; ·= data class T( a) instance variables X1 · · · Xp instance methods · · ·} 

such that Dom(a(a)) = {x1, · · · , xp}· 

(3) a is closed. This means that every data object, referred to by objects (or 
proc) in a, is also in a. Expressed more formally: For all 8 E Dom(a) and 
x E Dom(a(8)) : a(8)(x) E NDObj implies a(8)(x) E Dom( a) . 

(4) If object (J is non-primitive, then it is part of a. So BE NDObj implies /3 E Dom(a) . 

We let Strucsys denote the set of all Sys-structures. 

To compute identifier set D we introduce a collection of functions :Fo,/3 · Let (p. a, r) E 
Strucsys and let V ~ Dom( a). Then :F0 ,fJ : IP' (Dom( a)) -t IP' (Dom( a)) is defined by 

10 if /3 E PDObj 
:F0 ,e(V) = {/3} U V U 

{a E NDObj I for some 8 E V and x E IVar: a = a(8)(x)} if /3 E NDObj 

For n E N we will write ;::',/J(V) to denote then-fold application of :F0 ,,6 to V, so 

:F0 (V) = V o,/3 
F;,~1 (V) =. F o,/3 (:F';, /3 (V)) 

We will now show how functions :F0 ,/3 and :;:;:,6 can be applied to calculate the required 
object identifier set 'D. Let (/3, a, r) be a Sys-structure and assume that /3 E NDObj. Then 

U{F;,/3(0 ) J 0 Sn SO} 
U{F;,/3(0 ) J 0 S n S l} 
U{:F';,il(0 ) J 0 S n S 2} = 
U{;::',il(0 ) I 0 S n S 3} 

0 

{/3} 
{/3} U {each object directly known to object /3} 
{/3} U {each object directly known to object B} U 

{each object directly known to some 
object that is directly known by /3} 

= {,13} U {each object (indirectly) known to object /3} 

In case ,13 E PDObj, U{F;,(3(0 ) J 0 S n} = 0 . 

So clearly we have that U{F;',,6 (0) J 0 S n} is precisely the set of all object (identifiers) 
that are (indirectly) known to ,13, that is D = U{ F;,f3 (0 ) J 0 S n}. 
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For readers with a more mathematical background it may be interesting to observe that 
that (IP' (Dom(er)), ~ ) is a complete lattice with least element 0, and that each :F",/3 is a 
continuous function on ( IP'(Oom(er)), ~ ). By elementary fixed point theory it then follows 
that D = FIX(:Fq,.13 ), where FIX(:F<J,f] ) denotes the least fixed point of :Fq,J3· 

We are now able to formulate a definition of function copy. Let (/3, a , r) E Strucsys be a 
Sys-structure. Then 

copy((/3,a,T)) = (/3,er r V,T r V) 

where 

V = U{F;,/3(0) I 0:::; n} 

The elements of the range of function copy are characterised by a number of interesting 
properties: 

Proposition 1 
Let (/3, er, T) E Strucsys and let copy((/3,er, T)) = (/3,a', 7). Then 

(a) (/3, cr1, 7) E Strucsys-

(b) copy((/3, cf , 7)) = (/3, er', 7). 

(c) proc rJ_ Oom(a'). 

The proof of Proposition 1 is given in Appendix B. D 

According to (a) of Proposition 1, a copy of a Sys-structure is again a Sys-structure. Item 
(b) states that this Sys-structure is minimal in the sense that it does not contain any 
information about objects that are not (indirectly) known by /3 . By item (c) we know that 
that implies that the Sys-structure does not contain any information about the involved 
process object also. 

Sys-structures satisfying property (b) of Proposition 16, are called minimal Sys-structures. 
They will later be used extensively to describe data object passing between the various 
process objects. The set of all minimal Sys-structures is denoted Strucsys,min · So, if (.8, er , T) 
E Strucsys- Then 

(/3, er, T) E Strncsys,min if and only if copy( (/3, er, T)) = (/3, er, T) 

Next, we define a collection of functions relabel+m· These functions are used to relabel 
all object identifiers of a minimal Sys-structure by increasing them by m. Let (/3, a, r) 
be a minimal Sys-structure, and Jet m E N be a natural number. Then the collection of 
relabelling functions relabel+nr : Strucsys,min --+ Strucsys,min is defined by 

where 

6Note that if (/3, f7 1 , r') is a Sys-structure satisfying property (b), it also satisfies properties (a) and (c). 
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(1) Dom(a') = Dom(T') = {k+m I k E Dom(a)} 

(2) a'(k--tm)(x) = { p -J: m if a(~)(x) = p E NDObj 
a(k)(x) if a(k)(x) E PDObj 

for all k E Dom(a) and x E Dom(a(k)) 

(3) T'(k +m) = 'T(k) for all k E Dom( a) 
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This definition states that relabelling a minimal Sys-s tructure consists of replacing all 
non-primitive data object identifiers k by objects identifiers k + m. All primitive objects 
remain unchanged. The relabelling of a minimal Sys-structure yields another minimal 
Sys-structure. The proof of this fact is of a similar complexity as the proof of Proposition 
l. 

The semantics of deepCopy messages is formalised by axioms (21) and (22) of the 
transition system of Section A.l. Axiom (21) deals with deepCopies of primitive objects 
and (22) with deepCopies of non-primitive objects. 

(21) Primitive method deepCopy, primitive objects 

(] deepCopy(), :'' s, T, Sys) _, (']_,a, s, T, Sys) 

This axiom states that the deepCopy of a primitive object yields the primitive object 
itself. 

(22) Primitive method deepCopy, non-primitive objects 

( Q. deepCopy(), a, s, T , Sys) _, ( 0:111 , a'" , s, T 11 , Sys) 

if ( o , a, T) is a Sys-structure , Sys = ( CD1 · · · CDi · · · CD1) , 
CDi = data class C · · · MD1 ·· ·MD · ·· MD1 , C := T(o:) and 
MD = deepCopy() primitive 

where copy((o, a,T)) = (a',a',T), relabel+Maxld(a)( (a',a',r)) = · (a11 ,a11 ,T 1), 

0:111 = 0:11 , a111 =a U a" and T 11 =TUT' 

Axiom (22) states that a deepCopy of object o: is being made in three steps. In the first 
step a copy is made. This copy is being relabelled by adding the number Maxld(a) to 
all its object identifiers. Maxld(a) is the largest object identifier which is contained in 
the original state a, so the newly created identifiers are all 'fresh'. As a final step, the 
relabelled object is added to the original state and type, and the (new) object identifier 
0:111 associated with o: is the evaluate_d result of the deepCopy operation. 

The theory of this paragraph is not just developed to describe deepCop y messages. 
Later, we will need the same theory to describe data object passing between process 
objects. 
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8.7 Example: Complex Numbers 

In this paragraph we give an example of the calculation of the semantics of a configu
ration representing the addition of two complex numbers. A definition of a system Sys 
which contains a class Complex of complex numbers is as follows: 

Sys :::: ( 

da ta class Complex 
instance variables re 

im 
instance methods init(r, i) 

re:= r; 
im := i; 
self 

)7 

real 
re 

imag 
im 

add( comp) 
Ii rres I 
r := selfreal + (comp real ); 
i := self imag + (comp imag ); 
res := new (Complex) init(r, i); 
res 

Calculating the sum of complex numbers, say (3+4i) and (8+9i), can be performed by 
evaluating 

(new (Complex) init(3, 4)) add( new (Complex) init(B, 9)) 

Syntactic entities 3, 4, 8, and 9 denote the direct naming of natural numbers 3, 4, 8 and 9. 

The evaluation of this expression is reflected by a derivation sequence, starting with 
configuration 

((new (Complex) init(3, 4)) add( new (Complex) init(B, 9)), 0, (), 0 , Sys} 

In this configuration we have put brackets around expression new (Complex) init(3, 4), 
although they are not part of the abstract syntax defined in Section 8.3. Such brackets 
are used in ambiguous situations to explain the intended structure of expressions or 
statements. 

To ease readability we represent functions in a way explained by the following example: 

Assume 

F : A <--+ (B <--+ C) 

7Note that instead of self real and self imag we could have written re respectively im. 
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is defined by 

then we represent F as 

For the first step of the derivation we have to find a configuration, say conf, such that 

((new (Complex) init(3, 4)) add( new (Complex) init(B, 9)) , 0 , (), 0 , Sys) -+ conf 

Since (new (Complex) init(3, 4)) add( new (Complex) init(B, 9)) is of the form 
E' m(Ei, · · ·, E~) (choose E' = new (Complex) init(3, 4), m =add, n = 1, and 
E~ = new (Complex) init(B, 9)), we can apply rule (a) and deduce 

conf = (E'' add( new (Complex) init(B, 9)), a', s' , 7 , Sys) 

if 

(new (Complex) init(3, 4), 0 , (), 0 , Sys) __, (E'',a',s' , 7, Sys) 

So, to calculate conf, we first have to calculate the latter transition. By applying rule (a) 
again we see that 

(E' ' a s' 7 Sys' = (E'" init(3 4) a" s" 7' Sys' , , ' , I , , , ' ' I 

if 

(new (Complex), 0, (), 0, Sys) __, (E'", a", s", 7', Sys) 

We can now use axiom (1) to deduce 

(E'", a", s", 7', Sys) = ( i, {i.re -+ nil,l.im -+ nil},(), {i -+ Complex}, Sys) 

This implies that 

(E'', a, s', 7 , Sys)= ( i init(3, 4), {i.re-+ nil,l.im __,nil},(), {i -+Complex}, Sys) 

and thus 

conf = (( i init(3,4))add(new(Complex)init(8,9)), 
{I.re __, nii,l .im __, nil},() , {i-+ Complex}, Sys) 

The other transition steps of the derivation sequence are deduced in a similar way. The 
result of a partial derivation is as follows: 

((new (Complex) init(3, 4)) add( new (Complex) init(B, 9)), 0 , (), 0, Sys) 

-+ { By rules (a),( a) and axiom (1). } 

(( i init(3, 4)) add( new (Complex) init(B, 9)), {i .re __, nil, 1.im -+ nil} , 
(), {i __,Complex} , Sys) 
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_, { By rule (a) and axiom (8). } 

( l (re := r; im := i; self) add( new (Complex) init(B, 9)), {i .re _, nil, i .im _, nil}, 
((1, {r _, 3, i _, 4}) ), {1 _, Complex}, Sys) 

-+ {By rules (a),(e),(f),(c) and axiom (5). } 

( l (re:= 3; im := i; self) add(new(Complex) init(B,9)), {l.re--. nil,l.im _,nil} , 
( {1, {r _, 3, i-+ 4}) ), {1 _,Complex}, Sys) 

-+ { By rules (a),(e),(f) and axiom (2). } 

( l (3.; im := i; self) add(new(Complex) init(B,9)) , {I.re_, 3, l.im _,nil}, 
((1 , {r-> 3,i _, 4})), {i-> Complex}, Sys) 

-+ { By rules (a),(e) and axiom (7). } 

( l (im := i; self) add( new (Complex) init(B, 9)), {1.re _, 3, 1.im _, nil} , 
((i,{r--. 3, i-+ 4})), {i-+ Complex}, Sys) 

_, {By rules (a),(e),(f),(c) and axiom (5). } 

( l (im := 4; self) add( new (Complex) init(B, 9)), {i .re -+ 3, l .im -+ nil}, 
((1, { r -+ 3, i _, 4})) , {1 -+ Complex}, Sys) 

-+ { By rules (a),(e),(f) and axiom (2). } 

( l (4; self) add(new(Complex) init(B ,9)), {1.re -+ 3, l.im _, 4}, 
((1, {r-+ 3, i-+ 4}) ), {1 _,Complex}, Sys) 

-+ { By rules (a),(e) and axiom (7). } 

( l (self) add( new (Complex) init(B, 9)), {i.re _, 3, i .im _, 4} , 
((1, {r-+ 3, i _, 4})), {i _,Complex}, Sys) 

_, {By rules (a),(e) and axiom (6). } 

( l ( i) add( new (Complex) init(B, 9)), {i .re --. 3, l.im -+ 4}, 
( (1, { r -+ 3, i -+ 4})), {i -+ Complex}, Sys) 

-+ { By rule (a) and axiom (9). } 

(i add( new (Complex) init(8, 9)), {1.re _, 3 , 1.im _, 4}, (), {i _, Complex}, Sys) 

-+ • {And by many other rules and axioms. } 

( J, {i.re-+ 3, l.im--> 4, 2.re-+ 8, 2.im -+ 9, 3.re-+ 11, 3.im--> 13}, () , 
{i-+ Complex, 2--> Complex,3-+ Complex} , Sys) 
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We therefore have 

M(( (new (Complex) init(3, 4)) add( new (Complex) init(B, 9)), 0, (), 0 , Sys)) = 

{((a, {1.re ~ 3, l.im ~ 4, 2.re ~ 8, 2.im ~ 9, 3.re ~ 11, 3.im ~ 13}, (), 
{1 ~ Complex,2 ~ Complex,3 ~Complex}, Sys))) 
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So, the result of sum of complex number (3 + 4i) and (8 + 9i) is an object denoted as 3. 
This object is of class Complex and represents value (11 + 13i) (instance variable re refers 
to 11 and im refers to 13), precisely as we would expect. 

In this case the set of terminal configurations is singleton. Note that in general this 
in not necessarily true. If the execution of a statement loops or blocks, for example, 
the set of terminal configurations may be empty. Further, if the execution involves 
non-deterministic bunk objects, the set may contain more than one element. 

8.8 Summary and Concluding Remarks 

In this chapter the data part of the POOSL language, concerning data objects, is described 
and a formal operational semantics has been developed. The operational semantics is 
a computational semantics. It emphasises the individual steps needed to evaluate or 
execute data expressions respectively data statements. The semantics is specified by 
means of a transition system. We have clarified the formal description by an example in 
which we calculate the semantics of a complex-number expression. 

An important part of the semantics is formed by the formal definition of deepCopy 
messages. This definition will appear to be very important to introduce concurrency in 
the language. 

The data part of the POOSL language is not complete yet. In the future it will have to be 
extended with the concepts of inheritance, typing and subtyping. Further, the theories 
of JIB, Z, ~ and Char, that were assumed to be parameters of the semantics, will have to 
be made explicit. 
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9.1 Introduction 

This chapter describes the process-oriented part of POOSL in detail. The process part 
is based upon the language of data objects described in the previous chapter. Sections 
9.2, 9.3 and 9.4 start with an informal explanation, a formal syntax, and a number of 
context conditions. Then we develop a computational interleaving semantics in Section 
9.5. In this section we further define transformation equivalence on specifications. In 
Section 9.6 we give a proof of the equivalence of a simple hand-shake protocol and 
a 1-place buffer. This chapter finishes with Section 9.7. Section 9.7 gives a review of 
the development process of POOSL. It describes a number of topics that relate to the 
development of the language. 

9.2 Informal Explanation 

A specification in POOSL consists of a fixed set of process objects (also called processes) and 
clusters of process objects, which are composed by parallel composition, channel hiding 
and channel renaming. Processes and clusters are statically interconnected in a topol
ogy of communication channels, through which they can communicate by exchanging 
messages1. Message exchange is based upon the synchronous pair-wise message-passing 
mechanism of CCS [Mil80, Mil89]. 

The grain of (asynchronous) concurrency in POOSL is the process. Processes commu
nicate by sending each other messages. When a process wants to send a message it 
explicitly states to which channel this message has to be sent. It also explicitly states 
when and from which channel it wants to receive a message. Immediately after a mes
sage has been received, the sending process resumes its activities (it does not have to 
wait for a result) . If a process receives a message, it does not execute a method as in tra
ditional object-oriented languages. Also, a possible expected result is not automatically 
returned to the sender. If a result of the message is expected, it has to be transmitted by 
means of another rendezvous. Processes send and receive messages by the execution of 
message-send respectively message-receive statements. These statements are combined 
by several combinator statements to describe the temporal communication behaviour 
of processes. 

A process object can call one of its methods. Methods are comparable with procedures of 
imperative programming languages such as C or Pascal. However, procedures of im
perative programming languages are in general expected to terminate and can therefore 
only express finite behaviour. Methods (of process objects) in POOSL, on the other hand, 
can be used to express infinite (non-terminating) behaviour. Such infinite behaviour is 
specified by defining methods in a (mutual) tail recursive manner (see also Subsection 
9.7.4). The concept of tail recursion has proven to be very useful for the specification of 
hardware/software systems with complex dynamic (communication) behaviour. 

1They can also communicate with their common environment. We will often consider this environment 
to be a process or cluster too. 
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In almost any complex reactive hardware/software system messages or conditions can 
be identified that interfere with the normal course of behaviour. In general, these 
messages or conditions have to be dealt with immed ia tel y, no matter what other activities 
are currently being carried out. To specify such complex behaviour, POOSL provides 
an abort statement and an interrupt statement. The difference between an abort and an 
interrupt is that the former aborts the current course of behaviour whereas the latter only 
temporarily interrupts the current course of behaviour. The abort operator is similar to 
the disabling operator of LOTOS [vEVD89]. 

Processes contain internal data in the form of data objects (also called travelling objects) 
which are stored in instance variables. Data objects are private to the owning process, i.e., 
process objects have no shared variables or shared data. A process can interact with its 
data objects by sending messages to them. When a process sends a message to one of 
its data objects, its activities are suspended until the result of the message arrives. Data 
objects themselves cannot send messages (except for replies) to a process object. 

When two processes communicate, a message and a (possibly empty) set of parameters 
is passed from one process to another. The parameters refer to objects which are private 
to the sending process. Because processes do not have any data in common, it does not 
suffice just to pass a set of references to the data objects, as in traditional object-oriented 
languages. Instead, the objects themselves have to be passed (whence the term travelling 
object). This means that a new set of objects has to be created within the environment of 
the receiving process. These objects are deepCopies of the data objects involved in the 
rendezvous. The concept of travelling object was first introduced in [Ver92]. 

Next to processes, POOSL supports clusters. A cluster is hierarchically built from pro
cesses and other clusters and acts as an abstraction of these. The constituents of a cluster 
are composed by parallel composition, channel hiding and channels renaming. These 
combinators are based upon similar combinators originally used in CCS [Mil80, Mil89]. 

Processes and clusters are grouped in classes, just as data objects. Members of classes 
are called instances. A process is an instance of a process class, and a cluster is an instance 
of a cluster class. Each class can be parameterised. Parameters refer to data objects and 
are used to initialise an instance of a class. 

9.3 Formal Syntax 

This section describes the formal abstract syntax of POOSL. It is based on the language 
of data objects of the previous chapter. We assume that the following sets of syntactic 
elements are given: 

CNameP process class names O · · · , 
CName cluster class names cc .. . , 
Chan communication channels eh,··· 
EPar expression parameters p ... , 
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We define 

CNamePc = CNameP u CName" 
Var = IVar U LVar 

uc, ... 
p,· · · 

Process Part of POOSL 

Next we define the set StatP of process statem~nts. These statements are used to specify 
the behaviour of process objects. 

SP .. - s 
ch!m(E1, ···,En) 
ch?m(p1 , · · · , Pm I E) 
m(E1, · · ·, En)(p1, ·· ·, Pm) 
S~; Si 
S~ or Si 
[EJSP 
if Ethen Si else Si fi 
do Ethen SP od 
Si abort Si 
S~ interrupt Si 

The first type of process statement is a data statement defined in the language of data 
objects of the previous chapter. These statements are used to model internal data 
computations of a process. 

The next two statements are the message-send and message-receive statements. A message
send statement ch!m(E1, · · · , En) indicates that a process is willing to send message m 
together with parameters E1, ··· , En, which refer to data objects, on channel eh. A 
message-receive statement ch?m(p1, • • · , pn I E) indicates that a process is willing to 
receive message m with parameters p1, · · · , p;,, from channel eh under reception condition 
E. E is a boolean expression which may depend on the input parameters p1, · · · , Pm· It 
may, however, also depend on instance variables or on other local variables. 

For a message to be transferred, exactly two process objects are needed. One of the 
objects should be executing a message-send statement, and the other a message-receive 
statement. These statements must refer to the same channel and the same message. 
Further, the number of parameters has to be equal. Finally, the reception condition of 
the receiving object should allow message reception. 

When two process objects communicate, they perform a so-called rendezvous. A ren
dezvous procedure is performed in the following way: First, the message parameters 
E1, · · · , En of the message-send statement are evaluated from left to right. Then deep
Copies of these parameters are bound to the input parameters p1, · · · , Pm of the message
receive statement. After that, reception condition Eis evaluated at the receiving p rocess. 
If the expression evaluates to true or bunk, the rendezvous is successfully terminated. 
In all other cases, the states of both processes are restored to the states just before the 
rendezvous procedure started and no message is passed. This basically implies that the 
check whether a message may be passed is performed transparently for both processes. 
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The fourth statement is a method call. By means of such a method-call statement a process 
object can call one of its methods. A method call m(E1, · · · , En)(p1, · · · , p111) is executed in 
the following way: First, expressions E1 , • • • , En are evaluated from left to right. Next, 
the values of these expressions are bound to the input parameters of the method m and 
the local variables and output parameters are initialised to nil. Then the method body is 
executed. If this execution successfully terminates, the output parameters of the method 
are bound to variables P1, · · · , Pm· 

The fifth sort of statement is sequential composition, which is indicated with a semicolon. 
Sequential composition has its usual meaning. 

Next we have the choice statement Si or Sj, indicating that a process can choose between 
two alternatives. A process always leaves both alternatives open, at least until one of the 
alternatives can actually be executed. So, a choice is never made a priori. As soon as one 
of the statements has performed an execution step, the other is discarded. In general, 
the process environment will permit only one of the alternatives. If both alternatives 
are open, the choice is made non-deterministically. The choice statement has the same 
meaning as the summation combinator ( +) of CCS. 

[E]SP is a guarded command. Eis a boolean expression, called the guard of statement SP. A 
guarded command is executed as follows: First, expression Eis evaluated. lf it evaluates 
to true or bunk, an attempt is made to perform an execution step of rest .statement SP. 
If this attempt succeeds this execution step actually takes place and the execution of 
SP is continued. Otherwise, the state of the executing process object is restored to the 
state just before the expression was evaluated, and the guarded command blocks, i.e., 
is not executed. In general, guarded commands are used in combination with a choice 
statement. If a blocking guarded command is used in isolation, the executing process 
runs the risk of blocking completely. 

The if-statement and the do-statement have their usual meaning. 

Next we have the abort statement. Si abort Sj denotes that statement Si is executed until 
it is aborted by statement Sj . Upon successful termination of Sj, the complete abort 
statement terminates successfully. If an execution step of Sj can be performed, this 
step actually takes place and the execution continues with Sj. Statement Sj is thereby 
completely discarded. 

The last statement is the interrupt statement Si interrupt Sj indicating that Sj is executed 
until it is interrupted by statement Sj. If statement Sj terminates successfully, the 
complete interrupt statement terminates successfully. If an execution step of Sj can be 
performed it actually takes place and the execution control switches from Sj to Sj. Upon 
successful termination of Sj, the execution control is returned to Sj . The execution of 
this statement is again interruptable by Sj. 

Next, we define a set SystemsP with typical elements SysP , · · ·. 
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SysP ::= (CfY; · · · COZ} 

Each SysP is a system of process and cluster classes. It is built from a number of class 
definitions. The collection of all class definitions ClassOef P ranges over COP, · · · and is 
defined as 

COP ::== process class a (y1" .. 'Yr) 
instance variables X1 · · · x11 

communication channels ch1 · · · chk 
message interface 
initial method call 
instance methods 
cluster class 
communication channels 
message interface 
behaviour specification 

I~ .. · l':,, 
m(E1, · · ·, Eq)() 
MfY; ···MD'{ 
CC{P1,···,P,) 
ch1 · · · chk 
I~ .. · l':,, 
BSpecP 

Within a class definition the functionality of the instances of the class is specified. We 
distinguish two kinds of classes, each with its own specification format. The first kind 
of class is called process class and the second kind is called cluster class. 

A specification of a process class starts with the name of that class together with a 
number of instance variables between angle brackets. Then the collection of all instance 
variables of the process class is specified. These variables model the private or internal 
data of each instance of the class. Upon initialisation of an instance of the class, the 
instance variables specified between angle brackets are bound to a set of externally 
supplied data objects. All the other instance variables are initialised to nil. Next, all 
communication channels, through which the class' instances communicate with other 
processes, are specified. This channel specification is followed by a description of a 
message interface. A message interface is a list of abstract send or receive actions, also 
called abstract communication actions. Such an action states that a process can send a 
certain message to a certain channel, or that a process can receive a certain message from 
a certain channel. The set£" of all abstract communication actions, has typical elements 
1°, · · · and is defined as 

1° .. ch!m[11] 
ch?m[n_] 

The first clause states that a process or cluster, at some point in time, can send message 
m, together with n data objects, to channel eh. The second, complementary, abstract 
action states that message m, with n data objects can be received from channel eh. 11 
denotes the direct naming of natural number n. The actions are called abstract because 
they contain no information about the precise transferred data objects; only the amount 
of objects is indicated. A message interface serves as an abstract description, often called 
a signature, of the functionality of the instances of a process class. 

The description of a message interface is followed by the specification of an initial method 
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call of the form m(E1, · · ·, Eq)(). After initialising its instance variables, a process object 
always starts its activities by calling its initial method. This method does not contain 
any output parameters. 

The last part of a process class definition consists of a number of method definitions . A 
method definition specifies the behaviour of its corresponding method. The set MethOefP 
of all method definitions, with typical elements MOP, · · ·, is defined as 

MOP ::= m(ui, · · · , Um)(v1, · · ·, Vn) 

I W1 .. ·Wk ISP 

A method definition contains a header with name m, input parameters u1, · ··,Um and 
output parameters V1, · · · , Vn. The method header is followed by a declaration I w 1 · · · Wk I 
of local variables. Then the message body, which is a statementsP, is defined. Method m is 
invoked through an m(E1, · · · , Em)(p1, · · · , Pn) statement. Such a statement is executed by 
first evaluating E1 , · · · , Em from left to right and by binding the results to input parameters 
u1, · · · , Um . The output parameters Vi,··· , Vn and local variables w1, · · ·, Wk are initialised 
to nil. Then statement SP is executed. If this statement terminates successfully, the 
output parameters v1, · • • , Vn are bound to variables p1, · · · , Pn and the method execution 
terminates. 

The second kind of classes are called cluster classes. A cluster class is built from other 
classes, which are either process classes or cluster classes themselves. A class definition 
of a cluster class consists of a cluster class name with a number of expression parameters 
P1, · · · , P, between angle brackets, a number of communication channels, and a message 
interface. The behaviour of a cluster class is specified by means of a parameterised be
haviour specification. The set BSpecificationsP of all parameterised behaviour specifications 
has typical elements BSpecP and is defined as follows: 

BSpecP O'(PEi, · ·· , PE,) 
c c(PE1 , · · · , PE,) 
BSped; II BSpec1; 
BSpecP \ L 
BSpecP[fj 

Here each PE; denotes a parameterised data expression. The set of all parameterised data 
expressions is Par Exp and ranges over PE, · · ·. Par Exp is defined as 

PE··- P 
E 
PE m(PE1, ···,PE.,) 
PS;PE 
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where PS is a typical element of the set ParStat of parameterised data statements. 

PS .. - E 
x:= PE 
u :=PE 
PS1;PS2 
if PE then PS1 else PS2 fi 
do PE then PS od 

L ~ Chan denotes a collection of channels and J is a so-called channel renaming function. 
The collection of all channel renaming functions is denoted ChanRen and ranges over 
f ... ' . 

ChanRen = Chan ....... Chan 

The first two parameterised behaviour specifications C!'(PE1 , ·· ·, PE,) and CC(PE1 , • · • 

, PE,) denote a single (parameterised) instance of some process class O'(y1, • • · ,y,) and 
some cluster class CC(P1, · · ·, P,) respectively. 

The next kind of specifications BSpei;1: II BSpec1; expresses the parallel composition of speci
fications BSpec'{ and BSpec1;. Assume, for example, that the class definition of a class, say 
CC(P1,P2), contains behaviour specification q(P1) II Ci{P2). This specification expresses 
the behaviour of two (parameterised) instances, one of some process class Cj (y1) and 
the other of some process class cP(y2 ), which execute in parallel and which (perhaps) 
communicate through their common channels. The channel set of class c c(P1, P2 ) is the 
union of the channel sets of classes 0 (y1) and 0 (y2 ). An instance of class CC ( P1, P2 ) 

can send and receive any message which can be sent and received by instances of ei
ther Cj(y1) or Ci(y2) . The parallel composition combinator is comparable with the 
composition combinator of CCS. 

The fourth kind of behaviour specification is called channel hiding. A channel hiding 
BSpecP \ L expresses a specification BSpecP from which the channels in L are made 
unobservable. This means that other (external) instances cannot communicate through 
channels in L with instances contained in specification BSpecP. Assume, for example, that 
the method definition of a class CC(P1,P2) contains a behaviour specification (C~(P1 ) II 
Cj(P2)) \{eh}. This means that, even though classes Cj(y1) and Ci (y2 ) may contain 
channel eh, class cc (P1, P2 ) may not. Channel eh may only be used for the communication 
between (parameterised) instances Cj(P1) and Ci{P2). The channel hiding constructor is 
similar to the restriction combinator of CCS. 

The last sort of specification expresses a channel renaming. The channel renaming BSpecP 
[fJ denotes a specification BSpecP from which the channels are renamed as dictated 
by f. We shall often write eh; / ch1 , · · · , eh~/ chn for the renaming function f for which 
f(ch;) = eh; for i = 1, · · · , n and f(ch) = eh otherwise. Channel renaming can be very 
useful if several instances of the same class are used within different environments and 
have to communicate through different channels. 
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We are now ready to define what we consider to be a specification of a system. A 
system specification consists of four parts. The first part is a behaviour specification BSpec 
which expresses how the actual system is composed from instances of classes defined in 
SysP. A behaviour specification is a parameterised behaviour specification which contains 
no expression parameters. We will let BSpecifications denote the set of all behaviour 
specifications, and we let it range over BSpec, · · · 

BSpec .. - O(E1, .. .,E,) 
CC(E1, · · ·, E,) 
BSpec1 II BSpec2 
BSpec \ L 
BSpec[f] 

O(E1, · · · , E,) and CC(E1, · · · , E,) denote an instance of some process class cP (y1, • · · , y,) re
spectively of some cluster class cc (P1, · · · , P,) , initialised to expressions E7, • · • , E,. These 
expressions are called initialisation expressions, since they initialise the instance. Upon 
initialisation of instance O(E1 , · · · , E, ), expressions E1 , · · · , E, are evaluated from left to 
right and the results are bound to the corresponding instance variables y1, · · ·, y,. All 
other instance variables are initialised to nil. Then the initial method is called. Upon ini
tialisation of the instance of cluster class cc (P1, · · · , P,), expression parameters P1, · · · , P, 
are syntactically substituted by E1, · · · , E,. Then all constituents of the behaviour speci
fication are initialised. 

The second part of a system specification is an empty list. The meaning of this part will 
become clear in Subsection 9.5.2. 

The third part is a system SysP which contains the set of all process classes and cluster 
classes, and the last part is a system Sys of non-primitive classes of data objects. Formally, 
we define the set of all system specifications SSpecifications, with typical elements SSpec, · · ·, 
as 

SSpec ::= (BSpec, (), SysP, Sys)2 

9.4 Context Conditions 

In this section we will describe the context conditions that have to be satisfied by spec
ification (BSpec, () , SysP, Sys) to be valid. The set of conditions is partitioned into the 
following three groups: 

Conditions concerning Sys 

(1') All context conditions defined in Section 8.4 have to be satisfied. 

Conditions concerning SysP 

2In practice we often omit the empty list and write (BSpec, SysP, Sys) in stead of (BSpec, () , SysP, Sys). 
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(2') All class names in SysP are different. 

(3' ) All instance variable names in a process-class definition are different. 

(4') All method names within a single process class are different. 

(5') All parameter and local variable names defined in a method definition are different. 

(6') Every variable used in a method body is either an instance variable of the corre-
sponding process class, a method parameter, or a local method-variable. 

(7') No method body has expression self as its constituent. 

(8') An expression contained in an initial method call does not contain any local vari
ables or self expressions. 

(9') All instance variables specified between angle brackets in a process class definition 
are different. Further, each of these variables is member of the set of all instance 
variables of the class. 

(10') The set of communication channels as well as the message interface defined in 
a class definition conform to the corresponding instance methods or behaviour 
specification. (This condition is formally defined in Subsection 9.5.2.) 

(11') For every method call statement there exists a corresponding method definition. 

(12') For every cP<(PE1, · · · , PE,) used as part of the behaviour expression of some cluster 
class, there exists a corresponding class definition. Further, cPCCPE1, · · · , PE,) does 
not contain any variables or self expressions. 

(13') Every expression parameter used in a parameterised behaviour expression is de
fined as expression parameter of the corresponding cluster class. 

(14') Parameterised behaviour specifications of cluster classes are not defined (mutual) 
recursively. 

Conditions concerning the combination of BSpec and SysP 

(15') For every cPCCE1 , · · · , E,) used as part of BSpec, there exists a corresponding class 
definition in SysP. Further no expression E; contains variables or self. 

In the remainder of this chapter it will be assumed that SSpecifications denotes the set of 
system specifications that satisfy the above context conditions. 
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9.5 A Computational Interleaving Semantics 

9.5.1 Informal explanation 

The process-oriented part of POOSL will be formalised by means of a computational 
interleaving semantics. The semantics is specified by a labeled-transition system. A labeled
transition system is very similar to a 'normal' transition system as described in Subsec
tion 8.5.l. It is represented by an ensemble (ConfP ,Act, {!..I a E Act}) where ConfP is a 
set of configurations, Act is a set of atomic actions, and {!...I a E Act} is a set of labeled
transition relations. If ( S ,I) and ( S' , I') are configurations, then the intuitive meaning of 
(S , J) !... (S' , I') is that a system S with an amount of information I can lead to system S' 
and information I' in a single transition step by performing atomic action a. 

The execution of a system of collaborating instances is modelled as the interleaving of all 
atomic actions, that is, as a sequential execution of these actions. 

9.5.2 Definitions 

The labeled-transition system will be based upon configurations of the form 

(BSpece , ( (a1, ps1 , T1), · ·· , (an , psn, Tn)), SysP, Sys) 

Here BSpece denotes the system part (comparable to the statement (S) part in Subsection 
8.5.1) of the configuration and ( ( 0'1, psi , T1) , · · · , (an , ps 11 , Tn)), SysP and Sys together form 
the information part (the I part in Subsection 8.5.1 ). 

BSpec" is an extended behaviour specification. The set BSpecifications' denotes the set of all 
extended behaviour-specifications and is defined as 

BSpec" ::= O'(E1,- ·· ,Er) 

I CC(E1 ,· ·· , Er) 
[ SP·']o(E1 c··,E,) 

I [BSpec"]c,(E1 , •• ,£,) 

I BSpec"i II BSpec"i 
I BSpect \ L 
I BSpec'Lfl 

O'(E1, ···,Er) and cc(E1 , ··· ,Er) denote an instance of some process class O'(y1, ···, yr) 
and some cluster class CC(P1, ···,Pr) respectively, initialised to E1, · ··, Er . [SP·elo(£,, ... ,q 
denotes that extended process statement SP·e still has to be executed by process instance 
O'(E1, ··· , Er) . [BSpec']c,(£, ,. .. ,q indicates that behaviour expression BSpec' remains to 
be executed by cluster CC(E1, ·· · ,Er). The other constructs denote parallel composition, 
channel hiding, and channel renaming respectively. 

( ( a 1 , ps1 , T1) , · · · , ( O" n, psn, Tn)) is a list of process environments, one for each initialised 
process object of BSpec'. A process environment (a ,ps, T) is composed of a variables 
state a, a local process stack ps, and a type T. 
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We let Env denote the set of all process environments and let it range over env, · · ·. Env 
is defined as 

Env =E x ?Stack x Type 

Here, E and Type are as defined in Subsection 8.5.2. ?Stack denotes the set of process 
stacks which is a subset of Stack as defined in Subsection 8.5.2. PS tack ranges over ps, · · · 
and is defined as · 

PS tack= ( {proc} x (LVar '----> DObj))* 

Env* will be used to denote the set of all lists of process environments. It ranges over 
envs, · · ·. Further, we will write envs1 · envs2 for the concatenation of lists envsi and envs2, 
and we write () for the empty list. 

We will now define the set Conf' of process configurations. Conf' ~ BSpecifications' x Env* 
x SystemsP x Systems is inductively defined by means of the following inference rules: 

(1) (cP(E1 , .. .,E,), (},SysP,Sys) EConf' 
if there exists a process class cP (yi , · · · , y,) in SysP and if no E; contains variables or 
self. 

The condition is derived from context condition (15') given in Section 9.4. 

(2) (CC(Ei, · · ·, E,), (), SysP, Sys) E Conf' 
if there exists a cluster class cc (Pi, · · · , P,) in SysP and if no E; contains variables or 
self. 

The condition is again derived from context condition (15') given in Section 9.4. 

(3) ([SP·']a(r,, ... ,£,J,((a,ps,7)) , SysP,Sys) E Conf' 

(4) 

if cP(yi, · · · , y,) is a process class in SysP, if no E; contains variables or self, and if 
AASort(SP·') ~ AASort(cP, SysP) 

The first part of the condition is derived from context condition (15' ). The second 
part requires that SP·' does not contain any send or receive statements, that do not 
conform to the message interface of the process object. Function AASort, defined 
later in this subsection, calculates the set of all associated abstract communication 
actions. 

(BSpec', envs, S sP, S s) E Con P 
[BSpec']c'(£,,. .. ,£,), envs, SysP, Sys) E Conf' 

if cc (Pi , · · · , P,) is a cluster class in SysP with behaviour specification BSpecP, if no 
E; contains variables or self, and if Reset(BSpec') = BSpecP[Ei/Pi , · · · , E,/ P,]] 

Again, the first part of the condition is derived from context condition (15'). The 
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second part ensures that BSpec' is built from the same instances, in the same 
way, as BSpecP[Eif P1, · · · , E,/P,]. Intuitively this means that the latter behaviour 
specification is a 'decent' descendant of the former one. BSpecP [Eif P1, · · · , E,/ P,D 
denotes the syntactic substitution of each P; by E; in BSpecP. The precise definition 
is given later in this subsection. Function Reset calculates, given an (extended) 
behaviour specification, the corresponding initial specification. Reset is defined 
later in this subsection. 

(5) (BS ec~ , envs 1 , S sP ,S s) E Con , (BS ec'z,envs2,S sP,S s) E Con P 

BSpecJ. II BSpec'z, envs1 · envs2 , SysP , Sys) E ConfP 

(6) (BSpec' ,envs , SysP ,Sys) E ConfP 
(BSpec' \ L,envs,SysP,Sys) E ConfP 

(?) (BSpec',envs ,SysP ,Sys) E ConfP 
(BSpec'[f], envs, SysP, Sys) E ConfP 

SysP and Sys are assumed to satisfy context conditions (1') · · · (15') of Section 9.4. 

We can now see why a system specification (BSpec , () , SysP, Sys) contains the empty-list 
part. This seemingly superfluous list allows us to consider a system specification as a 
special kind of configuration, thereby simplifying our theory. By induction it is easy 
to show that indeed SSpecifications ~ ConfP. Note that the difference between a system 
specification and a configuration is that system specifications can only describe systems 
in their initial states, i.e. before initialisation has taken place. Configurations, on the 
other hand, are also able to describe systems during execution or simulation. 

As explained before, SP·' denotes an extended process statement that still has to be executed 
by some process object. SP·', an element of set StatP·', is defined as 

5p,e :·= 5 

ch!m(E1, · · · , En) 
· ch?m(p1, · ··, pm I E) 
m(E1, · · ·, En)(p1, ··· ,pm) 
S~·'; Si 
S~ or Sj 
[E]SP 
if E then S~ else Sj fi 
do E then SP od 
s~·' abort Si 
s~·' interrupt Si 
! m(yl> .. .,p.,) SP·' 

s~·' interrupted Si , Si'' 
v' 

Here, ! m(pi ,···,pm) SP·' indicates that the method body of method m is being executed 
and that after successful termination of this execution the process has to resume its 
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execution at the place of the 1 m(p, ,···,p.,), after the output parameters are bound to variables 
p1, · · · , Pm and the local method variables have been popped from the stack. Statement 
Sj·' interrupted Si, Si·' denotes that Sj·' was interrupted (in the past) by Si. Statement Si' 
is the portion of Si that remains to be executed before the execution control is returned 
to Si''. ,/ denotes successful process termination. The three extended statements are 
introduced to facilitate our semantics. 

Now that we have defined the set ConfP of configurations, we will show how the set Act 
of atomic actions looks like. We will distinguish the following three kinds of actions: 

(1) The internal action, also known as the silent action, which is denoted as T. This 
action reflects an internal computation which cannot be observed ·by the system 
environment. 

(2) Send actions of the form ch!m[data] indicating that the system can send message m, 
together with data data, on channel eh. 

(3) Receive actions of the form ch?m[data] indicating that the system is willing to receive 
message m with data data from channel eh. 

When two processes exchange a message, a deepCopy of every message parameter is 
passed from the sending process to the receiving one. The data part of the above send and 
receive actions therefore consists of a list of deepCopies, one for each message parameter. 
Every deepCopy will be represented by a minimal Sys-structure (see Paragraph 8.6), and 
every data by a list of such structures. 

For each n E N we will let Struc'Sys,min _denote the set of lists of minimal Sys-structures 
consisting of n elements. The set of all lists of minimal Sys-structures will be denoted 
by Strucsys,min and will range over data, · · ·. 

The set Act of actions can now be defined as 

Act=£ U { r} 

where£, the set of all communication actions, is 

£ = {ch?m[data] I eh E Chan , m E MName and data E Strucsys,min} U 
{ ch!m[data] I eh E Chan , m E MName and data E Strucsys.min} 

Elements of£ will be denoted as l, ···,and elements of Act as a,·· .. 

We now define what we mean by functions abstract action sort (AA.Sort ) and channel 
sort (ChSort) . Both functions are defined on a number of constructs. In general the 
AA.Sort of a construct is the set of all associated abstract communication actions. ChSort 
calculates the set of associated channels. For process configurations both functions 
have a particular meaning. The AA.Sort of a process configuration is the set of abstract 
communication actions corresponding to those communication actions that can ever 
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be performed in future by that configuration. The ChSort calculates the collection of 
channels that can possibly ever be used for communication. The definitions of AASorl 
and ChSort are given by 

AASort((BSpec', envs, SysP, Sys}) = AASort(BSpec', SysP) 
AASort(S) 0 

AASort(eh!m(E1 , · · · , En)) { eh!m[n.]} 
AASort(eh?m(p1, · · · ,pn I E) = {eh?m[n.]} 
AASort(m(E1 , · · · , Em)(p1, · · · ,pn)) = 0 

AASort(eompound(Sj·e, · · ·, Sf'e)) = AASort(Sj'e) U · · · U AASort(Sf'e) 
AA Sort( J) = 0 

AASort(cPc(EP1, · · · , EPr), SysP) = AASort(Oc, SysP) 
AASort([SP·e]o (Ei .-··,E,), SysP) = AASort(O, SysP) 
AASort([BSpec']cc(Ei,···,E,), SysP) = AASort(CC, SysP) 
AASort(BSpecje II BSpec''/, SysP) = AASort(BSpecje, SysP) u AASort(BSped;', SysP) 
AASort(BSpeePe \ L, SysP) { za E AASort(BSpeeP', SysP) I Chan(la) <f_ L} 
AASort(BSpeeP' [f], SysP) {f (l") J za E AASort(BSpeere, SysP)} 

{ 
{l},-··,l~} if SysP==. (CD'{·· · CDP .. . c~) 

COP = ... class ere( .. . ) 
AASort(cPc, SysP) 

· · · message interface I~ · · · Ii;,, · · · 
0 otherwise 

ChSort( (BSpec' , envs, SysP , Sys}) = ChSort(BSpec') 
ChSort(SP·e) { Chan(la) I I" E AASort(SP·<)} 
ChSort(BSpeeP<, SysP) { Chan(la) 1 za E AASort(BSpeeP', SysP)} 
ChSort(ac, SysP) {Chan(!") I za E AASort(Oc, SysP)} 

Here eompound(Sj·' , ···,Sf'') denotes any one of the compound statements of StatP·e. 
BSpeePe, BSpecje and BSpecj_e denote elements of BSpeeifieationsP U BSpeeifications' . Chan(l") 
retrieves the channel from abstract communication action za. f(l") renames the channel 
of za as dictated by f: 

Chan(eh!m[data]) = eh 
Chan(eh?m[data]) =eh 
Chan(eh!m[i]) = eh 
Chan(eh?m[i]) = eh 

j(eh!m[data]) = j(eh)!m[data] 
j(eh?m[data]) = j(eh)?m[data] 
f (eh!m[11) = f (eh)!m[i] 
f (eh?m[!]) = f (eh)?m [Il 

Two other convenient operators are Abs and 7. This Abs takes a communication action 
from[, and calculates the corresponding abstraction. Complement operator 7 maps an 
(abstract) send action to the corresponding receive action and vice versa. The definitions 
are 

Abs(eh!m[data]) = eh!mj I data IJ 

Abs(eh?m[data]) = eh?m[I data IJ 
eh!m[data] = eh?m[data] 
eh?m[data] = eh!m[data] 
eh!m[11 = eh?m[i] 
eh?m[Il = eh'm[i] 
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When an instance CC(E1, · · ·, E,) of some cluster class c c(P1, · · ·, P,) with parameterised 
behaviour specification BSpecP is initialised, the expression parameters P1, · · ·, P, con
tained in BSpecP are syntactically substituted by data expressions £1, · · ·, E,. To describe 
syntactic substitution we first introduce the set SSubst of syntactic substitution functions 
and let it range over g, · · ·. 

SSubst = EPar --+ EPar U Exp 

We shall often write Ei/Pi, · · · , E,/P, to denote a function g E SSubst with g(P;) = E; for 
i = 1, · · · , rand g(P) = P otherwise. 

For syntactic substitution function g and parameterised behaviour specification BSpecP 
we will write BSpecP[g]) to indicate that the expression parameters of BSpecP are syntac
tically substituted as dictated by g. Syntactic substitution is inductively defined as 

O c(PE1, · · · , PE,)[g] 
(BSpec': II BSpeCi)[g] 
(BSpecP \ L)[g] 
(BSpecP[f])[g] 
P[g] 
E[g] 
(PE m(PE1, · · · , PEn))[g] 
(PS;PE)[g] 
(x := PE)[g]J 
(u := PE)[g] 
(PS1; PS2)[g] 
(if PE then PS1 else PS2 fi )[g] 
(do PE then PS od )[g] 

Oc(PE1 [g], · · · , PE,[g]) 
(BSpec':[gD I/ (BSpeCi[gJJ) 
(BSpecP[g]) \ L 
(BSpecP[g])[f] 
g(P) 
E 
(PE[g]J) m(PE1 [g], · · ·, PEn l[g]) 
(PS[g]); (PE[g]) 
x := (PE[g]) 
u := (PE[g]) 
(PS1 [g]J);(PS2[g]) 
if PE[g]J then PS1 [g] else PS2 [g] fi 
do PE[g] then PS[g] od 

The execution of a system always starts in a configuration reflected by some system 
specification, and it proceeds its execution through a sequence of consecutive configura
tions. A configuration can lead to another configuration by performing a transition step. 
Sometimes it is convenient to be able to retrieve the initial specification corresponding 
to some configuration. For this purpose, we have introduced the Reset operator. This 
operator is defined on extended behaviour specification and on configurations. The 
Reset of an extended behaviour specification is the corresponding initial behaviour specifi
cation, i.e., the behaviour specification describing the system in its initial state (before 
initialisation has taken place). The Reset of a configuration is the corresponding initial 
system specification, i.e., the system specification from which it is (probably) derived. 
One would expect that starting from the Reset of a configuration, it would be possible to 
return to that configuration within a finite amount of transition steps. However, from 
the fact that there exist configurations that can never be reached from any system speci
fication, it is easy to see that this cannot be true. For such an 'unreachable' configuration, 
the Reset is the system specification built from the same instances, in the same way as 
the configuration. For a 'reachable' configuration, on the other hand, it is true that it can 
be reached from its corresponding Reset. Furthermore the Reset is the only specification 
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from which it can be reached. The latter two properties, which are proved in [Voe95b), 
justify the well-definedness of function Reset: 

Reset(O'(Ei, · · · ,En)) 
Reset([SP·']o(Ei, ··,En) 
Reset(CC[Ei, ···,En]) 
Reset( [ BSpec']cc( E1 ,-··,En) 

Reset(BSpec'j II BSpec"z) 
Reset(BSpec' \ L) 
Reset(BSpec'[f]) 

O'(Ei,. · · , En) 
O'(Ei ,. · · , En) 
CC(E1 , · · ·,En) 

= CC(Ei, · · · ,En) 

Reset( (BSpec' , envs, SysP , Sys)) 

= Reset(BSpec'j) II Reset(BSpec"z ) 
Reset(BSpec') \ L 
Reset(BSpec')fj] 
(Reset(BSpec') , () , SysP , Sys) 

We conclude this subsection by considering context condition (10') of Section 9.4. We 
defined this condition as 

(10') The set of communication channels as well as the message interface defined in 
a class definition conform to the corresponding instance methods or behaviour 
specification. 

Since the precise meaning of this definition is not clear at all, and since the condition is 
important for our semantics, we will formally rephrase it. We will do this in terms of 
functions AASort and ChSort defined in this paragraph. 

(10' ) Let COP be a class definition of SysP. Then 

(i) if COP = process class O'( · · ·) · · · communication channels chi · ·· chp message 
interface Ii · · · zi:n · · · instance methods MDj · · ·MD~, such that for each i = 1 · · · k 
MDf =: · · · Sf, then 

U{AASort(Sf) I 0 ~ i ~ k} = {l'i, · · · , zi:n} 

U{ChSort(Sf) I 0 ~ i:; k} = {ch1,- · ·, chp} 

(ii) if COP = cluster class CC(·· · ) · · · communication channels chi·· · chp message 
interface lj · · - zi:n behaviour specification BSpecP, then 

AASort(BSpecP, SysP) = {lj, . . . , /~} 
ChSort(BSpecP, SysP) = { ch1 , · · · , chp} 

9.5.3 The Labeled-Transition System 

In the previous subsection we have defined the collection of configurations ConfP and 
the collection of atomic actions Act of the labeled transition system (ConfP , Act, {.!'...I a E 
Act}). In this subsection we will take a closer look at the collection {.!'...I a E Act}) 
of labeled transition relations. Each .!'.... is a binary relation on ConfP. For configu
rations (BSpec'j,envs1, SysP,Sys) and (BSpec"z,envs2 ,SysP,Sys), the intuitive meaning of 
(BSpec'j,envs1, SysP,Sys) .!'.... (BSpec"z,envs2 ,SysP,Sys) is that extended behaviour specifi
cation BSpec'j (with information envs1, SysP and Sys) leads to BSpec"z (with information 
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envs2, SysP and Sys) in a single transition step by performing atomic action a.3 This 
transition step is either performed completely or not at all. If an extended behaviour 
specification can choose between alternative transition steps, it always leaves all alter
natives open until one of them can actually be performed. Hence, a choice to perform 
a particular transition step is never made a priori. In general, the environment of an 
extended behaviour specification will only permit a limited number of transition steps. 
If more transitions are open at the same time, a choice is made non-deterministically. 
An extended behaviour specification cannot perform any transition steps different from 
those specified by {~I a E Act}. 

The labeled relations are defined by 9 axioms (1') · · · (9') and 24 rules (a') · · · (x') in 
Section A.2. In this subsection we will only select a number of them and explain each of 
these in more detail. 

(1') Internal computation 

([S]o(£,, ... ,q, ((a, ps, r)) , SysP, Sys) 2. 
([ Jlo(E,, .. ,£,), ((a', ps', T')), SysP , Sys) 

if (/j_,a',ps',T',Sys) E M((S,a,ps,r,Sys)) 

Axiom (1' ) deals with the execution of a data statement Swithin process 0(£1• • · · , E,). 
The semantics of this execution is calculated by applying semantic function .'vl (see 
Subsection 8.5.4) to configuration (S, a, ps, T, Sys). The function application yields a 
collection of terminal configurations. Each of these configurations reflects a possible 
effect of the execution of S. For configuration ( /3 , a', ps' , T', Sys), this effect is reflected by 
state a', process stack ps' and type T' (so data object /3 is not required). The execution of S 
is not observable by the environment of O(E1, · · ·, E,). Extended behaviour specification 
([Slo(£,,. .. ,£,) therefore performs a silent (r) action. If this action is performed, the process 
0(£1, • · · , E,) terminates successfully (the statement that remains to be executed by 
O(E1, · · ·, E,) is V). 

(2') Message send 

( ( ( ) ) ) cli'm[data] 
[ch!m(E1, · · ·, En)la<E;, .,£;), a, ps, T , SysP, Sys ---> 

([Jlo(E;,. ,£;), ( (a',ps', T') ), SysP , Sys) 

if (/31,a1 , ps1 ,T1,Sys) E M((E1,a,ps,r,Sys)) , 
(/32,a2,ps2,T2,Sys) E M((E2,a1,ps1,T1 ,Sys)), · ··, 
( /3n, a',ps', T', Sys) E J'vl((En ,an-1,pSn-1 ,Tn-1, Sys)) and 
(/31, a', T') , · · · , (/3n, a', T') are Sys-structures 

where data= (copy(( /31,a',T')),···,copy((/3n,a' ,T'))) 

3Sornetimes we will ascribe the ability to perform transition steps or atomic actions to configurations 
in stead of to their extended behaviour specifications. 
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The message-send statement ch!m(E1; · · ·,En) indicates that process O'(E\, · · · , E~) wants 
to transmit message m with parameters E1 · · · En on channel eh. The execution of this 
message-send statement is observable by the environment through the performance of 
send action ch!m[data]. If this send action is performed, process O'(E}. · · ·, E~) terminates 
successfully with state (J 1, process stack ps' and type r . data is a list (copy(( /31 , a', r)),·. ·, 
copy( ((3", a' , 7'))) of deepCopies of data objects /31 · · · /3". These data objects are obtained 
by evaluating data expressions E1 · · · En for left to right, starting from state a, process 
stack ps and type T . Notice that the required deepCopies can only be calculated properly 
if each (/3; , a' , 7') is a Sys-structure. 

(3') Message reception 

([ch?m(p1, · · · , Pn I E)Jo(£,,. .. ,£,) , ((a, ps , 7)) , SysP , Sys) ch~ta] 
([ v'lo(E1 ,···,£,), ( (a', ps', 7')), SysP, Sys) 

if lps I> 0, data= ((/31,a1,T1) , ·· · ,(/3n,an , Tn)) E Strucsys,min and 
"( E {true, bunk} 

where { ~f3;,a\,T1) 1= r:label+Mnrld(u)((/31,CJ1,71)) , 
rT1 = (JU (J J , T1 = T LJ 7\ 

{ ~/3;, a~, 72) ~ re}abel ::_Mnxld(u,)( (/32, a2 , 72)) 
CJ2 = CJ1 LJ CJ2 , 72 = 71 LJ 72 

{ ~(3~~a~,T,,) = ~e[a~e[~~rld(,;._ 1 )((/3n,CJn, Tn)) 
CJn - CJn-1 LJ a,, , Tn - 7n-1 LJ T,, 

- _ { an { o"n(proc){ /3~/pi} /proc}, top(ps)(2) if p1 E IVar 
az,Xz - O-n,top(ps)(2){$i/pi} if p1 E LVar ' 

- _ { ai{a1(proc){ f3;/p2}/proc},X1 if pi E IVar 
(J 2' X2 - ai, xi{f3;/p2} if P2 E LVar I 

_ -{ a,,_i{an_1(proc){ffnjp,,}/proc},Xn-t if p,, E IVar and 
CJn , Xn - O-n-I , Xn-l{/J,,/p11 } if Pn E LVar 
(].,a' , ps', T', Sys) E M ( (E, a,, , push( (proc , x,,), pop(ps)) , 'Tn , Sys)) 

Axiom (3') deals with the reception of messages. Message-receive statement 
ch?m(p1, · · · , p,, I E) indicates that process O'(E1, · · · , E,) is willing to receive message 
m with parameters p1 · · · p,, from channel eh under reception condition E. The environ
ment of process O'(E1, · · ·, E,) can observe the execution of this statement through the 
occurrence of receive action ch?m[data]. data is a list ((/31,a1, T1), · · · , (/3,,,an, Tn)) of min
imal Sys-structures. These structures are such that E evaluates to true or bunk after the 
relabelled data objects f3; · · · ffn are bound to variables p1 · · · Pn and after variables state 
a and type 7 are extended accordingly. The binding of variables is performed accord
ing to a so-called early instantiation scheme [MPW92]. This means that the variables 
are bound to concrete data objects at the time when the message reception axiom (3') is 
inferred4 . The occurrence of receive action ch?m[data] results in a successfully terminated 
configuration with state a', process stack ps' and type 7'. 

4The early instantiation scheme contrasts the late instantiation scheme, where the input actions contain 
variables which are bound only when an internal communication is inferred (see rule u') . The late 
instantiation scheme is adopted by the 71"-calculus [MPW92]. 
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(c') Choice 1 

( d') Choice 2 

([Sj]o(£,,. .. ,£,), ((a, ps, T) ), SysP, Sys) ~ 
([SP·elo(E1,. . .,E,), ((a', ps', T')), SysP, Sys) 

([Sj or Silo(£,, .. .,£,)> ((a, ps, T)), SysP, Sys) ~ 
([Sp,elo(Ev.,E,), ((a', ps', T')), SysP, Sys) 

([Silo(£,,. . .,£,), ((a, ps, T) ), SysP, Sys) ~ 
([sr,elo(E,,. ,£,), ((a', ps' , T')), SysP, Sys) 

([Sj or Sj]o(£,, ... ,£,) , ((a, ps, T) ), Sysr, Sys) ~ 
([SP·f]CP(Ei.···,f,), ( (a' ,ps', r) ), SysP, Sys) 

Rules (c') and (d' ) formalise the meaning of the choice statement Sj or Si. This statement 
indicates that process cP(E1, · · · , E,) can choose between two alternatives Si and Si. Rule 
(c') states that if process cP(E1 , .. .,E,) can execute an atomic step of Sj and perform 
action a, then it can also execute an atomic step of Sj or Si and perform the same action. 
Statement Si is thereby completely discarded. Rule (d') deals with the symmetric case. 
Notice that extended behaviour specification [Sj or Silo(£,,. . .,£,) may never choose a priori 
which one of the statements Si and Si it will execute. It must always leave both 
alternatives open until an execution step of one of them can actually be performed. 

(8') Process initialisation 

(cP(E1, .. .,E,),(),Sysr,Sys) 2., 

([m(E;, · · · , E~)0la(£,,. . .,£,), ((a', ps,, T,)) , SysP, Sys) 

if SysP = (COj ... COP .. . con ' 
COP = process dass a (y1, ... 'y,) 
instance variable names X1 · · · Xn · · · initial method call m(E;, · · · , E~)() · · · , 

( /31,a1,ps1, T1, Sys) E M((E1,a,ps, T, Sys)), 
(.82, a2, ps2, T2, Sys) E M( (E2, a1, ps1, T1 , Sys)),· ·· , and 
(/3na,,ps,, T,, Sys) E ;\/l((E,, a,_1,ps,_1, Tr-1, Sys)) 

where Dom( a) = {proc} , a(proc) = 0 , ps = () , T = 0 , a' = a,{ (jJ/proc} , 
Oom(<f>)={x1, .. .,xn}, </>(y;)=f3; and <f>(xj) = nil ify;~ xi forally; 

(9') Cluster initialisation 

(CC(E1, · · · , E,), (), SysP, Sys) 2+ ([BSpecP[g~]cc(£,, ... ,£,)> (), SysP , Sys) 

if SysP = (COj .. . COP ... con and 
COP = cluster class cc (P1 , · · · , P,) · · · behaviour specification BSpecP 

where g = Eif P1, · : ·, E,/P, 
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Axioms (8') and (9') concern the initialisation of an instance of a process class respectively 
of an instance of a cluster class. The initialisation of process -object cP(E1, · · ·, E,) starts 
with the evaluation of data expressions E1 · · · E, from left to rigl-).t, starting from an empty 
state 17 (it has proc as its only domain element), an empty stack ps and an empty type T. 

The results of these evaluations are data objects /31 • · · /3,, state 17,, stack ps, and type r,. 
Then domain element proc of the resulting state 17, is bound to a newly created (instance 
variable) environment</> to obtain state 17'. In</> each of the instance variables y; is bound 
to its corresponding /3;. Each instance variable x; that is different from every y;, is bound 
to nil. The initialisation of a proces~ object is not observable by the environment. Upon 

_initialisation, behaviour specification O'(E1, · - ·, E,) therefore performs a T action. The 
statement that remains to be executed by process object O'(E7, - · ·, E,) after the T action 
is performed is the initial method call statement m(E; , · · · , £~)(). 

Upon the initialisation of a cluster cc(E7,. · • , E,) of some cluster class CC(P7,. • · ,P,} 
each expression parameter P; in BSpecP is syntactically substituted by data expression E;. 
BSpecP is the parameterised behaviour specification of the cluster class. The initialisation 
results in [BSpecP[g]Jcc(Ei,- ·-, E,) indicating that behaviour specification BSpecP[g] remains 

-to be executed by cluster CC(E 7, · • ·, E,) . g is a syntactic substitution function that maps 
each P; onto the corresponding E;. Cluster initialisation is not externally observable. 

Finally we will take a closer look at the rules for parallel composition and for channel 
hiding. 

(s') Parallel composition 1 

(BSpecJ , envs1, SysP, Sys} _!'._, (BSpecJ', envs~, SysP , Sys} 

(BSpecJ II BSpeCz , envs1 · envs2, SysP, Sys} _!'._, 

(BSpeq' II BSpeCi,envs; · envs2 ,SysP,Sys} 

(t') Parallel composition 2 

(BSpeCi, envs2, SysP, Sys} _!'._, (BSpeCi', envs2, SysP, Sys} 

(BSpecJ II BSpeCi , envs1 · envs2, SysP, Sys} _!'._, 

(BSpecJ II BSpeCi',erivs1 · envs2,SysP,Sys} 

(u') Parallel composition 3 

(BSpecJ, envs1, SysP, Sys} 
(BSpeCi, envs2, SysP, Sys} 

i 
----+ (BSpeq' ,envs;,sysP,Sys} 
__!__. (BSpeCi' , envs2, SysP, Sys} 

(BSpec) II BSpeCi, enVS7 . envs2 , SysP, Sys} 2. 
(BSpecJ' II BSpeCi',envs; · envs2,SysP,Sys} 

(v') Channel hiding 

(BSpec', envs, SysP, Sys} _!'._, (BSpec'', envs', SysP, Sys} 

(BSpec' \ L,envs, SysP, Sys} _!'._, (BSpec'' \ L, envs', SysP, Sys} 

if a = T or Chan(a) 't L 
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Rules (s') and (t') state that if one of the constituents of a parallel composition is able 
to perform an action, the parallel composition itself can also perform that action. By 
rule (u') the constituents of a parallel composition may synchronise on complemen
tary communication actions. Together rules (s'), (t') and (u') determine that POOSL 
support asynchronous interleaved concurrency with synchronous communication. The 
occurrence of a synchronisation is not observable by the environment. As a conse
quence of this, each communication requires precisely two communication partners 
(communication is pair-wise). Notice that the applicability of rule (u') does not imply 
the necessity of communication. If rule (u') is applicable because two extended be
haviour specifications are able to synchronise on complementary actions, then rules (s') 
and (t') allow their parallel composition to perform these actions in isolation. This leaves 
open the possibility to communicate with possible third parties. This possibility can be 
ruled out by the use of channel hiding. If the channel of the complementary actions 
is hidden in L, then rule (v') does not allow these actions to be performed in isolation. 
Notice that this rule does not forbid the complementary action to synchronise. After all, 
the synchronisation of actions results in a silent T action. 

9.5.4 Some Properties of the Transition System 

In this subsection a number of important properties of the labeled transition system of 
Subsection 9.5.3 are stated. 

Proposition 2 
Let conff E Conf P and assume that conff ~ conff for some action a E Act. Then we have 

(i) conff E ConfP 

(ii) Reset(conff) = Reset(conff). 

(iii) if a E [. then Abs(a) E AASort(conff) 

(iv) if a E [. then Chan(a) E ChSort(conff) 

(v) AASort(conff) = AASort(conff) 

(vi) ChSort(conff) = ChSort(conjf) 

The proof is given in Appendix B. 0 

Item (i) of Proposition 2 states that every labeled relation ~ is properly defined on 
ConfP . Note that, since the definition rules of ConfP are conditional, this is by no means 
a trivial property. Item (ii) states that the Reset of a configuration is equal to the Reset of 
any of its derivatives. This property is required in the proof of property (i). From (iii) 
and (iv) it follows that the abstraction (Abs) of any non-silent action performed by some 
configuration is part of the AASort of that configuration, and that the corresponding 
channel is part of the configurations' channel sort. Properties (v) and (vi) state that 
the AASort and ChSort of a configuration equal the AASort respectively ChSort of any 
derived configuration. Properties (ii), (iii), (iv) and (v) are required in the proofs of 
different behaviour-preserving transformations given in Chapter 10. 
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9.5.5 Transformation Equivalence and Semantic Function A1. <~> 

In the previous chapters we have informally discussed the notion of behaviour
preserving transformation. A behaviour-preserving transformation takes a POOSL 
description (during simulation) and transforms it into another, equivalent one. To 
be able to prove the correctness of transformations, it is important to define the notion 
of equivalence in a precise mathematical manner. Our notion of equivalence is called 
transformation equivalence and is formally defined in this subsection. 

Each POOSL description consists of a fixed number of process instances and cluster 
instances. Instances communicate by exchanging messages over static channels. Some of 
these channels are unobservable while others are observable. An unobservable channel 
is used for internal communication between the different instances only. Observable 
channels establish the link to the outer world. Transformation equivalence is based 
upon a notion of observation. The intuitive idea is to only distinguish between two 
specifications if the distinction can be detected by an external observer interacting with 
each of them. The only way to interact with a specification is by means of message 
passing over the specifications' static channels. 

Over the past years many different equivalence relations based upon the notion of 
observation have been proposed. Examples include observation equivalence [Mil89], 
trace equivalence (also called string equivalence), failures equivalence [Hoa85], testing 
equivalence [NH84] and branching equivalence [vGW96]. These equivalence relations 
differ in the way they discriminate among specifications. Next to equivalence relations, 
a number of different so-called preorders have been proposed. Examples include, but 
are not limited to, bisimulation divergence preorders [Wal88] and reduction preorders 
[BSS87]. A preorder relation can be regarded as a specification-implementation relation 
in the sense that it indicates that one specification is closer to an implementation than 
another specification. 

To be of practical use, equivalence relation as such is a notion that is not strong enough. 
In general equivalence relations do not benefit from the property that replacing a com
ponent of a specification by an equivalent one, yields a specification that is equivalent 
to the original. An equivalence relation satisfying such a property is called a congru
ence. In terms of languages, a congruence is an equivalence relation that is substitutive 
under all language constructors. We will call an equivalence relation that is substitutive 
under some, but not all, language constructors, a partial congruence5. All of the above 
mentioned equivalence relations are (partial) congruences. 

We have decided to base our notion of transformation equivalence upon one of the best 
known behavioural equivalences called observation equivalence [Mil89] . An advantage 
of observation equivalence is that it is quite strong. If two systems are known to be 
observation equivalent, then they are also equivalent under many6 other equivalence 

5 An example of such a partial congruence is observation equivalence [Mil89]. Except for summation, 
observation equivalence is preserved by all combinators. 

6 An example of an equivalence relation that is (slightly) stronger than observation equivalence is 
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relations. Especially in the context of behaviour-preserving transformations, this is a 
very pleasant property. Another appealing property of observation equivalence is that 
it benefits from the simple proof technique of finding so-called bisimulations. 

A bisimulation establishes a kind of invariant holding between a pair of dynamic systems, 
and the technique is to prove two systems equivalent by establishing such an invariant. 
Bisimulations are particularly useful if the semantics is given in an operational way (as 
in the case of POOSL). The notion ofbisimulation was first introduced by Park in [Par81] 
and later developed in the context of CCS in [Mil83] . 

We start defining observation equivalence in terms of weak bisimulations. We then slightly 
refine observation equivalence to obtain transformation equivalence. 

A binary relation S over configurations S ~ Conf P x ConfP is a weak bisimulation if 
(conff , conff) implies 

(i) the Sys parts of conff and conff are syntactically identical 

and for all a E Act 

(ii) if conff ~ conff' then, for some conff', conff ~ conff' and (conff' , conff') ES 

·(iii) if conff ~ conff' then, for some conff', conff ~ conff' and (conJr conff') E S. 

Here, ~ is a binary transition relation over configurations (often called descendant 
relation). Let conff, conff be configurations and let l be a communication action. Then 

conff i;. conff if con ff( .!... )*con ff 

con ff :b con ff if conff ( .!..,, )* ~ ( .!..,, r con f f 

Our notion of weak bisimulation is very similar to that of CCS [Mil80]. The difference is 
that CCS does not include (i) in its definition. We, however, need to incorporate (i) to in
sure that every data class name referred to by any send or receive action, unambiguously 
denotes a single class. 

Observation equivalence ( ~ ) on configurations is defined in terms of weak bisimulations. 
Configurations conff and conff are observation equivalent, written conff ~ conff, if (conj f, 
conff) E S for some weak bisimulation S. So 

~ = U{S IS is a weak bisimulation} 

Note that since every POOSL specification is also a configuration, weak bisimulations 
and observation equivalence are defined on specifications too. 

Although observation equivalence reflects a very strong notion of equivalence, it is 

branching equivalence [vGW96). 
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slightly too weak for our purposes. Suppose some system is specified in POOSL, and 
assume an interactive simulation of this system is being performed. It could happen 
that in order to compare different system architectures, the system needs to be trans
formed during simulation. Although the structures of the systems before and after the 
transformation differ, their functional behaviour is indistinguishable. Now a problem 
may arise if the simulation is reset. It would be convenient if the functional behaviour 
of the reset system after simulation was still equivalent to the behaviour of the reset 
system before the transformation. Unfortunately, this cannot be guaranteed, at least 
not if observation equivalence is applied as behaviour equivalence. The reason is that 
observation equivalence only refers to future behaviour of systems, and does not state 
anything about their past. 

The solution to the problem is to define a slightly stronger relation which takes the past 
behaviour of systems into account. Our new relation is called transformation equivalence. 
Configurations conff and conff are transformation equivalent, written conff <~ > conff, 
if and only if 

(i) conff ~ conff 

(ii) Reset(conff) ~ Reset(conff) 

So, two configurations are transformation equivalent if they are observation equivalent 
and if they are still observation equivalent after they both have been reset. The Reset 
of a configuration is the corresponding initial behaviour specification, i.e., the system 
specification from which it is (probably) derived (see also Subsection 9.5.2). 

Now that we have defined relation <~> we will define a semantic function .tvt <"=> that as
signs a meaning to each configuration (and thus implicitly to each system specification). 
Since <~> is an equivalence relation (this is proved in Chapter 10), we can consider the 
meaning of a configuration to be the class of all transformation equivalent configura
tions. 

Let confP E ConfP. Then 

M <"=> (conf P) = [confP] <"'> 

where [confP] <"'> denotes the set of all configuration from ConfP that are transformation 
equivalent to confP. 

Evidently, M<"'>(conff) = /vt<:o:>(conff) if and only if conff <~> conff, so, two config
urations are transformation equivalent, precisely if they have the same semantics. 

9.6 Example: A Simple Handshake Protocol 

In this section we will show how to calculate the behaviour of a simple handshake 
protocol, using the labeled-transition system defined in Subsection 9.5.3. Further, we 
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x 

in I.__ Sender Receiver 1 

~· 
out 

y 

Figure 9.1: A Simple Handshake Protocol 

will demonstrate that the protocol behaves as a 1-place buffer. The protocol, consisting 
of a Sender process and a Receiver process, is visualised in figure 9.1. 

The Sender can receive some data from channel in and this data is delivered by the 
Receiver at channel out. Externally the protocol behaves as a 1-place buffer. The protocol 
is specified as follows: 

((Sender II Receiver) \ { x, y}, (), SysP , Sys) 

For reasons of simplicity we assume that there are no non-primitive data classes, so 
Sys = () . SysP consists of process classes Sender and Receiver. It is defined as SysP = ( 7 

process class 
instance variables 
communication channels 
message interface 
initial method call 
instance methods 

process class 
instance variables 
communication channels 
message interface 
initial method call 
instance methods 

Sender 

in xy 
in?receive(ds) x!transfer(ds) y?ack 
start 
start I ds I 
in?receive(ds); x!transfer(d5 ); y?ack; start 

Receiver 

x yout 
x?transfer(dR) out!deliver(dR) y!ack 
start 
start I dR I 
x? transfer(dR); out!deliver(dR); y!ack; start ) 

Configuration ((Sender II Receiver) \ { x, y}, (), SysP, Sys) reflects the state of the protocol 
where both the sender and the receiver are not initialised yet. The actual computation 
starts by initialising either the sender or the receiver. By axiom (8') we have 

(Sender,() , SysP, Sys) -2+ 
([start]sender, ( ( {proc -> 0}, (), 0 ) ), SysP , Sys) 

7The specifications and configurations use some obvious syntactic simplifications. 
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Using rule (s') we then deduce 

(Sender II Receiver, (), SysP , Sys) 2+ 
([start]sender II Receiver, ( ( {proc-"* 0}, (}, 0) }, SysP, Sys) 

and thus by rule (v') 

((Sender II Receiver) \ { x, y}, (), SysP, Sys) 2+ 
([(start]sender II Receiver)\ {x, y},(({proc-"* 0},() , 0)),SysP, Sys) 

By applying axiom (4') and rules (s'),(v') we get 

([(start]sender II Receiver)\ {x,y},(({proc __.. 0},(} , 0)),SysP,Sys) 2+ 
( ([1510 ' 1 (in?receive(ds); x!transfer(ds); y?ack; start)]sender 11 Receiver) \ { x, y J, 
(({proc __.. 0}, ((proc, {ds __.. ni/})),0)),SysP,Sys) 
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The latter configuration reflects the situation where the receiver is able to receive message 
receive and data d5 from channel in, and where the receiver is still uninitialised. If we 
let the receiver perform its message reception we get, by applying axiom (3') and rules 
(b'),{s'),( v') 

( ([1510 ' 1 (in?receive(ds); x!transfer(ds); y?ack; start)]sender 11 Receiver) \ { x, y} , 
( ( ( . } } } in?receive(datal ( {proc-*0}, proc,{ds-*ml}) ,0 ,SysP,Sys) ____. ' 

(([1510' 1 (x!transfer(ds); y?ack; start)]sender II Receiver)\ {x, y}, 
( ( {proc __.. 0}, ( (proc, {ds __.. 1}) ), 0) ) , SysP, Sys) 

Here, data = ((I, 0, 0)) for some primitive data object 1 E PDObj. This can be seen as 
follows: According to axiom (3'), data should be of the form ( (/31, a1, T1)} E Struc1ys,min. 
Since Sys= ()we have by (2) of the definition of Sys-structures that Dom(r1) = 0, and 
therefore by (1) of the same definition that Dom(a1 r NDObj) = 0 . By Proposition l(c) we 
know that proc €/. Dom(a1) and thus Dom(a1) = 0 . Now according to (4) of the definition 
of Sys-structures /31 E NDObj implies /31 E Dom(a1 ) . Therefore /31 E PDObj and thus thus 
data is of the form ((I, 0, 0)} . 

If we continue calculating the transitions between the involved configurations we con
struct a so-called transition graph, shown in Figure 9.2, representing the behaviour of the 
protocol. The transition graph consists of 18 configurations (represented by the nodes of 
the graph), some of which are parameterised. The> mark attached to node con!f denotes 
that this is the starting configuration. The substitution [//15 , AhRl indicates that param
eters/sand IR of conff8(/5, IR) have to be replaced by/ and A respectively. Substitution 
[1/ A] has a similar meaning. Further, a? denotes receive action in?receive[ ( (1, 0, 0))] and 
a! denotes send action out!deliver[( (T, 0, 0) )] . 

Note that, although the graph of Figure 9.2 has a finite amount of nodes, it represents an 
infinite transition graph. Node conjf (')'), for example, represents a collection of nodes, 
one for each ')' E PDObj. The configurations are given by 
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con ff 
conJ: 

con.ff 
conff 
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&~ 

Figure 9.2: A Transition Graph of the Handshake Protocol 

= ((Sender II Receiver) \ { x, y}, (), SysP, Sys} 
= (([start]sender 11 Receiver)\ {x,y}, (enVs0} ,SysP, Sys} 
={(Sender 11 [start]Receiver) \{x,y}, (envR0}, SysP, Sys} 
= (([lstart (in?receive(ds); x!transfer(ds); y?ack; start)]sender II Receiver) 

\ { x, y}, (env5(nil)} , SysP , Sys) 
= (([start]sender 11 [start ]Receiver) \ {x,y}, (enVs0,enVR0} ,SysP, Sys} 
= ((Sender II wtart (x?transfer(dR); out!deliver(dR); y!ack; start)]Receiver) 

\ {x,y}, (envR(nil)}, SysP, Sys} 
= ( ([lstart (x!transfer(ds); y?ack; start)]sender II Receiver) 

\ {x,y}, (env5('y)} , SysP, Sys} 
= (([lstart (in?receive(ds); x!transfer(ds); y?ack; start)]sender II 

[start]Receiver) \ { x, y}, (envs(nil), envR0), SysP, Sys) 
=((Sender II [15"''1 (x?transfer(dR); out!deliver(dR); y!ack; start)]Receiver) 

\ { x, y}, (env50, envR(nil)}, SysP, Sys} 
= (([lstart (x!transjer(ds); y?ack; start)]sender II [start]Receiver) 

\ {x,y}, (envs(1'),envR0 }, SysP, Sys} 
= (([lstart (in?receive(ds); x!transfer(ds); y?ack; start)]sender) II 

[151"'1 (x?transfer(dR); out!deliver(dR); y!ack; start)]Receiver) 
\ { x, y}, (env5 (nil) , envR(nil)}, SysP, Sys} 

= (([lstart (x!transfer(ds); y?ack; start)]sender II 
[lstart (x?transfer(dR); out!deliver(dR); y!ack; start)]Receiver) 
\ { x, y}, (env5 (/), envR(nil)}, SysP, Sys} 

= (([lslart (y?ack; start)]sender II [lslnrt (out!deliver(dR); y!ack; 
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start)]Receiver) \ {x, y}, (envs(/), envR('Y)), SysP , Sys) 
conffk·t) = (([l'1"'1 (y?ack; start)]sender II [lstart (y!ack; start)]Receiver) 

\ {x,y}, (env5(1-) ,envR(r)), SysP, Sys) 
conffsb) = (([l '1"'1 (start)]sender II [lslarl (start)]Receiver) 

\ {x,y}, (env5(r) ,envR('Y)) , SysP, Sys) 
conff6(t) = ([l'tart (in?receive(ds); x!transfer(ds); y?ack; start)]sender I/ 

[1'10' 1 (start)]Receiver) \ { x, y}, (envs(nil) , envR h)) , SysP, Sys) 
conffky) = (([lslart (start)]sender II [1'1"'1 (x?transfer(dR); out!deliver(dR); y!ack; 

start) ]Receiver) \ { x, y}, (envs(t), envR (nil)) , SysP, Sys) 
conff8(rs, l'R) = ([l'1"'1 (x!transfer(ds); y?ack; start)]sender 11 [1'10' 1 (start)]Receii•er) 

\ { x, y}, (envs(/'5), envR(/'R)), SysP, Sys) 

Here, env50 and envs(t) denote environments of the Sender process. In env50 no local 
variables are allocated on the stack (the stack is empty), whereas in envs(/') variable d5 

is allocated and bound to primitive object I'· Environments envR0 and envR(r) have a 
similar meaning for the Receiver process. The environments are defined as 

envs0 = ( {proc--> 0}, (), 0) 
envR0 =({proc->0},() , 0) 
envs('Y) = ( {proc --> 0}, ( (proc , { ds --> I'})), 0) 
envR(-y) = ( {proc--> 0}, ( (proc , {dR --> I'})) , 0) 

We mentioned that the protocol externally behaves as a 1-place buffer (see Figure 9.3). 
We will show this by giving an explicit specification of such a buffer and by proving that 

in Buffer I out 

Figure 9.3: A 1-place Buffer 

this specification is transformation equivalent to the protocol. 

The 1-place buffer is specified as 

(Buffer,() , SysP', Sys) 

where Sys = () and where SysP' = ( 

process class 
instance variables 

Buffer 

communication channels in out 
message interface in?receive(dB) out!deliver(do) 
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initial method call 
instance methods 
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start 
start I d8 I 
in?receive(d8 ); out!deliver(d8 ); start 

A transition graph of the buffer is given in Figure 9.4. The (parameterised) configurations 
are given by 

con ff' 
con ff' 
conff' 

e-,~ 
't 

a! a? 

Figure 9.4: A Transition Graph of the 1-place Buffer 

= (Buffer,(}, SysP', Sys) 
= ([start]Bu.ffer, (enva0), Sys!'', Sys) 
= ([1510' 1 (in?receive(d8 ); out!deliver(dB); start)]Bu.ffer, 

(env8(nil)), SysP', Sys) 
conj{ (/) = ([1510' 1 (out!deliver(d8 ); start)]Bu.ffer, (enva(r)), SysP', Sys) 
conj{ (/) = ([1510' 1 (start)]Bu.ffer , (enva(r)), SysP', Sys) 

where 

envB0 = ( {proc-+ 0}, (), 0) 
env8(r) = ({proc-+ 0 }, ((proc, {d5 -+ 1})), 0 ) 

It is not hard to verify that relation S defined by 

with 

S = (A x B) u (C x D) 

A = {con ff, · · · , con ff, con ff, conff, conff1 } U 

{ conff4(r), conff5(r), conff6(1), conff7(r) I 1 E PDObj} 
B { ,fP1 ,fP1 ,fP1 ,fP'} = con; 1 , conn , con; 3 , con; 5 

C = {conjf0(r),conff2(/),conffi1) I 1E PDObj} U {conff8(/,A) I ~(,A E PDObj} 
D = {conff'} 
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is a weak bisimulation. Since (conff ,conJP;) E S, we have that ((Sender II Receiver)\ 
{x,y}() ,SysP,Sys) ~(Buffer, (),SysP ,Sys) , and thus the protocol is observation equiva
lent to the I-place buffer. Further, since con ff ,con/ P; E SSpecifications we deduce from 
Lemma I, given in Appendix B, that Reset(conff) = conff and Reset(conff) = conlf. Hence 
Reset(conff) ~ Reset(conff). From the definition of transformation equivalence it then 
follows that the protocol and the I-place buffer are transformation equivalent. 

One would expect that a similar result could be proved if the protocol and the 1-place 
buffer were able to receive and deliver arbitrary data objects instead of only primitive 
data objects. However, it is not hard to find out that transformation equivalence and 
observation equivalence are too strong for this to be true. Developing equivalence 
relations that do establish the equivalence will be subject of future research. 

9.7 The Development of POOSL 

Each specification or design method is based upon a collection of method concepts. 
The development of a supporting formal specification language consists of selecting 
and combining appropriate language primitives. Together these primitives should 
be expressive enough to represent the method concepts in a natural way. Further, 
the combination of primitives should be consistent (the primitives should coexist in 
harmony). More precise, there has to exist a consistent interpretation of the primitives. 

Selecting language primitives that allow the natural representation of the method con
cepts is a complex task. The major problem is that in general there exists no one-to-one 
relation between concepts and primitives. It may take a number of primitives to express 
a single concept. On the other hand, a single primitive may be required to express 
different method concepts. 

Making sure that the selected primitives can be consistently interpreted is probably even 
more difficult. Primitives or combinations of them which seem to have an intuitive clear 
meaning, may appear to be a lot trickier than expected. During the development of 
POOSL we found out that difficulties or obscurities often show up only at the moment 
one tries to describe the meaning of language primitives in very precise and detailed, that 
is formal, way. To solve encountered difficulties, alternative semantic interpretations 
or possible alternative language primitives have to be evaluated . A formal language 
description is then of great help. It provides a deep understanding of encounte red 
problems and it aids in evaluating design alternatives in a systematic way. 

During the development of POOSL, lots of design problems were encountered and a 
large number of design decisions were taken. In Subsections 9.7.1-9.7.5 five of the more 
interesting problems are studied. 
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9.7.1 The Grain of Concurrency 

The grain of concurrency in POOSL is the processes object. All internal activities of 
process objects are performed sequentially. The evaluation of data expressions, for 
example, is always performed from left to right. Consider message-send expression 
E m(E1 , ···,En). To evaluate this expression, first destination expression Eis evaluated. 
Then the parameters E1, · • · , En are evaluated from left to right and finally the message 
is sent to the destination object. The order in which the expressions are evaluated is 
formalised by rules (a) and (b) of the transition system of Subsection 8.5.3: 

(a) Method call 1 

(E',a,s,T,Sys)---+ (E'',a',s',r,Sys) 

(E' m(EJ, · · ·, E~), a, s, T, Sys) ---+ 

(E'' m(EJ, · · ·, E~), a', s', T', Sys) 

(b) Method call 2 

(E', a,s, T, Sys) ---+ (E'',a',s', r, Sys) 

( f3 m( /31, · · ·, /3;_1, E', · · ·, E~), a, s, T, Sys) ---+ 

(§. m(/31, • • ·, /3;_ 1, E'' , · · ·, E~), o', s', T', Sys) 

Why did we chose to evaluate the expressions in a strict sequential manner, instead of 
in a concurrent one? For it seems that concurrent expression evaluation can easily be 
dealt with by replacing rule (b) by (b"): 

(b") Method call 2 

(Ej ,o,s,T,Sys) ---+ (Ej',a',s',r,Sys) 

(E' m(EJ, · · · ,Ej_1,E1,'- · · ,E~),o,s, T,Sys) ---+ 

(E' m(E'j, · · ·, EL1, Ej', · · ·, E~), o', s', r, Sys) 

However, if we take a closer look at this rule, we see that it does not formalise concurrent 
expression evaluation at all! The problem is that the rule allows n + 1 different data 
objects to be executing one of their methods at the same time. Therefore n + 1 different 
local variable environments have to be active at the same time. Unfortunately, there 
exists only one active environment and this environment is positioned at the top of stack 
sand belongs to the object which is currently executing one of its methods. This problem 
is not easily solved in our chosen type of semantics. Each possible solution will most 
certainly complicate the semantics in a serious way. 

Next to this theoretical difficulty of concurrent expression evaluation, a more practical 
problem exists. Consider the following definition of a (very simple and restricted) class 
Bit: 
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data class Bit 
instance variables bit 
instance methods 

error 
primitive 

setToZero 
bit..- O; 
self 

setToOne 
bit <--- 1; 
self 

invert 
if bit = 0 then bit := bit + 1 

else bit := bit - 1 fi; 
if bit < 0 or bit > 1 then self error fi; 
self 
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Primitive message error aborts the execution with an error message. Assume that a 
variable b refers to a Bit which is setToZero and consider the concurrent evaluation of 
expression (b invert) == (b invert). It seems clear that the result of this evaluation must 
be true 8 . Indeed, true is one of the possible outcomes. Another possibility, however, is 
that the evaluation aborts with an error message, leaving bin the unexpected state where 
instance variable bit refers to 2! 

Problems of this kind are well-known in object-oriented languages, such as Smalltalk-80 
[GR89], that support processes as an orthogonal language concept. These processes may 
act on the same collection of objects. It is even possible that they are executing the same 
method in the same object at the same time [AR89b] . This can result in problems of 
synchronisation and mutual exclusion as in the case of our Bit example. 

Of course, these problems of synchronisation and mutual exclusion can be solved if 
concurrently evaluated expressions are required to be side-effect free. However, the 
application of expressions with side-effects in object-oriented languages is not at all 
unusual. In Eiffel [Mey88], a restricted use of functions with side-effects is even recom
mended and exploited (see also Paragraph 6.6.3.5) . 

The problems described above also occur when other forms of concurrency within 
process objects are allowed. We have therefore determined the grain of concurrency at 
the level of the process object. 

9.7.2 Conditional Message Reception 

The basic process communication model in POOSL is based upon the synchronous pair
wise message-passing mechanism of CCS [Mil89]. In this model, processes communicate 
by exchanging messages over (static) channels. If a process sends a message on a 
channel, it has in principle no knowledge of the identity of the receiving process. Vice 
versa, if a process receives a message, it has no knowledge of the senders identity. The 
basic communication model of POOSL thus allows the modelling of strongly distributed 
systems (see also Paragraph 6.4.4.2). However, many complex (object-oriented) systems 
are characterised by weak distribution (see Paragraph 6.4.4.1). A process in a weakly 

8Note that the primitive equality message == only determines whether two expressions refer to the 
same object or not. 
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distributed system is able to direct a message towards some specific other process by 
naming it. This process will only receive a message if this message is actually meant for 
it. A typical other characteristic of weakly distributed systems is that names of processes 
in weakly distributed systems can be passed from one process to another. This means 
that the network of process acquaintances can change during the lifetime of a system. 

Previous versions of POOSL [Voe94, Voe95a]) did not have the expressive power to 
model weakly distributed systems. The solution to this problem was obtained when 
message-receive statements ch?m(p1, · · ·, p111 ) were generalised by extending them with 
reception conditions. Using these reception conditions, weakly distributed systems can 
be modelled by supplying each process object with a unique process identifier. Process 
identifiers are modelled by data objects. Therefore identities can be passed from one 
process to another. The sending of a message m (on channel eh) to a process with identifier 
id can be expressed by statement ch!m(id). The corresponding conditional message
receive statement is then of the form ch?m(i I i = id). It states that the process with 
identifier id is willing to receive message m from channel eh only if message parameter i 
equals id. 

It is interesting to note that conditional message reception is not only applicable for the 
modelling of message passing based on process identifiers. The primitive can for exam
ple also be used to model processes with priorities. This example clearly shows how 
complex the relation between language primitives and method concepts can be. The 
reception condition primitive enables the expression of the concept weak distribution as 
well as the concept of priorities. The primitive is however not sufficient to model these 
concepts. Other primitives such as message-receive statements and data expressions are · 
also required. 

The replacement of message-receive statements by conditional message receive state
ments had a great impact on the semantics that had been developed till then. More 
about this is explained in the next subsection. 

9.7.3 Layers of Semantics 

The semantics of POOSL consists of two layers. At the layer of data objects, data ex
pressions and data statements may take lots of small steps to be evaluated respectively 
executed. At the layer of process objects, these small steps are abstracted from and com
bined into single steps. In this subsection we will explain why we decided to build the 
semantics this way. For an alternative would have been to consider only one semantic 
layer and to formalise this layer by a single labeled-transition system. 

Consider guarded command [E]SP whose execution is given by rule (e' ) of Subsection 
9.5.3: 
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e'. Guarded command 

([SP]o(£,,. . .,£,), ((a', ps', 7)), SysP, Sys) ~ 
([SP·']o(£,, .. .,£,), ((a", ps", 7')), SysP, Sys) 

([[EjSP]o(£,,. . .,£,), ((a, ps, r)), SysP, Sys) ~ 
([SP·'lo<£1 , ... ,£,)> ((a", ps", 7')), SysP, Sys) 

if (1,a',ps',7,Sys) E M((E,a,ps,r,Sys)) with 'YE {true, bunk} 
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In the alternative approach, the guarded command could have been described by the 
following axiom and rule: 

Guarded command, axiom 

([[].]SP]o(£,, .. .,£,), ((a, s, r)), SysP, Sys} 
([SP]o(Ei . .,£,), ((a, s, r) ), SysP, Sys) 

if 'Y = true or 'Y = bunk 

Guarded command, rule 

T 

----> 

([E']o(£,,. .. ,£,), ((a, s, r)), SysP, Sys) 2, 
([£'')0(£,, .. .,£,)1 ((a', s', 7}}, SysP, Sys) 

([[E']SP]o(£,,. . .,£,), ((a, s, r)), SysP, Sys) 2, 
([[E'1]SP]o(£,,. . .,£,), ((a' , s', 7)), Sysr, Sys) 

The problem is that this alternative formulation changes the intended meaning of 
guarded commands in combination with choice statements. Consider a process object 
C() that is executing statement [true]ch?m or [true]ch'?m' . If the rules of the layered se
mantics are applied, the process always leaves both alternatives open. It never chooses a 
priori whether it wants to receive message m from channel eh or message m' from channel 
eh'. The actual choice depends on environment processes that are able to communicate 
with C(). In case of the alternative semantics the choice is made a priori by process C() 
itself. If environment processes are only willing to send message m on channel eh, a 
deadlock may occur if C() chooses to receive m' from eh' . This can never happen in case 
of the layered semantics. 

The problem is caused by the fact that guarded commands and choice statements are 
orthogonal language constructs. A possible (partial) solution is to replace guarded 
commands and choice statements by so-called select statements. An example of such a 
select statement is 

sel 
[E1]ch!m(E2, £3) then Si 

or 
[E4]ch'?m'(p1) then Sj 

or 
[E5]ch"!m"(E6) then Sj 

Jes 
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It is executed by first evaluating expressions E1, · · ·, E6 in the order of appearance. Each 
branch of which the guard evaluates to false is discarded. For a branch of which the guard 
evaluates to bunk, a non-deterministic choice is taken whether it is discarded. For each 
non-discarded branch, an attempt is made to execute the corresponding communication 
statement. If the attempt succeeds, the communication actually takes place and the rest 
statement (after the then) is executed9 . 

In fact, in imitation of POOL [ABKR86], earlier versions of POOSL indeed incorporated 
select statements. The semantics of these statements was quite complex though. This 
complexity became unmanageable when message-receive statements ch?m(p1 , · • · 1 p111 ) 

were replaced by conditional message-receive statements ch?m(p1, · · • , Pm I E). The for
malisation of these statements in terms of the one-layered semantics appeared to be 
extremely cumbersome. For this reason it was decided to split the semantics in two 
layers. As a result, the select statements could be replaced by guarded commands and 
choice statements. Through this decision the semantics was considerably simplified. 
Furthermore, the introduction of guarded commands and choice statements increased 
the expressive power of POOSL. 

9.7.4 Tail Recursion 

Reactive behaviour of complex (real-time) hardware/software systems is often most 
naturally described in terms of finite state machine-like descriptions. Now each finite 
state machine is more or less expressible in terms of if and do constructs. However, the 
required transformations can be quite complicated and the results are often unreadable. 
For this reason, POOSL has incorporated a construct that allows state machine behaviour 
to be expressed directly and naturally. Consider the state diagram of a 1-place buffer Buf 
given in Figure 9.5. In process calculi such as CCS [Mil89], this behaviour is naturally 

Figure 9.5: State Diagram of a 1-place Buffer 

specified as 

9Note that, although this execution resembles the execution of statement [Ei]ch!m(E2, £3 ) S~ or 
[£4]ch'?m'(p1) Sj or [Es]ch"!m"(E6) Sj in the layered semantics, it is not the same. If one of the expressions 
has side-effects, different observable behaviour can be obtained. 
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Empty d.:f ch?in(data) · Full(data) 
<t__ef Full(data) ch!out(data) · Empty 

This specification can directly be translated into POOSL by representing states Empty 
and Full(data) by methods: 

process class Buf 
instance variables 
communication channels eh 
message interface ch?in(data) ch!out(data) 
initial method call Empty 
instance methods Empty I data I 

ch?in (data); Full(data) 
Full(data) 
ch!out(data); Empty 

To describe infinite, non-terminating behaviour, methods Empty and Full are defined 
by mutual recursion. But can methods really be defined this way without causing any 
problems? Unfortunately, the answer to this question is negative. Each time one method 
calls on another one, the depth of the process stack is increased by one. Since no method 
ever terminates, the stack will eventually grow beyond any bound. This problem has 
earlier been detected in [Blo93] in which context-free grammars are applied to specify 
the (infinite) behaviour of data communication protocols. 

There exists a solution to this problem though. Suppose the buffer is currently executing 
method Empty and is ready to execute method call Full(data). Since this method call 
is not followed by any other statement (the call is tail recursive) and since method 
Full as well as method Empty do not have any output parameters, the _current local 
variable environment is never needed anymore. Upon invocation of method Full this 
environment can therefore be popped off the process stack. Similarly, if the buffer calls 
on method Empty, the top of the stack can first be removed. In this way, the depth of the 
stack will never exceed 1. 

The general solution to the unbounded stack problem is formalised in terms of rule 
(g') of the labeled-transition system of Subsection 9.5.3. It states that if a method with 
no output parameters is called from another method with no output parameters in a 
tail-recursive way, the top of the process stack can first be removed. 

9.7.5 Aborts and Interrupts 

The abort and the interrupt statements are used to specify that a process should be willing 
to accept some message at any instant. 

Without the explicit use of the abort operator or the interrupt operator, aborts and 
interrupts cannot be modelled na turally. Consider the following two statements: 
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and 

Both statements can be expressed, without the explicit use of the abort operator respec
tively the interrupt operator: 

and 

where m1, m2 and m3 are methods defined as 

It is clear that modelling of aborts and interrupts this way gets very cumbersome and 
leads to unreadable specifications. Now consider statements 

(do true then m()() od) abort ch?n 

and 

(do true then m()() od) interrupt ch?n 

In case of the abort, the executing process repeatedly executes method m until it is 
aborted by the arrival of message n. An occurrence of the abort does not only abort 
the infinite loop, it can even abort the execution of method m. In case of the interrupt, 
the execution of the loop as well the possible execution of method mare both resumed 
after message n has been received. Further, each interrupt occurrence can be followed 
by another one. It is quite impossible to specify such complex behaviour in a reasonable 
fashion without the use of the abort operator or the interrupt operator. 

The formalisation of the abort operator did not cause any difficulties. On the other hand, 
finding an elegant semantic interpretation of the interrupt operator appeared to be a lot 
more difficult. 

The interrupt operator is formalised by rules (m') · · · (r') of the labeled transition system. 
Of these, rules (o') · · · (r') may appear to be more complicated than necessary. Consider 
for example rule (o'): 
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(o') Interrupt command, interrupt occurrence 1 

([Silo(E1, .. .,£,), ((a, ps'", T)) , SysP, Sys) ~ 
([Si·'']o(E1, .. .,£,), ( (a',ps", 7) ), SysP, Sys) 

([Sj·' interrupt Sj]o(E1 , .. .,£, ), ((a, ps, T)), SysP, Sys) ~ 
([sj·' interrupted sj, Si''1]o(E1.-·-.E,), ((a'' ps', 7))' SysP, Sys) 

if ps = ( · · · , ei, e1, · · · , en) and Si·'' ¥:- J 
where n equals the amount of ! m(ri.-··,pk) symbols contained in s~·' 'ps"' = 

pop"(ps) and ps' = push(e,, , push(e,,_1 , · · · push(e2 , push(e1, ps")) · · · ) ) 
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In imitation of the other rules of the labeled transition system, it would have been more 
plausible to define a rule (o") as 

(o") Interrupt command, interrupt occurrence 1 

([Sj]o(E1,. . .,E,), ((a, ps, T)), SysP, Sys) ~ 
([Si·'']o(E1, .. .,E,), ((a', ps', 7)), SysP, Sys) 

([Sj·' interrupt Sj]o(Er,···,E,) , ((a, ps, T)), SysP, Sys) ~ 
([Sj·' interrupted Sj , Sj·'']o(Ei.··-,£,)> ( (a' ,ps', 7) ), SysP, Sys) 

if sj·'' t:. J 

and rules (p') · · · (r ' ) could be replaced by (p") · · · (r") in a similar way. 

by rule o" 
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These new rules are not adequate though. Consider process configuration 

([l m() ( l n() SP) interrupt i(x)()]o(E,,. . .,E,)> ( (O", ps, T))' SysP, Sys) 

where SP denotes the statement that still has to executed by method n, where o denotes a 
method and where x denotes a local variable declared in method m. Now suppose that 
the configuration performs a transition step as dictated by rules (o") · · · (r") and assume 
that in this step method i with input parameter x is invoked. The calculation of the 
transition step requires axiom (4'). In the application of this axiom, an attempt is made 
to bind the input parameter of method i to some local variable x in the environment of 
method n which is located on top of process stack ps. Variable x, however, belongs to 
the environment of method m located just beneath the top of ps! 

It is not hard to see that the problem is caused by the fact that the configuration to which 
axiom (4') was applied carried process stack ps in stead of pop(ps). This, on its turn, 
is caused by the fact that in rule (o") the complete process stack of the left-hand side 
configuration of the rule's conclusion is passed to the left-hand side configuration of the 
rule's premise. In the above example the top should first be popped before the stack is 
passed. In general, as many elements as there are invoked methods in the interrupted 
statement have to be popped. In rule (o') the interrupted statement is Si·'. The number 
of invoked methods equals the amount of l m(p,,. . .,p, ) symbols contained in Si·'. If we 
call this amount n, the stack ps'" that is passed to the left-hand side configuration of the 
rule's premise is given by pop"(ps). To make sure that the popped elements e1 , ··· ,en are 
not "lost", they have to be pushed onto the process stack ps" of the premise's right-hand 
side configuration before this stack is passed to the right-hand side configuration of 
the conclusion. Sops'= push(en,push(en_1, · • • push(e2 ,push(e1,ps")) · · · )). Using similar 
arguments it can be shown that each of the rules (p") · · · (r") has to be modified in an 
analogous way. 

In Figure 9.6 the difference between the application of rule (o") and the application of 
rule (o') is clarified. The figure shows process stack ps of the example configuration as 
well as the process stacks that are obtained after the application of rules (o") and (o') . In 
case of rule (o") the new local environment of method i is pushed on top of the stack. In 
case of rule (o') the environment is put just above the environment from which method 
i is called, that is just above the environment of m. 

9.8 Summary 

In this chapter the process part of the POOSL language as well as the design of the 
language is explained in detail. The emphasis in this chapter is on the development 
of a Plotkin-style structural operational semantics. This semantics is a computational 
interleaving semantics based on the communication model of CCS. The execution of a 
system of parallel objects is modelled as the interleaving of all atomic actions, i.e., as 
a sequential execution of these actions. The semantics is defined in terms of a labeled 
transition system. 
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To prepare the development of behaviour-preserving transformation in Chapter 10, we 
have made the notion of 'behaviour-preservation' precise. To this end we have de
fined a binary relation, called transformation equivalence, on POOSL specifications. 
Transformation equivalence is (indirectly) defined in terms of so-called bisimulations. 
Bisimulations, on their turn, are specified in terms of the structural operational seman
tics of POOSL. They provide a simple and elegant technique for proving equivalences 
between specifications. 

Transformation equivalence is strongly related to observation equivalence defined by 
Milner for CCS. Observation equivalence has the advantage of being very strong. If two 
systems are known to be observation equivalence, then they are also equivalent under 
many other equivalence relations. In the context of behaviour-preserving transforma
tions, this is a very pleasant property. 

Although observation equivalence is a very strong relation, it is still too weak to support 
behaviour-preserving transformations. The problem is that observation equivalence 
only refers to future behaviour of systems. It does therefore not allow transformations 
to be carried out correctly during interactive system simulation. Transformation equiv
alence remedies this shortcoming by also taking the past behaviour into account. To 
demonstrate the applicability of transformation equivalence, we have given a simple 
example in which we prove that a simple handshake protocol and a 1-place buffer are 
transformation equivalent. 

In comparison to semantics found in literature, our semantics may seem rather complex. 
In literature, however, semantics are often based on toy languages or on simple and clean 
parts of realistic languages. In our case we have given a full semantics of a complex and 
realistic language. We think that this justifies the additional complexity. 
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10.1 Introduction 

Behaviour-preserving transformations form an important part of the SHE method. In 
this chapter we will develop a formal transformation system consisting of 15 behaviour
preserving transformations. This chapter is to a great extent based on [Voe, VvdPS96] . 

10.1.1 Motivation 

During analysis and design, the Essential Behaviour Model is gradually transformed 
to incorporate high-level level structural decisions and constraints specified in the Ar
chitecture Structure Model. Similarly, the Extended Behaviour Model is transformed in 
accordance with the Implementation Structure Model. Of all possible transformations 
an important class can be distinguished. This class consists of transformations that 
introduce, modify or delete boundaries and channels in Instance Structure Diagrams 
(and in the underlying POOSL description). The transformations of this class are re
quired to leave the (abstract) dynamic behaviour and functional behaviour invariant. 
The transformations can modify a system with respect to architecture and topology, but 
they should leave the overall functionality unchanged. 

One way to make sure that a performed transformation indeed preserves behaviour, 
is to verify that the system specifications before and after the transformation are in 
some way behaviour equivalent. However, due to the size of real-life specifications, 
such an a posteriori verification approach is often practically not feasible. Especially if 
transformations have a non-local impact, verification becomes cumbersome because of 
state explosion problems. 

An alternative approach to verify transformations is to offer a collection of simple trans
formations which are known to be behaviour-preserving in advance. This leads to the 
notion of behaviour-preserving transformation. By putting a number of these simple trans
formations in sequence, complex behaviour-preserving transformations can be obtained. 
If these transformations are applied to some initial system specification, specifications 
are obtained that are correct by construction (in the sense that they are equivalent to the 
initial specification). 

10.1.2 Related Work 

For about two decades behaviour-preserving (also called correctness-preserving or 
semantics-preserving) transformations, have been subject of active research in differ
ent fields of application. For example, [Cam89) and [Mid93] describe how behaviour
preserving transformations can be applied in high-level synthesis (synthesis of circuit 
structures from behavioural domain descriptions). The LotoSphere design methodology 
[Pir92, Pav92) uses correctness-preserving transformations to support system designers 
and implementers along the trajectory from initial, abstract specification, down to con
crete design and implementation. A catalogue of LOTOS transformations is given in 
[Bol92]. Transformational programming [Fea87, Par90) is another related research field. 
Transformational programming consists of a collection of transformation approaches 
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and techniques to formally develop efficient software programs from lucid specifica
tions. What all transformational approaches have in common is the provision of precise 
mathematical definitions of the different notions of behaviour-preservation. Such defi
nitions are based on formal semantical models of the applied (specification, description 
or programming) languages. 

10.1.3 Chapter Organisation 

In this chapter we define a number of useful behaviour-preserving transformations and 
prove them correct. Our notion of behaviour-preservation is based on transformation 
equivalence as defined in Subsection 9.5.5. Section 10.2 develops a systematic way 
to construct graphical structural representations (called Instance Structure Diagrams) 
of POOSL specifications. Instance Structure Diagrams are used to demonstrate the 
different behaviour-preserving transformations. In order to be useful as a basis for 
behaviour-preserving transformation, a correctness relation has to satisfy a number of 
basic properties. In Section 10.3 these properties are addressed and it is proved that 
transformation equivalence satisfies them. In Section 10.4, a system of 15 basic transfor
mations is defined and proven correct with respect to transformation equivalence. The 
basic transformations are applied in Section 10.5 to a specification of an elevator system. 
In Section 10.6 it is shown that the system of transformations is in fact a proof system 
for proving transformation equivalence. We will discuss the notions of soundness and 
completeness of this proof system. Finally, in Section 10.7 we will argue about the 
fundamental limitations of transformational design. 

10.2 Instance Structure Diagrams 

In this section we will develop a systematic way to construct graphical representations 
of the static structure of system specifications. Such graphical representations are called 
Instance Structure Diagrams. In later sections we will use Instance Structure Diagrams to 
demonstrate different behaviour-preserving transformations. 

Instead of defining graphical representations on system specifications only, we will 
define them on process configurations. Recall that a specification is a special kind 
of process configuration, that describes a system in its initial state, i.e., before it has 
actually started to execute. A configuration, on the other hand, can also describe the 
system during execution. 

Let us fix a configuration (BSpec', envs, SysP, Sys). We denote the Instance Structure 
Diagram of this configuration by ISD(BSpec', SysP). It is determined by the following 5 
rules: 

(1) If BSpec' = O(E1, · · · , E,) or BSpec' = [SP·'la(£,,. ·,E,)i where 0 denotes the name 
of a process class defined in SysP by process class cP (y1, · · · , y,) · · · communication 
channels ch1 · · · chk ·· ·, then the configuration is represented as 
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eh 
- I 

So a process object (during execution) is represented by a rounded rectangle 1 . The 
name of the rectangle is the class name with the initialisation expressions between 
brackets. If the number of initialisation expressions is zero (r = 0), then the name 
of the class suffices. The solid ellipses denote the channels of the configuration. 
Every channel has an inner name and an outer name. The configuration itself knows 
its channels by their inner names, whereas the outer world knows these channels 
by their outer names. In the case of process objects, the inner names equal the 
outer names. However, after channel renaming (see (5)) the names may differ. In 
general we name a channel after its outer name, so if we write 'channel eh', we 
mean 'the channel with outer name eh'. 

(2) If BSpec' := Cc(E1,··· , E,) or BSpec' := [BSpece']cr(£, ..... £.) where CC is the 
name of a cluster class defined in SysP by cluster class CC ( P1, · · · , P,) com
munication channels ch1 · · · chk · · · behaviour specification BSpecP, then first 
ISD(BSpecP[Ei/ P1 , • · ·, E,/ P,TI, SysP) respectively ISD(BSpece', SysF) is drawn. If the 
edge of the drawing is a single unnamed rounded rectangle, then this rectangle 
is named CC(E1 , · · · , E,) (or CC if r = 0). Otherwise the drawing is surrounded 
by a rounded rectangle named CC(E1, · · ·, E,) (or CC if r = 0) with k channels 
ch1, · · · , chk (the inner names equal the outer ones). Each channel eh; is inter
nally connected by a single arc to all observable channels, with outer name eh;, of 
ISD(BSpecP[E1/ P1, • · · , E,/ P,~ , SysP) respectively of ISD(BSpec'' , SysP). An observable 
channel is a channel that lies at some edge of a Instance Structure Diagram and is 
not surrounded by a rounded rectangle. 

For example, assume that r = 2 and suppose that ISD(BSpecP[ E1 / P1, Ed P2]], SysP) is 
shown at the left-hand side of the following figure. Then both ISD(CC(E1, E2), SysP) 
and ISD([BSpec''h(E,,E, ), SysP) are represented by the right-hand side. 

1Sometirnes we use hexagons in stead of rectangles. These hexagons represen t the terminators of a 
system. 
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(3) If BSpec' = BSpee) II BSpe0 then first ISD(BSpec'j, SysP) and ISD(BSpe0, SysP) are 
drawn. All observable channels with the same outer names are connected by a 
single arc. 

(4) If BSpec' = BSpec'i \ L then ISD(BSpec), SysP) is surrounded by a rounded rectangle. 
For each observable channel eh of ISD(BSpecj, SysP) that is not in L, a channel (with 
inner and outer name eh) is drawn on the edge of the rounded rectangle. Each of 
these channels eh is internally connected by a single arc to all observable channels 
with outer name eh of ISD(BSpecj, SysP). 

For instance, ISD(BSpeeP[Ei/P1 , Eif P2] \ {b,e} , SysP) (where JSD(BSpeeP[Ei/P1, 

Eif P2], SysP) is taken from rule (2)) is given by 

c dld 
c a 

A (E 1) b n c B (E 2) 

_a 

a! 
a 

(5) If BSpec' = BSpec) [f] then ISD(BSpec), SysP) is drawn. If the edge of the drawing 
is a single rounded rectangle, then the outer names of all channels are renamed 
as dicta ted by f. Otherwise the drawing is surrounded by a rounded rectangle. 
For each observable channel eh of ISD(BSpee), SysP) a channel with inner name eh 
and outer name f(eh) is drawn on the edge of the rounded rectangle. Each channel 
with inner name eh is internally connected by a single arc to all observable channels 
with outer name eh; of ISD(BSpecj , SysP) . 

Next to these specific rules there are three global rules which reduce the amount of 
channel names in Instance Structure Diagrams: 

(6) If the inner name equals the outer name of a channel, the inner name can be deleted. 
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(7) If a channel is internally (at the side of the inner name) connected to another 
channel, the outer name of the latter channel may be deleted. 

(8) If an arc only connects channels at the side of their outer names, then these outer 
names may be deleted and joined into a single name given to the arc itself. 

The following picture represents JSD(CC[ E1, E2], SysP) of rule (2), after application of rules 
(6), (7) and (8). 

d 

J C(~ , ... ,E,) 1 
a 

A (E 1) t-.......... c B (E2) 

1 
a b 

The 8 rules given in this section should be interpreted as a basic framework for drawing 
Instance Structure Diagrams. In the case of complex diagrams it is often convenient 
to use conventions which reduce complexity. In this thesis we will occasionally apply 
some obvious conventions that need no further explanation. 

10.3 Some Properties of Transformation Equivalence 

In this section we will give some important and basic propositions of observation equiv
alence and transformation equivalence. The proofs of the propositions are given in 
Appendix B. 

Proposition 3 

(i) ~and <~> are equivalence relations. 

(ii) ~ is a weak bisimulation. 0 

Property (i) of Proposition 3 states that both ~ and <~> satisfy a minimal set of re
quirements inherent to any relation pretending to reflect a notion of equivalence. These 
requirements are 

(1) Reflexivity. Each configuration is equivalent to itself. 

(2) Symmetry. If configuration conff is equivalent to conff then conff is equivalent to 
conff . 

(3) Transitivity. If configurations conff and conff are equivalent and if configuration 
conff and conff are equivalent then conff and conff are also equivalent. Notice that 
this property enables the possibility to construct complex behaviour-preserving 
transformations from simpler ones. 
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By property (ii) of Proposition 3 we know that observation equivalence, which was 
defined in terms of weak bisimulations, is itself a weak bisimulation. This property is 
required in the proof of Proposition 4 given later in this section. 

For transformation equivalence to be of practical use, it should be a (partial) congruence. 
If a component of a specification is replaced by a transformation equivalent one, a speci
fication should be obtained that is transformation equivalent to the original specification. 
For example, consider spedfication ((A II B[b/c, d/ a]) \ {b, c}, SysP , Sys)2represented as 

:__ T 
A B a 

b c 

-
] 

a 

and suppose we would like to replace instance B by a different instance C (composed of 
D and E) which class is defined in SysP. The transformed specification ((A II C[b/c, d/a]) \ 
{b, c }, SysP, Sys) has the following Instance Structure Diagram: 

,_ 
A C- ·-D E 

b '1- ----
l 

It is then natural to require that (B,SysP,Sys) <:::::> (C,SysP, Sys) implies ((A II B[b/c,d/ 
a]) \{b,c},SysP,Sys} <:::::>((A II C[b/c ,d/ a]) \ {b,c},SysP , Sys). 

Proposition 4 guarantees that this requirement indeed holds. 

Proposition 4 
Transformation equivalence and observation equivalence are partial congruences. They are 
substitutive under parallel composition, channel hiding, and channel renaming, i.e., if 
(BSpec~,envs1 ,SysP,5ys) <:::::> (:::::) (BSpeq', envs~, SysP',Sys) and 
(BSpe0 1envs2,SysP,Sys) <:::::> (:::::) (BSpe0',envs~,SysP',Sys) then 

(1) (BSpeq II BSpe0,envs1 · envs2, SysP,Sys) <:::::> (:::::) 
(BSpeq' II BSpec'z', envs~ · envs~,SysP',Sys) 

2For simplicity we let all transformation examples in this chapier apply to system specificalians. It is 
however straightforward to change them to apply to canfigurations too. 
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(2) (BSpecj \ L, envs1, SysP, Sys) <::::::> (::::::) (BSpecJ.' \ L, envs;, SysP', Sys) 

(3) (BSpec1[f],envs1, SysP, Sys)<::::::>(::=:::) (BSpecj'[f], envs;SysP', Sys) D 

To see this, suppose that (B,SysP,Sys) <::::::> (C,SysP , Sys). By Proposition 4(3) we then 
have that (B[b/c,d/a], SysP, Sys) <::::::> (C[b/c,d/a] , SysP, Sys). Then using Proposition 
4(1) we obtain (A II B[b/c, d/a] , SysP, Sys) <::::::> (A II C[b/c, d/a], SysP , Sys). And finally 
the result follows from Proposition 4(2). 

10.4 A System of Basic Transformations 

In this section we will define a system of 15 basic behaviour-preserving transformations3 . 

Each of the transformations is correct with respect to transformation equivalence. The 
correctness of the transformations is proved in Appendix B. A transformation is defined 
by a law of the form 

conff <::::::> conff if condition 

If the condition is vacuously true, then it is omitted. The informal interpretation is that 
if the condition is satisfied then configuration conff may be transformed into conff (and 
vice versa), without effecting the external observable behaviour. The configurations 
before and after the transformation are transformation equivalent. If possible, we will 
clarify the transformations by examples and visualise them in terms of Instance Structure 
Diagrams. In this section the transformations are more or less explained in isolation. 
In the next section we will demonstrate by an example how the successive application 
of different basic transformations can lead to dramatic changes in system structure. · 
Transformations are numbered from 1 till 15. We will often denote Transformation i by 
Ti. 

Transformation 1 
(BSpec"[Id], envs, SysP, Sys) <::::::> (BSpec", envs, SysP , Sys) D 

By Transformation 1 the identity channel renaming function (Id), i.e. the function that 
maps each channel onto itself, may be dropped or introduced. For example, let BSpec" 
= A II B, for some process classes A and B. Further let ChSort(A , SysP) = {a, b, c} and 
ChSort(B, SysP) = {a, d}. Then 

3Variants of a number of transformations we define in this section are also given in [Mi189] and in 
[BBK87]. 
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Transformation 2 
(BSpe0_ II BSpec'2,envs1 · envs2,SysP,Sys) <~> (BSpec'2 II BSpec),envs2 · envs1,SysP,Sys) 

0 

Transformation 3 
(BSpeq II (BSpe0_ II BSpec~), envs1 · envs2 · envs3, SysP, Sys) <~> 
((BSpe0_ II BSpec2) II BSpe~, envs1 · envs2 · envs3, SysP, Sys) 0 

According to T2 and T3 the parallel composition operator is commutative and asso
ciative. This gives us the liberty to write BSpe0_ II BSpec"z II BSpec'J II BSpe~ in stead of 
for example BSpec] II ((BSpe0_ II BSpec"z) II BSpec:i ) without raising any confusion. In the 
sequel we freely make use of this liberty. 

Transformation 4 
(BSpec'[f], envs, SysP, Sys) <~> (BSpec'[f'], envs, SysP , Sys) 
if f r ChSort(BSpec', SysP) = f' r ChSort(BSpec', SysP) 0 

Here f r Dis the restriction of channel renaming/ to domain D. T 4 states that channel 
renaming function f may be replaced by f' if both functions perform a similar renaming 
of the actual involved (observable) channels. 

Transformation 5 
(BSpec'[fj[f1, envs, SysP, Sys) <~> (BSpec' fj of'], envs, SysP, Sys) 0 

By Transformation 5 two successive channel renaming functions can be reduced to a 
single one and vice versa. f of' is the composition of functions f and f', i.e. (j o f')(ch) = 
f'(j(ch)) for each channel eh. 

Transformation 6 
((BSpeq II BSpec2 )[f], envs1 · envs2, SysP , Sys) <~> 
(BSpe0_fj] II BSpec"z[f],envs1 · envs2, SysP, Sys) 
if NoComChange(BSpeq, BSpecz, envs1, envs2, SysP, Sys,f) 0 
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NoComChange(BSpecJ., BSpec'i, envs1, envs2, SysP, Sys,f) states that channel renaming 
function /does not cause the introduction of communications between Bspec] and BSpec2 
when T6 is applied from left to right. It further states that/ does not cause the loss of 
communications between BSpecJ. and BSpeci when T6 is applied from right to left. 

Let (BSpec] ,envsi,SysP,Sys), (BSpec2,envs2 ,SysP,Sys) E ConfP. Then 
NoComChange(BSpecJ., BSpec], envs1, envs2, SysP, Sys,f) if and only if for all I, I' E [, 

I I' (1) (BSpecLenvs1,SysP,Sys) -+*-+and (BSpeCi,envs2,SysP,Sys) -+*-+and 
f (I) = j(l') implies I = F 

I I' (2) (Reset(BSpec]), (), SysP, Sys) -+*-+and (Reset(BSpec~), (), SysP, Sys) -+*-+and 
j(l) = f(l') implies l = F. 

Here confP _,•_.!_.denotes that for some n;:::: 1, some conff, · · · ,conf: E ConjP, and some 
. ,(p a, ,rP a2 •n-1 ,{P I ,( actions a1, .. ·, an_1, con1 -+ conn --+ · · · -+ con;n- I -+ con1 P. 

According to T 6 a channel renaming function distributes over parallel composition if the 
function does not cause the introduction of communications between the constituents 
of the composition. Vice versa, a channel renaming function can be factored out if it 
does not cause the loss of communications between the constituents of the composition. 
In general, it can be very difficult to check whether these transformation conditions are 
satisfied. Even worse, one can prove that predicate NoComChange is uncomputable. 
This means that in general it is undecidable whether the predicate is satisfied or not. 
Of course this is not satisfactory. Therefore we introduce a computable transformation 
condition NoComChange' by which NoComChange is implied. For a thorough discussion 
about conditional axioms (transformations) with uncomputable conditions we refer to 
[BBK87] . 

Let BSpec], BSpec] E BSpecificationse, SysP E SystemsP and let f be a channel renam
ing function. Then NoComChange'(BSpec], BSpec'i, SysP,f) if and only if for all 11 E 
AASort(BSpec~, SysP) and Fi E AASort(BSpec'i, SysP), f (11) = j(I~) implies lj =Ff. 

The fact that NoComChange' is indeed stronger than NoComChange is stated in Proposition 
5. 

Proposition 5 
Let (BSpecJ.,envs1,SysP,Sys), (BSpec~,envs2 ,SysP,Sys) E ConfP. Then 
NoComChange' ( BSpecJ., B Spee~, SysP ,f) implies 
NoComChange(BSpec] , BSpec], envs1, envs2, SysP, Sys,f) 0 

In many cases predicate NoComChange' suffices to verify that 76 may be applied. There 
exist however practical examples in which Transformation 6 is applicable but in which 
predicate NoComChange' is not satisfied. This problem typically occurs if instances 
communicate in a weakly distributed fashion (see Paragraph 6.4.4.1). Unfortunately, 
a complete solution to this problem does not exist (see also Section 10.6). Neverthe
less, one could obtain a partial solution by the introduction of a computable predicate 
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NoComChange'' that is weak enough to tackle most of the practical cases. The search for 
such a predicate is still going on. 

As an example of an application of T6, consider a specification ((A II B II C II D)[e/a, e/b 
, e/c,e/cIJ,SysP ,Sys). If the transformation condition is satisfied, this specification 
can be transformed into ((A II B) [e/a,e/b,e/c,e/d] II (C II D)[e/a,e/b,e/c,e/d] ,Sys'', 
Sys). The application of two more transformation steps yields specification ((A[e/a,e/ 
b,e/c,e/d] II B[e/a,e/b,e/c,e/d] II C[e/a,e/b,e/c,e/d] II D)[e/a,e/b,e/c,e/d],SysP , Sys) . The 
modification of the specification is visualised by the following Instance Structure Dia
grams: 

a A 
A B 

1t-Y 

d T T 
1 1 b • <~> 

c D c 
t--O 

' 

Transformation 7 
(BSpec' \ L, envs, Sys", Sys) <~> (BSpec', envs, SysP, Sys) 
if ChSort(BSpec' , SysP) n L = 0 

B 
al}-r[la 
d I lb 

e 

D 
d ]--{lb 
Cl 1c 

0 

According to T7 one may drop or introduce a hiding of non-involved channels. For 
example, consider a specification (BSpec, SysP, Sys), where BSpec = A II B[d/a, b/c] with 
channel sort {a, b, c, d}. This specification is transformation equivalent to ( (BSpec \ 
{ e,J,g}, Sysr, Sys). The Instance Structure Diagrams are 

c d c d 

A B a T T -
A B a 

b c <~> c 

T 
-a a b 

Transformation 8 
(BSpec' \ L \ K, envs, SysP, Sys) <~> (BSpec' \(Lu K) , envs, SysP, Sys) 0 

According to TB two successive channels hidings may be reduced to a single one. For 
instance, (BSpec \ {a} \ { b, e}, Sys" , Sys) (where BSpec is as defined in the example of T 7) 
and ((BSpec \ {a, b, e}, SysP, Sys) are transformation equivalent. 
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c d c d 

I I 

I T l I 
A 

-
B -a A B a 

<:::::;> 
' ' c b c 

a --b 
a 

Transformation 9 
(BSpect[f] \ L, envs, SysP, Sys) <:::::;> (BSpec' \f-1(L)[f] , envs, SysP, Sys) 0 

T9 allows a certain kind of interchanging of channel hiding and channel renam
ing. For instance, configuration (BSpec[e/ e,e/ a,a/ d,f/b] \ {e,J}, SysP, Sys) (where 
BSpee is defined in the example of T7) is transformation equivalent with ((BSpee \ 
{ b, e} )[e/ e, e/ a, a/ d,J /b], SysP, Sys}. 

a 
e T 

T Td c 

A B a A 

• c b 
a 

.I. b 

.I. f a I 
c c 

Transformation 10 
(BSpect \ L,envs, SysP , Sys} < :::::; > (BSpect[f] \f(L),envs, SysP, Sys} 
if 

(1) f(eh) tf. f(L) for all eh E ChSort(BSpec , SysP) \ L 

(2) f(eh) = eh for all eh E ChSort(BSpee' , SysP) \ L 

a 

Id 
B a 

c 

0 

Here, given sets M and L, M \ L denotes the difference of the sets, i.e . M \ L = { x E M I 
x tf. L} . The notationf(L) is an abbreviation for {f(ch ) I eh EL}. 

By TlO it is allowed to perform an internal renaming of channels that can not be 
observed by the environment. For example, the unobservable channel bin specification 
(BSpec \ { b}, SysP, Sys) (where BSpee is given in the example of T7) can be renamed to, 
for example, e, resulting in (BSpee[e/ b] \ { e}, SysP , Sys} . 
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c d c d 

l l I e .l 
J b I 

A B a A B a 

b c <~> . c 

T 
] 

J 

a a 

If we now apply T6 and T7 we obtain ((A[e/b] II B[d/a, e/ c]) \ { e}, SysP, Sys}. 

d -r T 
A B a 

b e c 

I 
a 

Transformation 11 
((BSpec~ II BSpec2) \ L, envs1 · envs2 , Sysr, Sys} <~> 
((BSpec~ \ L) II (BSpec2 \L), envs1 · envs2 ,SysP,Sys} 
if {Chan(!") 1 za E AASort(BSpe~, SysP)andfa E AASort(BSpec~ , SysP)} n L = 0 o 

According to Tll, a channel hiding of a parallel composition is equivalent to the parallel 
composition of the channel hiding of the constituents, but only if no channels over which 
both constituents can possibly communicate are hidden. So (BSpec\ {a , d},SysPSys} <~> 
((A\ {a, d}) II (B[d/a, b/c] \{a, d} ), Sysr, Sys} (where BSpec is taken from the example of 
T7) 

c c 
T d I _d 

A 
-

B -a 
A B a 

• • p <~> 

b c 

a 

b a 

but in general not (BSpec \ {a,b,d},SysP,Sys} <~> ((A\ {a,b,d}) II (B[d/a,b/c] \ 
{a, b, d} ), SysP, Sys}. 
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c c 

T d I -A B a A 
' ~ b c I~ 

-
a a 

The reason is that the specification of the left-hand side of the picture allows communi
cation between A and B over channel b, whereas the right-hand side does not allow any 
communication between the two parties! 

Transformation 12 
(BSpec', envs, Sys';, Sys) <~> (BSpec', envs, Sysi , Sys) 
if Sysi and Sysi are non-conflicting 0 

Two systems of process and cluster classes Sysj and Sysj are defined to be non-conflicting 
if for every class name occurring in Sys'; as well as Sysi, the corresponding class defini
tions are syntactically identical. 

By T12 it is allowed to add a new class or to remove an existing class from a system of 
process and cluster classes Sys" contained in some configuration confP. Note, however, 
that the resulting configuration, say confP', must be a valid one, i.e. that confP' E ConfP. 
In the case confP' is a system specification, this means that it has to conform to all the 
context conditions as defined in Subsection 9.4. 

Transformation 13 

(i) (CC(E1,·· · ,E,),(),SysP,Sys) <~> (BSpecP[Ei/P1,· · · ,E,/P,],(),SysP,Sys) 
if CC denotes the name of a cluster class defined in SysP by 

cluster class CC (P1, · · · , P,) 
communication channels ch1 · · · chk 
message interface l~ · · · I/ 
behaviour specification BSpecP 

(ii) ([BSpec'b(E,,···,E,), envs, SysP, Sys) <~> (BSpec', envs, SysP, Sys) 
if cc is defined in a similar way as in (i) and if Reset(BSpece) = 
BSpecP[Ei/P1 , · · ·, E,/P,]. 0 

Transformation 13 states that the collaborating behaviour of the instances from which a 
cluster instance is constituted is equivalent to the behaviour of the cluster instance itself. 
It is therefore allowed to replace any cluster by the system of instances from which it is 
constituted. On the other hand any system of collaborating instances can be combined 
into an appropriate cluster instance, thereby introducing an extra hierarchical level in the 
corresponding system specification. Clustering a system of instances may involve the 
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creation of a new cluster class. For example, suppose we are given a system specification 
(A(E1) II B(E2), SysP, Sys) and assume we want to replace A(E1) II B(E2) by some cluster 
instance CC(E1, £2). Then, according to the condition of Tl3, the class definition of CC 
should be of the form 

cluster class CC(P1,P2) 
communication channels ch1 · · · chk 
message interface l~ · · · 1/ 
behaviour specification BSpecP 

where BSpecP is such that BSpecP[Ei/Pi, E2f P2] = Ab(E1) II Bb(E2). We can now distinguish 
three cases 

(1) SysP contains a class CC (P1, P2 ) of the above form. In this case we are done, and the 
replacement can be performed. 

(2) SysP contains a class with class name CC but is not of the required form. In this 
case the replacement cannot be performed, unless a class name different from CC 
is chosen. 

(3) SysP does not contain a class with class name CC. In this case, the class can be added 
to SysP to obtain a new system of process classes, say SysP'. For BSpecP, behaviour 
expression A(P1) II B(P2) can be chosen. Channels ch1 · · · chk and abstract actions 
I~ · · · I/ are determined by the ChSort respectively the AA Sort of BSpecP. Since SysP 
and SysP' are non-conflicting, we have by T12 that (A(E1) II B(E2), SysP, Sys} <~> 
(A(E1) II B(E2), SysP', Sys). Since SysP' then contains class CC(P1 , P2 ) which is of the 
correct form, case (i) applies and thus A(E1) II B(E2) can be replaced by CC(E1, E2) 

If we assume that system (A(E1) II B(E2), SysP, Sys) is represented by the left-hand side 
of the following picture, then an Instance Structure Diagram of the transformation 
equivalent system (Cc(E1, E2), SysP', Sys) is given by the right-hand side. 

c d c d -
A B cc I T 

- -
A B 

• b 
<~> • 

- I 
- -a a b 

Transformation 14 

(i) (q(E1, • .. , E,)[f1], () , SysP, Sys) <~> (q(E1, .. ·, E,)[f2] , (), SysP, Sys) 

if 
(1) (a) Process class q(x1, · · · , x,) contains a message-send statement 

ch!m(E; , · · · , E~). 
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(b) q(x1, · · · x,) is a process class which is derived from 
q(x1, · · · , x,) by replacing (in one or more of the method bodies) one or more 
occurrences of ch!m(E) , · · ·, E~) by ch'!m(E) , · · · , E~) (where eh' is some arbitrary 
channel), and by adjusting the set of channels and the message interface. 

(2) for all eh E ChSort(q(E1 , · · · , E,), SysP) n ChSort(q(E1, · · · , E, ), SysP) 
fi(ch) = f2(ch) and f1(ch) = f2(ch'). 

(ii) ([ Sj''lc~(E, ,. .. ,£,) [{1], env, SysP, Sys) < ~ > ( [ Sj·'Jc~(E" ··,£,) [{2], env, SysP , Sys) 
if (1) and (2) of (i) hold and if 

(3) Sj·' = F(Sj'') where Fis defined as 

F(ch!m(E~, · · · , E;.)) 
F(S) 
F(ch"!m"(Ei'', · · ·, E/') 
F(ch11?m"(p111 , • • ·, pr") 
F(m"(E1, · · ·, Em")(p1", · · · ,pn")) 
F(V) 
F(compound(S~·', ··· , Sf'')) 

ch'!m(E~, · · · , E~) 
s 
ch"!m"(E1", · ·· , Er" 
ch"?m"(p1", · · · ,pr'' 
m11(E1, · · ·, Em")(p1 11 , • • • ,pn") 

v 
compound(F(S~''), · · ·, F(Sf'c)) 

Here compound( Si·' , · · · , Sf'e) denotes any one of the compound statements of StatP·' . 
The message-send statement printed in bold-face denotes that it is one of the replaced 
occurrences. So it is assumed that different occurrences vf the same message-send 
statement can be told apart. 

(iii) (i) and (ii) also hold if message-receive statements in stead of message-send statements are 
replaced. o 

By transformation 14 is justified to replace a process object, on which some channel 
renaming is applied, by another (derived) process object, on which some different chan
nel renaming is applied. For example, consider (A() [a/b],SysP,Sys), where A() is an 
instance of process class A() defined in SysP. Assume that A() has two channels, a and 
b, and suppose it can send a message m on channel a and a message n on channel b. 
By Transformation 14 the specification is equivalent to (A'()[ Id], SysP, Sys}, where A'() 
is an instance of class A'(} which is defined in SysP. This class is derived from A(} by 
replacing each occurrence of b!n by a!n, by changing the communication channel clause 
to a, and by changing the message interface to a!n. The transformation is visualised by 
the following Instance Structure Diagrams: 

a 

<~> Doi · . 

a a 
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Transformation 15 
(BSpec',envs,SysP ,Sys} <~> (BSpec' ,envs,SysP',Sys} 
if BSpec'' and SysP' are derived from BSpec' respectively SysP by replacing ~very occurrence of 
some class name ac by some different class name which is not used in SysP. o 

According to T15 it is allowed to replace the name of any process or cluster class by a 
new and fresh name. Replacing the name of a class involves the replacement of every 
occurrence of this class name. 

10.5 Example: The Elevator Problem 

In (Voe] we have applied the 15 basic behaviour-preserving transformations to a POOSL 
specification of the Elevator Problem as defined in [You89]. In this section we will show 
the result of this transformation exercise. 

Figure 10.l presents an Instance Structure Diagram of the elevator specification. It 
visualises an elevator control system (instance) as well as the collaborating instances 
from which this system is constituted. These instances are represented by rounded 
rectangles. The environment of the elevator control system consists of a number of 
terminator instances which are represented by hexagons. All instances communicate by 
exchanging messages over static logical channels. The structure of the Instance Structure 
Diagram basically follows the problem description as stated in [You89]. 
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Figure 10.l: Instance Structure Diagram of the Initial Elevator Specification 

A possible physical architecture of the elevator system is reflected in the Architecture 
Structure Diagram of Figure 10.2. It shows 4 different kinds of physical modules. 
Modules are represented by rectangles. All the modules together form the (distributed) 
elevator control system to be designed. The hexagons represent physical terminator 
objects that communicate with the elevator control system. The lines connecting the 
different physical entities represent physical communication channels. 
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To be able to implement the POOSL specification shown in Figure 10.1, it has to be 
decided on which physical modules the different process instances (and possibly the 
different cluster instances) will be mapped. Further, a mapping of logical communi
cation channels onto physical ones has to be decided upon. In this example the latter 
mapping easily follows from the former one. 

If the required mappings have been defined, the structure defined in Architecture Struc
ture as well as the chosen mappings are formalised by transforming the POOSL spec
ification. The transformed specification is such that its structure precisely matches the 
structure of the Architecture Structure Diagram. 

There are quite a few possibilities to map the different instances of Figure 10.1 onto 
the physical modules of Figure 10.2. To make a proper choice, it would be necessary 
to evaluate the different alternatives by comparing them with respect to for example 
performance, feasibility and cost. Since the different architecture structures are for
malised in POOSL, such a comparison could in principle be supported by automated 
tools [GV95]. The development of such tools will be subject of future research. 

In this example we will choose a fixed mapping and show the result of the applications 
of the required transformations. The mapping is as follows: 

• One OverweightSensorlmage and one ElevatorMotorlmage is mapped onto each 
ElevatorMotorContro/Module. 
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• One AudibleAlarmlmage, one Doorslmage and one ElevatorPassengerlmage is 
mapped onto each ElevatorCageContro/Module. 

• All ElevatorMechanismHandlers, all Individua!Elevators and the CentralControl in
stance are mapped onto the ElevatorsControlModule. 

• One FloorPassengerlmage is mapped onto each FloorPassengerlnterfaceModule. 

The modification of the initial POOSL specification presented in Figure 10.l requires a 
large sequence of successive applications of basic behaviour-preserving transformations. 
In this chapter we will only present a global sketch of this sequence and show the result 
of its application in graphical form. In [Voe] the transformation sequence is described 
in more detail. (Voe] further presents a complete initial elevator specification as well 
as a complete transformed elevator specification. An Instance Structure Diagram of the 
transformed elevator specification is shown in Figure 10.4. 

The transformation sequence is explained in 12 steps. Each step uses one or more basic 
behaviour-preserving transformations defined in the previous chapter. Applications of 
Proposition 4 (stating that < ::::; > is a partial congruence) are not mentioned. 

l. First transformation T13 is applied to replace the ElevatorControlSystem cluster 
by its constituents. The remaining behaviour specification is then of the form 
(BSpec1 II (BSpec2 \ K)) \ L), where BSpec1 contains the terminator instances and 
where BSpec2 \ K is the behaviour specification of the ElevatorControlSystem class. 
This class is eliminated from the system of process and cluster classes by applying 
T12 . 

2. Since BSpec1 does not contain any charmels that are in K, (BSpec1 II (BSpec2 \ K)) \ L) 
can be transformed into ((BSpec1 \ K) II (BSpec2 \ K)) \ L) by T 7. Since BSpec1 

and BSpec2 do not communicate over channels in L, Tll can be applied to yield 
(BSpec1 II BSpec2) \ K\ L. The two successive channel hidings are combined by T B. 
We then obtain (BSpec1 II BSpec2) \KU L. 

3. By repeatedly applying 72 and T3, (BSpec1 II BSpec2) \KU L can be transformed 
into (BSpec1 II ElevatorMechanism('O')[f] II BSpec3) \KU L. 

4. Using transformation T13, cluster ElevatorMechanism('O') is replaced by its inter
nals. We will use obvious abbreviations for their names: (BSpec1 II ((AAI('AAI' +' 
O') II DI('DI' + ' 0') II EMH('EMH' + ' 0') II EMI('EMI' + ' 0')) \ M)[f] II BSpec3) \KU L 

5. Transformations TlO and T6 (with condition NoComChange') are applied to give 
the internal channels of the former ElevatorMec:hanism('O') cluster new and fresh 
names. Theappliedcharmelrenamingfunctionisg. (BSpec1 II ((AAI('AAI'+'O')[g] II 
DI('Dl'+ 'O')[g] II EMH('EMH' + 'O')[g] II EMI('EMI'+ 'O')[g])\g(M))[f] II BSpec3)\KuL 
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Figure 10.3: Intermediate Instance Structure Diagram of the Elevator Specification 

6. Now T9 is applied from right to left to interchange channel hiding \g(M) and 
channel renaming/. We use the fact thatf- 1(g(M)) = g(M). (BSpec1 II ((AAI('AAI' +' 
O')[g] II DJ('DI' +' O')[g] II EMH('EMH' +' O')[g] II EMI('EMI' +' O')[g])[fl \ g(M)) II 
BSpec3) \KU L 

7. The channel hiding \g(M) is moved to the edge of the specification in a similar 
way as is done with \Kin step 2: (BSpec1 II (AAI('AAI' +' O')[g] II DI('DI' +' O')[g] II 
EMH('EMH' +' O')[g] II EMI('EMI' +' O')[g])[f] II BSpec3) \ g(M) UK UL 

8. By applying T6 (with condition NoComChange') , channel renaming/ is distributed 
over the former components of cluster ElevatorMechanism('O') . Transformations T 4 
and TS are repeatedly used to simplify the obtained channel renamings. The 
resulting specification can now be written as (BSpec1 II AAI('AAI' +' O')[gi] II 
DI('DI' +'O')[g2] II EMH('EMH' +'O')[g3] II EMI('EMI' +'O')[g4] II BSpec3) \ g(M)u KuL 

9. Transformation steps 3- 8 are repeated for each remaining ElevatorMechanism. 
Transformation T12 is then applied to eliminate cluster class ElevatorMechanism 
from the system of process and cluster classes. 
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10. To combine the various communication channels we apply transformation T10 to 
the complete specification. T6 is used several times to distribute the applied chan
nel renaming function over each component of the specification. Unfortunately, 
in a number of application steps of T6 transformation condition NoComChange' is 
not satisfied4 . In these steps condition NoComChange itself has to be applied. It is a 
tedious exercise, but it can be shown that NoComChange is indeed satisfied in each 
step. To simplify the resulting channel renaming functions, we repeatedly apply 
Tl, T4 and TS. The resulting Instance Structure Diagram is given in Figure 10.3. 

11. A number of process objects of Figure 10.3 contain different channels that are 
externally mapped onto the same channel. For example, each FloorPassengerlm
age has internal channels fps/ and /psi (the inner names are fps/ and fpsi). Exter
nally, these channels are renamed to fpcc (the outer names are both fpcc). Using 
transformation T14 it is possible to carry the renaming through internally. Con
sider the topmost instance of process class FloorPassengerlmage. Its behaviour 
specification is given by FloorPassengerlmage ('FPI' +' O'). We apply T14 with q 
= FloorPassengerlmage, fi = fpcc!Jpsl,fpcc!Jpsi,fpfpO!fpfp, q = FloorPassengerlmagel, 
f 2 = fpcc!fpsijpfpO/fpfp, eh = fps! and eh' = fpcc. The transformed specification 
then becomes FloorPassengerlmagel ('FPI' +' G1) [fpcc/fpsi,fpfpO/fpfp], where Floor
Passengerlmagel is a newly defined process class that is added by means of T12. 
When T14 is applied again, this specification transforms into FloorPassengerlmage2 
('FPI' +' O') [fpfpO/fpfp], where FloorPassengerlmage2 is yet another process class. In 
a similar way, each remaining FloorPassengerlmage is replaced by a correspond
ing FloorPassengerlmage2 process. We then use T12 to eliminate process classes 
FloorPassengerlmage and FloorPassengerlmagel . Finally, process class FloorPassen
gerlmage2 is renamed to FloorPassengerlmage by T15. In an analogous way the 
instances of process classes ElevatorPassengerlmage and ElevatorMechanismHandler 
are modified. 

4This problem is caused by the weakly distributed nature of the elevator specification. 
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Figure 10.4: Instance Structure Diagram of the Transformed Elevator Specification 

12. The final step consists of making clusters of groups of instances. Consider the top
most OvenveightSensorimage and the topmost ElevatorMotorimageofFigure 10.3. We 
will group them into a cluster of a new cluster class ElevatorMotorControlModule. 
We first apply transformations T2 and T3 to rearrange the behaviour specifica
tion of the system in such a way that the OvenveightSensorimage and the Eleva
torMotorimage are put side by side. The resulting behaviour specification then 
contains expression OvenveightSensor ('OWS' +' O') [ecem/ecos,ososO/ osos] II Eleva
torMotorimage ('EMI' +' 0') [ecem/ mhmi, ememO/emem]. Using 75 we transform it 
into OvenveightSensor ('OWS' +' 0') [ecem/ecos] [ososO/osos] II ElevatorMotorimage 
('EMI' +' O') [ecem/ mhmi] [ememO/ emem]. Then we apply T4 and obtain Over
weightSensor ('OWS' +' O') [ecem/ecos] [ememO/emem, ososO/osos] II E/evatorMotorlm
age ('EMI' +'0') [ecem/mhmi] [ememO/emem, ososO/osos]. The application of T6 (with 
condition NoComChange') yields (OvenveightSensor ('OWS' +' O') [ecem/ecos] II El
evatorMotorlmage ('EMI' +' O') [ecem/mhmi]) [ememO/emem,ososO/ osos]. Finally we 
apply transformation T13 to create a new cluster class. It is defined by 
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cluster class ElevatorMotorControlModule(shaftNr) 
communication channels osos emem ecem 
message interface 
behaviour specification OverweightSensor('OWS' + shaftNr)[ecem/ecos] II 

ElevatorMotorlmage('EMI' + shaftNr)[ecem/ mhmi] 

Behaviour specification (OverweightSensor ('OWS' +' O') [ecem /ecos] II ElevatorMo
torlmage ('EMI' +' 0') [ecem/mhmi]) [ememO/emem,ososO/osos] is now transformed 
into ElevatorMotorControlModule ('O') [ememO/emem,ososO/osos]. The remaining in
stances are clustered in an analogous way. 

Here we end our sequence of transformations. Notice that we required each of the basic 
behaviour-preserving transformations defined in Section 10.4. An Instance Structure 
Diagram of the transformed elevator specification is presented in Figure 10.4. Observe 
that its structure precisely matches that of the Architecture Structure Diagram of Figure 
10.2. 

The careful reader may have noticed that the performed modification of the initial el
evator specification is really a trivial one. Since the initial specification does not have 
any observable communication channels, it can never perform observable communi
cation actions. Therefore any specification that is incapable of performing observable 
communication actions is transformation equivalent to it! The problem is that in a strict 
sense the elevator is wrongly modelled as a completely closed system. In reality, an 
elevator system is not closed at all. For example, it is externally observable whether a 
pair of elevator Doors (see Figure 10.1) is open or closed. It is also observable whether an 
AudibleAlarm is ringing or not. Observations such as these can be modelled by messages 
that are exchangable (with an external observer) through externally observable channels 
5 . The sequence of transformations on the initial elevator specification is still valid if 
this specification is extended with observable channels and messages. The resulting 
modification of the initial elevator specification has then become far from trivial. 

10.6 The Transformations as a Proof System: Soundness 
and Completeness 

In Subsection 9.5.5 we have defined transformation equivalence in terms of w eak bisimu
lations. Weak bisimulations provide a simple and elegant technique for proving POOSL 
specifications transformation equivalent. An example of this was given in Section 9.6 in 
which we proved the equivalence of a simple handshake protocol and a 1-place buffer. 

Now that we have defined the system of 15 behaviour-preserving transformations in 
Section 10.4 we have obtained another technique for proving transformation equiva
lence. For system specifications SSpec1 and SSpec2 we let I- SSpec1 <::::::> SSpec2 denote 

5Modelling observations as communications is one of the key concepts of CCS [Mil80] . The idea is 
that the only way to observe a system is to communicate with it. 
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that SSpec1 can be transformed into SSpec2 by a finite sequence of behaviour-preserving 
transformations6 . Such a finite sequence of transformations is called a proof of theorem 
SSpec1 <:::::;> SSpec2 . The system of transformations can thus be considered a proof system 
for proving transformation equivalence between system specifications7 . We know that 
this system is sound in the sense that f- SSpec1 <:::::;> SSpec2 implies SSpec1 <:::::;> SSpec2 for 
all SSpec1 and SSpec2 . In other words, the proof system can only produce true theorems. 

But can all true theorems be produced by the proof system? Stated otherwise, is the 
proof system complete? Does SSpec1 <:::::;> SSpec2 imply f- SSpec1 <:::::;> SSpec2 for all 
SSpec1 and SSpec2 . Unfortunately, the answer to this question is negative. Although 
the specifications of the handshake protocol and the 1-place buffer of Section 9.6 are 
transformation equivalent, there exist no sequence of transformations that transforms 
the former specification into the latter one8 . The problem of incompleteness is not simply 
solved by adding more transformations to the proof system. Proposition 6 of Appendix 
B states that the incompleteness result is fundamental; there just does not exist a sound 
and complete proof system for transformation equivalence! 

Of course we have constructed the system of transformations with a certain degree of 
completeness in mind. The initial goal was to offer a complete system for the intro
duction, modification and deletion of boundaries and channels in Instance Structure 
Diagrams. Thus, the transformation of a 1-place buffer into a handshake protocol was 
not part of this goal. Nevertheless, we found out that even this limited goal is not 
attainable. More concrete, from Proposition 7 in Appendix B it follows that whatever 
sound proof system we are using, there will always be transformations that are allowed 
by T6 with uncomputable condition NoComChange but that can not be proved with the 
chosen proof system9 . 

In a theoretical sense we have thus not been able to attain our initial goal. This is a 
disappointing result. However, the initial goal could not be attained in the first place. 
In a practical sense we feel that we have created a transformation system that is able 
to tackle many complex real-life systems. The only practical shortcoming we have 
discovered up till now is the absence of a computable predicate NoComChange" that 
allows the application of T6 in (most descent) cases of weak distribution. The search for 
such a predicate is still going on. 

10.7 On the Fundamental Limitations of Transformational 
Design 

Transformational design [Cam89, Mid93, Pir92, Pav92, Bol92, Fea87, Par90] is a design 
approach that starts from an initial abstract specification. From this abstract specifica
tion an implementation model is derived by repeatedly applying behaviour-preserving 

6The congruence properties as stated in Proposition 4 may be applied too. 
7In this proof system we will only allow transformations with computable transformation conditions. 
8There does not exist a transformation that splits a single processes into two communicating ones. 
9Notice that the 76 with condition NoComChange is not allowed in any proof system. 
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transformations. The implementation model will in general act as a blue-print for the 
actual implementation. The key idea of transformational design is that it supports the 
evaluation of many alternative implementation models, in order to select the most suit
able one. The idea is illustrated in Figure 10.5. Each ellipse denotes a model. A dashed 
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Figure 10.5: Illustration of Transformational Design 

arrow between two models denotes that these models are equivalent with respect to 
some formally defined equivalence relation10 . A solid arrow between two models indi
cates the existence of a transformation with which the one model can be transformed 
into the other one (and vice versa) . 

If the transformation process starts off with (abstract) model A then each one of the mod
els A, E, H , I, · · · is a candidate for being selected as implementation model. According 
to Proposition 8 of Appendix 811 , however, there exist always models that are equiv
alent to A, but that can not be reached from A by applying the behaviour-preserving 
transformations12. Examples of such models are B, F, J, C, G, K, L, · · · (see Figure 10.5). 
Although model L can be a perfect implementation model, it will never be selected since 
there exists no sequence of transformations leading from model A to model L. This result 

10In stead of an equivalence relations, one could also use a pre-order. In stead of undirected arrows, 
one would then use directed arrows. 

11 Proposition 8 represents a stronger version of the incompleteness result stated in Proposition 6. 
12This statement holds if POOSL is used as specification language and if transformation equivalence is 

used as equivalence relation. It is however very Likely that the same statement holds for any language 
that is expressive enough together with any non-trivial equivalence relation or pre-order. 
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is fundamental. Whatever transformation system is used, it will always partition the 
design (model) space into an number of disjoint sub-spaces, each of which is closed 
under transformation13 . Figure 10.5 visualises three different sub-spaces. It is however 
not hard to prove ·that in reality there exist an infinite number of them! This is visualised 
in Figure 10.6. 

An 'Artlrtrary' 
ln~ial 

Figure 10.6: An Infinite Partitioning of the Design Space 

This leads us to a fundamental limitation of transformational design. Starting from an 
initial model, one is only able to investigate a very limited part of the complete design 
space. The part that can actually be investigated depends on the choice of the initial 
specification model. Hence: 

The choice of an initial specification model determines whether or 
not a satisfying implementation model is derivable using trans
formational design! 

To be able to find an 'optimal' implementation model it is thus of utter importance 
to construct the initial specification model in a very careful way. For if an 'arbitrary' 
initial specification is constructed, it is well imaginable that an 'optimal' implementation 

13This means that it is impossible to transform a model of one sub-space into a model that lies in another 
sub-space. 
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model will never be found. In general, the quality of a model strongly depends on many 
implementation details. Therefore: 

It is important to consider implementation-oriented aspects dur
ing specification! 

Notice that this statement confirms one of the basic ideas of this whole thesis. In the 
previous chapters many arguments were given for the integration of specification and 
design. So far the arguments were mainly based on practice and experience. In this 
chapter, however, we found a formal argument that justifies the idea. 

10.8 Summary 

In this chapter we have developed a system of 15 basic behaviour-preserving trans
formations for the POOSL language. Behaviour-preserving transformations form an 
important part of the SHE method. They are used to transform POOSL specifications 
to make them reflect architectural decisions and constraints. Each of the basic transfor
mations changes the channel and boundary structure of a specification, but leaves the 
dynamic and functional behaviour invariant. By putting a number of basic transforma
tions in sequence, very complex transformations can be obtained. 

The notion of behaviour-preservation is based on transformation equivalence as defined 
in Chapter 7. A transformation is considered correct if each POOSL specification is 
transformed into a transformation equivalent one. Transformation equivalence allows 
transformations to be carried out correctly during interactive system simulation. 

Each of the transformations is applicable to the full range of POOSL specifications. This 
includes specifications that are potentially infinite-state. There are transformations that 
can only be carried out if some transformation condition is satisfied. Except for one, 
all of these conditions are computable. In many practical situations, the uncomputable 
condition can be replaced by a stronger, yet computable, condition. There exist however 
practical examples for which this condition is not sufficient. To solve this problem 
a computable predicate has to be found that is weak enough to tackle most practical 
transformation problems. The search for such a predicate is still going on. 

Most of the transformations are clarified in isolation through examples that use so-called 
Instance Structure Diagrams. These diagrams are graphical representations of the static 
structure of POOSL specifications. We have further demonstrated how the different 
transformations can be sequenced in order to obtain very complex transformations. For 
that purpose we have shown how a non-trivial specification of an elevator system can 
be transformed in such a way that the result precisely matches a pre-defined physical 
architecture. 

The system of transformations is not complete. There are always specifications that 
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are transformation equivalent and that only differ with respect to their boundaries 
and channels, but for which the one specification cannot be transformed into the other 
one. This incompleteness result is fundamental. It cannot be solved by adding more 
transformations to the transformation system. Of course, this is a theoretical result. In 
a practical sense we feel that we have created a transformation system that is able to 
transform many complex real-life systems. 

Next to the incompleteness result described above, another incompleteness result has 
been proven. For each specification there exists an infinite number of other specifica
tions that are transformation equivalent, but for which no sequences of transformations 
exist that transform the former specification into the latter ones. This incompleteness 
result leads us to a fundamental limitation of transformational design. The choice of 
an initial specification model determines whether or not a satisfying implementation 
model is derivable using transformational design. Therefore it is important to consider 
implementation-oriented aspects during specification. This statement confirms one of 
the basic ideas of this whole thesis. 

The research into behaviour-preserving transformations does not finish with this chapter. 
For a description of future research topics concerning behaviour-preserving transforma
tions we refer to Chapter 13. 
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11.1 Introduction 

Software/Hardware Engineering is a method for the specification, analysis and design 
of complex reactive systems. There is a wide gap between the aspects and problems that 
are recognised during traditional (ad hoe) requirements analysis and the aspects and 
problems that emerge during actual design. Figure 11.1 visualises that SHE is the bridge 
between the product idea and the actual (computer aided) design and implementation of 
a complex product. The method focuses specifically on the modelling of the behaviour 

Product Idea 

S-Oltwarelhardware Engineering 

Detailed Design and 
Implementation 

Figure 11.1: SHE Bridging the Gap 

of a system to be designed as a collection of collaborating concurrent objects. The start
ing point for the creation of a model is a conceptual solution. The conceptual solution 
basically determines the system architecture and the objects on system level. During 
modelling many aspects and properties of the system come forward. These aspects and 
properties cannot be found and evaluated unless modelling has been performed. The 
modelling enables system level structuring and functional analysis. Specification with
out system modelling can cause big problems and costs that could have been avoided. 
Further it is impossible to specify the functionality of a new complex product detailed 
enough without modelling. A modelling and design process always has to cope with 
iterations. By taking system level design aspects into account in an early phase, the 
number of iterations in a product development process can be reduced. 

A specification method should contain a framework, various forms of representations, 
heuristics, and a formal language. In addition, specification, analysis and design of 
complex systems requires experience, skills and automated tools. Figure 11.2 visu
alises these aspects. A framework gives guidance to the specification and development 
process. Heuristics are rules of thumb that recommend some way of working, some 
approach or some order of actions to be taken. Various representations that are used 
in the framework have various purposes. Requirements that cannot be formalised (yet) 
are documented in written natural language or other informal representations. The 
framework integrates informal textual representations, and graphical representations 
such as Architecture Structure Diagrams, Message Flow Diagrams, Instance Structure 
Diagrams and Object Class Diagrams. The functional behaviour as well as the structure 
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Experience, 
skills 

Tools 

Figure 11.2: Elements of an Analysis Method 
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of a system are formalised by a description in the language POOSL. The final goal of 
the method is to be able to give a consistent and validated specification that is feasible 
and implementable. Simulation and formal verification of the behaviour will enable in 
depth examination of various system properties. 

In the previous chapters we presented all elements and notations that are used in the 
method. In this chapter we present the framework of the method, a recapitulation 
of the various representations, their purpose, and the relations between the various 
representations. Aspects of the practical use of the method, heuristics and guidelines 
for the modelling process are presented partially in this chapter and partially in the next 
chapter (Chapter 12). 

11.2 SHE Context and Phases 

The input for modelling with the SHE method is information about the product to be 
designed. This information is called the Initial Requirements Description. The use of the 
method results in a simplified final detailed design and implementation process. Figure 
11.3 shows the phases and milestones of the SHE method in a system specification and 
design project. SHE has two phases, marked by a milestone in between (milestone 2). 
These phases are the realisation of an Essential Specification and an Extended Specification. 

11.2.1 Initial Requirements Description 

The starting point for the creation of an essential specification is a completed Initial 
Requirements Description (milestone 1). This description contains: 

• a requirements list; 
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• a purpose description; 

• prescribed and predefined implementation and topology choices (design con
straints). 

11.2.1.1 Requirements List 

In industrial practice, a requirements list contains a mix of functional requirements, en
vironmental conditions, constraints such as physical size or power consumption, price, 
and various implementation-oriented details. Such a list is traditionally called a speci
fication. We consider such a 'specification' only as a starting point to produce what we 
call a specification. A requirements list is usually very incomplete. The list stops where 
the imagination about the product stops. Without the use of some structured analysis 
method it is not possible to analyse requirements sufficiently in depth. In practice many 
companies start with an attempt to realise (parts of) a product in the form of a prototype. 
They find the real system requirements by trial and error via expensive development of 
successive prototypes. 

11.2.1.2 Purpose Description 

It is our experience that a purpose description of the system is often lacking. One is focusing 
on a single solution that is already in mind, without wondering what problem the 
system essentially should solve. As a premise to make an essential system specification 
we require a purpose description. This enables asking questions about prejudiced 
implementations and solutions in mind. The purpose of the system can only be described 
when the needs of the users of the system are made explicit. 

11.2.1.3 Prescribed Technologies and Topologies 

Prescribed technologies and topologies constrain the freedom of the designer. Design con
straints prescribe predefined implementation choices that can or must be known in 
advance. It is no use to invest time in the selection of technology or solutions when they 
are prescribed. Technology is often prescribed because of past investments in know-how 
and development tools. Predefined solutions can have a large influence on the structure 
of a specification model. 

11.2.2 Essential Specification 

Milestone 1 indicates the start of the modelling with the method SHE. The goal of 
the Essential Specification phase is an analysis of essential system requirements and the 
creation of both an abstract behaviour model and the highest level system structure 
model (architecture). Both models are developed in a strong interaction. Behaviour 
and structure are formalised into a unified formal description in the language POOSL. 
This description enables examination of various system properties via simulation and 
verification. The result of the essential specification phase must be a correct abstract 
system model. Notice that simulation requires in general also the development of a 
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model of the system environment. Such a model feeds the system model with stimuli 
and accepts responses. 

An Essential Specification models one or more conceptual solutions that have b.een selected 
to fulfil the needs of the users (the environment) of a system to be developed. The 
information in the Initial Requirements Description and the Purpose Description of a 
system must match the conceptual solutions. A conceptual solution enables us to find 
objects and structures that represent this solution. The level of abstraction of an essential 
model must be such that it presents conceptual solutions clearly. 

Prescribed technologies artd topologies are incorporated into the essential specification. 
Of course low level implementation details must be abstracted from. The structure of 
an essential model must be designed such that structural constraints that are known 
beforehand are respected. 

11.2.3 Extended Specification 

Milestone 2 indicates the start of the Extended Specification phase. The goal of this phase 
is to incorporate decisions for particular implementation technologies in the essential 
system requirements. An example can clarify this goal. Messages are passed via ideal 
channels in an essential specification. In reality however, channels can be error prone 
connections. Appropriate protocols must be selected to implement message passing 
via real physical channels. This means that the behaviour of both the sending and the 
receiving object must be extended. Instead of the simple behaviour of message pass
ing, an appropriate protocol behaviour must be implemented. Whether an extension is 
required depends in general on the implementation technology that is selected. When 
communication between collaborating objects is implemented purely in software, chan
nels can 'dissolve.' Communication can be performed by passing references, so that 
channels really disappear from the model. 

The decision for implementation of system parts in software or hardware and the se
lection of communication protocols will in general require substantial extensions and 
adjustments of the model. By performing extensions we make the design path from 
essence to real implementation passable. The Extended Specification uses the same rep
resentation techniques as the essential specification. Therefore the same techniques can 
be used for verification of an essential model as for verification of an extended model. 

Similar to the Essential Specification, the Extended Specification contains a behaviour 
model (Extended Behaviour Model), and a structure model (Implementation Structure 
Model). Again the behaviour model and the structure model must be developed in a 
strong interaction. Extended Behaviour and Implementation Structure are formalised 
into an Extended Unified formal description in the language POOSL. This description 
enables further detailed examination of various system properties via simulation and 
verification. The result of these activities must be a correct, rather concrete system 
model, so that the step to implementation can be taken with low risk. 
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11.2.4 Implementation 

Milestone 3 indicates the start of the actual implementation of a system. This implies 
detailed design of hardware and software and possible other implementation technolo
gies. The concrete activities in the implementation phase are for instance design on a 
Register Transfer Level (RTL) for hardware and programming in a language such as 
C++ for software. In the future we foresee the automatic generation of for instance C++ 
andVHDL. 

11.2.5 Overlap of Specification and Design 

Figure 11.4 shows the four phases and milestones again. This figure shows that our 
method aims at combining specification and design. On the right side we show the 
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Figure 11.4: Overlap in Specification and Design 

overlap between specification and design. The specification of a system starts with a 
preparation phase (phase 1). The following phase is the SHE modelling phase which falls 
apart into two phases: Essential Specification phase (phase 2) and Extended Specification 
phase (phase 3). Our method incorporates design activities on the appropriate levels of 
abstraction. This means incorporation of high level architecture design in the Essential 
Specification phase, and incorporation of implementation technology decisions and 
their consequences for structure and behaviour in the Extended Specification phase. 
The extended modelling phase is a preparation for the actual implementation phase (phase 
4). 
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SHE Framework 
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Figure 11.5: SHE Framework 

The SHE framework offers an imaginary workspace where various modelling activi
ties take place. A specification is built as a collection of consistent representations. A 
designer has to perform modelling activities in some order. The framework creates 
awareness of partial modelling goals, and gives confidence that various system spec
ification aspects will be examined at an adequate moment in the model development 
process. The framework gives guidance to a designer, thereby leaving enough freedom 
to follow a preferred way of working. 

The SHE Framework is visualised in Figure 11.5. The framework consists of two re
sembling blocks. The blocks correspond to the two successive modelling phases: the 
Essential Specification phase and the Extended Specification phase. The major goal of 
the division into two phases is to create awareness about essence and implementation of 
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the system. The transition between the phases will depend on the sort of problem and 
system to be developed. Once the transition took place, a return to the previous phase 
must be considered as an unwanted iteration. Iterations can be necessary but must be 
prevented as much as possible. 

In Chapter 5 we explained why structure and implementation are essential elements in 
a specification process. The framework gives an explicit place to the development of 
structure and to the incorporation of design decisions. Both the Essential Specification 
and the Extended Specification blocks in Figure 11.5 contain dotted blocks: a behaviour 
model and a structure model. The architecture structure model and the implementation 
structure model incorporate the structure and implementation aspects of a system. 

During modelling of the essentials of the system only high level design issues may 
be taken into account, together with prescribed implementation and topology aspects. 
Essential Specification Models must guide the discussion to the essence of the required 
functionality. The models must be rather abstract and easy to understand for this 
purpose. This enables the communication with various experts and users about the 
model. 

The extension of the model in the next modelling phase can be performed with experts 
that focus on an efficient and robust implementation. It will appear that more in depth 
knowledge about languages and description methods for hardware and /or software 
implementation is necessary to guarantee a fast and reliable implementation. In addition 
knowledge of communication protocols will in general be necessary. 

The extended modelling phase must prevent that non realistic abstractions cause too 
many implementation problems. A thorough analysis of the essential model is not 
enough to guarantee a smooth implementation process. For complex systems, it is 
absolutely necessary to extend the model with all processes that appear to be necessary 
for enabling chosen implementation technologies. Technology can and must strongly 
influence the detailed formal behaviour description. Especially the description style 
must be adjusted such that the mapping of the specification to an implementation 
(language) is feasible. The gap between specification and implementation must be made 
as small as possible. A reason for this is not only that it saves time and money but that 
it has a large influence on the quality of the system as well. When an implementation 
deviates strongly, it contains processes with deviant communication behaviour. This 
behaviour is however precisely what we model and investigate. The problems with 
the design of complex systems have mainly to do with a poor understanding of the 
communication between concurrent processes. It is simply impossible for a designer to 
keep an overview on a complex system without tools. The role of the unified model is 
to verify the behaviour of collaborating processes by simulation and verification. So the 
final model of the Extended Specification phase is a carefully designed robust model. 
Deviations from this model caused by the transformation from model to implementation 
must be prevented as much as possible. The proximity of both extended model and 
implementation determine whether deviations appear or not. 
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In principle both Essential Specification and Extended Specification contain the same 
sorts of descriptions. Therefore it is unnecessary to explain them as extensive for both 
specifications. We concentrate on an explanation for Essential Specification modelling. 

11.4 Essential Specification Modelling 

11.4.1 Overview of Representations and Models 
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Figure 11.6 shows that an Essential Specification contains six blocks. The kinds of 
graphical notations are visualised in the blocks: 

• Object Class Diagrams visualise object classes and their relations; 

• Message Flow Diagrams visualise message flows between collaborating instances 
of classes (objects and clusters); 

• Instance Structure Diagrams visualise the channels between collaborating in
stances of classes; 

• Architecture Structure Diagrams, which are free style graphical representations of 
the system's structure; 

• Response Time Requirements (textual form); 
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• Unified Model and Requirements Catalogue (textual form) . 

Figure 11.7 depicts a purpose overview of the elements of the framework 
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Figure 11.7: Purpose of SHE Framework Blocks 

11.4.2 Graphical and Textual Representations 

A specification consists of various kinds of models. They are graphical representations, 
text in the form of a natural or formal language, or lists of textual items. Figure 11.8 
gives an overview of the kinds of representations that are used in the framework. Notice 
that this figure should not be interpreted as the framework of the method. 

11.4.2.1 Graphical Representations 

The graphical models in Figure 11.8 are divided into Object Models and Structure 
Models, see the overlapping dotted blocks. The Object Models are the Object Class Model 
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Figure 11.8: Simplified Overview of Textual and Graphical Representations 

that visualises relations between classes and the Object Instance Model that visualises 
instances which are objects and/or clusters. Message Flow Diagrams show message 
flows and Instance Structure Diagrams show channels. Notice that Instance Structure 
Diagrams are both part of the Object Model as well as part of the Structure model. 
Instance Structure Diagrams serve to formalise the informal architecture structure (or 
implementation structure) as a structure of clusters, processes and channels. 

11.4.2.2 Unified Model 

The block 'Textual models' in Figure 11.8 shows the Unified Model and the Requirements 
Catalogue. A Unified Model is a formal description of a system in the language POOSL. 
This model is called unified because it encompasses both behaviour and structure of the 
system to be designed. 

11.4.2.3 Requirements Catalogue 

A Requirements Catalogue contains all items that must be specified but cannot be 
formalised in the Unified Model. A minimum catalogue contains four items: 

• Listed Requirements. This is an extension of the Requirements List in the Initial 
Requirements Description. 
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• System Dictionary. This is an alphabetically arranged list of items from the various 
models of a specification. The meaning of each item is denoted in this list. 

• Architecture Decisions Statement. This is a brief justification for the design decisions 
of the architecture design. It gives considerations and reasons why alternatives 
were rejected. 

• Implementation Decisions Statement. This is a brief justification for the design deci-
sions made for the design of implementation structure. 

The starting point for the catalogue is the Initial Requirements Description (see Figure 
11.3). In practice initial requirements are often an unstructured mix of various sorts of 
information. Besides functional requirements, for instance, environmental conditions 
such as temperature, humidity, etcetera should be specified. Environmental conditions 
are typically denoted in the Listed Requirements in the catalogue of the model. 

Besides the items we mentioned, additional information can be added to the Require
ments Catalogue. This depends on the kind of project and the kind of customer. Trace
ability information, for instance, can be required by the customer. This means that each 
item in the model must be related to an initial requirement. 

Notice that the unified model is not completely formal. A lot of comment is preferably 
appended to the formal text. This can cause some redundancy. For instance, the 
meaning of items can be given both as comment in the Unified Model and in the System 
Dictionary. This information must be kept consistent. 

11.4.3 Essential Modelling Activities 

Various models can be developed concurrently. The order of modelling activities is 
flexible. The purpose of the framework is to give orientation in the modelling process. 
Various sorts of systems may require an emphasis on activities in some part of the 
framework. For instance, a system with complex data structures and relatively few 
control aspects will be modelled with emphasis on object class modelling. Using Object 
Class Diagrams the various relations between classes can be visualised. The emphasis 
in our research, is on the modelling of hardware/software systems that have control 
aspects besides the processing of information. The case in Chapter 12, for instance, is 
typically a specification of a hardware/software system that controls a machine and 
that processes information. For these systems we can give an impression of the flow 
of activities. Figure 11.9 shows an impression of the development of various parts of a 
specification over time. This picture does not show the iterations that always happen 
in a development process. All modelling activities must be performed for each of the 
following models in both phases: 

1. Essential Specification which consists of 

a. Essential System model 

b. Essential Environment model 
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Figure 11.9: Development of Models in the Course of Time 

2. Extended Specification which consists of 

a. Extended System model 

b . Extended Environment model 

In the above list we emphasise again that in general the environment of the system must 
be modelled separately. The flow of activities in one phase of the modelling process can 
be as follows. 

1. In the first stage of the essential modelling process the Initial Requirements must be 
completed as much as possible. In general, industrial contracting parties will not 
produce a 'complete' Initial Requirements Description. Our method requires as 
input an explicit purpose description and a separate description of prescribed tech
nologies and topologies. Further interviews must guarantee that the requirements 
list is as complete as possible. Preferably, superfluous implementation details are 
separated from essential functional requirements. 

2. Based on an Initial Requirements Description one or more conceptual solutions 
must be found. A conceptual solution in this context is a feasible idea that matches 
the system's purpose description and that gives initial structure to the model. 
Possible alternative conceptual solutions must be evaluated. The exploration of a 
solution requires the creation of a preliminary model. The system level structure 
(architecture) and the main processes and their tasks must be explored. Figure 
11.9 shows the complete development process for one chosen conceptual solution 
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in depth. Simultaneously, three sorts of representations are used to model a 
conceptual solution: 

- Architecture Structure Diagrams; 

- Message Flow Diagrams; 

- Object Class Diagrams. 

3. Structural aspects of a conceptual solution and I or prescribed structure are denoted 
in Architecture Structure Diagrams which are free style graphical representations. 
Architecture design decisions must be documented in the Requirements Catalogue. 
Response time requirements on the system level are denoted textually for the 
modules in the Architecture Structure Diagrams. 

4. Message Flow Diagrams are used to model a conceptual solution as collaborating 
processes that exchange messages. Various types of flows are used to show asyn
chronous communication, continuous communication, etcetera. Complex systems 
are modelled by using scenarios. 

5. Information from the Initial Requirements Description that is not modelled other
wise is transferred to Listed Requirements in the Requirements Catalogue. 

6. Message Flow Diagrams show flows where data objects are exchanged between 
process objects. Data objects can represent complex data structures. Relations 
between objects that form and use these structures are modelled in Object Class 
Diagrams. Figure 11.9 shows that the modelling of Object Class Diagrams can 
be performed simultaneously with the modelling of the Message Flow Diagrams. 
Generalisation-specialisation relations, whole-part relations and other relations 
show the conceptual structure of a problem domain; 

7. Instance Structure Diagrams are used for the design of a system's channel structure. 
They are also used as preparation of a Unified Model. These diagrams model the 
physical and logical structure of a problem domain in the form of a structure of 
channels between process objects, terminators and clusters. 

8. A formal Unified Model in POOSL describes the: 

- structure of the systems that is visualised in Instance Structure Diagrams; 

- behaviour of all cluster classes, process classes and data classes. 

9. There is a strong interaction between the various modelling activities and the cre
ation of the Unified Model. New objects or new flows may be found, or previously 
defined objects or flows may have to be modified. This leads to changes in Ob
ject Class Diagrams and Message Flow Diagrams. Changes in structure can be 
performed in Instance Structure Diagrams using Behaviour-Preserving Transfor
mations. 

10. The Requirements Catalogue is updated and extended continuously during the 
whole modelling process. 
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Notice that the Requirements Catalogue and the Response Time Requirements are two 
parts of the method that have been worked out rather shallow. Both parts will be subject 
of future research. 

11.4.4 Modelling of Architecture Structure 
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Figure 11.10: Architecture Structure Diagram 

Figure 11.10 shows an example of an Architecture Structure Diagram (ASD). ASDs rep
resent structure at the system level. These diagrams are in general block diagrams that 
show the physical and/or logical structure ofa conceptual solution. Blocks are inter
connected. In general the interconnects represent a communication channel topology. 
The meaning of an interconnection, however, can depend on a specific implementation. 
A logical topology can represent a software structure of communicating modules. Con
nections between software modules can be implemented by for instance procedure calls. 
Hardware channels can become real physical channels with non-ideal properties. 

11.4.4.1 Architecture Design 

System level design in the form of sketches is the basis for structuring a system. Whether 
this can be performed adequately depends on the problem domain. A new area of 
system design will not yet be supported by classic examples of architectures. In such 
a case analysis starts with a study of the problem domain. Objects can be modelled in 
Message Flow Diagrams and/or Object Class Diagrams. By performing this modelling 
on a rather detailed level, it is possible to create an adequate architecture structure by 
grouping elements in a hierarchical structure. Preferably this is done according to a 
structure of the problem domain. 

Many designs are based on classic architectural approaches. The use of classic ap
proaches is mostly urged by the requirement of a short system development time, 
available skills and experience and investments in tools and know-how. 
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We cannot give precise rules for the amount of detail in the architecture model. The ar
chitecture model should in principle cope with system level design solely. The essential 
modelling phase is followed by the extended modelling phase. This latter phase offers 
enough opportunities for more detailed modelling. It is nevertheless not wise to post
pone the modelling of corollaries of implementation decisions that are taken definitively. 
Taking them into account in an early phase leads to the required structure without the 
need to perform iterations concerning structure. 

Architecture design must be considered as an important informal way to prepare the 
structure of a model, and in particular of Message Flow Diagrams and Instance Structure 
Diagrams. The formalisation of the structure is in general performed in two ways. 
Firstly, clusters that represent the architecture modules are introduced consistently in 
Message Flow Diagrams. Secondly, channel structures of Instance Structure Diagrams 
are designed consistently with ASDs. Properties of architecture modules are denoted 
by boundaries on clusters in all object instance models with keywords such as HIDE, 
IMPL and DISTR. 

11.4.4.2 Specification of Timing Requirements 

Timing requirements are specified in a textual form or as a table. The response time 
for various sorts of functional behaviour can be defined for each module in the ASDs. 
Alternatively, timing can be specified on the system boundary level only. Notations, 
formalisation, simulation and timing verification are subjects for further research. 

11.4.4.3 Keeping Architecture Decisions 

Architecture design decisions are denoted in written text. Rejected alternatives and 
motivations must be described briefly. The main point is that future developments 
and improvements of the system can be assessed for their feasibility. Recall that we 
already mentioned that a statement like 'no alternatives have been evaluated' is also 
very valuable information. Estimations on which the design is based should be given 
as well as important assumptions, for instance about traffic densities on channels. Some 
modules are introduced based on very volatile information such as availability, price 
and market. This is also valuable information to be reassessed. 

11.4.5 Modelling of Message Flow Diagrams (MFD) 

11.4.5.1 Introduction 

The creation of Message Flow Diagrams (MFD) is the main activity during the modelling 
process of a system to be designed. It is the most time consuming activity. There are 
many aspects that must be considered. MFDs must be discussed extensively with users 
and various kinds of experts. In general, discussions are also very time consuming. 
So, how can this method shorten the development time of a product? First a model is 
developed to a certain degree of maturity before it is effectively used as communication 
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medium. Second we use scenarios that enable to show adequate abstractions that are 
relevant for specific experts. So, the first problem is how to form a set of MFDs that is 
acceptable as initial model. The Message Flow Diagram in Figure 11.11 is a scenario for 
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Figure 11.11: Message Flow Diagram 

a module of the system that is modelled as c~se study in this thesis. Such a diagram 
is part of a hierarchy of models. It shows terminators, images, process objects, nested 
clusters and various sorts of flows, names and flow annotations. So modelling requires 
that we find all these sorts of entities and that we determine the sort of communication 
that they perform. By playing imaginary scenarios we must determine who needs who 
in what order. In this subsection we give an impression on how various concepts of the 
method are used to obtain adequate MFDs. (To keep this subsection readable we often 
write objects when we mean objects and/or clusters.) 

11.4.5.2 General Heuristics 

It is our intention to offer an intuitive way of modelling. This is necessary to exploit the 
human capability of considering a lot of aspects (pseudo-)simultaneously. The creative 
power of the designer must be supported by the method and not be hindered. Therefore 
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we do not recommend a strict top-down approach, nor a bottom up approach. We 
propose to start in the middle by modelling the objects that represent the essence of the 
system. 

One or more conceptual approaches that model the essential functionality of the system 
must be evaluated. Useful heuristics for essential modelling can be found in [WM85). 
Important heuristics that we take from them are outside-in modelling, minimum inter
face modelling, and various heuristics for grouping. We also follow their guideline of 
leaving interface technology out of an essential model. 

Objects in a problem domain are mapped into a model. External objects that are modelled 
as terminators can also be 'mirrored' into the system as so-called images. In practice 
a considerable number of modelling attempts is necessary before we can find a model 
that is worthwhile to be completed. 

11.4.5.3 Finding Objects 

Objects are found as entities, things or concepts in the problem domain. A first approach 
is looking at nouns in the Initial Requirements Description. [R+91) gives a useful list of 
guidelines for finding objects for OMT. The method OMT focuses on object class models. 
We can use the guidelines for finding objects for MFDs as well as for finding classes in 
Object Class Diagrams. 

Easily found are in general so-called real-world objects. They are found by studying 
the existing environment of a system to be designed. We defined image objects and 
artefact objects. Artefact objects model the conceptual technical solution that is usually 
incorporated in a reactive system. 

The modelling of objects requires experience and mature judgement. Entities in the 
problem domain are candidate objects. They may become attributes, data objects, pro
cess objects or clusters. A problem domain consists in general of entities on various 
levels of abstraction. A collection of data and operations can be enclosed in a domain 
boundary. Domain boundaries are modelled as clusters or process objects. Data is mod
elled as data objects or attributes that refer to data objects. Whether an entity becomes 
a cluster, a process object, a data object or an attribute requires careful consideration. 
Process objects are not just entities that perform functions. Objects should be balanced 
entities that are worthwhile to become autonomous things that encapsulate properties 
and perform behaviour. 

The balance between appropriate functionality and the right abstraction of properties 
can only be found if various aspects and properties of alternatives are considered. Once 
MFDs emerge it is useful to start making Object Class Diagrams. Besides the messages 
already found in MFDs, attributes must be written in the object classes. The aspect 
of reuse should be considered. Objects must be defined as generic as possible. Other 
objects may be designed as controllers that are less reusable. By defining controllers 
other objects can be constructed more generic. Notice also that conceptual non-tangible 
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things in a problem domain may very well become process objects. In a functional 
approach these entities will be modelled as data . However, a conceptual thing can be 
considered as an autonomous process object that hides its data, and that can for instance 
be requested to give its data or calculate an alternative representation of that data. 

11.4.5.4 Hierarchy 

For complex systems it will be impossible to come up with a first time right approach 
towards the structure of the MFDs. A complex model is structured as a hierarchy of 
MFDs. The system level is the highest level in the hierarchy. A system level MFD shows 
the combination of flows between the main modules of the system that are represented 
as clusters. On the lower levels of the hierarchy, clusters are decomposed into smaller 
clusters and process objects. On the lowest level clusters are decomposed into process 
objects only. 

A general problem of graphical models is that they can be structured in an infinite 
number of ways. The way a model is structured has an influence on further actions of 
a designer. In a complex system, groups of objects must be clustered. People tend to 
cluster objects that are near to each other. There are however a lot of considerations that 
are much more important than the accidental proximity of an object. 

• The architecture of the system determines the system level structure of the MFDs. 
Modules from the architecture design are modelled consistently as clusters in 
MFDs. 

• Well defined clusters are necessary to support boundaries that specify for instance 
aggregates by abstraction boundaries, hardware / software partitioning by imple
mentation boundaries, constraints on concurrency with concurrency boundaries 
and physical distribution by distribution boundaries. 

• Various heuristics from other methods can be used. For instance [WM85] recom
mends heuristics such as to create minimum interfaces, to use response related 
grouping, to use terminator related groupings, etcetera. 

An important rule is that a cluster should preferably represent some nameable entity 
in the problem domain or in the conceptual solutions to be modelled. Notice that it 
can take some time before it becomes clear whether some entity must be modelled as a 
process object or as a cluster. 

11.4.5.5 Scenarios 

There is such a huge amount of aspects that can be considered for a specification that 
it is wise to restrict and guide the fields of attention. We introduced scenarios as a 
means to abstract information. In general, scenarios that are used for conquering the 
functional complexity of a system cannot be determined in advance. They can be diverse 
and will emerge during modelling. For example in the Buhrs case (see Chapter 12) we 
developed separate scenarios for the modules (stations) in the architecture diagram. 
A generic approach can be found by distinguishing different working modes, such as 
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initialisation, normal operation, configuration, job preparation, shut down and failure 
recovery. An essential model is preferably structured by initial focusing on a normal 
operation mode scenario. 

In contrast to functional views, multidisciplinary views can be chosen to be considered 
in advance. Particular aspects of these views can be modelled with scenarios. At least 
the views that can cause risks in a design project should be chosen. If too many views are 
chosen to be modelled as scenarios the analysis process can become counterproductive. 
We recommend to define a list of scenarios that must be worked out for all system parts. 

As long as dedicated tools are to be developed the designer is responsible for keeping 
MFDs consistent. Consistency concerns for instance names and types of symbols for the 
same entity on various levels of abstraction and in various representations. For scenarios 
it is useful to keep the placement of symbols in related diagrams consistent. After all, 
scenarios that concern the same group of collaborating objects must be composed to a 
scenario assembly. Composing an assembly cannot be done efficiently unless the basic 
placement structure of the scenarios is matching. Available drawing tools that offer the 
concept of layers are suitable to create consistent models. 

Figure 11.12 and Figure 11.13 show simplified scenarios that match the scenario assembly 
in Figure 11.14. The objects have fixed positions by placing them in a common layer. The 
flows of a scenario are drawn in a layer that corresponds to that scenario. An assembly 
shows all flows that enter or leave an object by making all layers visible simultaneously. 
When the scenarios are assembled, it is in general necessary to adjust the course of some 
flows to achieve well structured graphical representations. 

Scenarios are created by playing a part of the behaviour of collaborating objects in our 
imagination. Objects send and receive messages and can mutually activate each other. 
In general, behaviour consists of specific traces of activities. These traces are described 
textually in scenario narratives. They are important input for the description of the formal 
behaviour in the Unified Model. 

11.4.5.6 Message Flows 

SHE models emerge from four strongly related key activ ities: 

• exploration of objects (and clusters) needed to model the problem domain; 

• abstraction of properties so that objects adequately represent their (real- world) 
counterparts; 

• allocation of operations to objects so that they become reusable components; 

• modelling of dynamic behaviour, which means exploration of causal relations 
between events and responses, order of events, concurrent behaviour and possible 
interruptions. 
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Figure 11.12: Feeder Station: Product Flow Scenario 

The reason that the design of MFDs is a key issue in SHE is because the design of 
. message flows concerns all four activities simultaneously. We describe some aspects of 

the relation between message flow design and each of the four key activities. 

• Frequently a message flow arises from the need to have a partner to perform a 
particular operation. This can lead to the need to define a new process object class. 

• Message flows are denoted with their name and with parameters that are data 
object classes. Therefore many data object classes emerge from the definition of 
flows. 

• Messages activate various kinds of operations such as accessors and transformers. 
They access or transform attributes. So the sorts of properties of objects, modelled 
as attributes, are affected by the definition of messages. Modelling MFDs simul
taneously with Object Class Diagrams is recommended to produce well-balanced 
objects that adequately represent their (real-world) counterparts. 

• The definition of a new message extends the behaviour of both the classes of 
the sender and the receiver. The definition of a message requires reflection about 
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Feeder_Station 

Feeder_ Controller 

corresponding operations. Required operations are briefly formulated in a scenario 
narrative. Usually there are alternative ways to allocate operations to objects. The 
allocation of operations is directly related to the modelling of message flows that 
enter and leave an object in coherence with one or more corresponding operations. 
Carefully allocated operations make objects more reusable entities. They perform 
what you naturally expect them to do. 

• Message flows are added to MFDs by playing the role of an object in our imagina
tion. This means reasoning about possible orders of events (incoming messages) 
and required responses internally and externally in the form of outgoing messages. 
This is done in the context of scenarios initially. However to be able to explore a 
more complete behaviour of a class this must be done by creating scenario assem
blies. Finally we must define behaviour as a formal POOSL description for each 
class. For the description of a class all instances must be considered carefully. 

Adding a message to MFDs requires careful selection of 

• a message name, corresponding to the vocabulary of the problem domain, and 
suitable for polymorphic interpretation; 
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Figure 11.14: Feeder Station: Scenario Assembly 

• parameters, defined by their data object classes; 

• possible alternative replies, for which message names must be defined; 

• a flow type; 

• the direction of a flow. 

The direction of a flow is not always predetermined. Usually an object sends a request 
to another object that can perform some service. However a server can also offer its 
service by taking the explicit initiative to send messages to potential users of their 
services. Figure 11.15 shows the alternative message flow types. The choice of a 
flow type has in general direct consequences for the behaviour of the process object 
class. Architecture decisions can be taken into account if they concern concurrency, 
distribution and implementation. Various boundaries can be used to guide the selection 
of flow types. Well considered annotation of boundaries on clusters in MFDs can prevent 
iterations in the selection of flow types. We discuss some aspects that can determine the 
selection of a message flow type. 
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Figure 11.15: Overview of Message Flow Symbols 

Single message flow 
This type typically models initiative of a concurrent entity. By sending without waiting 
an object can continue with its operations. Control objects can use single message flows 
to activate other objects. This type of flow should be avoided for the modelling of 
sequential composites. · 

Message flow with reply 
This type typically models sequential collaboration. The sender waits until the receiver 
sends a reply. Concurrency boundaries typically indicate that this type of flow must be 
chosen for internally collaborating objects. In the case of concurrent objects a message 
that induces a reply can be modelled by separate single message flows for initial message 
and reply. 

Continuous flow 
This type typically models that a receiver does not have to wait for a rendezvous. The 
sender is always prepared to perform a rendezvous. It has a new message available 
after the acceptance of each previous message. The sender must be a concurrent object 
to be able to do this. 

Interrupt message flow 
This type typically models a message that can interrupt the current operations of an 
object. The sender does not have to wait for a rendezvous. The sender can continue its 
activities after sending. 

Interrupt with reply flow 
This type also models a message that can interrupt the current operations of an object. 
The sender does not have to wait for a rendezvous to send the interrupt. The sender 
must wait for a reply that must be produced by the receiver as a response to the interrupt. 
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Buffered message flow 
This type models typically asynchronous communication. The sender can always send 
without bothering about synchronisation with the receiver. This type of flow makes 
objects temporal independent. This type of flow is useful in distributed systems and in 
general for the communication with subsystems that require temporal independence. 

11.4.5.7 Design of Composites 

In Sections 4.6 and 4.8 we described concepts for modelling various sorts of composites 
and their properties. These concepts can be used for the recognition of particular 
structures that emerge in MFDs. We can derive rules for the construction of various 
sorts of composites. Some examples: 

• Message flows that connect an aggregate with its environment must be connected 
to the aggregate object of the aggregate. 

• Dependence requires connection by a message flow that represents a request for a 
service. The direction of the request is from the dependent object to the receiver. 

• If an object owns another object, only the owner sends requests to the owned object. 

• A whole dominated part can only give a reply after a request. If the part and the 
whole are not concurrent, a message flow with reply is appropriate. 

Besides the visible structure of flows there is a less eye catching structure which is that 
of dynamic links. The identifiers of groups of collaborating objects form a name space. 
Such a space determines the ability of weakly distributed communication, and must be 
designed carefully. For instance distribution boundaries can indicate the desirability 
of separate name spaces. The use of identifiers is shown on the flows. Identifiers are 
implemented by parameters in messages. These parameters are textually annotated on 
message flows in MFDs. The annotation of these texts is a specification of the sort of 
communication. 

Modules of distribution can be designed to communicate autistically. Autistic com
munication is modelled by messages that do not use parameters for passing object 
identifiers. 

In general we recommend to use weakly distributed communication as much as possible 
because this does not restrict the possibilities for structure transformations. When 
the model becomes stable and no further transformations are expected it is the right 
time to implement autistic communication in a model. This is achieved by removing 
the parameters that carry identifiers from the messages that flow between strongly 
distributed modules. 

Besides distribution there may be other reasons to restrict the space where particular 
identifiers can be used. We introduced the concept of visibility to reason about this. The 
concept of visibility is directly related to the use of identifiers for message passing. 
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11.4.6 Modelling of Classes 

The discussion in the previous subsection showed that there are many aspects of a 
system that are incorporated simultaneously into the model by designing Message Flow 
Diagrams. By focusing on instances, however, we have paid less attention to a number 
of aspects related to classes. A model should preferably have: 

• a minimal number of classes; 

• classes that are designed for reuse; 

• well designed composites (generic and reusable); 

• well designed data structures (efficient access). 
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Figure 11.16: Feeder Station: Object Class Diagram 

Therefore the design of Object Class Diagrams (OCDs) should be performed simultane
ously with Message Flow Diagrams. OCDs give the opportunity to look at the system 
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from a completely different point of view. Figure 11.16 shows an example of an OCD. 
First OCDs make us aware of the number of classes we have. In contrast, Message Flow 
Diagrams invite us to define an 'unrestrained' number of classes, in worst case as many 
process object classes as there are process objects. By concurrent development of OCD 
and Message Flow Diagrams we can promote a conscious design of classes. We give 
some guidelines that implicitly define requirements for tools to be developed. 

• We recommend to denote a class in an OCD for every new object that we define in 
a Message Flow Diagram. We must consider suitable existing classes as the class 
of a new object. 

• Parameters on message flows require that we have corresponding data object 
classes. These classes require special attention in OCDs because they are not 
visualised otherwise. So their design must be performed in OCDs. By exploring 
their relations, attributes and messages we must try to find well balanced reusable 
objects. We observed that data objects tend to be reused much more than process 
objects. So extra attention will pay. 

• The name of each message that is received by an object in a Message Flow Dia
gram must be denoted in the object's class symbol in an OCD. This notation of 
message names helps the conscious design of classes. Scenarios and even scenario 
assemblies do not show all messages that can be accepted by a class. By keep
ing overview on them in OCDs we can take considered decisions whether a new 
classes must be defined or existing ones can be reused. 

• Attributes determine the abstraction that we incorporate in a model. OCDs typ
ically show these attributes. The traditional way of object-oriented modelling 
pays a lot of attention to the modelling of attributes and relations between object 
classes. For this reason we do not elaborate on this subject. We refer to [R+91] for 
an extensive description of heuristics and notations. 

11.4.7 Modelling of Instance Structure Diagrams 

The place of the development oflnstance Structure Diagrams (ISDs) in an Essential Spec
ification has been illustrated in Figure 11.17. This figure shows the (idealised) place of 
the development of ISDs in time and its relative modelling effort. This effort is relatively 
small and therefore visualised as a relatively small area in Figure 11.17. ISDs formalise 
two forms of structure that usually have been developed earlier. These two forms are 
Message Flow Diagrams and Architecture Structure Diagrams. An important heuristic 
in the method is that the structure that has been designed in the Architecture Structure 
Diagrams must be consistently incorporated into Message Flow Diagrams. If this is 
done adequately the design of Instance Structure Diagrams can be a straightforward 
activity. Otherwise inconsistencies are discovered and must lead to adjustments of the 
models. 
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Figure 11.17: Development of Models in the Course of Time 

11.4.7.1 Design of a Channel Structure 
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An ISO is a rather abstract representation of a system. Figure 11.18 shows an ISO. 
An ISO shows clusters, objects, terminators, channels and channel names. During the 
development of a system model a designer usually designs Message Flow Diagrams 
without immediately considering channel structures. This is necessary to get an initial 
model. Subsequently however it is necessary to relate flows to channels. A part of 
a channel structure can usually be derived almost automatically from message flows. 
Another part must be designed carefully. 

Every message flow between process objects, clusters or terminators needs to be mapped 
onto a channel. A number of flows between a pair of instances (of process objects, clusters 
or terminators) can be mapped in principle on one channel between that pair. Therefore 
an automatic approach can be followed to assign channels between pairs of instances 
such that all flows can be mapped. An automatic approach results in channels that 
connect pairs of instances. 

This basic approach of pair-wise channels is only the simple part of the ISO modelling. 
ISDs are used to perform considered channel design, and to verify previous modelling 
activities. We already stated that the structure that has been designed in the Architecture 
Structure Diagrams must be consistently incorporated into Message Flow Diagrams. 
ISDs let us verify this because both types of diagrams ~hould be used as input. The 
structure of ISDs is in general based on the basic structure of the Message Flow Diagrams 
of a system. It must be verified whether this structure is consistent with the Architecture 
Structure Diagrams of the system. Structures such as backbones or other shared channel 
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Figure 11.18: Feeder Station: Instance Structure Diagram 

topologies require special attention. They lead in general to mapping of many flows 
onto one channel. This can have consequences for the behaviour description of the 
process classes. Behaviour-Preserving Transformations can be used to transform channel 
structures without affecting the system's behaviour provided that the conditions for the 
transformation are fulfilled . 

Besides the formalisation of a system level structure that can be designed in Architecture 
Structure Diagrams lower level design activities concern the more detailed internal 
structure of a system. Figure 11.18 shows for instance a channel wake that connects 
the processes ProducLlnpuU-landler, Feeding_UniUmage and ProducLOutputJ-Iandler to 
a process Transporter _Image. In the next chapter, from which Figure 11.18 is borrowed, it 
will become clear that low level channel design has implications for the formal behaviour 
description of a system. Reusability is strongly influenced by how generic a class can be 
designed. By sharing a channel a number of collaborating objects can do requests for a 
service to an instance. Notice that the number of objects that can be connected this way 
can be flexible . In contrast, pair-wise connections require dedicated connections and 
make the message interface of the shared object dependent on the number of service 
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requesters. Another issue is the use of identifiers for the destination of messages. 
Sharing a channel usually requires that objects can be identified. The communication is 
in general weakly distributed. So channel design decisions can immediately influence 
the style of the behaviour description of a system. 

11.4.7.2 Channel Names 

ISDs show instances that are connected by channels that must be named. The instances 
are instantiated from classes that have message interfaces. A message interface defines 
the inner channel names of an entity. The channels that connect instances must be named 
with so-called outer channel names. These outer names can be modified by applying 
one or more behaviour-preserving transformations (see Chapter 10). 

Like object names, channel names should in principle be given readable names according 
to the problem domain. In practice however, this can only be done for a minority of 
the channels in a complex system. In general it is possible to give expressive names to 
channels that clearly play a role in the system architecture. The same holds for lower 
level shared channels that clearly have a role in structuring the system. 

The majority of channels in a complex system is not subject of explicit design. After 
all, the communication of process objects is always modelled by using channels, even if 
there is no physical need for channels. A part of the channels corresponds to a structure 
that we can derive almost automatically from message flows between pairs of process 
objects. In some cases it is possible to keep the inner and outer names identical when a 
pair of instances is designed with an appropriate message interface. 

In general, it does not make sense to attempt to find expressive names for ' automati
cally' derived channels. In general, it is rather difficult to find expressive names because 
there are many channels like these. In future tools we expect to offer automatic name 
generation. For the time being we recommend an approach that is illustrated in Figure 
11.18. Most channel names are composed of four characters. These characters corre
spond to the capitals of the words that are used to compose the name of the classes of 
the instances at both sides of a pair-wise channel. In general, some creativity will be 
necessary to create a unique name for each channel. 

11.4.7.3 Modelling Cluster Properties 

Instances are visualised in ISDs and in Message Flow Diagrams. Both diagrams offer 
the possibility to annotate clusters with subsystem properties in the form of boundaries. 
Examples are distribution boundaries, concurrency boundaries, abstraction boundaries 
and implementation boundaries. Both diagrams offer this information consistently. The 
creation of these boundaries is a design activity that can be performed best in ISDs. After 
all, ISDs give a more abstract image and are meant to be used for structure formalisation. 
Message Flow Diagrams can be cluttered by numerous flows. ISDs give a more clear 
overview because they contain less information. 
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Behaviour-Preserving Transformations can affect clusters that carry boundaries. In 
such a case we must verify whether the new structure does appropriately specify the 
properties required. Otherwise the affected boundaries must be redesigned carefully. 
By definition of boundaries we can minimise the number of iterations in the design 
process. The boundaries are important directives for the specification style of the classes 
in the Unified Model. 

If two processes from the same class are enclosed in different boundaries it can be 
necessary to define separate classes for these processes. These separate classes can 
perform the same observable behaviour, but can have interesting differences also. A 
particular style, for example, can fulfil the requirements for a straightforward translation 
to a particular implementation description language, whereas another style may be 
inappropriate. 

In Chapter 10 we offered a collection of basic Behaviour-Preserving Transformations for 
the restructuring ISDs, as well as an example. In this subsection about ISDs we showed 
that various additional aspects specified as boundaries can influence the desirability of 
particular transformations. 

11.4.8 Formal Description in an Essential Unified Model 

The behaviour description of the system in POOSL is called the Unified Model. During 
the essential modelling phase a lot of effort is put into the creation of Message Flow 
Diagrams, Object Class Diagrams and Instance Structure Diagrams. These various parts 
of a model all offer a particular view on the system that is a part of the preparation for 
the creation of Unified Model. From the point of view of the preparation of the Unified 
Model, we summarise the use of the various models. Notice however that the creation 
of a POOSL description is not always a last step in the process. It is recommended to 
perform some try outs, especially for the core of the conceptual solution. It appears that 
intermediate attempts offer a lot of additional understanding that can prevent costly 
iterations in a later phase. 

The various models prepare the Unified Model as follows: 

• Object Class Diagrams. They show the process classes as well as the data classes that 
must be described in the Unified Model. Attributes are in general implemented 
as variables. The messages are defined in message interfaces of classes. (The 
dynamic use of messages is described in the methods.) Relations between classes 
are in general implemented as properties of classes that must be implemented in 
its internal behaviour. 

• Instance Structure Diagrams. The hierarchical structure of clusters found in ISDs is 
used to create the System Specification in the Unified Model. The ISDs channel 
names are used as outer channel names that must be coupled to inner channel 
names of instances. Boundaries must be used to determine the style of behaviour 
description of a class. 
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• Message Flow Diagrams. The exchange of messages is visualised in Message Flow 
Diagrams, however the order in which messages are processed is mainly described 
in scenario narratives. The information of all scenarios for each class must be 
combined to be able to write a complete behaviour description. 

Besides the structure description that can be derived straightforward from the diagrams, 
the internal dynamic behaviour of classes must be created. Data objects have a simple 
direct relation between messages and methods. However process objects must be de
signed carefully as a collection of methods, each of which is rather independent of the 
process object's messages interface. 

In general, processes are described taking the following into account: 

• methods can be used to create named states according to the problem domain; 

• messages can be received conditionally, so that a process can autonomously decide 
which messages it wants to receive when; 

• the order of messages in a scenario can be described straightforwardly; 

• messages can be used to model events and responses; 

• tail recursion can be used for the description of non terminating behaviour; 

• interrupts can be used for the reception of messages during the execution of some 
behaviour; 

• aborts can be used to describe behaviour that can be stopped without the need for 
resumption; 

• alternative behaviours can be described as non-deterministic choices; 

• asynchronous communication can be realised by defining an additional buffer 
object; 

• the use of channel names as destinations can conflict with Behaviour-Preserving 
Transformations; 

• sequential behaviour does require waiting for a reply after each sending action. 

The purpose of the Essential Unified Model is an extensive exploration of the wishes 
of the users, customers, employers, and various experts. The model must become 
a correctly executing specification. Currently tools are under development to enable 
simulation. 

A concrete example of a POOSL description is given in Chapter 12. An extensive 
description of the use of the language is beyond the scope of this thesis. Teaching 
material must be developed as future research based on concrete examples. 
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11.4.9 Requirements Catalogue 

A Requirements Catalogue completes a system specification with information that lacks 
in the other parts of a model, and also contains redundant information for the purpose 
of easy retrieval. Figure 11.8 showed an approach where the Requirements Catalogue 
consists of four items: 

• Listed Requirements; 

• System Dictionary; 

• Architecture Decisions Statement; 

• Implementation Decisions Statement. 

The purpose of these items has been described in Paragraph 11.4.2.3. The further detailed 
definition of the prescribed structure of a Requirements Catalogue is subject for future 
research. The development of tools for our method will strongly influence our view on 
the function of a catalogue. A System Dictionary may very well be distributed. Various 
forms of information can be stored connected to graphical objects in various diagrams. 
Automated documentation facilities can retrieve and present this information. 

11.5 Extended Specification Modelling 

11.5.1 Extension of the Essential Specification · 

In the previous section we described the development of the various views that form an 
Essential Specification. An Extended Specification is developed by taking the Essential 
Specifications as a starting point. This Essential Specification must be gradually refined 
and extended with the purpose of bridging the gap between the Essential Specification 
and the actual implementation of a system. Figures 11.3 and 11.4 show the place 
of extended modelling relative to other development activities. Figure 11.5 shows 
that both an Essential Specification and an Extended Specification consist of the same 
sorts of views. Notice that all essential representations have a corresponding extended 
representation. For example, Essential Message Flow Diagrams correspond to (are 
the basis for) Extended Message Flow Diagrams. An Architecture Structure Model of 
the Essential Specification corresponds to an Implementation Structure Model of the 
Extended Model. Most of the approaches described in the previous section hold also for 
the creation of an Extended Specification. Therefore we will limit the description to the 
differences in the modelling approaches. 

The milestone between essential modelling and extended modelling can be placed when 
we pay attention to the purpose of both models. An Essential Specification is used 
for extensive communication with users and other experts. The focus is mainly on 
what the system must do. In contrast to other methods we allow to perform various 
design activities in this essential modelling phase. These activities concern system level 
design (architecture structure), design for reuse and early incorporation of definitive 
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implementation choices. All these activities have the goal of minimising iterations in 
the overall system development process. It is still important, however, that the emphasis 
of the modelling is on an exploration of the essence of the system to be designed. 

The models must be kept simple, abstract. The models should also be kept relatively 
shallow, which implies a small number of hierarchical levels. The main purpose is to 
get feedback of users, managers and various other experts that do in general not have 
the skills to design an information processing system. 

When the essence of the system is modelled, it is time to take various more detailed 
design decisions. The evaluation of these decisions and the further development of the 
model towards implementation requires peer to peer communication among system 
design specialists. So the milestone between the specification phases is determined 
by the need to go to a level of detail that is not understandable anymore for users, 
marketing experts, etcetera. During the extended modelling phases, the models will 
become substantially more complex and therefore less accessible for a broader public. 

The step from 'finished' Essential Specification to the modelling of an Extended Spec
ification means that the Essential Specification is retained, and copied for use in the 
extended modelling phase. Of course we can find new aspects during the extended 
modelling phase that can force us to iterate to the Essential Specification. In such a case 
we also need discussion with the partners that participated in the first modelling phase 
to get their approval for the new points of view. 

The amount of design decisions that are left for the extended modelling phase, depends 
on the part of the implementation decisions that have been taken in the essential mod
elling phase. For complex systems we expect a substantial growth of complexity of the 
model after adding the consequences of implementation decisions. In general a lot of 
new objects must be introduced in the extension phase. These objects introduce new 
behaviour and can make the interaction in the system substantially more complex. This 
behaviour must be simulated and validated. All diagrams can need extensions on all 
existing levels, and can need extension with additional lower hierarchical levels as well. 
In general, the following activities are needed: 

• Implementation Structure Diagrams are created based on Architecture Structure 
Diagrams. This means that channels are marked with chosen protbcols and that 
the implementation technologies for the various modules are denoted in the dia
grams. These choices include hardware/software partitioning, selection of proces
sors, mapping of modules on processors, mapping of modules on ASICs, etcetera. 
Design decisions are motivated in an Implementation Decisions Statement. 

• Message Flow Diagrams are extended and changed consistently with Implementa
tion Structure Diagrams. Objects that model buffers, channels and additional func
tions are added. Objects that implement the behaviour of protocols on channels 
are introduced. Further various forms of implementations can require additional 
behaviour that is typically related to technology. Implementation boundaries and 
concurrency boundaries are denoted on clusters. 
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• Object Class Models are extended with new classes that emerge from the extension 
of the Message Flow Diagrams. 

• Extended Instance Structure Diagrams are created. Behaviour-Preserving Trans
formations can be used to improve structure and map processes to various imple
mentation resources that are visualised as clusters. 

• The Unified Model is extended, refined and transformed according to the needs of 
all other extended diagrams. 

If decisions for a technology can be made well considered, but also early, this is a 
big advantage for the efficiency of the modelling. We offer the opportunity to specify 
these decisions in the essential phase. However, the separation between essence and 
implementation must always be kept in mind. It will be clear that there is such a 
wide variety of possible systems and possible technologies that a lot of decisions can 
be made only after the Essential Specification is finished. Furthermore the extension of 
the model with new objects with corresponding behaviour can cause iterations in the 
design because some newly added functionality can form an unacceptable load on the 
specified resources. 

Because of the wide variety of possibilities it is hard to give generic rules for the de
velopment of an extended model. A designer that learned to use our method in the 
essential phase will be able to create an extended model using his design knowledge 
and skills. This second model gives the opportunity to explore a specification in depth, 
including implementation modelling. An extended model is in general very specific for 
different products or systems. Therefore we only illustrate the sort of activities we have 
in mind for extended modelling by mentioning examples of various aspects. 

11.5.2 Implementation Technologies 

During the extended modelling phase the models are extended with directives about 
implementations in the form of boundaries and annotations in diagrams in the form of 
comments. In this subsection we give an impression of the sort of information we want 
to annotate in the models. 

On the system level, decisions can be made for one or more: 

• available hardware platforms; 

• hardware modules to be developed; 

• operating systems; 

• networks based on one or more protocols; 

• application software layers; 

• user interfaces; 
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• mechanical functional parts, etcetera. 

Depending on the type of system, dedicated hardware can be developed. There is a 
wide variety of technologies available of: 

• ASIC1 technologies, such as Standard Cell and Gate Arrays; 

• Programmable Logic Devices, such as FPGAs2; 

• processor cores and memory blocks available in ASICs an FPGAs; 

• general-purpose processors; 

• multimedia processors, image processors; 

• digital signal processors; 

• special architecture computers, such as transputers; 

• embedded controllers; 

• communication processors. 

Software can be implemented using various: 

• languages; 

• general purpose operating systems; 

• special purpose operating systems such as real-time operating systems; 

• drivers of peripherals. 

For software there is a variety of completely different paradigms. We choose an object
oriented approach for system analysis and therefore an implementation in an object
oriented language will in general raise less mapping problems than a language from 
another paradigm. 

Complex systems are often hybrid. They combine a variety of technologies. This 
may include the use of paradigms such as fuzzy logic, neural networks and artificial 
intelligence. The mapping of POOSL behaviour descriptions onto these very specific 
implementations will not be straightforward. Our method does not offer the appropriate 
concepts that enable a straightforward mapping to any technology. The modelling of 
hybrid systems can be performed by restricting the description of 'exotic' modules 
to an abstract behaviour description. Dedicated tools must be used for the further 
development of detailed internal behaviour. 

1 ASIC = Application Specific Integrated Circuit. 
2FPGA = Field Programmable Gate Array. 
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11.5.3 Implementation Structure Modelling 

The starting point for extended implementation structure modelling is in general the 
set of Architecture Structure Diagrams. These diagrams are refined and annotated with 
textual information that shows implementation decisions explicitly. The implementation 
technology for functional modules is annotated in the module symbols and the selected 
communication technology such as protocols are denoted on channels. 

The diagrams are not necessarily extended with new channels or modules. This is 
because the purpose of Implementation Structure Diagrams is to specify the structure on 
system level. After all, detailed implementation structures can be modelled in Extended 
Instance Structure Diagrams. 

Design decisions are motivated in an Implementation Decisions Statement that is inte
grated in a Requirements Catalogue. 

11.5.4 Extension of Message Flow Diagrams 

The Message Flow Diagrams of a system are extended, based on the implementation 
design decisions specified in Extended Implementation Structure Diagrams. Diagrams 
are refined by inserting objects or by changing objects. This requires a multidisciplinary 
point of view again. Aspects such as testability, maintenance and manufacturing can 
lead to functions that could not be specified before the implementation decisions were 
taken. 

All existing essential scenarios are evaluated for the consequences of the various imple
mentation decisions. This can lead to a variety of new communications and correspond
ing functions. Examples are: 

• imperfections of technology and the required reliability can lead to drastic changes 
of the architecture of a system, such as a duplication of sub- modules; 

• addition of system interface modules that implement interface technology between 
terminators and system; 

• detailed communication in user interfaces; 

• self test functions; 

• automatic call for maintenance functions; 

• functionality of communication protocols; 

• buffers, queues. 

The extension of the models with new objects is illustrated in Figures 11.19 and 11.20. 
Figure 11.19 shows a communication channel of an essential model. No decisions 
have been taken about how this communication can be performed. When the essential 
model is transformed to an extended model it may appear that the channel must be 
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implemented with the use of a protocol. This can imply complex behaviour. A simple 
message passing in the essential model now becomes a procedure with a connection 
phase, a transmission phase and a disconnection phase. Provisions must be taken when 
messages are distorted and must be repeated, etcetera. Figure 11.20 shows how the 
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Figure 11.20: Extended Channel Model 

channel in Figure 11.19 can be extended with object....a and object_b that implement the 
protocol behaviour. Another approach is shown in Figure 11.21 where the channel is 
modelled as an object. This can be a solution for the modelling of a shared channel as 
an autonomous entity that decides what communication with what priorities can occur. 
Figure 11.22 shows an approach where clustered objects from the essential model are 
extended with object_.a and objecLb. Both clusters can for example require a different 
implementation technology. Typical extensions of behaviour are modelled preferably 
locally. 

Besides the exploration of extensions the extended modelling phase is used to perform 
mapping of processes on resources such as processors. Processes that are allocated to 
one particular processor "must be clustered. A system with more than one processor 
can be modelled as a distributed system. The modules of distribution are modelled 
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as clusters that carry distribution and concurrency boundaries. Besides the aspect of a 
target processor that will implement a module of distribution there is the aspect of the 
scheduling of tasks. 

The extended model enables the exploration of the execution of the processes that are 
allocated to a particular processor. There is a variety of possibilities that differ strongly 
in their complexity of execution. A sequential implementation can be modelled by an 
appropriate behaviour style for the process classes concerned. The order of execution 
can be modelled explicitly by giving a dedicated object the task of being a controller. This 
controller determines the order in which all other processes allocated to the processor 
are activated. 

A pseudo concurrent implementation of a system can 'be realised by the use of an 
operating system that supports the scheduling of processes on a particular processor. 
For instance the implementation of a real-time system can be simplified by using a 
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purchased real-time operating system for the chosen processor. There is a wide variety 
available. Some are rather standard products others are intended as a framework that 
allows user defined configuration. Van Felius [vF96] explored the mapping from POOSL 
to pseudo concurrent implementations in C++, using the IEEE standard 1003.1 (POSIX) 
as interface to a thread library. 

Hardware implementation technology decisions can lead to the exploration of various 
specific functions. For instance a power-up reset may require a specific order in which 
various processes or modules are activated. Programmable logic requires configuration. 
Programmable logic modules can realise system parts that can be used in a flexible way. 
This requires programming control that can be even remote. Saving power can require 
a considered control of the activation of subsystems. 

The choice of a communication technology has in general a big impact on a model. 
Therefore selections should be made on the system level and as early as possible. The 
world of communication technology and protocols is a rapidly growing. Depending on 
the sort of system to be developed we have to cope with design according to various 
standards. There is a huge amount of knowledge in the area of standards. A wide variety 
of communication processors that implement particular protocols for networks or busses 
is available in hardware and/ or software. In depth specific know ledge is necessary when 
the implementation of one or more protocols is needed. Further description is beyond 
the scope of this thesis. 

Selection of interface technology on the system boundary is in general postponed to 
the extended modelling phase. Therefore the modelling of objects around the system 
boundary needs special attention. Dedicated objects can be added to model the concrete 
communication between actors and sensors that are chosen to implementation termina
tors. Another example of a modelling activity in this phase is the detailed design of user 
interfaces. The essential model will specify a rather abstract user interface. A command 
by a user can be modelled as one single message. In reality many interactions can be 
needed accompanied by checking of the interactions to give such a command. Extended 
modelling refines such a user interface. User interface and interface technology affect 
also an environment model developed for simulation. So refinement of this model is 
also part of the activities. 

11.5.5 Extended Instance Structure Diagrams 

The activities in the Instance Structure Models in the extended phase are of the same 
sort. Formalisation of properties by boundaries is further extended and refined based in 
implementation and design decisions. Abstraction boundaries, implementation bound
aries, concurrency boundaries, and distribution boundaries annotated on a hierarchy 
of clusters structure the model. Behaviour preserving transformations can be used to 
improve the structure of the model and to map various processes on various implemen
tation modules. 
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11.5.6 Extended Unified Model 

Extension of the behaviour description is prepared by the extensions of the Message 
Flow Diagrams with their scenario narratives, Object Class Diagrams, Instance Structure 
Diagrams and the old Essential Unified Model. A lot of complex design problems must 
be tackled in the extended modelling phase. Allocation and scheduling problems and 
the assignment of priority schemes must be dealt with. This can only be done considered 
when performance can be estimated. Therefore the integration of adequate modelling 
of performance will be a major issue for our future research. 

11.6 Concluding Remarks 

In this chapter we described the framework of the method Hardware /Software Engi
neering. This method is based on the concepts described in the former chapters. The 
method enables the specification, modelling and exploration of a system or product to 
be designed. Besides an inventory of functionality and data in an object based way the 
method yields a well thought-out system level structure and a refined description of 
dynamic behaviour in an executable model. The modelling process integrates analysis 
of essential aspects and implementation aspects in a considered way. This chapter gives 
only a brief overview of the method and its heuristics. For practical use of the method 
we must develop an extensive textbook with a focus on guidelines and heuristics based 
on practical examples. The method is applied in an industrial case which is presented 
in the next chapter. 
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12.1 Introduction 

Figure 12.1: A Typical Mailing Machine 

This Chapter reports on a case study we are currently carrying out at Buhrs B.V. in 
Zaandam. The case study concerns the specification in SHE of the control subsystem 
of a new generation of mailing machines. A mailing machine performs the preparation 
of products packets to be mailed. Packets in general consist of magazines, newspapers 
and direct mail products. A typical example of a (future) mailing machine is shown in 
figure 12.l. 

The case concerns a typical example of a trend that is currently going on in industry. 
Now that the use of electronics within traditional mechanical systems (mechatronics) has 
gro~m quite common, the time is there for a second 'revolution' in which the additional 
introduction of information technology is the key issue. Within the Buhrs company, this 
revolution is currently going on. A new generation of mailing machines is developed 
from the current generation by the introduction of information technology1. 

1This is the reason why the requirements list of Subsection 12.2.2only addresses additional requirements, 
i.e. requirements that do not yet hold for the current generation of mailing machines. 
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12.2 Initial Requirements Description 

12.2.1 Purpose Description 

A (future) mailing machine consists of a main production line built from mechanical 
stations. See Figure 12.l. A mechanical station consists of a substructure on which 
zero or more functional modules are built. Further each station can transport mailing 
packets. Transport is performed at very high speeds with currently a maximum of about 
18 thousand packets per hour. A main production line can have side lines, which can 
be as complex as complete production lines. If a mailing packet passes a certain station, 
the corresponding functional modules can perform certain services on this packet. The 
assembly of a mailing packet starts at the main feeder modules, which form the heads 
of a line. Notice that both the main production line and the side line have a main feeder. 
A main feeder inserts (feeds) the first magazines of the packets. The other feeders add 
particular other products. The gimmick feeder shown in Figure 12.1, for instance, can 
add 3.5" diskettes to the packets that pass by. Another type of feeder can blow open 
magazines and insert advertisement cards. At the merger station where the production 
lines meet, a packet from the side line can be added to a packet on the main line. At the 
packer module the mailing products are wrapped in foil. In the next station the foil is 
sealed and cut and a mailing address is printed on the packed products. Finally at the 
stacker module packets are combined into bundles. 

12.2.2 Requirements 

The current generation of mailing machines is based on a centralised control concept. 
A production line contains numerous sensors and actuators. They are all controlled 
by a PLC-based central control station (see Figure 12.1). All stations are connected 
to the central control station by dedicated channels each containing numerous wires. 
Production steps such as the assembly, the wiring, the testing and the configuring of 
every new production line are performed within the Buhrs factory. After approval a 
disassembly follows. Then all production steps are repeated again at the location of the 
customer. Further, each customer-specific machine requires manual adaptation and fine 
tuning of the PLC-software. The same holds if a production line needs to be equipped 
with new or modified functionality. All this leads to recurrent high costs for every 
supplied mailing machine. 

To solve the above problems, the centralised control concept has to be replaced by a 
decentralised concept. The new generation of mailing machines must be realised as 
a collection of rather independent and autonomous stations that are 'glued' together 
as plug-and-play components. Stations may solely communicate through generic inter
faces. Each station must have its own intelligence and it must take care of its own product 
transport. Further, different stations should be supplied with different plug-and-play 
interfaces to the functional modules such as the feeders. A production line should be 
self-configuring. Currently each new batch-job2 requires manual configuration of sev-

2 A batch-job is a service that is provided by the purchasers of Buhrs machines for their customers. 
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era! (mechanical) machine parameters. This is an expensive and time-consuming task. 
In future the configuration of parameters should be automated as much as possible. 

To cut costs, advertising companies are going to distribute advertising mail in a person
alised form. This leads to the concept of personalised mail. The current generation of 
Buhrs machines is not well equipped to support this form of mailing yet. The require
ment of personalised mail makes the machines substantially more complex. It implies 
that each station must be fed with the correct product information at the correct time. 
Stations in a line must be able to exchange this product information, but they also have 
to be able to process this information in order to perform the correct services for each 
mailing packet. A difficult problem that comes with personalised mail is the insurance 
of quality. Personalised packets may not get lost. Damaged packets have to be removed 
and replaced. Therefore the corresponding personal information has to re-enter the 
production line with a request to assemble the same packet again. 

To carry out a batch-job the stations of a production line require appropriate personal 
information. In general the personal information is supplied by publishers or editors 
in the form of pre-printed address labels or in the form of a file of records. Anyway, 
the supplied information does not have the correct form such that it can be fed directly 
to the production line. The information must first be pre-processed in such a way that 
each functional module can perform the correct services at the right time. Since a line 
can be configured differently for different batch-jobs, the pre-processing depends on 
the settings of the current configuration parameters. A dedicated product information 
server is required to perform the personal information pre-processing. 

The requirements stated above are summarised in the following list of requirements: 

• The central control concept must be replaced by a decentralised concept. 

• The new generation of mailing machines must be realised as a collection of rather 
independent and autonomous stations. 

• Stations are connected as plug-and-play components. 

• Stations communicate with each other solely through generic interfaces. 

• Each station has its own intelligence and takes care of its own product transport. 

• Each station has zero or more plug-and-play interfaces to its functional modules. 

• A production line must be self-configuring. 

• A production line must support personalised mail. 

• Damaged personalised packets have to be removed and replaced. 

• A mailing machine requires a dedicated product information server. 

Notice that this list only contains requirements concerning the difference between the 
current generation and the future generation of mailing machines. The requirements of 
the current generation of machines are not stated in this thesis. 
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12.2.3 Prescribed Technology and Topology 

When the model we will present in this chapter was created, the technology and topology 
that had to be applied to implement the intelligence of the separate stations was not 
prescribed. Currently, the idea is to connect the different stations through a Controller 
Area Network (CAN) [CAN95]. The intelligence of the different stations can then be 
mapped onto separate CAN modules. 

12.3 The Essential Specification 

12.3.1 Architecture Structure Diagram 

From the requirements described in the Section 12.2 it follows that neighbouring stations 
are connected by generic plug-and-play interfaces. Further each station is equipped 
with its own intelligent control. These considerations lead to a first topology of the 
architecture of the control system. In Figure 12.2 this topology is shown in the form of 
an Architecture Structure Diagram. The diagram visualises the different controllers that 
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Figure 12.2: Architecture Structure Diagram of the Control System 

correspond to the stations as shown in Figure 12.1. The controllers are connected by 
point-to-point communication channels which are used for the exchange of information. 
Besides the topology of a line of physically separated stations that are connected by 
plug-and-play interfaces, Figure 12.2 reveals also structure elements that originate from 
a conceptual solution of the design problem. This solution concerns the creation of a 
flow of product information objects that is synchronous to the flow of corresponding 
physical mailing products. The conceptual solution is described in detail in the following 
subsections. 

Each controller manages the physical transport of product packets as well as the func
tions that operate on these packets. For this purpose the controllers communicate with 
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(local) sensors and actuators (see Figure 12.2). Notice that the model does not distin
guish between the different kinds of feeders shown in Figure 12.l. This emphasises the 
strive for generic modules with generic interfaces. Next to the controllers, Figure 12.2 
shows a product information server. The information server produces information for 
the main feeder stations and consumes information that leaves the stacker station. 

12.3.2 Message Flow Diagram 

The Architecture Structure Diagram of Figure 12.2 shows the structure of our conceptual 
solution, but does not give any clue about behaviour and communication. A concep
tual solution of how stations communicate and exchange information can be found 
by considering the requirement of personalised mail. The solution is shown in the 
Message Flow Diagram of Figure 12.3. The diagram shows a cluster instance for each 
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Figure 12.3: Message Flow Diagram of the Control System 

controller with corresponding sensors and actuators. These clusters communicate by 
sending each other accept( PI) messages. The idea is to create a flow of product informa
tion objects through the controllers. Product information objects are generated by the 
ProducLlnformation-5erver and offered to both the main Feeder _Stations. The information 
objects leaving the Stacker _Station are accepted by the ProducLinformation-5erver for fur
ther processing3 . Product information objects are modelled by data objects of data class 
PI. Each PI object contains the personal information of a corresponding physical mailing 
product on the production line. The flow of PI objects is completely synchronous with 
the flow of their physical counterparts, i.e. with the personalised packets. By processing 
the PI objects the appropriate way, the position of each mailing product can be precisely 
known, and appropriate services can be performed at the right time. To give a more 
in-depth understanding of how this conceptual solution works we have to look inside 
one of the station clusters. 

3The information server can for instance retransmit a PI corresponding to a damaged packet. 
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12.3.3 Product Flow Scenario 

Figure 12.4 shows a Message Flow Diagram representing the processes and message 
flows that correspond to the Product Flow Scenario of a feeder station. The Feeder_Station 
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in Figure 12.4 consists of a Feeder_Controller and a Transporter terminator. The Trans
porter takes care of the physical transportation of local mailing products. After each 
unit of distance for physical transport, the Transporter sends an encoder Pulse. The Trans
porter can also detect the arrival of a new mailing product entering the station and 
consequently send a productArrived message. The Transporter can accept move(Speed) 
messages. Through these messages the speed of the mailing products can be controlled. 
Inside the Feeder_Controller we find a Transporter_lmage. This image can be considered a 
representative of its physical counterpart. The image is found by studying the problem 
domain and by applying the heuristic to represent terminators as images inside the 
model. 

Notice that the Transporter_lmage is the aggregate object of the (non-clustered) aggre
gate consisting of the Transporter and the Transporter_lmage. The aggregate object 
Transporter_lmage hides certain details of the Transporter (terminator), but it also ex-
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tends the functionality of the terminator with a number of powerful services. The 
Transporter _Image translates the encoder Pulse into a unity of Position . A Position is a data 
object recording the relative position of a physical mailing product. The difference be
tween two Positions is a measure for the distance of product transport. This difference 
is represented by a data object of class PositionDelta4 . 

If a physical mailing product is about to enter the feeder station, the 
ProducUnputJlandler is being sent an accept(Pl) message by its left neighbour station. 
A PP is a data object that contains the required services of the corresponding mail
ing product. It also knows whether the required services have yet been performed 
to a correct result or not. If the feeder station can receive the mailing product, the 
ProducLinputJlandler accepts the message accept(PJ). If the rendezvous has occurred, 
the neighbour station knows that the feeder is willing to receive the corresponding 
physical mailing product, and the feeder station knows that a new product will enter 
the station soon. After reception of the accept(?[) message the ProducUnputJlandler 
waits until it receives the message productArrived from the Transporter _Image. Then it im
mediately reads the current product Position6 and stores the corresponding PI in one of 
the free ProducUnfo__Keepers. The multiple of ProducLinfo__Keepers is found naturally by 
realising that each PI entering the control station must be stored somewhere for further 
processing. 

Each instance of the multiple of ProducLlnfo__Keepers has an identifier represented by 
a data object of class PIKeeperld. Whenever a ProducUnfo__Keeper is free, it sends its 
identifier to the ProducLinputJlandler. After the PI object is stored, it remains inside the 
keeper until the corresponding mailing product leaves the feeder station again. After the 
PI object is stored, the ProducUnputJlandler sends a message schedule(lnitialPosition) to 
the Service_Scheduler. Data class InitialPosition is a specialisation of class Position (see also 
Subsection 12.3.7). An InitialPosition records the relative entrance position7 of a mailing 
product. After the message schedule(Initia/Position) is sent, the ProducLlnputJlandler 
calculates the Position at which a new product can safely enter the feeder station. Then 
it requests the Transporter_Image to get woken up at this Position, after which it starts 
waiting for message wakeUp to arrive. Until then no new PI is accepted. 

The Service_Scheduler takes care that all matching required services, that are recorded in 
the ProducLlnfo__Keeper, are actually being provided. Within the Product Flow scenario 
only one service is offered. This service deals with the handing over of the mailing 
product to the right-sided neighbour station. The hand over service is triggered when 
the ProducLOutputJlandler receives message handOver(Initia/Position). Upon reception 
of this message the ProducLOutputJlandler inspects the lnitialPosition of the mailing 
product and calculates two other Positions. Then it requests the Transporter_lmage to 
get woken up at these Positions and consequently it starts waiting for the arrival of 

4This data class is not shown as parameter type of any message in Figure 12.4. 
5PI is an abbreviation of Product Info. 
6Notice that this position can always be read immediately, since the flow currentPosition(Position) is 

continuous. 
7This position is relative to some fixed point of a transport belt. 
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first wakeUp message. If the first wakeUp message arrives, the Product_OutputJiandler 
retrieves the PI from the appropriate ProducUnfoJ<eeper and starts offering the accept( PI) 
message to its right neighbour station. If this station still has not accepted this message 
at the point of arrival of the second wakeUp message, the ProducLOutputJiandler sends a 
message stop to the Transporter _Image. At the moment the right neighbour station accepts 
the accept( PI) message again, the Transporter_Jmage is sent the message start. 

12.3.4 Feeding Scenario of Feeder Station 

The scenario of the previous section describes the objects and message flows required 
to transport mailing products and to keep track of these products. This generic scenario 
does not focus on the specific services that have to be performed on the mailing products. 
In case of a feeder station the services are the addition of particular items to packets in the 
station. The behaviour necessary to perform this service is depicted in the Message Flow 
Diagram of Figure 12.5. The Message Flow Diagram shows the Feeding Scenario of the 
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Figure 12.5: Feeding Scenario of Feeder Station 
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feeder station. Next to a number of objects introduced in the Product Flow Scenario, the 
diagram shows a Service_Administrator, a Feeding_Unit terminator and a corresponding 
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Feeding_UniUmage. On the reception of a feed message, the Feeding_Unit adds a new 
item to the mailing product. The unit can detect the occurrence of an incorrectly fed 
item (misFed) as well as the erroneous situation that more than one copy of the item was 
fed (doubleFed). It is further possible to detect whether the Feeding_Unit is mounted to 
the station or not by a continuous status message (mounted,notMounted) . 

Before any item is actually being fed, the Service_Scheduler investigates the ser
vices offered by the feeder station. For this purpose it requests the status of the 
Feeding_UniUmage. The image answers whether a Feeding_Unit is mounted, and if 
so what Service it offers8. 

Upon reception of the schedule message, the Service_Scheduler asks the appropriate 
ProducL!nfo.J<eeper for each offered service9 whether this service is required. In case the 
feeding service is required, the Service_Scheduler commands the Feeding_UnitJmage to 
perform the feed action for the appropriate mailing product. Based on the InitiaL.Position , 
the Feeding_UniUmage can calculate at what position the feed action actually has to take 
place. Subsequently the Feeding_UnitJmage requests the Transporter_[mage to get woken 
at this position. If it receives the wakeUp message, the Feeding_UnitJmage triggers the 
Feeding_Unit and monitors if the feed action is carried out properly. After successful 
completion of the feed action, the Service....Administrator is informed and this administra
tor updates the appropriate productJnjoJ(eeper. The situation that the feed action is not 
completed successfully is not covered in this scenario. 

12.3.5 Other Scenarios and Other Stations 

The Product Flow Scenario and Feeding Scenario only address a (simplified) part of 
the necessary behaviour. Together the scenarios describe a number of essential objects 
and flows to perform the normal course of behaviour of a production line. But even 
for this purpose the scenarios are not complete. To achieve completeness and to study 
and specify other forms of behaviour, other scenarios had to be elaborated. Examples 
of important scenarios are: 

• Batch job preparation scenario. 

• Initialisation and configuration scenario. 

• Error handling scenario. 

• Maintenance, repair and test scenario. 

• Product information distribution scenario. 

• Failure effect analysis scenario. 
.t· 

8The service can for instance be the feeding of a floppy disk or of a certain m agazine. 
9In case of the feeder station, at most one service can be offered. In general, a station can perform 

many services. 
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Each of these scenarios results in new objects and flows or may result in the modification 
of already existing objects and flows. The scenarios mentioned above are not elaborated 
in this thesis. 

When all scenarios are assembled, a complete graphical specification is obtained. The 
assembly of the Product Flow Scenario and Feeding Scenario yields the Message Flow 
Diagram given in Figure 12.6. The diagram consists of a generic part and a station 
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Figure 12.6: Scenario Assembly of Feeder Station 

specific part. The station specific part is indicated by the dashed rectangular box. The 
other objects and flows are generic. This means that these objects and flows can also 
be used to specify other stations. The specific part of other stations depends on their 
supported functional modules. These modules as well as their images are shown in 
Figure 12.6 as dashed objects and terminators. 

12.3.6 Instance Structure Diagrams 

The Message Flow Diagrams of the previous sections describe objects and their commu
nication flows. The diagrams do not show on what channels the different messages are 
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communicated. For this purpose Instance Structure Diagrams are used. These diagrams 
formalise the architecture structure (in the form of boundaries) of the control system and 
are used as a preparation to create a formal POOSL description. An Instance Structure 
Diagram of a complete production line directly follows from the Message Flow Diagram 
of Figure 12.3. Each pair of successive stations is equipped with a private communication 
channel. The resulting diagram is shown in Figure 12.7. Notice that each of the clusters 
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Figure 12.7: Instance Structure Diagram of the Control System 

represents a distribution boundary. These boundaries indicate that each of the stations 
and the product information server are physically distributed. The Feeder_Station cluster 
in Figure 12.7 hides its internal structure. This structure is visualised in the Instance 
Structure Diagram of Figure 12.8. We use the heuristic that each pair of dependent en
tities is connected by a private communication channel. An exception is formed by the 
wake channel which connects the ProducLinputJ-landler, the Feeding_UniUmage and the 
ProducL.OutputJ-landler to the Transporter _Image. The Transporter _Image exports a wakeUp 
service that is used by each of the three clients. If a shared channel is used, the POOSL 
formalisation of the Transporter_lmage is simplified substantially10 . Furthermore, the 
process class of the Transporter_Jmage will become better reusable when a single channel 
is used. 

12.3.7 Conceptual Model 

The Message Flow Diagrams of the previous paragraphs contain several references to 
data classes in the form of parameter types of messages. The diagrams do not show how 
the data classes are built and how they relate to each other. Data classes and relations are 
typically shown in Object Class Diagrams. A (rather incomplete) Object Class Diagram 
of the mailing machine is shown in Figure 12.9. Next to t~e most important data classes 

10Notice that the channels can always be split using the behaviour-preserving transformations of 
Chapter 10. 
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of the mailing machine, the diagram shows a number of related process classes. For 
each class zero or more attributes and messages are specified. Some relations between 
classes are also indicated. 

The diagram of Figure 12.9 shows that process class ProducLinfo....Keeper is related to data 
class PI through an aggregation relation11 . Each ProductJnfo....Keeper contains zero or 
one12 PI objects. A PI object, on its turn, is built from zero or one Destination objects and 
zero or more13 RequiredService objects. A RequiredService is a special kind14 of Service. A 
Service has a type and a name. In addition, a RequiredService also has a serviceState. This 
serviceState indicates whether the RequiredService is not yet serviced by any station, is 
pending to be serviced by some station, or is already serviced. A RequiredService can 
change state by execution of the methods (transformers) that correspond to the messages 
markUnserviced, markPending and markPerformed. 

11Aggregation is indicated by the o symbol. 
12The zero or one arity is indicated by the o symbol. 
13The zero or more arity is indicated by the • symbol. 
14The generalisation/ specialisation relation is indicated by the 6. symbol. 
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Figure 12.9: Object Class Diagram of the Mailing Machine 

Through the requires(Service) message, a PI instance can be asked whether it contains 
a RequiredService that matches the offered Service contained in the message. A Re
quiredService matches a Service if they have the same types and names. Through the 
markPending(Service) and markPerformed(Service) messages, a PI instance can change state 
of its matching RequiredService. 

Next to aggregation and generalisation relations Figure 12.9 shows a number of concep
tual relations15 . For instance, a Transporter_Image models a Transporter. A Transporter runs 
at a certain Speed. The Speed is controlled by the Transporter_Image. The Transporter_Image 
keeps track of the Position of the Transporter. 

A Position can differ from another Position. This is a relation between objects of the 
same class. The difference between two Positions is modelled by an object of class 

15Conceptual relations are indicated by named connection between classes. 
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PositionDelta16 . A Position can be setToZero and can be incremented. Further a Position Delta 
can be added to it, or a Position can be subtracted from it. If a Position is sent the message 
aslnitialPosition it will create a new and equivalent InitialPosition object. The data class 
InitialPosition is a specialisation of data class Position. 

12.3.8 The POOSL formalisation 

When Message Flow Diagrams, Instance Structure Diagrams and Object Class Diagrams 
are ready, the model can be formalised in the POOSL language. For the formalisation of 
the complete control system we consider the Instance Structure Diagram of Figure 12.7. 
From this diagram it easily follows that the specification is of the form: 

( Feeder_Station[il/i, cl/o] 
Merger_Station[cl/i, c2/o, c6/si] 
Feeder _Station[c2/i, c3/o] 
Packer_Station[c3/i, c4/o] 
Separator/ Printer _Station[c4/i, cS/o] 
Stacker _Station[cS/i, ol/o] 
Feeder_Station[c7 /i, c6/o] 
Feeder_Station[i2/i, c7 /o] 
ProducLI nformation--5eruer 
\ {cl,c2,c3,c4,c5,c6,c7,il ,i2,ol} 

Each of the stations is an instance of a corresponding cluster class. The feeder stations 
are instances of cluster class Feeder_Station. From Figure 12.8 it follows that the instances 
of this class are built from a Feeder_Controller instance, a Transporter instance and from a 
Feeding_Unit instance. The specification of the Feeder_Station class is as follows: 

cluster class 
Feeder--5tation "Cluster type: module of distribution." 

communication channels 
io 

message interface 
i?accept(PI) 
o!accept(PI) 

behaviour specification 
( Feeder _Controller 
11 Transporter 
11 Feeding_Unit 
) 

The Feeder_Controller is a cluster that is built from a ProducLlnputJiandler, a 
number of Product_JnfoJ(eepers, a ProducLOutputJiandler, a Seruice_Scheduler, a 
Seruice__Administrator, a Transporter_Jmage and a Feeding_UniUmage, see Figure 12.8. 

16The PositionDelta is the unity of difference. 'Difference' is the gerund of 'to differ'. The gerund, indicated 
by then symbol, means that a relation is modelled as an object. 
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The specification of the Feeder_Controller cluster is as easy as the specification of the 
Feeder_Station cluster and is not presented here. Instead we will take a closer look at the 
ProducLinpuLHandler, the ProducUnjoJ(eeper and the Transporter _Image classes. 

The first part of the ProducLinputJiandler class is defined as follows: 

process class 
ProducLlnpuLHandler < myld,productDistance > 

instance variables 
my Id 
product Distance 
productlnfo 

: ProductlnputHandlerid 
: PositionDelta 
: PI 

initialPosition : InitialPosition 
piKeeperid : PIKeeperid 

A ProducUnpuUiandler has an identifier myid which is of type ProductlnputHandlerid17• 

The variable is assigned a fixed value when the process is instantiated. The same 
holds for the instance variable productDistance. This variable models the minimum 
distance between two successive mailing products. The distance is expressed in terms 
of a PositionDelta. The variables productlnfo and initialPosition and store the PI and the 
InitialPosition of the most recently received mailing product. Variable piKeeperld holds 
the identifier of the ProductJnjoJ(eeper in which the current PI is stored. 

In the next part of the process class specification the channels and the message interface 
must be described. The channels of the class are found in the Instance Structure Diagram 
of Figure 12.8. The message interface can be written by combining the channels of the 
Instance Structure Diagram of Figure 12.8 with the messages and parameter types of the 
Message Flow Diagram of Figure 12.6. 

communication channels 
i piti wake pihs pihp 

message interface 
i?accept(PI) 
pit i ?productArrived 
piti? amen tPosition(InitialPosition) 
wake!wakeAt(Position,ProductinputHandlerid) 
wake ?wakeup(Id) 
pihs!schedule(PIKeeperid,InitialPosition) 
pihp ?free(PIKeeperid) 
pihp!store(PIKeeperld,PI) 

The behaviour of a ProductJnputJiandlerinstance consists of an infinite non-terminating 
loop modelled by method loopForever. Upon instantiation of a ProducU nputJiandler it 

17 Although the language POOSL is formally not typed yet, variables are assigned a type to clarify the 
specifications. 
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immediately starts executing the initial loopForever method: 

initial method call 
loop Forever 

The loopForever method is defined as follows: 

loop Forever 
acceptProduct; "Enter new product information and physical product." 
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storeProductlnfo; "Fill a free ProducLinfo_Keeper with the accepted PI." 
scheduleServices; "Notify scheduler of product entrance and initial position." 
waitTilNextProductArrivalisSafe; "Arrange a wake up for a new arrival based 
loopForever on the appropriate packet distance." 

The loopForever method repeatedly executes the sequence of methods acceptProduct, 
storeProductlnfo, scheduleServices and waitTilNextProductArrivalisSafe. These methods, 
their names and their internal behaviour are derived from the narrative description of the 
Product Flow Scenario (Subsection 12.3.3). After the waitTilNextProductArrivallsSafe has 
terminated, the loopForever method calls itself in a tail recursive manner. In the following 
the acceptProduct, storeProductlnfo, scheduleServices and waitTi/NextProductArriva/lsSafe 
methods are defined. The method behaviours are explained by comment listed between 
quotes. 

accept Product 
i? accept(productlnfo ); 
pi ti? productArrived; 
pi ti? current Position 

(initialPosition) 

storeProductlnfo 

"Accept next product information." 
"Wait until corresponding mailing product arrives." 
"Read the initial position of the arrived product." 

pihp?free(piKeeperid); "Read identification of free ProducUnfoJ<eeper." 
pihp!store "Store product info in free ProducUnfoJ<eeper." 

(piKeeperid,productinfo) 

scheduleServices 
pihs!schedu/e 

(piKeeperid,initia/Position) 

waitTi/NextProductArriva/IsSafe 
I id : ProductlnputHandlerid I 
wake!wakeAt(initia/Position 

+productDistance,myid); 
wake?wakeup(id I id= myld) 

"Send schedule message to Service_Scheduler." 

"Declare local variable id." 
"Ask Transporter_Image to get woken when 
the previous product has been transported 
over a productDistance of distance." 

Notice that the condition id=myld in the conditional receive statement wake?wakeup(id 
I id=myld) makes sure that the wakeup message is only accepted if it carries the correct 
object identifier. 
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The next process class we describe is the Product_JnfoJ(eeper class (see Figures 12.6 and 
12.8). The first part of the specification is as follows: 

process class 
ProducLlnfo_Keeper < myld > 

instance variables 
my Id 
productlnfo 

: PIKeeperid 
: PI 

Recall that a ProducLinfoJ(eeper contains zero or one PI instances. The aggregation rela
tion was shown in the Object Class Diagram of Figure 12.9. This aggregation relation is 
implemented by the instance variable productlnfo. If the keeper contains no PI instances, 
the variable is nil. Otherwise it refers to a data object of class Pl. 

From Figures 12.6 and 12.8 it is straightforward to deduce the next part of the class 
description: 

communication channels 
pihp prks pisa pipo 

message interface 
pihp!free(PIKeeperid) 
pihp?store(PIKeeperid,PI) 
prks? service Required( PIKeeperld,Service) 
prks ! required 
prks!notRequired 
pisa?servicePerformed(PIKeeperld,Service) 
pipo?retrieve(PIKeeperid) 
pipo!take(Pl) 

A ProducLlnjoJ(eeper can be in one of two behaviour states. The keeper is either free, 
or it is occupied by a product info. The two states will be modelled by the two methods 
noProductlnfoStored respectively productlnfoStored. Upon instantiation, a keeper always 
starts in state noProductinfoStored. Within this state it tries to send a free message to the 
ProducUnputJ-landler and waits for the arrival of a new product info (see Figure 12.6). 
The acceptance of the free message means that a Product-1njoJ(eeper is going to be used 
by the receiver of this message. The keeper makes a transition to state productinfoStored 
if the new PI is received. The specification is as follows: 

initial method call 
noProductlnfoStored 

instance methods 
noProductlnfoStored I id:PIKeeperid I 

pihp!free(myld); 
pihp?store(id,productlnfo I id=myid); 
productlnfoStored 
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Within the productlnfoStored state, a keeper is able to perform three alternative behaviours 
(see also Figure 12.6): 

• First it can be asked whether a certain Service is required or not. If this service is 
actually needed, the keeper should reply with a required message and the appropri
ate RequiredService stored in the PI should be marked 'pending'. This latter is done 
by sending the message markPending(Service) to the product info (see also Figure 
12.9). If the service is not required, the keeper should answer with the notRequired 
message. After the required or notRequired messages have been sent, the keeper 
remains in the productlnfoStored state. 

• Second it can receive the servicePerformed message. In this case the product info 
should be sent the markPerformed message (see also Figure 12.9) and the keeper 
should return to the productlnfoStored state. 

• Third it can receive the retrieve message. Then the keeper should deliver its prod
uct info by sending the take message, and consequently make a transition to the 
noProductlnfoStored state18 . 

The productlnfoStored method is now straightforwardly specified: 

productlnfoStored I id:PIKeeperld service:Service I 
(prks?serviceRequired(id,service I id=myld); 
if productlnfo requires(service) 

fr , 

then productlnfo markPending(service); 
prks!required 

else prks!notRequired 

productlnfoStored 
) 

or 
(pisa?servicePerformed(id,service I id=myld); 
productlnfo markPerformed(service); 
productlnfoStored 
) 

or 
(pipo?retrieve(id I id=myld); 
pipo! take(productlnfo ); 
noProductI nfoS tored 
) 

The last process class we will specify in this chapter is Transporter_Jmage class. The first 
part of the specification of process class Transporter_Jmage is defined by: 

180ne could also decide to first check the absence of any pending services. In case one or more pending 
services were still available, one could decide to generate an error. This behaviour should be analysed 
within an error handling scenario. 
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process class 
Transporter_lmage 

instance variables 
position : Position 
speed : Speed 
pendingWakeups : WakeupQueue 

Case Study 

As indicated by the relations in the Object Class Diagram of Figure 12.9, a 
Transporter_Jmage controls the Speed of the Transporter and keeps track of the Position of 
the transport mechanism. Based on the position information a Transporter_lmage can 
wake up processes at requested Positions. To store the identifiers of the objects that are 
pending to be woken up, the instance variable pendingWakeups of type WakeupQue11e is 
used. A WakeupQueue is a data object that stores for each wakeup Position a collection 
of object identifiers. The data class WakeupQueue is not further elaborated. 

The next part of the specification of process class Transporter _Image directly follows from 
Figures 12.8 and 12.6: 

communication channels 
piti wake titr poti 

message interface 
piti!productArrived 
piti!currentPosition(lnitialPosition) 
wake?wakeAt(Position,ld) 
wake!wakeup(ld) 
titr?productArrived 
titr!move(Speed) 
titr? encoder Pulse 
poti?stop 
poti!start 

The Transporter_Jmage class is a class with rather complex behaviour. This is due to the 
diverse incoming interrupt flows and an outgoing continuous flow (see Figure 12.6). It 
will appear, however, that this complex behaviour is easily and elegantly expressible 
in POOSL. The behaviour of a Transporter_lmage starts with a piece of initialisation 
behaviour expressed in terms of method initialise: 

initial method call 
initialise 

instance methods 
initialise I aPosition:Position anld:Id I 

position:=new(Position) setToZero; 
pendingWakeups:=new(WakeupQueue) makeEmpty; 
speed:=new(Speed) setToMaximum; 
titre!move(speed); 
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monitorTransporter 
interrupt 

( titr?productArrived;piti!productArrived 
or piti!currentPosition(position aslnitialPosition) 
or wake?wakeAt(aPosition,anld);wakeupQueue schedule(aPosition,anld) 
or poti?stop;speed setToZero;titre!move(speed) 
or poti?start;speed setToMaximum;titre!move(speed) 
) 
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The initialise method starts by initialising the instance variables position, pendingWakeups 
and speed. Then it sends the message move(speed) to the Transporter (see also Figure 12.6) 
and starts its normal course of behaviour. This normal course of behaviour consists of 
the monitoring of the Transporter. The behaviour is modelled by the monitorTransporter 
method. This method can be interrupted at any time by the arrival of either the pro
ductArrived, wakeAt, stop or start messages. It can further be interrupted always when 
the ProducLinputJiandler reads the current position. In this way the current position is 
continuously available. The monitorTransporter method is defined as: 

monitorTransporter 
titr?encoderPulse; 
position increment; 
if pendingWakeups firstPosition =position then wakeupPendings fi; 
monitorTransporter 

The method repeatedly accepts encoderPulses. For each encoderPulse, the position is 
increased by one. At each position, it is checked whether there are pending processes 
that need to be woken up at this position. If this is so, the method wakeupPendings is 
invoked. This method is specified by: 

wakeupPendings I idSet:Set anld:Id I 
id Set :=wakeup Queue idSetAtFirstPosition; 

do (idSet isEmpty not) then 
anld:=idSet pickElement; 
wake!wakeup(anld) 

od 

This method first retrieves and removes the collection of process identifiers at the current 
position. The pickElement message is used to select and remove an arbitrary element 
from the idSet. For each identifier anld in this set, the corresponding process is woken 
up through the wakeup(anld) message. 

Now that we have specified a number of process classes, we show two specifications 
of data classes. The first data class we will explain is PI. The first part of the class 
description is as follows: 
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data class 
PI 

instance variables 
idNumber : Integer 
destination : Destination 
requiredServicesSet: RequiredServicesSet 

Case Study 

This part of the class description directly follows from . the Object Class Diagram of 
Figure 12.9. The instance variable idNumber implements the idNumber attribute. The 
aggregation relation of arity 'zero or one' with the Destination class is implemented 
by the destination variable. Finally, the aggregation relation of arity 'zero or more' is 
implemented by a RequiredServicesSet of required services. 

Next to the attributes of class PI, the Object Class Diagram of Figure 12.9 also describes 
the messages. Since PI is a data class, these messages correspond to the methods in a 
one-to-one fashion. The methods are specified as follows: 

instance methods 
requires(service:Service):Boolean 

requ iredServicesSet con tainsMatchOJ(service) 

markPending(service:Service) :PI 
requiredServicesSet selectMatchOJ(service) markPending; 
self 

markPerformed(service:Service) :PI 
requiredServicesSet selectMatchOJ(service) markPerformed; 
self 

Upon invocation of the first (accessor) method, it is evaluated whether the collection re
quiredServicesSet contains a RequiredService that matches the value of parameter service19 . 

The result of the evaluation is the result of the method invocation. In the second and the 
third (transformer) methods, the RequiredService matching the value of parameter service 
is marked 'pending' respectively marked 'performed'. 

The second data class that will be described is Position. The first part of this class is given 
by: 

data class 
Position 

instance variables 
positionNumber: Integer 

19The actual evalua tion is carried out by the instance of class RequiredServicesSet. This class is not further 
elaborated. 
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Instance variable positionNumber implements a coding of the actual position. To access 
and transform the positionNumber two methods are defined: 

instance methods 
positionNumber:Integer 

positionNumber 

set Posit ionN u mberTo( i: Integer): Position 
positionNumber:=i;self 

Notice that these methods are not specified in the Object Class Diagram of Figure 12.9. 
The reason is that these methods are not considered essential. They are only used to 
express the methods that are listed in the diagram of Figure 12.9. These methods are 
specified as follows: 

setToZero: Position 
self setPositionNumberTo( O);self 

increment:Position 
positionNu m ber:=posi tionNumber+ 1 ;self 

+(d:PositionDelta):Position 
new (Position) setPositionNumberTo(self positionNumber + d deltaNumber) 

-(p:Position ):PositionDelta 
new (PositionDelta) setDeltaNumberTo(self positionNumber - p positionNumber); 

=(p:Position ):Boolean 
(p positionNumber) = (self positionNumber) 

aslnitialPosition:InitialPosition 
new (InitialPosition) setPositionNumberTo(self positionNumber) 

The last method is used to create an InitialPosition that is equivalent to the receiver of 
the aslnitialPosition object. 

12.4 Towards an Extended Specification 

The current generation of mailing machines is build upon a centralised control concept. 
The initial requirements of the new generation of mailing machines state that these 
machines should be build from plug-and-play stations all equipped w ith their own 
intelligence. This requirement was at the basis of the essential specification we presented 
in the previous section. The essential specification is still too abstract to be implemented 
directly. First it has to be refined into an extended specification by adding implementation
oriented architecture and behaviour elements. 
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Figure 12.10: Implementation Structure Diagram of Centralised Control System 

The step from the current centralised mailing machines to the fully distributed ones 
is quite large and therefore risky. To reduce the risk it would be attractive to start 
off with the implementation of an 'in-between' solution. Instead of distributing the 
intelligence in a physical way, one could distribute the same intelligence in a logical 
way. The resulting logically distributed control system could then be implemented in 
software in a centralised sequential manner. Another implementation decision could 
be to use a 'remote IO' solution (in stead of large bundles of point-to-point wires) 
for the communication with sensors and actuators. The 'remote 10' solution could 
for instance be implemented using a Controller Area Network (CAN) [CAN95]. A 
graphical representation of the topology that results from the implementation decisions 
is presented in the Implementation Structure Diagram of Figure 12.10. To conform to the 
implementation decisions, the structure of the essential model, which was formalised as 
shown in Figure 12.11, will have to be transformed. The idea is to map each terminator 
instance of the Instance Structure Diagram (Figure 12.11) on a corresponding sensor 
and actuator module in the Implementation Structure Diagram (Figure 12.10). The 
controllers and the information server are mapped on the central control station. Using 
the behaviour-preserving transformations of Chapter 10, the model of Figure 12.11 can 
be transformed into a behaviour-equivalent model presented in Figure 12.12. Notice that 
the CentraLControLStation contains a complete logical image of the physical production 
line. In this way, the modularity of the physically distributed control system is preserved 
in the software of the control station. Notice further that the CentraLControLStation 
represents a distribution boundary as well as a concurrency boundary. The concurrency 
boundary formalises the constraint of sequential implementation. To make the mapping 
of the behaviour of the CentraLControLStation onto a sequential software implementation 
feasible, it could be necessary to eliminate concurrency by modifying the behaviour style 
of the CentraLControLStation. 

A formal precondition for the previously described transformation to be carried out is 
that the controllers (of Figure 12.11) communicate with their terminators in a weakly 
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Figure 12.11: Instance Structure of Fully Distributed Control System 

distributed fashion20. The appearance of preconditions is a major advantage of the use of 
the formal transformation system. For it automatically yields the explicit implementa
tion constraint stating that CAN must support weakly distributed communication. The 
fact is that CAN indeed satisfies this constraint. A CAN network consists of modules 
that are connected by one physical CAN bus. Each module in the network is identifi
able by a unique address. This knowledge leads to a refined Implementation Structure 
Diagram as shown in Figure 12.13. The CAN modules implement a protocol for the 
communication over the physical CAN bus. To get insight in whether CAN establishes 
a useful communication medium, it is necessary to create models (objects) of the CAN 
modules. This leads to an obvious extension of the Instance Structure Diagram of Figure 
12.12. 

12.5 Concluding Remarks 

The model presented in this chapter is a very simplified version of the first well
developed model of the Buhrs case. A number of previous models, iterations, mod
ifications and refinements were necessary before this model became more or less stable. 

20This is due to the transformation condition of transformation T6. 

01 
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But also a number of succeeding models were, and are still being, developed. During the 
modelling process it became apparent that the model presented in this chapter was too 
restrictive to fit in all necessary forms of behaviour. This was especially due to a number 
of architectural constraints, implementation constraints and mechanical constraints that 
had to be s~tisfied . It was typical that these constraints only became recognised after a 
substantial amount of modelling effort was spent. It seemed impossible to specify all 
constraints a priori, before any model was actually being built. 

Examples of some relevant problems we encountered are: 

• The high speed of 20 thousand products per hour makes it impossible to instantly 
start and stop a transporter device. This fact violated the solution of creating 
completely independent stations running asynchronously at their own speed. 

• There appeared to be a specific kind of feeder whose actions had to be scheduled 
before the involved product information had even entered the station. This fact 
violated the solution of letting the stations refer to only those product informations 
that correspond to mailing products contained in the station. 

Our most recent model solves many of the encountered constraints and problems. In 
order to protect the investment of the Buhrs company in this model it is not addressed 
in this thesis. 
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Figure 12.13: Refined Implementation Structure Diagram of Centralised Control System 
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13.l Conclusions 

This combined thesis establishes the base of the method Software/Hardware Engineer
ing (SHE). This method incorporates a framework for design activities, and a formal 
description language called POOSL (Parallel Object-Oriented Specification Language). 
SHE is a system level method for co-specification and design of distributed reactive 
hardware/software systems. This method guides analysis, specification and design 
activities. The application area is the specification and design of complex systems that 
must be partitioned into in hardware and/or software implementations. Examples of 
such systems are tele/ data communication networks and switches, industrial control 
systems, embedded systems and electronic consumer products. There is a typical com
bination "Of carefully designed key features that distinguishes our method from other 
ones. These features are: 

• From Infonnal Analysis to Fonnal Specification. Starting from informal object-oriented 
analysis and architecture design, SHE produces rigorous behaviour and architec
ture descriptions. The result of the use of the method is a formal executable 
model and accompanying documents. Requirements that cannot be formalised 
are described in a requirements catalogue. The executable model is described 
in the formal specification language POOSL. POOSL has a formal mathematical 
semantics. In contrast to informal methods, SHE therefore has the potential for 
simulation, formal verification, design structure transformation, and automatic 
translation for implementation. 

• View-Oriented Development. SHE supports the simultaneous evolutionary devel
opment of several views, each focusing on particular system aspects. Important 
views are behavioural views, architectural views and conceptual views. Abstrac
tions of these views are combined in an explicit unified formal model described 
in POOSL. Behaviour-preserving transformations are offered to keep behavioural 
views and architectural views consistent. 

• Instance-Oriented Approach. Most object-oriented methods use conceptual views. 
These are built from class diagrams. Behavioural views in SHE are described by the 
visualisation of collaborating instances, such as objects and clusters. A behavioural 
view consists of process objects that perform complex interactions using message 
passing. The instance-oriented approach visualises process objects that model 
autonomous concurrent entities. Data objects are contained in process objects and 
model dynamic data structures. Architectural views show a structure of modules 
and channels. Architecture and implementation structure of a system is formalised 
by representing modules as instances of clusters that group collaborating process 
objects. 

• Scenarios. Behaviour views are build from scenarios. Separate scenarios are used 
to model different discipline-oriented and function-oriented views. Scenarios are 
developed using an event/response approach derived from Structured Analysis 
and Structured Design Methods, combined with our instance-oriented approach. 
Events represented by messages evoke responses. Methods model response be
haviour. Methods in process objects handle sequences of messages, mutually call 
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each other, and model infinite behaviour. The combination of instance approach 
and event/response approach makes our method especially suitable for the anal
ysis of reactive behaviour. 

• Multidisciplinary Approach. The method enables a multidisciplinary approach 
which yields the functionality required to obtain properties such as maintain
ability, robustness, safety, reliability, etcetera. Functionality obtained from the 
different discipline-oriented views is described by scenarios of behaviour. 

• Expert-Oriented Modelling Phases. A specification is developed in two phases. An 
essential phase is intended to discuss the model extensively with users and various 
experts. The extended phase is intended to discuss the model with technology 
and design experts such that the system can be implemented with low risks. This 
approach reduces the number of iterations in the development process. 

• Bridge the Gap to Implementation. Various concepts are offered to bridge the gap 
between model and implementation. Clusters of collaborating objects can be 
annotated with so-called boundaries that specify specific properties, such as con
currency, implementation technology, and physical distribution. 

The result of our joint effort is a specification and design philosophy that integrates 
formal and informal modelling of reactive systems in an object-oriented fashion. The 
method is applied to an industrial case. This case involves the development of a generic 
specification for an industrial mailing machine. This specification is developed in a joint 
research project of the TUE (Information and Communication Systems), Buhrs-Zaandam 
B.V., and TNO-TPD. The project has been granted a subsidy of the Ministry of Economic 
Affairs in the framework of 'Informatietechnologieprogramma's 1995.' 

13.2 P.H.A. van der Putten's Contributions 

This section describes the contributions of P.H.A. van der Putten. 

The analysis and design method Software/Hardware Engineering (SHE) has been devel
oped. A consistent collection of appropriate concepts for analysis and design has been 
defined. These concepts originate from the domains of digital system design, software 
engineering and object-oriented analysis. The research resulted in an explicit conceptual 
base of SHE. This explicitness facilitates future research towards design methodology. 
Considered concepts are (re-)defined and provided with appropriate notations. Formal
isable concepts are mapped onto primitives for description of structure and behaviour 
in POOSL. The method has been applied to an industrial case. 

Detailed results are summarised in three categories: method properties, method ele
ments and method framework. 

Method properties 

• Productivity is improved by the method because it: 
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- integrates analysis and system design with the goal of minimising iterations 
in the system development process; 

- uses appropriate graphical models for easy communication with various per
sons involved in a modelling process; 

..., enables the specification of a well-considered system structure of generic and 
reusable system parts; 

- produces adequate abstractions for efficient communication with various ex
perts; 

- records design decisions for the purpose of efficient future improvements. 

• The method gradually composes a consistent system model by simultaneous analy
sis and modelling of various system properties, with emphasis on system structure 
and functionality 

• The method offers a framework for various modelling activities that yield distinct 
views, all having a specific expressiveness. These views are partially integrated 
into a unified formal and executable model. 

Method elements 

• Concepts have been defined for the modelling of a system in terms of weakly
coupled collaborating entities. Examples of concepts are objects, clusters, channels, 
message flows, identifiers, and various forms of composites. 

• Process objects as well as data objects are incorporated in the method consistently 
with their meaning in POOSL. Process objects are defined to model concurrent 
autonomous entities connected by channels. Data objects are defined to model 
data in process objects. 

• Classes are used to group objects and to group clusters. They abstract and gen
eralise properties of objects and clusters and they form the grain of behaviour 
description. 

• Various forms of communication can be modelled by various graphical symbols. 
All forms can be formalised in terms of the pair-wise synchronous message passing 
primitive used in POOSL. 

• Channels are used for passing messages between process objects. They enable 
static structuring of a system. 

• Boundaries are mapped on clusters. They support the modelling of various system 
module properties such as internal concurrency, implementation technology and 
physical distribution. · 

• Classical object modelling, with the use of generally accepted symbols, is incorpo
rated in the method. 
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• Objects, clusters and channels support formalisation of architecture and implemen
tation structure. Representations are defined consistently with formal structure 
description in POOSL. 

• Hierarchy, hiding, functionally decomposed scenarios and multidisciplinary sce
narios enable coping with complexity. 

• Graphical notations are complemented by textual descriptions, such as decision 
statements, scenario narratives and system dictionaries. 

Method framework 

An activity framework has been developed that: 

• guides the designer from idea to formal model by giving orientation as well as 
guidelines and heuristics; 

• separates a specification in an essential specification and an extended specification; 

• offers system modelling in different views as well as in a unified model that 
formalises a part of the information in the other views; 

• four different types of views are represented in graphical diagrams: 

- object collaboration in scenarios (Message Flow Diagrams and Scenario Nar-
ratives); 

- classes and relations (Object Class Diagrams); 

- physical or logical system structure (Architecture Structure Diagrams); 

- formal system structure (Instance Structure Diagrams); 

• uses textual representations, combined in a Requirements Catalogue, for the de
scription of design decisions, environmental requirements and entities of the prob
lem domain; 

• invites to create a well-designed system structure based on physical and logical 
constraints, on possible prescribed implementations and according to the structure 
of the problem domain; structure does not emerge from coincidental functional 
decomposition; 

• offers a balanced approach for finding objects by looking both at classes and 
instances; 

• uses scenarios for focusing on various forms of functionality as well as on various 
multidisciplinary views on functionality; scenario narratives are used for the de
scription of dynamic behaviour, ordering and causality; they prepare the formal 
description of behaviour in POOSL. 
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13.3 J.P.M. Voeten's Contributions 

This section describes the contributions of J.P.M. Voeten. 

The POOSL Language 

• The specification language POOSL has been developed. The language: 

- is object-based and has powerful abstraction and modularisation constructs 
such as classes, objects, clusters and methods; 

- supports the modelling of structure by offering channels and clusters; 

- supports the modelling of process objects performing complex reactive be-
haviour by offering: 

* synchronous (conditional) message (and data object) passing primitives; 
* (non-deterministic) choice primitives, if-statements, do-statements and 

guarded commands; 
* procedure abstraction and (tail) recursion; 
* interrupt and abort primitives. 

- supports the modelling of complex functional behaviour by offering data 
(travelling) objects that have sequential behaviour and communicate by pass
ing messages; 

- is designed to be integrated consistently in the framework of SHE. 

• POOSLcombines a process part, based on the process algebra CCS, with a data part, 
based upon the concepts of traditional object-oriented programming languages. 
This combination makes the POOSL language unique. 

• The Buhrs case and other case studies have shown that POOSL is a well-readable 
language that is easy to learn and work with. Partially this is due to the imperative 
nature of POOSL. 

• A formal operational semantics of the complete language has been designed. Since 
POOSL combines a unique collection of language concepts, new semantic con
structs had to be developed to interpret these concepts formally. The semantics 
was used as a tool to guide the language design. Because of the formal semantics, 
POOSL specifications have a precise and unambiguous meaning. 

• The semantics establishes a sound base for the development of tools. Currently a 
simulator for POOSL is under development. The formal semantics has shown to 
be of great value for the construction of this simulator. 

Behaviour-Preserving Transformations 

• A system of 15 behaviour-preserving transformations has been defined. The 
behaviour-preserving transformations are used to modify the channel and bound
ary structures of POOSL specifications and of their graphical representations in 
SHE. Transformations do not change the observable behaviour of specifications. 
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• The notion of behaviour-preservation is based on an equivalence relation, called 
transformation equivalence. Transformation equivalence is defined on top of the 
operational semantics in terms ofbisimulations. 

• Each transformation is: 

- mathematically proven correct with respect to transformation equivalence; 

- applicable to the full range of POOSL specifications, even those that are 
infinite-state; 

- applicable during interactive simulation. 

• The system of transformations is proven to be incomplete. There are always 
specifications that are transformation equivalent and that only differ with respect 
to their boundaries and channels, but which cannot be transformed into each 
other. This incompleteness result is fundamental; it cannot be solved by adding 
more transformations. Despite of this, case studies have proven the transformation 
system to be applicable in many practical situations. 

• Next to the incompleteness result described above, another incompleteness re
sult is proven. For each specification there exists an infinite number of other 
specifications that are transformation equivalent, but for which no sequences of 
transformations exist that transform the former specification into the latter ones. 
This incompleteness result leads us to a fundamental limitation of transforma
tional design. The choice of an initial specification model determines whether 
or not a satisfying implementation model is derivable using transformational de
sign. Therefore it is important to consider implementation-oriented aspects during 
specification. This statement confirms one of the basic ideas of this whole thesis. 

13.4 Related Results 

Next to the results described in this thesis, there are a number of related results in the 
context of our project: 

• In [Lis94] the POOSL language has been successfully applied to specify the pre
sentation layer of the OSI reference model. 

• In [vF96] it is studied how POOSL specifications can be implemented in the C++ 
programming language [Str92]. A partial mapping from POOSL to C++ is de
scribed in [ v F96]. 

• In [Man96] a prototype partial simulator for POOSL is designed. 

• In [Gei96] the POOSL language has been extended with primitives that allow 
the specification of real-time behaviour. A complete formal semantics of these 
primitives are also given in [Gei96]. 

• In [Kup96] a compiler is developed that is able to perform a partial translation of 
POOSL into PROMELA [Hol93]. PROMELA is the input language for the formal 
verification tool SPIN [Hol93]. 
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13.5 Future Work 

To make SHE into a mature industrially applicable specification method, a lot of work 
remains to be performed: 

• The concept of inheritance, typing and subtyping have to be incorporated into the 
method consistently. 

• The theories of JR, Z, IR and Char, that were assumed to be parameters of the 
semantics, have to be made explicit. 

• The method has to be extended with proper multicast and broadcast primitives. 

• The graphical models of the method have to be extended with primitives that deal 
with real-time. 

• The possibilities of formal (real-time) verification have to be investigated. A new 
(POOSL-based) language has to be developed that allows the specification of (real
time) temporal properties and of assertions. 

• The possibilities of system parameter (such as performance) estimation have to be 
investigated. 

• The current transformation system is only able to modify channels and boundaries 
of specifications. In future other transformations have to be developed . Examples 
are transformations that split or combine process objects, and transformations that 
implement a simple channel by a collection of collaborating process objects. 

• A co-operative collection of software tools has to be developed. Important tools 
are: 

- (graphical) model editing tools supporting the different views; 

- simulation tools; 

- transformation tools; 

- (formal) verification tools; 

- synthesis tools for hardware/software implementations; 

- system parameter (performance) estimation tools. 

• To evaluate the suitability of the method and to obtain new heuristics and guide
lines, several case studies in different fields of application have to be performed. 



Appendix A 

The POOSL Transition Systems 

A.1 The Data Part of POOSL 

A.1.1 Axioms 

(1) Object creation 

(new(C),a,s,T,Sys) ---+ (fl,a',s,r,Sys) 

if Sys= (CD1 · · · CDi ···CD,) and 
CDj = data class C instance variables X1 · · · Xp instance methods · · · 

where a'= a{</> In} I Dom(</>)= {x1, ... ,xp} I </>(x;) =nil I 
n = Maxid(O') + 1 and T = T{C In} 

(2) Assignment to instance variables 

(x:= f}_,a,s,T,Sys) ---+ (/}_,a',s,r, Sys) 

if I s I> o 
where a' = a{ a(8){,8 / x} / 8} and 8 = (top(s))(1) 

(3) Assignment to local variables 

(u := /}_,a,s,T,Sys) ---+ (/}_,a,s',T,Sys) 

if I s I> o 
where s' = push(e', pop(s)) , e' = (e(1), e(2){,8 / u}) and e = top(s) 

(4) Instance variables 

(x,a,s,T,Sys) ---+ ( /}_,a,s,T,Sys} 

if I s I> 0 and a(top(s)(1))(x) 'f. undef 

where ,8 = a(top(s)(l))(x) 
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(5) Local variables 

(u,a,s ,T, Sys} __, (§_,a,s,T,Sys} 

if Is I> 0 and (top(s)(2))(u)-/:- undef 

where /3 = (top(s))(2)(u) 

(6) Self 

(self, a, s, T, Sys} __, ( Q., a , s, T, Sys} 

if Is I> 0 and top(s)(l) # proc 

where a = top(s)(l) 

(7) Discarding a value 

(§_;S,a ,s, T,Sys} __, (S ,a,s,T,Sys} 

(8) Method call 

(Q. m(/31,-·· , /3k),a,s,T,Sys} __, ( l E,a , s', T,Sys} 

if Sys := (CD1 · · · CDi · · · CD1} , CDi := data class C · · · MD1 · · ·MD··· MD1, 
C = 7{a) and MD = m(u1, .. ·,Uk) I V1 · · · Vn I E 

where s' = push(e, s) , e = (a, x } , x(ui) = .B; and x(v;) = nil 

(9) Returning the result 

(l§_,a,s ,T,Sys} __, ( §_;a,s',T,Sys} 

if Is I> a 
where s' = pop(s) 

(10) Conditional 

(if §_ then Si elseS2 fi,a,s , T, Sys} 

(11) Do-statement 

(do Ethen Sod, a, s, T , Sys} __, 

__, { (S1 , a, s, T, Sys} 

(S2, a, s, T , Sys} 

(if Ethen (S; do Ethen Sod) else nil fi , a, s, T , Sys} 

if /3 = true 
or /3 = bunk 
if /3 = false 
or f] = bunk 
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(12) Primitive-class Integer, operators 

( J'. op( 1'1 ), a, s, T, Sys) -> ( J'2 , a, s, r, Sys) 

if J', / 1 E Z 

where J'2 =op(/,J'1) andop=+, -,*,div,mod, · ·· 

(]'. op(),a,s,r,Sys) -> (1'1,a,s,r,Sys) 

if /' E Z 

where 1'1 =op(/) and op= sqr, sqrt, asChar, · · · 

(13) Primitive-class Integer, relators 

( J'. rel( 11 ), a, s, r, Sys) -> ( J'2, a, s, r, Sys) 

if /', /'1 E Z 

where 1'2 = rel(T, 'Yi) and rel =<, :::;, >, ;:::, · · · 

(14) Primitive-class Boolean, operators 

( J'. op(/'1 ), a, s, r, Sys) -> (1'2 , a, s, r, Sys) 

if /'")'1 E JIB 

where 1'2 = op( J', ? 2) and op = and, or, nand, xor, · · · 

(]'. op(),a,s,r,Sys) -> (1'1,a,s,r,Sys) 

if /' E JIB 

where 1'1 =op(/') and op= not, ··· 

(15) Primitive-class Real, operators 

( J'. op(/'1 ), a, s, T, Sys) -> {1'2 , a, s, r, Sys) 

if /','Yi E IR 

where 1'2 =op(/, / 1) and op=+, -, *,/, ··· 

(] op(),a,s,r,Sys) -> (1'1,a,s,r,Sys) 

if?EIR 

where /i = op(/) and op = round, abs,· · · 

(16) Primitive-class Real, relators 

(]'. rel(/'1 ),a, s,r,Sys) -> (1'2,a, s, r,Sys) 

if /', 'Yi E IR 

where "(2 =re/(/, 'Yi) and rel = <, :::;, >, ;:::, · · · 
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(17) Primitive-class Character, operators 

(]_ op(),o,s,T,Sys} --> (r1,o,s,T,Sys} 

if / E Char 

where 11 = op( 1) and op = asciiValue, asUppercase, isLetter, is Digit,· · · 

(18) Primitive-class Character, relators 

(] rel(/1 ), o, s, T, Sys} --> {12, o, s, T, Sys} 

if /, /1 E Char 

where 12 = rel(/, 1 1) and rel =<, ~, >, ~. · · · 

(19) Primitive method Equality, primitive objects 

( (/3) S \ { (true,o,s,T,Sys} 
'1 == - ,o,s,T, ys, __, (false,o,s,T,Sys} 

(20) Primitive method Equality, non-primitive objects 

(g_ '==(f}_),o,s,T, Sys}--> (],<Y,S,T,Sys} 

if /3 = /, 

if /3 -f. / 

if Sys = (CD1 · · · CD1 · · · CD1} , CDi = data class C · · · MD1 ···MD··· MD1, 
C = T(a) and MD= ==(u) primitive 

where { true if a = /3 
1 = false if a -f. /3 

(21) Primitive method deepCopy, primitive objects 

(] deepCopy(),o,s,T,Sys} --> ( ].,<Y,s,T,Sys} 

(22) Primitive method deepCopy, non-primitive objects 

(g_ deepCopy(),o,s,T,Sys} --> (a"',o"',s,T'",Sys} 

if (a, o, 7} is a Sys-structure, Sys = (CD1 · ··CD;··· CD1} , 
CDi = data class C · · · MD1 ···MD··· MD1 , C = T(a) and 
MD = deepCopy() primitive 

where copy((a,o,T}) = (a',cf,T'} , relabel+Marld(a)((a',cf,T'}) = (a",o",T''}, 
a"' = a" , 0 111 = o u o" and T'" = TU T'' 



A.2 The Process Part of POOSL 

A.1.2 Rules 

(a) Method call 1 

(E',a,s,T,Sys)---> (E'',a',s',r,Sys) 

(E' m(Ek · ·, E~), a, s, T, Sys) ---> (E'' m(Ej,. .. , E~), a', s', i, Sys) 

(b) Method call 2 

(E', a , s, T, Sys) ---> (E'', a', s', i, Sys) 

( f3 m( /31, • • ·, /3;_ 1, E',. · · , E~), a, s, T, Sys) ---> 

( ~ m( /31 , · · · , /3;_ 1, E'', · · · , E~), a', s', r, Sys) 

(c) Assignment to instance variables 

(E', a, s, T, Sys) ---> (E'', a', s', r, Sys) 

(x:= E',a,s,T,Sys) ---> (x:= E'',a',s' , r,Sys) 

(d) Assignment to local variables 

(E', a , s, T, Sys) ---> (E'', a', s', r, Sys) 

( E' s ) ( ·- E'' I I ...J s ) u:= ,a,s,T, ys _,. u .- ,a,s, -1, ys 

(e) Method execution 

(E', a , s, T, Sys) ---> (E'', a', s', i, Sys) 

( ! E' ,a,s,T,Sys) ---> ( ! E'',a' ,s' , r , Sys) 

(f) Sequential composition 

(S', a, s, T, Sys) ---> (S' ', a', s', r, Sys) 

(S'; S1 ,a ,s,T,Sys)---> (S''; 51,a',s',r,Sys) 

(g) Conditional 

(E', a, s, T, Sys) ---> (E'', a', s', i, Sys) 

415 

(if E' then S1 else52 fi, a, s, T, Sys) ---> (if E'' then S1 else S2 fi , a', s', T', Sys) 

A.2 The Process Part of POOSL 

A.2.1 Axioms 

(1') Internal computation 

([5Jo(E1 , .. .,E,J. ((a, ps, T)), Sys!', Sys) ~ 
([ Jlo(E, ,.-.,E,), ((a', ps', 7')), SysP, Sys) 

if (l}__,a',ps',r,Sys) E M((S,a,ps,T,Sys)) 
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(2') Message send 

([ch!m(E1 , · · ·, En)la(E;, ,E;) , ( (a,ps, T) ), SysP, Sys} c/i~ta] 
([ JlotE;,. . .,E;), ((a'' ps', r)), SysP' Sys) 

if (/31,a1,ps1,T1,Sys} E M((E1,a,ps,T,Sys}), 
(/32,a2, ps2,T2,Sys} E M((E2,a1,ps1,T1,Sys)), · ··, 
( /3n, a', ps', r, Sys} E M( (En, an- I, PSn-1, Tn-1 ) Sys}) and 
(/31 , a', r}, · · · , (/3", a', r) are Sys-structures 

where data= (copy((/31,a' , r)), ... , copy((/3n ,a', r))) 

(3') Message reception 

([ch?m(p1, · · ·, Pn I E)]o(E7, .,£,), ((a, ps, T) ), SysP, Sys) cli?~ta) 
([ Jla(£7,. .. ,£,), ((a', ps', r)), Sysr, Sys) 

if lps I> 0, data= ((/31,a1,T1) ,· · ·, (/3n,an,Tn)) E Strucsys,min and 
-y E {true, bunk} 

where { ~.B;, a~, Ti) 
1
= r:label +Maxld(a )( (/31, a1, T1)) , 

a1 = aUa1 , 71 = TU Ti 

{ ~,a~,72) ~ re!abel~Mnxld(u,)((/32,a2,r2}) 
a 2 = a1 U a 2 , T2 = Ti U 72 

{ ~,B~~a~,T,,} = ~ela~el~M!:xld(c;"_,)((,Bn , an ,Tn}) 
1 

an -an-I Uan, Tn -Tn-1 Ur'n 
a = { an{an(proc){ f3;/pi}/proc},top(ps)(2) if p1 E IVar 

1' X1 an, top(ps)(2){f3;/pi} if P1 E LVar I 

a _ { ai{a1(proc){f3;/p2} /proc}, Xi if p2 E IVar 
2 ' Xz - ai, xdf3'2/P2} if p2 E LVar I 

_ _ { an- dan- 1(proc){ffn/pn}/proc},Xn-I if Pn E IVar and 
an,Xn - an-1,Xn-1{ffn/pn} if Pn E LVar 
(].,a' , ps' , r', Sys} E M ( (E, a"' push( (proc , Xn ), pop(ps)), 'Tn , Sys)) 

( 4') Method call 

([m(Ei, · · · , Em)(p1, · · · , Pn)la(E; , ... ,£;), ((a, ps, r)) , SysP, Sys) 2. 
([l m{p7,. -.pn) SPJar£; .... ,£;) ' ((a', ps', r'}}, SysP, Sys} 

if sysr = (ea; ... CDP ... CD~) , 
CDP = process class O' ( · · · ) · · · instance methods MIY; · · · MDP · · · MD~ , 
MDP = m (u1, ··· , Um) (V1, · · ·, Vn) I W1 · · · Wo I SP, 
( /31,a1,ps1 , r1,Sys) E M((E1,a,ps,r,Sys)), 
( /32,a2,ps2,T2,Sys} E M((E2,a1,ps1,T1,Sys}), ··· ,and 
(/3m,am,psm, Tm, Sys} E M((En,an-1,pSn-1, Tn-1, Sys}) 

where a'= am , r' =Tm , ps' = push((proc,x),psm) 
x(u;) = /3; I x(vj) = nil and x(wk) = nil 
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(5') Conditional,first branch 

([if Ethen Sj else Si fi]o(£,, ... E,), ( (CT, ps, T)), SysP, Sys) .!... 
([Sj]o(E1, ... ,f,), ( (CT', ps', T')), SysP, Sys) 

if ( ]_, CT', ps', T', Sys) E /vl ( (E, CT, ps, 7, Sys)) for some/ E {true, bunk} 

(6') Conditional, alternative branch 

([if Ethen Sj else Si fi]o(£,, ... ,£,), ( (CT, ps, T)), SysP, Sys) .!... 
([S~]o(£,, .. ,£,), ( (CT', ps', T')) , SysP, Sys) 

if (]_,CT',ps',T',Sys) E /vl((E,CT,ps,T,Sys)) for some 'YE {false, bunk} 

(7') Do-statement 

([do Ethen SP od]o(£, , .... £,)> ( (CT, ps, 7)), SysP, Sys) .!... 
([if Ethen (SP; do Ethen SP od) else nil fi]o(Ei.· ·· ,£,), ( (CT, ps, 7)) , SysP, Sys) 

(8') Process initialisation 

(cP(E1,.··,E,),(),SysP,Sys) .!... 
([m(Ej,. · · , E~)()]a(Ei. ,£,), ( (CT', ps,, 7,)), SysP, Sys) 

if SysP = (CDj ... CDP ... Cif,) , 
CDP = process class cP (y1, · · · , Yr) 
instance variable names X1 · · · Xn · · · initial method call m(Ej, · · · , E~)() · · · , 
( (31,CT1,ps1, T1, Sys) E /vl((E1, CT,ps, T, Sys)), 
(f32,U2,ps2,72,Sys) E /vl((E2,CT1,ps1,T1,Sys)), . .. , and 
((3nCT,, ps,,7,,Sys) E A1((E,,CT,_i,pSr-J,7r-l , Sys)) 

where Dom(CT) = {proc} , CT(proc) = 0 , ps = () , 7= 0 , CT1 = o-,{ </>/ proc} , 
Dom(ef>) = {x1, · · · , Xn} , ef>(y;) = f3; and ef>(xj) = nil if y; "#- xi for ally; 

(9') Cluster initialisation 

(CC(E1 , · • ·, E,), (), SysP, Sys) .!... ([BSpecP[gDJc<(£,, .. ,£,)> (), SysP, Sys) 

if SysP = (CDj ... CDP ... con and 
CDP = cluster class cc(Pi, ... 'P,) ... behaviour specification BSpecP 

where g = Eif P1, · · ·, E,/P, 

A.2.2 Rules 

(a') Sequential composition 1 

([sj·']o(E1, .. .,£,), ((a, ps, 7)), SysP, Sys) ..!!... 

( [ sj·'']o(E1 ... .. £,)' ( ( CT1 ) ps'' T'))' SysP' Sys) 

([sj·'; Sj]o(£,, .. ,E,), ( (o-,ps, 7) ), SysP, Sys) ..!!... 

([sj·''; Si]o(£,, .. .,£,), ( (CT', ps' , T')), SysP, Sys) 

if SP·•' "#- v 
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(b') Sequential composition 2 

(c') Choice 1 

(d') Choice 2 

([S~'"]cP(£1 , ... ,£,), ((a, ps, r)), SysP, Sys) ~ 
([ Jla(E1,···,Er), ((a'' ps' , r))' SysP) Sys) 

([Si'e; Sj]a(E1, .•• ,£,)>({a,ps,r)},SysP,Sys) ~ 
([Sj]a(E1.-··,E,)> ((a', ps'' r))' SysP, Sys) 

([ Sila(E1, .•• ,£,)> ((a, ps, r)), SysP, Sys) ~ 
([SP·']o(E, , ... ,£,)> ((a', ps'' r))' SysP, Sys) 

([Sj or Sj]a(£,, ... ,£,)> ({a, ps, r)), SysP, Sys) ~ 
{[SP·e]cP(E1.-··,E,)' ((a'' ps'' r) ), SysP' Sys) 

([ Sila(E,,-··,E,), ((a, ps, r)), SysP, Sys) ~ 
([SP·']o(E1.-··,E,)1 ((a'' ps'' r))' SysP' Sys) 

([Si or Si]a(E1 ,. •. ,£,)> ((a, ps, r)), SysP, Sys) ~ 
([SP·']a(E,,···,E,), ((a', ps', T')), SysP, Sys) 

(e') Guarded command 

([SP]O(E,,. .. ,£,)> ((a', ps'' r))' SysP' Sys) ~ 
([SP·'la(E1,. .. ,£,), ((a", ps", T'')), SysP, Sys) 

([[E]SP]a(£,,. .. ,£,)> ((a, ps, r)), SysP, Sys) ~ 
([SP·'la(E1.-··,E,)' ((a", ps", r')) ' SysP' Sys) 

if (1,a',ps',T',Sys) E M((E,a,ps,r,Sys)) with /E {true,bunk} 

(f') Method execution 

([SP·']a(£,,. .. ,£,)> ((a, ps, r}), SysP, Sys) ~ 
([SP·'1]0(£7,···,E,)1 ((a'' ps'' r))' SysP' Sys) 

([l m(p,,.. ,pn) SP·']o(Ei,···,E,) , ((a, ps, r) ), SysP, Sys) ~ 
([l m(p,,. ,pn) SP·'']a(E1,. .. ,t ,), ((a', ps', T')) , SysP, Sys) 

if SP·'' "¥'. y' and not (n = 0 and SP·'' =l m'() SP·'" for some m', SP·'") 

(g') Tail-recursive method call 

{[SP·']o(£,,. .. ,£,)i ( (a,ps, r) ), SysP, Sys) ~ 

([l m'O SP·'']o(E1,···,E,)' ((a'' ps', r))' SysP, Sys) 

(W'O SP·']a(£,,. .. ,E,), ( (a,ps, r) ), SysP, Sys) ~ 
([l m'() sP·'']a(E,,. .,£,), ((a', ps", r)) , SysP, Sys) 

if I ps' I> 1 

where ps" = push( top(ps'), pop(pop(ps'))) 
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(h') Method termination 1 

([SP·'la(E,,···,E,), ((a-, ps, T}} , SysP, Sys} ~ 
([ v'lo(E1.-··,E,)1 ((a-', ps'' r}}) SysP, Sys} 

([l m(p,, .,p.) SP·'la(E1,···,E,)> ((a-, ps, T}} 1SysP1 Sys} ~ 
([ v'lo(Ei.···,E,)' ((a-", ps", r'}}' SysP' Sys} 

if I ps' I> 1 , SysP = (CD'; ... COP .. · C~} , 
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COP = process class a ( ... } ... instance methods MD'{ .. . MOP . .. MD~ and 
MOP= m(u1, . .. ) Um) (v1 , ... ) Vn) I W1 ... Wo I SP 

where 
a- -{ a-'{a-'(proc){top(ps')(2)(v1)/pi}/proc},top(pop(ps'))(2) 

i, X1 - a-' , top(pop(ps'))(2){ top(ps')(2)(v1)/pi} 

a- -{ a-1{0-1(proc){top(ps1)(2)(v2)/p2}/proc}, x 1 
2'X2 - a-1,xi{top(ps')(2)(v2)/p2} 

_ { O"n-1 { O"n-1 (proc){ top{ps')(2)(vn)/pn} /proc}, Xn-l 
O"n,Xn - O"n-1,Xn-dtop(ps')(2)(vn)/pn} 
a-" = a-n , ps" = push( (proc, X n}, pop(pop(ps'))) and r' = -r1 

(i') Method termination 2 

([SP·'lotEi.··-,E,), ((a-, ps, T}}, SysP, Sys} ~ 
([v'la(E1.-··,E,)> ( (a-',ps' , r) ), SysP, Sys) 

([l"'o SP·ela(E1.-·-.E,),((a-,ps ,T}},SysP,Sys} ~ 
([v'la(E1,. .. ,£,), ((a-',(}, 7'} }, SysP, Sys} 

if I ps' I= 1 , SysP = (CDi ···COP · ·· CD~} , 

ifp1 E !Var 
ifp1 E LVar ' 
if p2 E IVar 
ifp2 E LVar ' 

ifpn E IVar 
ifpn E LVar ' 

COP= process class cP( · · ·} · · · instance methods MDi ···MOP · ·· MIJ; and 
MOP = m(u1, ... ' Um)() I Wj ... Wo ISP 

(j') Abort command, normal execution 

([Sj'']a (E1,. .. ,f,), ((a-, ps, T}} , SysP, Sys} ~ 
([sj·e']o(E7,-·-,E,), ((a-', ps', r}}' SysP, Sys} 

([Sj·' abort Sj]a (£,,. .. ,£,), ((a-, ps, T)}, SysP, Sys) ~ 
([Si'e' abort Si]a (E1,. .. ,E,) , ((a-', ps', r}}, SysP, Sys} 

if Si·'' =/= v' 

(k') Abort command, successful termination 

([Si'ela(£,,. . .,E,), ((a-, ps, T}) , SysP, Sys} ~ 
([v'Ja (E,,. .. ,£,), ((a-', ps', r}}, SysP, Sys} 

([Sj·e abort Sj]a(£,,. . .,E,) , ((a-, ps, T)), SysP , Sys) ~ 
([v'Ja(£,,. .. ,q, ((a-', ps' , 7}), SysP, Sys) 
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(I') Abort command, abort occurrence 

([Silo(E1, .. .,q, ( (a ,ps", T} }, SysP, Sys} _!!_, 

([Si''1]a(E1, ... E,), ((a', ps', r}}, SysP, Sys} 

([Sj·' abort Silo(E, ... .. £,) , ((a, ps, T}}, SysP, Sys} _!!_, 

([Si·'']o(Ei.···,E,) , ( (a',ps' , r} }, SysP , Sys} 

if I ps I?: n 

where n equals the amount of l m(pi.-···Pk) symbols contained in sj·' and 
ps" = pop" (ps) 

(m') Interrupt command, normal execution 

([Si'']a(E1, ... • £,), ( (a ,ps, T} }, SysP , Sys} _!!_, 

([sj·''lo(E1 , ... E,j ' ((a', ps'' r}}' SysP, Sys} 

([Sj·' interrupt Si]a(£,, .. ,£,) , ((a, ps, T)) , SysP, Sys) _!!_, 

([Si·' ' interrupt Silo(E1>···,E,), ((a', ps', r}} , SysP' Sys} 

(n') Interrupt command, successful termination 

([Sj·']o(E,, ... ,£,), ( (a,ps, T) ), SysP, Sys) _!!_, 

([Vlo(E1>···,E,)1 ((a', ps', r} }, SysP, Sys} 

([Si·' interrupt Si]a (£,, .. ,E,), ((a, ps, T}), SysP, Sys) _!!_, 
([ Jlo(E1,. ,£,) , ((a', ps', r )), SysP , Sys) 

(o') Interrupt command, interrupt occurrence 1 

([Si]o(E1, .. ,£,), ((a, ps111 , T) ), SysP, Sys) _!!_, 

([Si ''1]CP(E1.-··,E,)1 ((a', ps", r) ), SysP, Sys) 

([sj·' interrupt Si]o(£, , .. ,E,), ((a, ps, T)) , SysP, Sys) _!!_, 

([Sj·' interrupted Si , Si''1]0 (£,, ... ,£, )i ((a' , ps' , r)) , SysP, Sys} 

if ps = ( ·· · ,e1,e2 , · ··, en } andSi''1 :/= -J 
where n equals the amount of l"'(p,, .. ,pk) symbols contained in sj·' , ps'" = 

pop"(ps) and ps' = push(en ,push(en-1 , · · · push(e2,push(e1, ps") ) · · · )) 

(p') Interrupt command, interrupt occurrence 2 

([Si]o (E1, .. ,E,), ((a, ps"', T}} , SysP, Sys} _!!_, 

([VJo (E,, ... ,£,)' ((a' ' ps", r} }, SysP, Sys} 

([Sj·' interrupt Silo(£,, .. .,£,), ((a, ps, T)) , SysP, Sys} _!!_, 

([Sj·' interrupt Silor£,, ... ,£, ) , ((a', ps', 7')) , SysP, Sys} 
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if ps = ( · · · ,e1 ,e2, ·· ·,en} 

where n equals the amount of lm(pi.-· ·,p,) symbols contained in s~·e , ps"' = 
popn(ps) and ps' = push(en , push(en_1, · · · push(e2,push(e1,ps")): · · )) 

(q') Interrupt command, interrupt handling 1 

( [ sj·']o(E1 .... ,£,)' ((a' ps111 , T}}' SysP' Sys} --"-. 
([Sj·'']o(Ei.-··,E,)1 ( (a',ps", 7) }, SysP, Sys} 

([s~·' interrupted sj, Sj'']o(E1,···,E,)' ((a, ps, T}}' SysP, Sys} --"-. 
([s~·' interrupted Sj, sj·'1]o(E1.-··,E,), ((a'' ps'' 7}}' SysP, Sys} 

if ps = ( . .. ' e1' ez' . .. ' en} and sj·e' "¥:- ,j 

where n equals the amount of l m(pi.-···Pk) symbols contained in s~·e I ps"' = 

popn(ps) and ps' = push(en,push(en-i, · · · push(e2,push(e1,ps")) · · · )) 

(r') Interrupt command, interrupt handling 2 

( [ sj·']a(E1 ,···,£,), ( ( (J' ps"', T}}' SysP, Sys} --"-. 
([ v'la(Ev ,E,)1 _( (a',ps", 7} }, SysP, Sys} 

([ sj·e interrupted Sj, Sj'']o(E1,··-.f,)' ((a, ps, T} }, SysP' Sys} --"-. 
([Sj·' interrupt Sj]o(Ei, . .,£,), ((a', ps', 7)), SysP, Sys) 

if ps = ( · · · , ei, ez, · · · , en) 

where n equals the amount of l nz(pi.-·-,pk) symbols contained in Sj'' I psi/I = 
pop"(ps) and ps' = push( en , push(en-l, · · · push(e2, push(e1, ps")) · · · )) 

(s') Parallel composition 1 

(BSpe0_, envs1 , SysP, Sys} --"-. (BSpe0_ 1
, envs), SysP, Sys) 

(BSpe0_ II BSpec2,envs1 ·envs2,SysP,Sys) --"-. 
(BSpe0_' II BSpec'z, envs) · envs2, SysP, Sys} 

(t') Parallel composition 2 

(BSpec'z, envs2, SysP, Sys} .!!.; (BSpec'z', envs'z , SysP, Sys) 

(BSpecJ. II BSpec'z , envs1 · envs2, SysP, Sys) --"-. 
(BSpe0_ II BSpec2',envs1 ·envs'z,SysP,Sys) 

(u') Parallel composition 3 

(BSpe0_, envs1, SysP, Sys} 
(BSpec'z, envs2, SysP, Sys} 

i _, (BSpecJ.',envs),SysP,Sys) 
_!.., (BSpec'z',envs'z ,SysP,Sys) 

(BSpec'j II BSpec'z,envs1 • envs2,SysP,Sys) 2. 
(BSpe0_ 1 II BSpec'z',envs) ·envs'z,SysP,Sys) 
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(v') Channel hiding 

(BSpec" ,envs,SysP,Sys) ~ (BSpec'',envs' , SysP,Sys) 

(BSpec" \ L, envs, SysP, Sys) ~ (BSpec"' \ L, envs', SysP, Sys) 

if a = T or Chan(a) rJ. L 

(w') Channel renaming 

(BSpec", envs, SysP, Sys) ~ (BSpec"', envs' , SysP, Sys) 

(BSpec"[fl, envs, SysP , Sys) ~ (BSpec"'[f], envs', SysP, Sys) 

{ 
T if a= T 

where a'= j(a) 'f ..J. 
1 a r T 

(x') Cluster execution 

(BSpec",envs,SysP,Sys) ~ (BSpec'',envs',SysP,Sys) 

([BSpec"]c.(£,, ... ,£,)> envs, SysP, Sys) ~ 
([BSpec"']c:(E,, .. .,E.J, envs' , SysP, Sys) 



Appendix B 

Proofs of Propositions and 
Transformations 

Proof of Proposition 1 

(a) For (a) of Proposition 1 we have to prove that ((3, a', r) satisfies requirements (1) · · · 
(4) of the definition of Sys-structures. Now requirements (1) and (2) easily follow 
from the definition of copy. For (3) let 6 E Dom( a'), let x E Dom(a'(8)) and assume 
that a = a'(8)(x) E NDObj. We have to show that a E Dom(a'). Since a' = a r 'D 
we have that 8 E D. This means that there exists an n E N such that 8 E :F; r(0). 
But then by the definition of :F",r' a E F:.~ 1 (0) and thus a E D. For (4) we ob~erve 
that that (3 E NDObj implies that (3 E :F/r(0 ) and thus that (3 E D. Further, since 
(3 E Dom( a), we also have (3 E Dom( a r 'D) and thus (3 E Dom( a'). 

(b) For (b) we have to prove that copy( ((3, a', r) = ((3, a', r). We know that copy 
( ((3, a') r)) = ((3, a' r '[)') r r D') where'[)' = U{ ;:;,,13 (0) I 0 :::; n}. If we can show 
that 'D' = '[) we are ready. For then ((3, a' r '[)'' r r 'D') = ((3, a' r 'D, r r 'D) = 
((3, a r '[) r 'D, T r '[) r 'D) = ((3, a r 'D, T r 'D) = ((3, a', r). To prove that '[) = '[)' it 
suffices to show that ;:;,,13 (0) = F;,f3(0) for each n E N. This can be proved by an 
easy mathematical induction on n. 

(c) By mathematical induction it is easy to show that for all n E N, proc rf. :F;,{3(0). 
Therefore proc r/. 'D, and thus proc r/. Dom( a r 'D) =Dom( a'). 

This concludes the proof of Proposition 1. D 

Proof of Proposition 2 
Items (iv) and (vi) directly follow from (iii) and (v) respectively. We will prove (i), 
(ii), (iii), and (v) simultaneously by rule induction on the shape of the derivation tree 
of conff ~ conff. We argue by cases on the applied axioms and rules. Let conff = 
(BSpecj,envs,SysP,Sys) and conff = (BSpe0_,envs',SysP,Sys) and assume that conff .!!.. 
con ff. 

Case axiom (1') 
Then BSpec'j = [S]a(r,, .. ,£,), BSpe0_ = [.Jlo(£,, .. .,£,) and a= T. (i) directly follows from the 
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definition of ConfP and from conff E ConfP. (ii) is an immediate result of the definition 
of Reset. (iii) holds vacuously since T (/. £. Further AASort(conff) = AASort(BSpeCi, SysP) 
= AASort(O, SysP) = AASort(BSpec~ , SysP) = AASort(conff), and thus (v) is also satisfied. 

Case axiom (2') 
Then BSpe0_ = [ch!m(E1 , • · ·, En)la(E;, .. ,£;), BSpeCi = [VJo(E;,-·-.E;), and a= ch!m[data] with 
I data I = n. (i), (ii), and (v) are proved as in case axiom (1') . For (iii) we notice that 
Abs(a) = ch!m[n.] E { ch!m[n.]} = AA5ort(ch!m(E1, ···,En)). Then, using the condition of 
rule (3) of the definition of ConfP, we derive Abs(a) E AASort(O, SysP), and thus Abs(a) E 
AASort(BSpe0, SysP) = AASort(conff), so the result follows. · 

Case axiom (3') 
Analogous to the case of axiom (2'). 

Case axiom (4') 
Then B5pe0_ =: [m(E1, · · ·, Em)(p1, · · · , Pn)]o(E;,. ··,E;), BSpec~ =: [L m(pi:· ,p.) SP]a (E;, .. .,E;) with SP 
being the body of method m, and a= T. (ii), (iii), and (v) are proved as in case axiom (l'). 
For (i) we have to show that the condition of rule (3) of the definition of Conf P is satisfied. 
The first part of the definition directly follows from con ff E Conf P. For the second part we 
use context condition (10') together with the definition of AASort, and deduce AASort(SP) 
~ AASort(cP, SysP). From this the result follows since AASort( L m(pi ... ·,pn) SP) = AASort(SP) 
~ AASort(cP, SysP). 

Cases axioms (5' ),(6') and (7') 
Are proved analogous to the case of axiom (4'). 

Case axiom (8') 
Then BSpec'i =: O(E1, · · ·,Er), BSpe0 =: [m(E], · · ·, E~)()]a(E,,. ,E,)i and a= T . (i), (ii), and (iii) 
are proved as in case axiom (1 '). Item (v) holds since AASort( con ff)= AASort(BSpeCi , SysP) 
= AASort(O, SysP) = AASort(BSpe0_, SysP) = AASort(conff). 

Case axiom (9') 
Then BSpeq =: C<(E1, ···,Er), BSpeCz = [BSpecP[Ei/P1 , · · ·, Er/Pr]]c<(E1 , ... ,£,) where BSpecP 
is the behaviour specification and where P1, · · • , Pr are the expression parameters of the 
cluster class with name cc, a= T, and envs = envs' = (). (ii) is an immediate consequence 
of the definition of Reset. (iii) holds vacuously. (v) is satisfied since AASort(Conff> = 
AASort(BSpeCz , SysP) = AASort(CC , SysP) = AASort(BSpec], SysP) = AASort(conff). For (i) 
we first have to show that (BSpecP[Eif P1, • • ·, Er/Prt () , SysP, Sys) E ConfP. Using context 
condition {13') it easily follows that BSpecP[Ez/ P1, • · · , Er/ Pr] E BSpecifications, and thus 
that (BSpecP[Ei/P1, ···,Er/Pr],(), SysP, Sys) E SSpecifications. From this the result follows 
because SSpecification ~ ConfP. The next thing we have to show for (i) is that the condition 
of rule (4) of the definition of ConfP holds. The first part of the condition follows from 
conff E ConfP. For the second part we have to show that Reset(BSpecP [ Ez/ P1 , · · · , Er/ Pr 
]) = BSpecP[Ez/P1, ···,Er/ Pr] · But this follows from the fact that BSpecP[Ei/P1, ···,Er/ Pr] 
E BSpecifications by applying Lemma 1. 
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Case rule (a') 
Then BSpec}_ := [S~·'; Si]o(Ei.···,E,)1 BSpec"z := [Si'e'; Sj]oc£, .... ,£,) where Sj'e =/:- J, and ( 
[Si'e]o(E1,. .. ,£,) , env , SysP , Sys} ~ ( [Si,e']a(£,,. .. ,£,) , env' , SysP , Sys}. Items (ii) 
and (v) are proved as in case axiom (1'). By induction we have a E [, ::} Abs(a) E 

AA Sort( ([Si'e]o(Ei,···,£.l , env, SysP, Sys}), but then clearly a E [, => Abs(a) E AASort(conff), 
so (iii) holds. For (i) we have to show that the condition of rule (3) of the definition of 
ConfP is satisfied. Again, the first part of the condition follows from conff E ConfP. For 
the second part first notice that since con ff E Conf P, AASort(Si'e; Si) ~ AASort(O, SysP). 
But then AASort(sn ~ AASort(O, SysP) and thus ([Si'e]o(£,, ... ,q, envs, SysP , Sys} E ConfP. 
By induction we then have ([Sj·'']a(£1,. .. ,£,) , env', SysP, Sys} E ConfP and thus AASort(S~·e') 
~ AASort(O, Sysl'). But then AASort(Si·e'; Si) ~ AASort(O, SysP), and consequently 
conff E ConfP. 

Case rules (b' ), · · · ,(r') 
Are all proved analogous to the case of rule (a'). 

Case rule (s') 
Then conff = (BSpec'j II BSpec"z,envs1 · envs2,SysP,Sys}, conff = (BSpec'j' II BSpec} ,envsi' · 
envs2, SysP, Sys}, and (BSpec'j, envs1, SysP, Sys) ~ (BSpec'j' , envsi', SysP, Sys}. By induction 
we have a E [, =>Abs( a) E AA Sort( (BSpec'j , envs1, SysP, Sys)), AA Sort ( ( BSpec'j , envs1 , SysP 
, Sys)) =AASort((BSpecf,envs1' , SysP, Sys)), and Reset (( BSpec~, envs1 , SysP, Sys))= Reset 
( (BSpecj', envs1', SysP, Sys)). From this, (ii), (iii), and (v) follow easily. For (i) observe that 
for conff to be member of ConfP, (BSpec'j, envs1, SysP , Sys) and (BSpec], envs2, SysP, Sys) 
both must be member of ConfP (see rule (5) of the definition of Conf P). But then by 
induction (BSpec'j', envs1', Sysl', Sys) E ConfP, and thus (using rule (5) again) conff E 
ConfP. 

Case rules (n'), · · · ,(w') 
Are proved in a similar way as in the case of rule (s'). 

Case rule (x') 
Then conff = ([BSpec']cc(E1,. .. ,£,)> envs, SysP, Sys), conff = ([BSpec'']0 (£,, ... ,£, ) , envs' , Sys" 
, Sys), and (BSpec',envs,SysP,Sys) ~ (BSpece',envs' , SysP ,Sys) . Since conff E ConfP 
we have that Reset(BSpec') = BSpecP [Ei/P1, ·, E,/P,D where BSpecP denotes the be
haviour specification and where P1 , · · · , Pn denote the expression parameters of the 
cluster class with name CC. Item (ii) directly follows from the definition of Reset. 
By induction, a E .C::} Abs(a) E AASort((BSpece,envs, SysP , Sys)). Further we have 
AASort( (BSpec' , envs, SysP, Sys)) = AASort(BSpec', SysP) = { according to Lemma 1 } 
AASort(Reset(BSpec'), SysP) = AASort(BSpecP[Ei/P1, · · · , E,/P,]], SysP) = { according to 
Lemma 3 } AASort (BSpecP , SysP) = { context condition (10') } AASort(CC, SysP) = 
AASort(conff), and thus (iii) follows. (v) is true because AASort(conff) = AASort(Cc, SysP) 
= AASort(conff). Since con ff E Con/ P, we have using rule (4) of the definition of ConfP 
that (BSpec', envs, SysP, Sys) E ConfP . By induction we then have (BSpece' , envs', SysP , 
Sys) E ConfP and Reset ((BSpec', envs, SysP, Sys))= Reset ((BSpec' ' , envs' , SysP, Sys}). Now, 
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(i) follows from rule (4) of the definition of ConfP. 

This concludes the proof of Proposition 2. 0 

The proof of Proposition 2 is based on the following three lemmas: 

Lemma 1 
Let BSpec be a behaviour specification. Then Reset(BSpec) = BSpec. 0 

Proof of Lemma 1 
The proof is an easy induction on the structure of BSpec. o 

Lemma2 
Let BSpec' be an extended behaviour specification. Then AASort(BSpec', SysP) = 
AASort(Reset(BSpec'), SysP). o 

Proof of Lemma 2 
The proof proceeds by structural induction. o 

Lemma 3 
Let BSpecP be a parameterised behaviour specification. Then AASort( BSpecP, SysP) = 
AASort(BSpecP[g~, SysP). o 

Proof of Lemma 3 
Again, the proof is an easy induction on the structure of BSpec. o 

Proof of Proposition 3 
The proofs of the properties of this proposition are variants of the proofs of similar 
properties given in [Mil89] for CCS. o 

Proof of Proposition 4 
We will only prove (2). (1) and (3) are proved in an analogous way. For observation 
equivalence we will show thatS = { ((BSpec',_ \L,envs1,SysP,Sys), (BSpec;'\L,envs'z,SysP',Sys 
) ) I ( BSpec',_,envs1,SysP,Sys) ~ (BSpec',_',envs'z,SysP' ,Sys)} is a weak bisimulation. Clearly 
the Sys parts of the configurations are syntactically identical, so (i) of the definition 
of weak bisimulations is satisfied. For (2) let ( (BSpec'i \ L,envs1,SysP ,Sys ) , (BSpecJ.' \ 
L,envs'z,SysP',Sys ) ) E S and assume that (BSpec~ \ L,envs1,SysP,Sys ) ..!!... confP, for some 
confP. Then, using rule (v'), confP = (BSpec' \ L,envs,SysP,Sys) for some BSpec' and envs, 
(BSpecLenvs1,SysP,Sys) ..!!... (BSpec',envs,SysP,Sys ), and a= Tor Chan(a) rf. L. But then, 
since (BSpec',_ , envs1 , SysP, Sys ) ~ (BSpecJ.',envs'z,SysP',Sys ), we have by Proposition 

3(ii) that (BSpec',_',envs;,sysP',Sys) :! (BSpece',envs',SysP',Sys) for some BSpec"' and envs' 
such that (BSpec",envs,SysP,Sys) ~ (BSpec"',envs',SysP',Sys ). From a= Tor Chan(a) rf. Lit 

is then easy to see that (BSpec;' \ L,envs'z,SysP',Sys) :! (BSpece' \ L,envs',SysP',Sys ) and 
clearly ((BSpec' \ L,envs,SysP,Sys ), (BSpec'' \ L,envs',SysP',Sys )) E S. This concludes the 
proof of condition (2) of the definition of weak bisimulations. Condition (3) is proved 
in a symmetric way. 
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For transformation equivalence we additionally have to show that Reset( ( BSpec~ , envs1 

, Sys", Sys))~ Reset((BSpecf,envs/,Sys",Sys)) implies Reset(( BSpec'j \ L , envs1 , SysP, 
Sys))~ Reset(( BSpec'j' \ L, envsi', SysP, Sys)). But this immediately follows from the 
definition of Reset and the substitutivity of~ under channel hiding. 

This concludes the proof of Proposition 4. 0 

Proof of Transformation 1 
We will first prove the observation equivalence part by showing that S = 
{ ( (BSpec[Id], envs , SysP, Sys) , (BSpec', envs, SysP, Sys))} is a weak bisimulation. It is 
clear that (i) of the definition of weak bisimulations is satisfied. For (ii) let ( (BSpec'[Id] 
, envs, SysP,Sys}, (BSpec', envs, Sys", Sys}) ES and assume that (BSpec' [Id], envs, 

SysP,Sys) ~ confP. Then (BSpec, envs, SysP,Sys) ~ (BSpec'', envs', SysP,Sys), confP 
= (BSpec'[Id] , envs', SysP, Sys), and a' = T if a = rand a' = Id(a) if a -f= T. So a' = a 
and clearly ( (BSpec'[Id], envs', Sys", Sys), (BSpec' , envs , SysP, Sys)) E S. Item (iii) of the 
definition of weak bisimulations is proved in a similar way. For the transformation 
equivalence part observe that (Reset( (BSpec'[Id] , envs, Sys", Sys)), Reset( (BSpec , envs, 
SysP, Sys)))= ((Reset(BSpec')[Id], (), SysP, Sys), (Reset(BSpec' ), (), SysP,Sys)) E S. And 
thus Reset( (BSpec[Id] , envs, SysP, Sys)) ~ Reset( (BSpec', envs, Sys", Sys)). 

This concludes the proof of Transformation 1. 0 

Proofs of Transformations 2 and 3 
Both proofs consist of exhibiting appropriate weak bisimulations and by applying the 
definition of function Reset. The proofs are of a complexity similar to that of Transfor
mation l. o 

Proof of Transformation 4 
The observation equivalence part of the proof consists of showing that S = {((BSpec'[f] 
' envs, Sys"' Sys) I (BSpec[f'], envs, SysP, Sys)) I f r ChSort(BSpec'' SysP) = !' r ChSort( 
BSpec, SysP)} is a weak bisimulation. To prove this we need properties (iv) and (vi) 
of Proposition 2 stating that the channel of any non-silent action performed by some 
configuration is part of the ChSort of that configuration, and that the channel sort of a 
configuration equals the channel sort of any of its derivatives. To prove the transforma
tion equivalence part we need the fact that the channel sort of any extended behaviour 
specification equals the channel sort of the reset of that specification. This fact is subject 
ofLemma4. 

This proves Transformation 4. 

Lemma4 
Let BSpec E BSpecifications'. Then ChSort(BSpec') = ChSort(Reset(BSpec')). 

Proof of Lemma 4 

0 

0 

The lemma follows directly from the definitions of functions Reset and ChSort and from 
Lemma l. o 
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Proof of Transformation 5 
The proof consists of exhibiting an appropriate weak bisimulation and by applying the 
definition of function Reset. The complexity of the proof is similar to that of Transfor
mation 1. o 

Proof of Transformation 6 
It is a tedious, yet straightforward, exercise to show that S = { ( ( (BSpec'z II BSpec'2)[f] , envs1 

·envs2,SysP,Sys} , (BSpeci[f] II BSpec'2 [f] ,envs1 · envs2,SysP, Sys}) I NoComChange(BSpecJ , 
BSpec'2, envs1, envs2, SysP, Sys,/)} is a weak bisimulation. For the transformation equiva
lence part of the proof we have to show that NoComChange(BSpee), BSpec)_ , envs1, envs2 , 

SysP , Sys,f) implies Reset( ( (BSpeq II BSpec)_)[f] , envs1 • envs2, SysP, Sys}) :::::: Reset( (BSpec'z 
[f] II BSpec)_[f] , envs1 · envs2, SysP , Sys}) and thus that NoComChange(BSpee), BSpee2, envs1 

, envs2 , SysP, Sys,f) implies (((Reset(BSpeej) II Reset(BSpec),))[f], (} , SysP, Sys), (Reset( 
BSpecj) [f] II Reset(BSpec})[f] , (}, SysP, Sys)) E S. Now, using the definition of NoCom
Change, is easy to verify that NoComChange(BSpee'',, BSpec)_, envs1, envs2, SysP, Sys,J) im
plies NoComChange(Reset(Bspecj), Reset ( BSpec)_), (}, (} , SysP, Sys ,f). From this the result 
follows straightforwardly. o 

Proof of Proposition 5 
Suppose NoComChange'(BSpeeJ, BSpec2 , SysP,f) and assume that (BSpeC,. , envs1, SysP , Sys} 

___,• -.i., (BSpec2 , envs2,SysP,Sys) ___,• .!'.+, and that f(l) = f(l') . From (iii) and (v) of 
Proposition 2 it follows that then Abs(l) E AASort(BSpecj, SysP) and Abs(l') E AASort( 
BSpec)_, SysP) . Further because f(l) = f(l') we also have that f(Abs(l)) = f(Abs(l')). Then by 
the definition of NoComChange' we have Abs(l) = Abs(/'). This, combined with the fact 
that j(/) = f(/') implies that I = F, so requirement (1) of the definition of NoComChange is 
satisfied. By applying Lemma 1 requirement (2) is proved in a similar way. o 

Proof of Transformation 7 
The proof is analogous to the proof of Transformation 4. 0 

Proofs of Transformations 8 and 9 
The proofs consist of exhibiting appropriate weak bisimulations and by applying the 
definition of function Reset. The complexity is similar to that of Transformation 1. o 

Proof of Transformation 10 
(BSpec" [f] \J(L), envs, SysP, Sys} 
<::::::> { application of T9 } 
(BSpec' \J-1f (L)[f], envs, SysP, Sys} 
<::::::> { elementary calculus} 
(BSpec" \{eh E Chan IJ(eh) E f(L)}[f] ,envs, SysP, Sys) 
<::::::> { elementary calculus } 
(BSpec' \ ( {eh rf. L I /(eh) E f(L)} U L)[f], envs, SysP, Sys) 
<::::::> { application of TB} 
(BSpec" \ {eh rf. L If (eh) E f(L)} \ L[f], envs, SysP, Sys} 
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<~> { application of T7 
because of (1) ChSort(BSpece, SysP) n {eh 'f. L I f(ch) E f (L)} = 0 } 

(BSpect \ L[f], envs, SysP, Sys) 
<~> { application of T 4 

because of (2) f r ChSort(BSpect \ L, SysP) =Id f ChSort(BSpece \ L, SysP) } 
(BSpect \ L[Id], envs, SysP, Sys) 
<~> { application of Tl } 
(BSpect \ L, envs, SysP, Sys) 
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This ends the proof of Transformation 10. Note that the proof implicitly uses the 
congruence property of<~> as stated in Proposition 4. o 

Proof of Transformation 11 
The proof of the observation equivalence part consists of showing that S = { ( ( (BSpec'j II 
BSpe0) \ L, envs1 · envs2, SysP, Sys), ((BSpecJ. \ L) II (BSpe0 \ L), envs1 · envs2, SysP, Sys)) I 
{Chan(!") I za E AASort(BSpecJ., SysP) /\ F E AASort(BSpec2, SysP)} n L = 0} is a weak 
bisimulation. The proof requires (iii) and (v) of Proposition 2. The transformation 
equivalence part follows from the definition of Reset and from Lemma 2. o 

Proof of Transformation 12 
The result for transformation equivalence directly follows from the definition of Reset 
and from the result for observation equivalence. For observation equivalence we will 
show that S = { ((BSpece, envs, Sys~, Sys),(BSpece, envs, Sysi, Sys)) I Sy?i and Sysi are non
conflicting } is a weak bisimulation. Let (conff, conff) E Sand suppose conff ~ conff'. 
The proof is by rule induction on the shape of the derivation tree of confP ~ conff'. We 
argue by cases on the applied axioms and rules. 

Case axiom (9') 
Then conff = (Cc(E1 , · · · , E,), (),Sys~, Sys), a= T, conff' = ([BSpecP[Ei/P1 , · · · E,/P,]]] 
C'(£,,. . .,E,), (), Sy!i, Sys), Sy!i = (CD~ ... COP . . . con, COP = cluster class CC(Pi, ... 'P,) 
···behaviour specification BSpecP, BSpecP[Ez/P1, · · ·, E,/P,~ E BSpecifications, and conff 
= (CC(E1, · · ·, E,), (), Sysj, Sys). Since Sy?i and Sysi are non-conflicting, Sysj also con
tains COP and thus by axiom (9') conff .2+ conf{ = ([BSpecP[Ei/P1, · · · E,/ P,]]]c,(E,, ,E,) , 
(), Sysl; , Sys). But then also conff ~ conf{ and clearly (conff', conff') ES. 

Case rule (s') 
Then conff = (BSpec'j II BSpecti,envs1 · envs2, Sysj, Sys), conff' = (BSpec'j' II BSpecti , 
envsi' ·envs2, Sysj, Sys), and (BSpec'j, envs1, Sysj, Sys) ~ (BSpec1', envs1', Sysj . Sys). Since 
((BSpec'j,envs1,Sy!i, Sys), (BSpec'j,envs1,Sysj,Sys)) ES, we have by induction that 

(BSpecj , envs1 , Sysi , Sys) J confP, for some confP with ((BSpecj' , envs1' , Sy!i , 
Sys), confP) E S . But then necessarily confP = (BSpecj' , envs1', Sysj, Sys). By applying rule 

(s') we then have (BSpecj II BSpecz,envs1 · envs2, Sysj , Sys) J conf{ = (BSpecj' II BSpec2, 
envsi' ·envs2 , Sysi, Sys), and evidently (conff', conff') ES. 

The proofs of the remaining (and symmetric) cases are of a similar complexity. This ends 
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the proof of Transformation 12. D 

Proof of Transformation 13 
It is easily shown that S = {((CC(E1, ·:·,Er),(), SysP , Sys), (BSpecP[Eif P1, · ··,Er/ P,D , 
SysP, Sys))} u { ( ([BSpec']cc(Ei. .. .,E,)> envs, SysP, Sys) , (BSpec', SysP, Sys))} is a weak bisim
ulation, so (i) and (ii) hold if <~> is replaced by ~. For the transformation 
equivalence part of (i), we observe that Reset ((CC(E1, .. .,E,), (), SysP,Sys)) = 
(CC(E1,···,E,), (), SysP, Sys) . Further from context condition (13'), it follows 
that BSpecP[Ei/ P1 , · · · , Er/ Pr TI E BSpecifications. Then, using Lemma 1, we have that 
Reset ((BSpecP [Eif P1,. · ·, Er/P,] , () , SysP , Sys)) = (BSpecP [Eif P1,. .. , E,/P,] , () , 
SysP, Sys). Then by (i) (where<~> is replaced by>::::) the result follows. For (ii) we have 
that Reset( ([BSpec']cc(Ei,···,E,), envs, SysP, Sys)) = (CC(E1, · · · , E,), (), SysP , Sys) and that Reset 
((BSpec',envs , SysP, Sys))= (BSpecP [EJ/P1 , · · ·, E,/P,]J, (), SysP, Sys). The result then 
follows from (i). o 

Proof of Transformation 14 
The observation equivalence part of the proof consists of showing that 
S = { ( (q(E1, · · ·, E,)[f1], (), SysP, Sys), (q(E1, · · ·, E,)[f2], (), SysP, Sys)) I (1) and (2)} U 
{ ( ([Si'']c~(E,,···,E,) [f1], env, SysP, Sys), ([Si'']q(£,, ... ,£,) [f2], env, SysP , Sys)) I (1) , (2) and (3)} is a 
weak bisimulation. The proof proceeds by rule induction. The transformation equiva
lence part directly follows from the definition of Reset. o 

Proof of Transformation 15 
The proof is similar to the proof of Transformation 11. D 

Proposition 6 
A sound and complete proof system for transfonnation equivalence does not exist. D 

Proof of Proposition 6 
The incompleteness result is a direct consequence of Proposition 7. 0 

Proposition 7 
There does not exist a sound proof system for transformation equivalence that is complete with 
respect to all specifications that are transfonnation equivalent according to T 6. o 

Proof of Proposition 7 
Assume that P is a sound proof system for <~> that is complete with respect to all 
specifications that are transformation equivalent according to T6. We have to derive a 
contradiction. To this end IetSSpecA(p(TM)) = ((A(p(TM)) II B)[c/a,c/ b], SysP , Sys) and 
SSpecB(p(TM)) = ((A(p(TM))[c/a, c/ b] II B[c/a, c/b]), SysP, Sys) be system specifications, 
where A(p(TM)) and Bare processes. p(TM) is an initialisation parameter of A denoting 
a (POOSL) string that represents an encoding of Turing Machine TM, see [LP81]. If the 
transformation condition NoComChange(p(TM)) is satisfied, specification SSpecA(p(TM)) 
can be transformed into SSpecB((p(TM)) by T6: 
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c c 

A(p(TM)) B A(p(TM)) B 

a~ ., b 
c 

a1 b 

Process A(p(TM)) behaves as follows. It starts emulating Turing Machine TM on in
put p(TM)1• If TM eventually halts on its own input p(TM), then process A(p(TM)) 
sends message m on channel a. Process B only tries to receive message m from 
channel b. Now transformation condition NoComChange(p(TM)) is true if and only 

I I' if for all 1,1' E £, (A(p(TM)),SysP,Sys) --+*--+and (B,SysP,Sys) --+*--+and/(/) = f(l') 
implies I = I', where f = c/a,c/b. That is, NoComChange(p(TM)) is true if and 
only if (A(p(TM)), SysP , Sys) --+*~ and (B, SysP , Sys) --+*~ and c!m = c?m implies 

- ( ) b>m a!m = b?m. Since a!m -=J b?m, c!m = c?m and B,SysP, Sys --+*--=-+,we thus have that 

NoComChange(p(TM)) is true if and only if not (A(p(TM)) , SysP, Sys) --+*~,i.e. if process 
A(p(TM)) does not send message m on channel a. Hence, NoComChange(p(TM)) = true 
if and only if Turing Machine TM does not halt on its own input p(TM). 

Using proof system P we will construct a Turing Machine Magic that behaves as follows. 
When fed with an encoding of a Turing Machine p(TM), it starts generating POOSL spec
ifications SSpecA(p(TM)) and SSpecB(p(TM))2. Then it tries to prove the transformation 
equivalence of SSpecA(p(TM)) and SSpecB(p(TM)) using proof system P. This is done by 
first examining all proofs of length 1, then all proofs of length 2, etcetera. Since P only 
has a finite amount of transformations, all possible proofs3 will eventually be examined 
this way. If SSpecA(p(TM)) and SSpecB(p(TM)) are transformation equivalent, Turing 
Machine Magic will eventually terminate. Otherwise it will loop forever. 

Now let us feed Turing Machine Magic with its own encoding p(Magic). 

1 Process A can be considered a variant of the universal Turing Machine (LP81). It can easily be 
expressed in POOSL. 

2This boils down to a very simple copy operation. 
3Note that a proof is a finite sequence of successively applied transformations. 
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Then the following two cases apply: 

(1) Magic does not eventually halt on p(Magic). Then NoComChange(p(Magic)) is true 
and SSpecA(p(Magic)) is transformation equivalent with SSpecB(p(Magic)). But 
then there exists a proof of equivalence using complete proof system P and thus 
Magic must eventually terminate. This is a contradiction. 

(2) Magic does eventually halt on p(Magic). Then NoComChange(p(Magic)) is false. 
Furthermore, it is not hard to verify that SSpecA(p(Magic)) and SSpecB(p(Magic)) 
are in that case not transformation equivalent. Hence, since P is sound, there 
exists no equivalence proof and thus Magic does not terminate. Again we have a 
contradiction. 

In any case we end up with a contradiction. Clearly the Magic machine cannot exist. 
Hence we must conclude that our initial assumption about the existence of P was wrong. 
There does not exist a proof system for transformation equivalence that is complete with 
respect to all transformations that are allowed by transformation T 6. This concludes 
the proof of Proposition 7. o 

Proposition 8 
Let SSpec be a POOSL specification. Then there exists no sound proof system for transformation 
equivalence that is complete with respect to all specifications that are transformation equivalent 
to SSpec. o 

Proof of Proposition 8 
Let SSpec = (BSpec, SysP, Sys) be a POOSL specification and assume that P is a sound 
proof system for <:::::: > that is complete with respect to all specification that are transfor
mation equivalent to SSpec. We have to derive a contradiction. To this end let A(p(TM)) 
be a process that behaves as follows4. It starts emulating Turing Machine TM on input 
p(TM). If TM eventually halts on its own input p(TM) then process A(p(TM)) sends a 
message m on a channel eh. Here it is assumed that neither m nor eh is used in behaviour 
specification BSpec. 

4See also the proof of Proposition 7. 
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Now consider specifications SSpec and SSpec' = (BSpec II A(p(TM)), Sys!' , Sys). It is not 
hard to find out that SSpec <;::::> SSpec' if and only if Turing Machine TM does not halt 
on its own input. Just as in the proof of Proposition 7 we are now able to construct a 
non-existing Turing Machine Magic. Hence the initial assumption about the existence 
of 'P was wrong. This concludes the proof of Proposition 8. o 
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Appendix C 

Glossary of Symbols 

This appendix contains an overview of all symbols that are used in the formal definition 
of the language POOSL. The symbols are split into two groups. The first group refers to 
sets and second group refers to other symbols such as functions and relations. 

Sets 

Page Set Typical Elements Meaning 

274 Act a . .. , actions 
243 ]ff, boolean objects 
269 BSpecifications BSpec, · · · behaviour specifications 
267 BSpecificationsP BSpecP, · · · parameterised behaviour specifications 
271 BSpecificationse BSpece, · · · extended behaviour specifications 
263 Chan eh,··· communication channels 
243 Char character objects 
268 Chan Ren f ... , ' channel renaming functions 
245 ClassDef CD,· · · data class definitions 
266 ClassDefP COP,.,. process and cluster class definitions 
243 CName c ... , data class names 
263 CNamec cc ... 

' 
cluster class names 

263 CNameP cP ". 
' 

process class names 
264 CNamePc oc ". , process or cluster class names 
249 Conf conf, · · · data configurations 
272 ConfP confP, . . . process configurations 
247 DObj /3, ... data objects 
272 Env env, · · · process environments 
243 Exp E ... 

' 
data expressions 

249 Expc E' ... 
' 

extended data expressions 
263 EPar p ... 

' 
expression parameters 

243 IVar x,y, ... instance variables 
248 IVar '----> DObj </J, ... assignments to instance variables 
274 [," 1a ... 

' 
abstract communication actions 

266 [. I ... 
' 

communication actions 
243 LVar u,v,w,··· local variables and parameters 

435 
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248 Lvar ~ DObj \, · . . local variables assignments 
245 Meth De/ MD,- ·· data method definitions 
267 MethDef' MDP , ... 
243 MName m, ··· 
247 NDObj a:, .. . 

248 NDObj U {proc} 8 ... , 
248 (NDObj U {proc}) e, · · · 

process method definitions 
method and message names 
non-primitive data objects 
non-primitive data objects or proc 
local variables environments 

x (LVar ~ DObj) 
267 Par Exp 
268 ParStat 
243 PDObj 
272 PS tack 
243 IR 
248 " '--' 

269 SS pee ifica t ions 
248 Stack 
244 St at 
249 St at' 
264 StatP 
273 StatP·' 
253 Strucsys 
254 StntCsys,min 
274 Strucsys,min 
276 SSubst 
245 Systems 
265 SystemsP 
249 Types 
264 Var 
243 z 

Other Symbols 

Page Symbol 

275 AASort(conf P) 
275 Abs(/) 
249 /3 
267 BSped; II BSpec!; 
267 BSpecP \ L 
267 BSpecP[fJ 
276 BSpecP~] 

PE, ·· 
PS,-·· 
/,··· 
ps, . .. 

(J ... , 

parameterised data expressions 
parameterised data statements 
primitive data objects 
process stacks 
real objects 

SSpec, · · · 
(instance) variables states 
system specifications 
(local variables) stacks 
data statements 

s . . . , 
S, ... 
S' .. . , 
SP . .. , 
SP·' .. . 

1 

extended data statements 
process statements 
extended process statements 
set of Sys-structures 
set of minimal Sys-structures 

data , ··· lists of minimal Sys-structures 
syntactic substitution functions 
systems of non-primitive data classes 
systems of process and cluster classes 
type functions 

g,··· 
Sys,··· 
SysP, · · · 
T .. . 

) 

p, ... 

Meaning 

instance variables and local variables 
integer objects 

abstract action sort of confP 
abstract communication action corresponding to I 
direct naming of data object /3 
parallel composition of BSped; and BSpec1; 
the channels from BSpecP that are in Lare hidden 

272 (BSpec',envs, SysP, Sys) 
243 bunk 

the channels from BSpecP are renamed according to f 
parameter substitution in BSpecP according tog 
process configuration 
unknown boolean object 

275 Chan(I) (Chan(I•)) 
275 ChSort(confP) 
254 copy 

channel of action I (I•) 
channel sort of conf' 
creates a copy of a Sys-structure 
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267 O'(PE1,···,PE,) (parameterised) instance of process class CP 
267 CC(PE1, · · · , PE,) (parameterised) instance of cluster class cc 
285 [confP]<::::> equivalence class of configurations 
249 conf1 -> confz conf1 leads to confz in one computation step 
277 conff ~ conff conff leads to conff by performing action a 

284 conff ~ conff conff is an a descendant of conff 
284 conff :::::: conjf conff and conff are observation equivalent 
285 conff <::::::> con!f conff and conff are transformation equivalent 
243 cunk unknown character object 
237 Dom(j) domain of function f 
249 l E' indication of an outstanding message 
236 f:V<-tW f is a partial function from V to W 
237 f:V->W f is a total function from V to W 
275 f (I) (j(I")) renaming of the channel of I (I") by f 
236 f (v) image of v under function f 
237 j(v) = undef image of v under f is undefined 
237 f{w/v}- variant notation for function f 
237 Jrz function f restricted to domain Z 
236 Id identity relation 
305 ISD(BSpec', SysP) instance structure diagram of BSpec' 
243 iunk unknown integer object 
275 I (Fi) complement of action l (l") 
248 Maxld(a) greates object identifier in a 

273 l m(p1, -,p.,) indication of process method execution 
247 iz object identifier 
244 new data object creation 
243 nil nil object 
312 NoComChange transformation condition 
312 NoComChange' transformation condition 
235 0 the empty set 
249 pop(s) pop the top off stack s 
248 proc process identifier 
252 M(conf) meaning of configuration conf 
285 M <::::> ( confP) meaning of configuration confP 
249 push(e,s) push element e on top of stacks 
237 Rng(j) range of function f 
236 Rn n-fold composition of relation R 
236 R* reflexive transitive closure of relation R 
236 Ro Sor RS relation composition of R and S 
254 relabel+m relabelling of minimal Sys-structure 
277 Reset(confP) reset of process configuration confP 
243 runk unknown real object 
284 s weak bisimulation 
249 (S',a,s,T,Sys} data configuration 
244 self data object that is evaluating the self expression 
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274 T 

249 top(s) 
235 (vi,·· ·, Vn} 

236 () 
236 Iv I 
236 vRw 
236 V·W 

235 v E V 
235 vi;;;w 
235 vnw 
235 vuw 
235 Vix··· x V" 
235 UV 
235 Ifl'(V) 
236 V" 
236 v· 
236 v·. w· 
236 w(i) 
237 WJ/V1, · · · , Wn/Vn 
274 v 
250 = 

silent action 
top of stack s 
ordered n-tuple or list of length n 
empty list 
length of list v 
vis related tow by relation R 
the concatenation of lists v and w 
v is an element of set V 
set V is a subset of set W 
the intersection of sets V and W 
the union of sets V and W 
cartesian product of Vi, · ··, V" 

Glossary of Symbols 

the generalised union of sets from V 
the powerset of V 
set of lists of length n with entries from V 
set of lists with entries from V 
set of concatenations of lists from v· and lists from w· 
i-th element of ordered tuple w 
function definition 
succesful process termination 
syntactic identity 
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Summary 

This combined thesis describes a system level method for co-specification and design 
of distributed reactive real-time hardware/software systems. Examples of such sys
tems are tele/data communication networks and switches, industrial control systems, 
embedded systems and electronic consumer products. Nowadays, the complexity of 
such systems has grown to such an extent that their development is a risky enterprise. 
It is difficult to cope with both complexity and high demands on quality, robustness, 
safety and reliability. Functionality is implemented as a mix of concurrent hardware and 
software modules that have very complex interactions. It is impossible to design such 
systems rapidly enough without adequate methods and tools. In addition, there is a lack 
of adequate system level approaches. Therefore the research field of hardware/ software 
co-specification has been explored. It aims at specification and design on system level. 
It is complementary to hardware/software co-design, which aims at implementation 
level hardware/software co-simulation. 

This thesis introduces the method Software/Hardware Engineering (SHE) incorporating 
a framework for design activities, and a formal description language called POOSL (Par
allel Object-Oriented Specification Language). Starting from informal Object-Oriented 
analysis and architecture design, SHE produces rigorous behaviour and architecture 
descriptions. In contrast to informal methods, SHE has the potentials for simulation, 
formal verification, design structure transformation, and automatic translation for im
plementation. This thesis focuses on the method base rather than on the method itself. 
The method is based on: 

• the event/response approach of Structured Analysis and Structured Design meth
ods; 

• the message passing and classification approach of Object-Oriented analysis and 
design methods; 

• concepts for formal description and proven transformations of system structure; 

• modelling of concurrent processes with various forms of communication; 

• executable dynamic behaviour description based on a language with a formal 
semantics; 

• a multidisciplinary approach. 
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456 Summary 

The research has been performed in a joint project resulting in a combined doctoral thesis. 
Van der Putten focused on modelling concepts and the definition of the method and its 
framework. Voeten focused on the development of the description language POOSL, 
its formal semantics and a system of proven behaviour-preserving transformations. 
The result of this joint effort is a specification and design philosophy that integrates 
formal and informal modelling of reactive systems in an object-oriented fashion. The 
method is applied to an industrial case. This case involves the development of a generic 
specification of an industrial mailing machine. The specification is developed in a joint 
research project of the TUE (Information and Communication Systems), Buhrs-Zaandam 
bv, and TNO-TPD. The project has been granted a subsidy of the Ministry of Economic 
Affairs in the framework of 'Informatietechnologieprogramma's 1995.' 



Samenvatting 

Dit gecombineerde proefschrift beschrijft een methode voor co-specificatie en ontwerp 
van gedistribueerde reactieve real-time hardware/softwaresystemen. Voorbeelden van 
dergelijke systemen zijn tele- en datacommunicatienetwerken en schakelcentrales, in
dustriele besturingssystemen, 'embedded' systemen en consumentenelektronica. De 
complexiteit van dergelijke systemen is tegenwoordig zover toegenomen dat het ont
wikkelen ervan grote risico's met zich meebrengt. Naast het probleem van com
plexiteit kampt men ook met steeds hogere eisen op het gebied van kwaliteit, duur
zaamheid, veiligheid en betrouwbaarheid. Functionaliteit wordt gei"mplementeerd in 
een mengvorm van parallelle hardware- en softwaremodules met een zeer ingewikkeld 
communicatiegedrag. Het is onmogelijk om dergelijke systemen snel genoeg te ont
wikkelen zonder de hulp van geschikte methoden en gereedschappen. Er zijn onvol
doende methoden die zich richten op het ontwerpen op systeemniveau. Daarom is 
gekozen voor onderzoeken op het gebied van hardware/software co-specificatie. Dit 
gebied richt zich op specificatie en ontwerp op systeemniveau. Het gebied is comple
mentair aan hardware/software co-design, dat zich richt op het implementatieniveau, 
en met name op hardware/software co-simulatie. 

Dit proefschrift introduceert de methode 'Software/Hardware Engineering' (SHE). Deze 
methode omvat een omgeving voor ontwerpactiviteiten en een formele beschrijvingstaal 
genaamd POOSL (Parallel Object-Oriented Specification Language). Na een eerste fase 
van objectgeorienteerde analyse en architectuurontwerp produceert de methode een 
robuuste beschrijving van zowel structuur als dynamisch gedrag van een systeem. 
In tegenstelling tot informele methoden heeft SHE de potentie om simulatie, formele 
verificatie, structuurtransformaties, en automatische vertaling naar implementatie te 
bieden. Dit proefschrift richt zich meer op de fundamenten van de methode dan op de 
methode zelf. De methode is gebaseerd op: 

• de 'event/response' benadering uit de traditie van 'Structured Analysis & Struc
tured Design'; 

• communicatie met berichten en slassificatie volgens het objectgeorienteerde 
paradigma; 

• concepten voor formele beschrijving en voor bewezen structuurtransformaties; 

• modellering van parallelle processen en diverse soorten communicatie; simuleer
bare dynamische gedragsbeschrijvingen en op een taal met een formele semantiek; 

• een multidisciplinaire benadering. 
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458 Samenvatting 

Het onderzoek is uitgevoerd in een gezamenlijk project en heeft geresulteerd in dit 
gecombineerde proefschrift. Van der Putten heeft zich gericht op modelleringsconcepten 
en de definitie van het raamwerk in de methode SHE. Voeten heeft zich gericht op de 
ontwikkeling van de beschrijvingstaal POOSL, haar formele semantiek en een verzame
ling van bewezen gedragsbehoudende transformaties. Het resultaat van de gezamen
lijke inspanning is een specificatie- en ontwerpfilosofie, die het informeel en formeel 
modelleren van reactieve systemen integreert op een objectgeorienteerde manier. De 
methode is gehanteerd bij een industriele toepassing. Deze toepassing behelst het ont
wikkelen van een generieke specificatie voor een industriele 'mailing' machine en is 
uitgevoerd in een gezamenlijk onderzoeksproject van de TUE (Informatie en Communi
catie Systemen), Buhrs-Zaandam bv, en TNO-TPD. Aan <lit project is subsidie verleend 
door het Ministerie van Economische Zaken in het kader van 'Informatietechnologiepro
gramma's 1995'. 
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1. Het specificeren van complexe systemen is niet alleen het 
vastleggen, maar vooral ook het ontdekken van gewenste functies 
en systeemeigenschappen, met behulp van een model. 
[dit proefschrift] 

2. Implementatieonafhankelijk specificeren leidt tot minder 
economische productontwikkeling. [dit proefschrift] 

3. In multidisciplinaire productontwikkeling kunnen alle 
deelnemende deskundigen functies specificeren, mits ze buiten 
hun stereotiepe rol treden. [dit proefschrift] 

4. Ten onrechte baseren veel object-georienteerde analyse
methodieken het zoeken naar objecten sterk op gegevensanalyse. 
Het opsporen van de objecten voor een reactief systeem vraagt 
gelijktijdige aandacht voor het modelleren van zowel 
functionaliteit en interactie, als gegevens. [dit proefschrift] 

5. Ontwerpgedrag kan net als koopgedrag zeer irnpulsief zijn. 
6. De discrepantie tussen 'wat in de hoofden zit' en 'wat 

gedocumenteerd is' veroorzaakt aanzienlijke risico's en verliezen 
in de industrie. 

7. De toenemende complexiteit van producten zet ontwerpers onder 
grote druk en leidt tot groeiende onzekerheid. Wellicht ligt hier 
een groeimarkt voor psychologische begeleiders. 

8. Een methode kan niet simpelweg beter gemaakt worden door het 
transplanteren van een concept uit een andere methode. Er zijn 
namelijk geen medicijnen tegen afstotingsverschijnselen. 

9. Verschilende lezers vinden voonamelijk andre fouten bij het 
korigeren een konceptekst. Dit geeft te te denken over wie wat 
gelezen heeft en over de de mogellijkheden om infromatie 
betroubaar over te dragen met behulp van geshreven text. (13?) 

10.Alleen van Sint Nicolaas mag verondersteld worden dat hij onze 
wensen kan vervullen zonder dat ze nauwkeurig gespecificeerd 
ZlJn. 

Piet van der Putten, 10 april 1997 



1. Een specificatietraject voor reactieve hardware/softwaresystemen 
moet een executeerbaar model, uitgedrukt in een formele 
specificatietaal, opleveren. [dit proefschrift] 

2. Een formele specificatietaal moet hand in hand met haar formele 
semantiek ontwikkeld worden. [dit proefschrift] 

3. In de context van transformationeel ontwerpen, waarbij gebruik 
wordt gemaakt van ( te) expressieve specificatietalen, is iedere 
specificatie een overspecificatie. [dit proefschrift] 

4. Concepten van procesalgebra en van object-georienteerde 
programrneertalen kunnen op een consistente manier met elkaar 
verenigd worden. [dit proefschrift] 

5. Mensen zijn pas dan in staat een adequate abstractie te maken van 
een fenomeen, als ze reeds verschillende concrete 
verschijningsvormen van dit fenomeen gezien of bestudeerd 
hebben. Bij het ontwerpen van een specificatie dient men derhalve 
al vroegtijdig rekening te houden met implementatie-georienteerde 
aspecten. 

6. De aanbeveling 'hepopoo' (handle each piece of paper only once) 
is helaas niet goed uitvoerbaar voor wetenschappelijk werk. 

7. In de toekomst moet de integratie van elektrotechniek en 
informatica verbeterd worden, bijvoorbeeld door meer 
multidisciplinaire co-promoties. 

8. De complexiteit van modeme besturingssystemen wordt vaak 
onderschat door niet-elektrotechnici en niet-informatici omdat zij 
ten onrechte een relatie leggen tussen de uiterlijke 
verschijningsvorm van een systeem en zijn complexiteit. 

9. Vee! wetenschappelijke onderzoeksresultaten zijn tot stand 
gekomen met een grote dosis toeval en geluk. 

1 O.Het gebruik van Latex voor het opmaken van een proefschrift als 
dit, is als het schilderen van het Empire State Building met 
vingerverf. 

Jeroen Voeten, 10 april 1997. 


